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APPENDIX 1

RIO CHAMA WSA

(NM-010-059)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

NAME CHANGE

The name of this wilderness study area (WSA) has been changed from the

Navajo Peak WSA to the Rio Chama WSA. This name change should reduce the

confusion to the general public about the WSA's location by directing

attention to its primary natural feature.

LOCATION

The Rio Chama WSA is located in Rio Arriba County, New Mexico,

approximately 3.5 air miles south of El Vado, New Mexico (Map 1) The WSA lies

adjacent to the U.S. Forest Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness. The WSA is

included on three USGS topographical maps—the Boulder Lake Quadrangle, the

Tierra Amarilla Quadrangle, and the Navajo Peak Quadrangle.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The Rio Chama WSA is composed of a combination of gently rolling grass and

sage plains bordered by dense ponderosa stands and the northern portions of

Gallina Peak. The WSA is bisected on a north-south line by the Rio Chama,

which meanders through a 900-foot-deep canyon. The WSA ranges in elevation

from 6,600 feet (2,200 meters) to 7,500 feet (2,500 meters).

The mean annual temperature for the Rio Chama region is 44° F

(6.6° C). The average annual temperature ranges from 84° F (29° C)

during the summer months to 4° F (-16° C) in the winter. July is usually

the warmest month and January the coldest.

Annual precipitation ranges from 14 to 16 inches (36 - 41 centimeters).

Precipitation is a result of both snowpack and seasonal rainfall.

Winds are primarily from the south and southwest.

LAND STATUS

The Rio Chama WSA contains 11,985 acres of public land. There are 320

acres of private inholdings contained in two parcels.

ACCESS

Vehicular access to the WSA can be made from both the east and west side

of the Rio Chama Canyon (Map 2). The eastern boundaries of the WSA may be

reached from U.S. Highway 84 onto BLM Road 1023 (dirt) 2 miles south of the
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Rio Chama WSA

town of Cebolla. Vehicular routes branch off BLM Road 1023 to provide access
to the eastern regions of the WSA. Hikers may reach the WSA by way of the
U.S. Forest Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area, which lies adjacent to
the WSA's southern boundary.

Vehicular access to the western boundaries of the Rio Chama WSA is
provided through the Santa Fe National Forest from New Mexico State Road 112
heading north from Arroyo Blanco. This route presently provides the primary
public access to the western portions of the WSA.

The alternative ingress to the WSA is via boat on the Rio Chama. The
present put-in point for boaters is at the privately owned El Vado Fishing
Ranch, which is located just south of El Vado Dam off of New Mexico State
Road 112.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summmary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for
analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not
selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues
were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and
preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs) . While certain
resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis, resources
such as wildlife, visual resource values, recreational uses, soils and
vegetation are explained in the document when they are affected by actions
relating to the key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The Amended Boundary Alternative was selected as the proposed
action. This recommends 5,232 acres of the WSA as suitable for wilderness and
6,753 acres as nonsuitable for wilderness. The 5,232 acres recommended as
suitable consist of the Rio Chama Canyon which possess exceptional primitive
recreation opportunities such as float boating, hiking, fishing, camping and
outstanding opportunities for solitude in a natural setting. The remaining
6,753 acres outside of the Rio Chama canyon are not being recommended for
wilderness because of their marginal wilderness values. This nonsuitable
portion of the WSA marginally meets the required naturalness criterion with
its numerous vehicluar routes, old timber sales and vegetative manipulations.
The opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation are not exceptional.
Supplemental values in this area are not significant. A detailed description
of those actions associated with the All Wilderness Alternative, the Amended
Boundary Alternative, and the No Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is
provided in Table 1.

Significant impacts by alternative for each of the identified major
environmental issues raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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RIO CHAMA

SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternative Considered and

Set Aside

Special Management for 5,400

acres within the Rio Chama

Canyon.

Reasons for Not Including this Alternative

This alternative, raised by the BLM, will be

considered through a recommendation for study

as a "Special Management Area" in the Resource

Management Plan (RMP) in the Taos Resource

Area with emphasis on wildlife and aquatic

habitat, boating, scenic resources and natural

values.

Issues Raised and Set Aside

Impacts on Timber Sales and

Fuelwood Cutting

Impacts on the following

threatened or endangered species-

Bald Eagle and Peregrine Falcon

Impacts on
Mineral Exploration

and Development

Impacts on Cultural Sites

Reasons for Not Considering a Detailed Analysis

Timber sales and fuelwood cutting were not

selected for detailed analysis because there

are no present plans or projected plans for

commercial timber or fuelwood sales in the

WSA. The timber and fuelwood are of marginal

economic potential compared to adjacent areas

outside the WSA.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has

concurred with BLM's finding of no effect on

species Federally-listed or proposed for

listing as threatened or endangered. An

analysis of potential impacts to T&E species

would be required for any proposed surface

disturbing activities.

Mineral exploration and development was not

selected for detailed analysis because of low

potential for the occurrence of such resources.

Cultural resources were not selected for

detailed analysis because of the low resource

development potential. A detailed site

analysis would, however, be required for any

proposed surface disturbing activities.

Alternatives Selected

for Detailed Analysis

All Wilderness

No Wilderness

Amended Boundary
(Proposed Action)

Reasons

11,985 acres were identified during inventory

as having wilderness values.

The No Action alternative required by NEPA.

This boundary configuration was identified

during preplanning to include the Chama River

Canyon for wilderness designation and to

delete the area with marginal wilderness

values on the canyon rim.

Issues Selected For Detailed Analysis

Two environmental issues were identified for ths WSA. The quality of the area s

wilderness values is a major issue of concern, particularly within the Rio Chama

Canyon and impacts on livestock grazing use levels because of statewide concern.
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Rio Chama WSA

TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness
Amended Boundary
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAN AND/ OR
ENHANCE EXISTING WILDERNESS
VALUES ON 11,985 ACRES AS
WILDERNESS. THE FOLLOWING
ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

- Close 22 miles of vehicle
ways, which currently
receive low use (less than
200 vehicles per year).

- Require permits for
vehicle access to 8 dirt
tanks and replacement of
allotment fences. No more
than one trip per year is
anticipated for vehicle
access. Causal vehicle
use for inspection and
minor repairs would be

precluded.

- Current grazing levels of
approximately 9 head per
section per year would
continue and is not
projected to change.

- Provide reasonable access
to 320 acres of private
lands. Approximately 4

miles of existing ways
would be upgraded to roads.

- Attempts would be made to
acquire 320 acres of
private lands in the WSA.

- Prepare a joint wilderness
management plan with Santa
Fe National Forest to
manage the combined area.

- Maintain the target
capacity of 200 persons
per day and the allowance
of less than 6 parties
encountered per day on
river use to protect its
naturalness and solitude.

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND
ENHANCE EXISTING WILDERNESS
VALUES ON 5,232 ACRES. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE
TAKEN:

Close 6 miles of vehicle
ways, which currently
receive low use (less than
100 vehicles per year).

Require permits for
vehicle access to 4 dirt
tanks and replacement of
allotment fences. No more
than one trip per year is
anticipated for vehicle
access. Casual vehicle
use for inspections and
minor repairs would be
precluded.

- No private or state lands
are within this portion of
the WSA and therefore no
acquisition would be
necessary.

- Prepare a joint wilderness
management plan with Santa
Fe National Forest to
manage the combined area

.

- Maintain the target
capacity of 200 persons
per day and the allowance
of less than 6 parties
encountered per day on
river use to protect its
naturalness and solitude.

MANAGE 6,753 ACRES WITHOUT
WILDERNESS PROTECTION. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE
TAKEN:

- Vehicle use (less than 100
vehicles per year) would
not be restricted on 16
miles of vehicle ways.
Approximately 4 miles of
those ways would be

upgraded to roads for
access to private lands.

- Permits would not be
required for vehicle
access to 4 dirt tanks.

- Current grazing levels of
approximately 9 head per
section per year would
continue

.

MANAGE 11,985 ACRES WITHOUT
WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE
TAKEN:

' 22 miles of vehicle ways,
which currently receive
low use (less than 200
vehicles per year) would
remain open.

Current grazing levels of
approximately 9 head per
section per year would
continue and is not
expected to change.

Approximately 4 miles of
existing ways would be

upgraded to roads for
access to private lands.

Prepare a joint river
management plan with
Santa Fe National Forest.

Maintain the target
capacity of 200 persons
per day and the allowance
of less than 6 parties
encountered per day on
river use to protect its
naturalness and solitude.
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Rio Chama WSA

TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS—
Alternative by

Major Environmental Issues

Impacts on LivestockImpacts on Wilderness

WSA/Acreage Values Grazing Use Levels

All Wilderness - Maintain Rio Chama's No impact on current

(11,985 acres) natural character. levels of grazing use:

9 head per section per
- Maintain outstanding year.

opportunities for

solitude. - Allottee inconvenienced
by requiring permits

- Maintain the out- for vehicle access to 8

standing dirt tanks, and

opportunities for replacement of
.

trout fishing, allotment fences.

camping, hiking and Casual vehicle use for

visiting habitation inspection and minor

sites dating back repairs would be

approximately 3,000 precluded.

years.

- Maintain the

opportunity of float

boating in a

wilderness setting.

Amended Boundary - Wilderness Essentially the same as

(5,232 acres) protection would the All Wilderness

(Proposed Action) maintain those Alternative except that

wilderness values in 4 of the 8 dirt tanks

the canyon corridor and 16 miles of the 22
1 where the highest miles of vehicular ways

quality wilderness would be excluded from

values exist. These wilderness limitations.

opportunities
consist of solitude,

fishing for trout,

float boating,

camping, hiking and
visiting habitation
sites dating back
approximately 3,000

years. Outside the

canyon, naturalness
would diminish by 10

percent without
wilderness
protection.

1 No Wilderness - Over the long-term, - No impact on current

(11,985 acres) solitude in the level of grazing: 9

Chama Canyon would head per section per

be degraded by year.

continued vehicle
1

use on 6 miles of - Vehicles could be used

vehicle routes in for access to 8 dirt

the canyon. Vehicle tanks and fences and

use is expected to for inspection and

remain at less than repairs, subject to ORV

100 vehicles per limitations and

year. Naturalness closures.

and opportunities
for solitude outside

the canyon would
diminish by 10

percent from

continued vehicular

use on the existing

16 miles of
vehicular ways.
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Rio Chama WSA

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The Rio Chama WSA is located in the eastern portion of the Gallina
Fault Zone, a north and northwest-trending, strongly faulted series of dome-
type structures that extend some 25 miles from the Tierra Amarilla Grant
(northern boundary of the WSA) to the Rio Arriba-Sandoval county line. The
fault is a southern extension of the Archuleta Arch, which extends some 40
miles to the Archuleta Mesa, on the Colorado-New Mexico line. Together, the
two structures form the boundary between the San Juan Basin (west) and' the
Chama Basin (east).

The WSA is characterized by a surface cover of eastward-dipping
Cretaceous sediments (Mancos and Dakota Formations) that have been frequently
interrupted and offset by faulting. In the western portion of the WSA,
erosion by the Rio Chama has resulted in a spectacular gorge up to 900 feet
deep that has exposed the underlying Morrison Formation (Jurassic) on the
canyon walls. Quaternary alluvium has been deposited on the canyon floor.

While no pre-Morrison rocks have been exposed in the WSA,
outcroppings of lower Mesozoic (lower Jurassic and Triassic) and upper
Paleozoic (Permian through Mississippian) rocks elsewhere along the Rio Chama
and Gallina Fault would seem to indicate that the same rock types underlie the
WSA. It is also thought that both the Pennsylvanian and Mississippian rocks
overlie Precambrian igneous/metamorphic complexes.

The Gallina Fault is believed to have begun to move shortly after the
close of the Cretaceous deposition and appears to have been the axis of an
arch. This is evidenced by the thinner sequence of Cretaceous sediments in
the Chama Basin as opposed to the San Juan Basin.

While no detailed paleontological inventory has been conducted in the
Rio Chama WSA, the presence of known fossil-bearing rocks (particularly the
Morrison Formation), indicates a fair to good potential exists for the
discovery of paleontological resources.

WATER

The WSA lies within the Rio Chama drainage, bounded on the north by
the Rio Nutrias and the south by the Rio Cebolla, which both feed into the
Rio Chama from the west. The surface is rolling, bisected by arroyos flowing
into these drainages. The west side, along the Rio Chama, is steep (greater
than 20 percent slope) and highly eroded.

The flow of the Rio Chama has seasonal variations that are modified
by upstream releases from the El Vado Reservoir. During the late summer
through early spring, flows are moderate (100-500 cubic feet per second

—

cfs). During the spring snowmelt, the flow is high (up to 5,000 cfs).
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Rio Chama WSA

"The river flow in the WSA is regulated by the upstream El Vado and Heron

Reservoirs which provide conservation storage for downstream agricultural

municipal and recreational uses. The Rio Chama WSA is within the declared

Rio Grande Underground Water Basin. Use of the surface flow of the mains tern

of the Rio Chama below El Vado Dam has been adjudicated and is supervised by a

watermaster appointed by the U.S. District Court, District of New Mexico. The

waters of the Rio Chama are fully appropriated under state law The

San Juan-Chama Project imports an average of 110,000 acre-feet of Colorado

River Basin water into the Rio Grande Basin. Heron Reservoir is the terminal

storage for the project and releases the imported water to downstream users

via the Rio Chama."

Occasional summer thunderstorms will cause Rio Chama tributaries to flow with

heavy sediment and dissolved solids which degrade the quality of water in the

Rio Chama. All surface water from the Rio Chama and its tributaries should be

purified for domestic consumption.

Springs are reported to exist within the WSA, but they have not been

confirmed. Two hot springs are located on private land north of the WSA

boundary along the Rio Chama.

SOILS

Soil types in the WSA are grouped into two associations. The

Las Lucas-Litle-Persayo Association occurs east of the Rio Chama Canyon rim on

gently to strongly sloping and rolling uplands. Although slopes are

predominantly less than 20 percent, some of the Persayo soils occupy hilly

landscapes with slopes up to 25 percent. In addition, escarpments and break

areas consisting of outcrops of shale and sandstone are commonly steep to very

steep. The soils, which are light to moderately light colored, calcareous,

and highly erodible, are forming predominantly in materials weathered from

gray- and olive-colored shales. They support fair to good stands of

vegetation.

The Rock Land-Rough Broken Land Association, along the Rio Chama and

below the canyon rim, is characterized by rough and broken topography This

topography includes escarpments, steep canyon walls, rocky ridge tops, rock

slidls, rock ledges, and steep breaks, all of which are dominated by rock

outcrops and smaU areas of highly variable soils. The exposed bedrock

consists of sandstone, shale, tuff, basalt, quartzite, and V»n±tM. Those

parts of this association with outcrops of tuff, basalt, and sandstone contain

ver ical or near-vertical, precipitous cliffs and escarpments that surround

lany of the mesas to form colorful canyon walls along the Rio Chama and

tributaries.

VEGETATION

Within the Rio Chama WSA, a unique diversity of vegetation types

exists. They vary from ponderosa pine forests, to riparian vegetation to a

northern cold desert grassland. (The permanent documentation file located at

the BLM Taos Resource Area Office contains a vegetation type summary of the

WSA.)
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Rio Chama WSA

The potential natural vegetation according to Bailey-Kuchler would be
divided into three types: Pine-Douglas Fir, Pinyon-Juniper Woodlands, andGreat Basin Sagebrush. The vegetation type along the rim and above the RioChama has a unique development of ecological successional stages. Along therim the ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa ) type predominates. Within the
understory of the ponderosa pine type is a sub-canopy of mountain shrubs,
including oakbrush ( Quercus gambelii ) , serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.), currant
CRibes spp.), and mountain mahogany ( Cercocarpus montanus ). This understory
is an ecotone to the pinyon juniper vegetation type.

The pinyon ( Pinus edulis ) and juniper (Juniperus spp.) are in dense
stands where the contact is with the ponderosa pine type. The subcanopy ofpmyon-jumper vegetation type contains sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) and native
grasses, including bluegrama ( Bouteloua gracilis). Indian ricegrass (Oryzopsis
nymenoides)

, and side-oats grama ( Bouteloua curtipendula )

.

The pinyon-juniper type melds to the sagebrush type. The sagebrush
is the most prevalent vegetation type. The understory contains the same
grasses as found in the pinyon-juniper type. During the late 1950* s, 1960'sand early 1970 's a program of vegetative manipulation was initiated. Large
scale sagebrush clearing and subsequent planting of crested wheatgrass
Ugropyron cristatum) was completed. On Map 3, the cross-hatched areas
indicate where vegetative modification has been applied, covering
approximately 42 percent of the Rio Chama WSA.

On shallow soils where sagebrush is not found, the grasses of the
northern cold desert predominate. Blue grama, Indian ricegrass, and Western
wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii) can be found.

In all cases, each vegetation type represents an ecological stage of
succession that man has begun to impact. Early homesteading reduced the
ponderosa pine type, and recently, the use for pinyon-juniper for fuelwood andfence posts has influenced the natural state of the pinyon-juniper vegetation
type. The continued use of forage livestock has greatly altered the
successional development of the sagebrush vegetation type.

The vegetation below the canyon rim is limited to steep slopes and
shallow soils. The canyon is not significantly impacted by human activity
although there are some signs of early logging enterprises. The riparian
areas along the Rio Chama contain the most diversity of species of all the
vegetation types within the WSA. The most obvious plant species associated
with this area are cottonwoods ( Populus spp.), willows (Salix spp.), ponderosa
pine, and various deciduous shrubs. The canyon presents^HSique diversity of
vegetation. y

Threatened and Endangered Plants

the U.S
According to the Threatened and Endangered Species List prepared by
Fish and Wildlife Service, no threatened or endangered plants are

presently recognized as being indigenous to this locality or known to occur
within the study area. Pediocactus papyracanthus or "grama cactus", a

iilartlTJ£<
thX T1

£ff
t6n

?
d and EndanSered State List, has been unofficiallyreported within the WSA. Inventories have not resulted in locating any listed
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Rio Chama WSA

plants. The WSA is, however, considered potential habitat for both Phlox
caryophylla and Abronia biglovii .

WILDLIFE

There are several habitat types associated with the vegetation types
discussed in the previous section.

The pinyon-juniper and sagebrush types are intertwined by many
fingerlike projections that provide an extensive edge effect between the two
vegetation types. The high density pinyon-juniper types lie adjacent to the
Rio Chama canyon with the sagebrush type lying to either side of the
pinyon-juniper band. Some of the areas show heavy forage utilization, with
extensive livestock use of browse species such as oakbrush and mountain
mahogany, which support the mule deer in the area. Other species using the
areas above the canyon rims include elk, black bear, coyote, and turkey.

The canyon area contains a greater diversity of plant species,
excellent cover, and many cliff areas for birds of prey and cavity-nesting
birds than does the rim area. This area provides excellent habitat for a wide
variety of large mammals (mule deer, elk, and mountain lion), small mammals
(bobcat, beaver, and raccoon), avian species (Wintering Bald eagle, Red-tailed
hawk, American kestrel, Prairie falcon, Golden eagle, and Cooper's hawk) and
reptiles.

The riparian areas along the Rio Chama augment the habitat diversity
of the Rio Chama Canyon and show considerable use by large mammals, passerine
birds, aquatic associated mammals and waterfowl. Non-game species are
abundant in the Chama river canyon. Passerine birds and some small mammals of
the family sciuridae are of specific interest because of their high visibility
to the viewing public. The primary waterfoul species that are easily observed
are the common Merganser and Mallard duck.

The aquatic habitat contains a good Brown and Rainbow trout fishery,
and populations of native minnows and suckers. Other fish species occurring
in the Rio Chama are the Kokanee salmon, Flathead chub, Black Crappie,
Longnose Dace, Rio Grande Chub, Carp, and Channel Catfish. The instream cover
is provided primarily by large, deep pools, and large boulders. The river is
predominantly pools with only 20 to 25 percent riffles. The stream bank
vegetation is less than optimal due to domestic livestock grazing and natural
erosion.

Of the verified significant species, the majority fall within the
harvest species category. Recovery species include those discussed under
threatened and endangered species. A taxonomic list of probable fauna species
which either reside or frequent the area and comprise the remainder of the
ecosystem maintenance species is available at the Taos BLM Office.

Threatened and Endangered Animals

The threatened or endangered animals confirmed to frequent the area
include the federal and state protected Bald eagle and Peregrine falcon. The

M2



Rio Chama WSA

Black-footed ferret is listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service but no

extensive prairie dog towns exist within the WSA to support the threatened

species. The State protected osprey and marten are also considered species

which may use the area.

The primary special habitat features along the river and rim areas

are the snags and old growth ponderosa pine with dead tops. These are very

important for the concentrations of wintering bald eagles.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The topographic relief is divided into three types - flat, open

plain, rolling foothills and the deep river canyon of the Rio Chama.

Vegetation varies from lush riparian habitat in the Rio Chama Canyon, to

sagebrush and grasses on the open plains, to pinyon-juniper and ponderosa pine

in the foothills and higher elevations. Landscape colors within the canyon

are light and dark greens from the vegetation and brilliant reds, browns, and

orange from the canyon walls. The area above the canyon rims is predominantly

green, gray, and brown with some variations in the distant background. The

overall feeling is one of open expanse above the canyon rims and extreme

solitude and isolation within the confines of the Rio Chama Canyon.

The Rio Chama Scenic Quality Rating Unit is rated as Visual Resource

Management Classes II and III. The Class II designation for the Rio Chama

Canyon indicates that any change in the basic elements (form, line, color, or

texture) caused by a management activity should not be evident in the

characteristic landscape. The areas above the rims of the canyon gorge are

rated Class III which denotes that any changes in the basic elements caused by

management activity may be evident, but should remain subordinate to the

visual strength of the existing character. However, the entire WSA is to be

managed as a Class II while under the wilderness review due to the

nonimpairment criteria.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The WSA has had no systematic cultural survey. However, surveys in

the surrounding two archaeological districts have recorded high densities of

archaeological sites. The same pattern is expected in the Rio Chama WSA.

Based on the review of reported archaeological research in the Chama and

Gallina Archaeological Districts, the WSA is expected to contain remains from

the Paleolndian, Archaic, Prehistoric Pueblo periods. This suggests that a

cultural inventory of the WSA would reveal a significant array of cultural

resources documenting the cultural development of the region for over 3,000

years. Historic homestead sites have also been identified within the Rio

Chama Canyon.

AIR QUALITY

Due to the remoteness of the WSA from any sources of air polluting

emissions, the air quality in the WSA is considered good to excellent.
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

Energy Minerals

Leasable

No drilling activity has occurred within the Rio Chama WSA. However,
27 percent or 3,220 acres of the WSA has been leased through 5 post-FLPMA oil
and gas leases (refer to Map 4). The last of the leases is scheduled to
expire by 1993 unless held by production. The WSA is only about 5 miles
northeast of the producing Puerto Chiquito Oil and Gas Field, however, the WSA
does not seem to contain favorable host rocks. Consequently, the potential
for petroleum products in the WSA, as shown in Table 3, is concluded to be low.

Some coal may be present in small amounts in the Dakota Formation.
The only major coal-bearing formation in the vicinity, the Menefee Formation
(Upper Cretaceous), does not occur within the Rio Chama WSA. Consequently,
the potential for coal development is considered to be very low (refer to
Table 3).

Locatable

A great deal of uranium exploration has taken place in the vicinity
of, and possibly within the Rio Chama WSA. Some small uranium occurrences
have been found in the region, often associated within organic matter (e.g.,
bones and plant debris), but no uranium occurrences have been reported in the
WSA (refer to Table 3).

Non-Energy Minerals

Leasable

While nearly all non-energy leasable minerals are found in sediments
and the Rio Chama WSA contains a relatively thick sequence of sedimentary
rocks, the potential for the discovery of valuable non-energy leasable
minerals is low. The possibility of finding phosphates is remote, since there
are no known phosphate-bearing formations located in the WSA. Likewise, the
possibility of finding sodium or potash deposits are also remote, since there
are no known occurrences in any of the sediments, nor are there any known
alkali basins within the WSA.
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TABLE 3

MINERAL POTENTIAL
RIO CHAMA WSA

Commodity

Coal

Uranium

Copper, Lead
Zinc,
Molybdenum

Associated
Environment

Dakota Formation

Burro Canyon Formation
Morrison Formation
Chinle Formation

Precambrian igneous/metamorphic
complex

Mineral
Potential

Low

Low
Low
Low

Low

Acreage3.a/

NC

NC

NC
NC

NC

Sandstone

Sand, gravel

Oil & Gas

Dakota Formation Low

Quaternary alluvium Low

Mesozoic, Paleozoic Marine and Low
Continental sedimentary rocks

Source: Tecolote Corp. 1981. Taos Mineral Resource Inventory.

£' Acreages on areas of low potential were not calculated (NC).

NC

NC

NC
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Locatable

At present, there is no activity in the Rio Chama WSA pertaining to

locatable non-energy minerals. There are no mining claims located in the WSA

and there has been no known exploration or development attempts. There may be

a slight chance of finding "red bed" copper deposits (i.e., copper carbonates)

in the Triassic Chinle Formation, since these deposits have been found in the

Chinle elsewhere. However, the probability of finding other locatable mineral

deposits in the sedimentary rock sequence seems low, since there are no

igneous intrusions (which would bring mineral-rich solutions) and no apparent

mineralization occurring along the various fault planes. Therefore, it is

concluded that the potential for valuable mineral deposits in the sediments is

low (refer to Table 3)

.

Salable

Even though most of the sediments found in the WSA are friable

sandstones and shales, easily eroded and not very cemented, they are not

considered to be very good sources of aggregate. The Precambrian

igneous/metamorphic rocks are too deep to have very much potential as a source

of salable minerals. The alluvium found in the Rio Chama is too inaccessible

to be considered as a potentially valuable source of mineral materials.

WATERSHED

Several water catchments are the only structures for water control

within the WSA. Water from the Rio Chama and its tributaries are utilized by

livestock and wildlife.

Erosion is not a major problem in this area. Generally, the

watershed areas that have been developed are stable. Precipitation in this

area falls into the 14 to 16 inch zone, normally coming in winter snow, and

seasonal rainfall.

In the event the Abiquiu Reservoir, located downstream from the WSA,

increases its storage capacity the flow of the Rio Chama may be affected.

More frequent releases of water from El Vado Reservoir during the late summer

would result. Consequently, the flow would be higher than normal for that

time of year.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

The WSA encompasses five livestock (cattle) grazing allotments. The

WSA supports approximately 9 head per section per year. The primary use

period is spring-summer-fall with no use in winter due to snow pack.

Allotment Management Plans have been completed on two allotments (a file copy

is available at the BLM Taos Resource Area Office).

The range improvements within the WSA are extensive (see Map 3 in

Section 2 of this appendix). A summary of the existing range allotments is

found in Table 4.
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TABLE 4

RANGE ALLOTMENT SUMMARY

Allotment
Name Number

Number

of

Head
Season

Start
of Use

End

Animal

Unit
Months

Hibner AMP IISJ 0560 86 10/26 12/31 875

Puerto Community 0557 208 5/1 10/31 961

Esperanza Grazing
Association!/ 0561 345 4/16 10/15 2,070

Jones 0558 lb 3/1 10/30 120

Peacock Place 0574 20 4/1 7/1 36

Source: Allotment files, Taos Area Office, BLM.

Note: £/ AMP Allotments.
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FOREST PRODUCTS

The Rio Chama WSA contains commercial and noncommercial woodlands.

The commercial supply consists primarily of ponderosa pine. There are

approximately 1,724 acres with potential total production of up to 5 million

board feet. There are approximately 1,500 acres of pinyon-juniper

non-commercial woodlands with a total potential fuelwood market for

approximately 15,000 cords.

Favorable topography has allowed for selective cuttings for timber

sales in the past. During the time period from 1951 to 1966 timber sales of

slightly less than 3 million board feet occurred on 1,951 acres outside the

canyon within the WSA.

An additional 80 acres of thinning, for enhancement of timber

production, and 100 acres of clearcutting for mistletoe eradication, were

performed within the WSA prior to 1975.

Three forestry study plots are located within the boundaries of the

WSA. These study plots have been used to monitor overall timber production

for potential future timber sales.

The 1979 Rio Grande Management Framework Plan does not recognize the

potential use of areas within the Rio Chama WSA for future timber harvest. No

specific plans for issuing sales or permits are being considered at the

present time. There is significant forest resources to warrant forest

management. There is also a severe problem with mistletoe in the existing

stand of ponderosa pine.

RECREATION

A 30-mile segment of the Rio Chama, immediately below El Vado

Reservoir to the headwaters of the Abiquiu Reservoir, was designated in 1978

by the New Mexico State Legislature as a "Scenic and Pastoral River". The

portion of the WSA within the Rio Chama "Scenic and Pastoral River" was

floated by 2,920 people during the 1986 river season. These were primarily

one night trips. This segment of the Rio Chama has been experiencing a

gradual increase in use as a result of increased demand and an extended use

season from controlled releases from El Vado Reservoir. This segment of the

river is utilized by both private and commercial boaters. There are presently

15 commercial outfitters operating on the river.

In order to compliment the wilderness status of the downstream

segment of the Rio Chama in the adjacent U.S. Forest Service Chama River

Canyon Wilderness the BLM and Forest Service are managing use on the river. A

target capacity of 200 person per day on the river and less than 6 parties per

day encountered has been set.

Floating, camping, fishing, and hiking are the primary recreation

activities occurring within this river corridor, resulting both from these

trips and from other users. Hikers and backpackers from the adjacent U.S.

Forest Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area also utilize portions of the

WSA, especially along the Rio Chama.
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Very little recreation activity occurs above the rims of the Rio
Chama gorge in the WSA. Some motor vehicle related recreation occurs usually
on existing routes and trails and primarily related to hunting (less than 200
vehicles per year). Limited hunting activity is apparent from old hunting
camps found in some of the pinyon-juniper stands. The Rio Chama WSA is within
New Mexico Game and Fish Management Unit No. 5. Huntable species within the
WSA^ include elk, mule deer, bear and turkey. The brown and rainbow trout
habitat of the Rio Chama provides excellent opportunities for the angler.

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is presently conducting a study to
determine fishery and riparian habitat on the Rio Chama.

The Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service have a
cooperative agreement in effect for the study of the commercial and private
boating use on the Rio Chama.

The Rio Chama represents a unique educational opportunity for study
of a river environment from the confines of the river itself. Many
educational entities (University of New Mexico, New Mexico State University,
Santa Fe Mountain Center, Albuquerque Public Schools, Boy and Girl Scout
Organizations) have conducted environmental education excursions on the Rio
Chama for the study of this unique biological ecosystem.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

No areas currently of religious significance to Native Americans are
known within the study area. Shrines constructed by prehistoric populations
probably do occur throughout the area.

REALTY ACTIONS

No rights-of-way, withdrawals, easements, or permits exist in this
WSA. Two parcels of private land occur within the boundaries of the WSA to
which reasonable access must be provided.

WILDLIFE

The portion of the Rio Chama which is within the WSA provides a
suitable habitat and food base for the river otter. The potential for
re-establishment of the river otter is dependent upon the amount of privacy
and protection the species would receive. It may be necessary to restrict, as
well as inform, boaters if such a project was implemented. Currently, there
is no official recommendation.

No Habitat Management Plan is currently developed for the area If a
Habitat Management Plan were to be prepared, the Rio Chama WSA would be
intensively inventoried and other potential uses would be more accurately
identified

.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

Naturalness

The Rio Chama within the WSA is very natural in character. The

amount and degree of impacts affecting the naturalness of the area are

distinctly divided between the Rio Chama Canyon and the open range above its

rims.

The Rio Chama Canyon provides the most distinctive indications of

naturalness throughout the WSA. (Refer to Figures 1 through 4.) The views

and vistas in and directly above the canyon give one a true feeling of

naturalness. Most intrusions are hidden by the canyon walls and are therefore

not noticeable from the Rio Chama.

The river canyon is contrasted with the open range topography above.

Impacts of human activities are more visible and apparent above the canyon

rims. Visible impacts include range improvements (e.g., windmills,

catchments, seedings, fencelines), vehicular routes, private homes and ranch

operations, and utility lines. The private inholdings in the WSA are all

located outside the Rio Chama Canyon.

The most noticeable impacts in the WSA are the 22 miles of existing

vehicular routes, used primarily for access to range improvements requiring

maintenance on an annual basis (see Map 3 in Section 2). Some of the routes

are also to access hunting, camping, and fishing in the Rio Chama Canyon area.

The presence of man-made intrusions above the canyon in the WSA

detract from the natural qualities of the area. The cumulative effects of

these impacts is minimal in the canyon. During the Wilderness Inventory, it

was difficult to classify the naturalness of the WSA into one category due to

the distinct contrast between the canyon and the rim area.

Solitude

The opportunities for solitude in the Rio Chama WSA are outstanding.

The topographic and vegetative screening of the Rio Chama Canyon offer a

tremendous experience of solitude for visitors who are down by the river. A

truly unique feeling of isolation is possible while either floating or hiking

the inner canyons below the rims.
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Figure 1 - View from Rio Chama below Navajo Peak looking
north and east.
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Figure 2 - View from Navajo Peak overlooking private
inholdings (vacation homesites) and Santa
Fe U.S. Forest Service Chama River Canyon
Wilderness Area (south).
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Figure 3 - Side canyon entering the

Rio Chama from the east
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Figure 4 - View of the Rio Chama from

below the El Vado Reservoir
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The opportunities for solitude are primarily due to limited access to
the river. As a result, fewer encounters with humans are anticipated. Also,
evidence of human activity found above the canyon are mitigated by vegetative
and topographic screening when the user is down by the river. A user can
readily find seclusion within the river canyon boundaries.

The opportunities for solitude are somewhat diminished above the rim
due to the accessibility of vehicles and the closeness of U.S. Highway 84.
But solitude may still be achieved by the user in secluded locations which are
easily found above the canyon rims.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The Rio Chama WSA offers a variety of outstanding primitive and
unconfined recreation opportunities. The most significant recreational
feature of the Rio Chama WSA is the river itself, where boating occurs several
months out of the year (April-July). Other opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreational activities include backpacking, hiking, cross-country
skiing, and camping. These activities do not require facilities or motorized
equipment and are easily available in the WSA.

Special Features

The Rio Chama "Scenic and Pastoral River" (New Mexico State
Designation in 1978) flows through the Rio Chama WSA. This is the single
most important and valuable natural feature of the study area. The Rio Chama
Canyon provides one of only two floatable rivers in northern New Mexico. This
makes the Rio Chama not only unique in its recreational boating opportunity,
but increases its future potential demand due to the growing sport of river
running throughout the West.

The viewing of geologic features, wildlife, and riparian vegetation
from the river make the Rio Chama portion of the WSA a special feature.

The U.S. Forest Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area is located
immediately south and west of the WSA. Map 5 shows the location of the
wilderness area. These specific state and federal protective designations are
indicative of the special nature of the Rio Chama Canyon.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Rio Chama WSA contains a wealth of natural values as a result of
its relatively undisturbed character. Congressional designation as wilderness
would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree of long-term
protection for these natural values than would administrative designations
available to the Bureau.
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Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes Present

The Bailey-Kuchler system classifies the Rio Charaa WSA as being
within the Rocky Mountain Forest Province. The potential natural vegetation
according to Bailey-Kuchler is approximately 1,285 acres Pine-Douglas Fir,
1,000 acres of Pinyon-Juniper woodlands and 9,700 acres of Great Basin
Sagebrush.

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Rio Chama WSA is within a day's driving time of four major
population centers (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas of 100,000 or more
population). These four SMSA's are: Denver, Colorado; Colorado Springs,
Colorado; Pueblo, Colorado; and Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

The Rio Chama WSA could be managed as wilderness. Manageability is a
judgement made by BLM after considering such factors as private and state
inholdings, exercise of valid existing rights (Pre-FLPMA claims or leases)
topography, and overall land ownership patterns. Manageability of this WSA is
influenced by private lands within the study area, legal and physical access,
livestock operations, uses of adjacent U.S. Forest Service lands and
recreational baoting use on the Rio Chama.

The WSA contains 320 acres of private inholdings in two parcels which
must be provided reasonable access regardless of any protective designation.
These areas are located outside of the canyon and no significant manageability
problems are anticipated. However, if the entire WSA is designated
wilderness, it would be desireable to acquire these inholdings.

Visitor access to the WSA, if designated wilderness, could be
obtained through adjacent U.S. Forest Service lands. Users may approach the
area from the Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area located at the southern end
of the WSA and east of the Rio Chama. Visitors may also gain access through
the Santa Fe National Forest on the west side of the Rio Chama.

Regardless of whether the Rio Charaa WSA becomes a wilderness area or
not, access to the river by boaters must be considered. The major put-in
point for boaters on the Rio Chama is the El Vado Fishing Ranch, located below
El Vado Reservoir and owned by Mr. Carl Cooper. Presently, the Bureau of Land
Management and the Santa Fe National Forest have an informal cooperative
agreement for continued use of Mr. Cooper's land as a public launching site
for floating the Rio Chama. The New Mexico Department of Natural Resources
has secured alternative access for the public, immediately to the south of the
Cooper's property.
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The major demand for use by motor vehicles occurs when maintenance is

necessary on range improvements and during the hunting season when hunters

traverse the eastern rim area for mule deer and elk. ORV use would be

restricted if the WSA was designated as a wilderness area. To effectively

control vehicular use on the top rim areas additional fencing and signing

would be required.

The WSA's southern boundary is contiguous with the U.S. Forest

Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area. Management of the Rio Chama WSA

as a wilderness would be enhanced by this situation since nonconforming uses

that might otherwise diminish wilderness values along the WSA's southern

boundary would not occur.
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SECTION 5

ALTERNATIVES AND IMPACTS

This section analyzes the impacts of the proposed action and two
alternatives for the Rio Chama WSA: the All Wilderness Alternative, the
Amended Boundary Alternative, and the No Wilderness Alternative (No Action).

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative the entire 11,985 acres of public land within
the Rio Chama WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation
(refer to Map 1 for location of the WSA boundary). If designated wilderness,
the existing uses and activities in the area and potential uses as identified
in Section 3 of this document would be managed under the constraints of the
Wilderness Management Policy (BLM, 1981). Table 1 provides a more detailed
description of the management actions to be taken under the alternatives.

Impacts to Wilderness Values

The primary impacts under this alternative would be the protection of
wilderness values and resulting increases in naturalness due to closing 22
miles of vehicle ways, opportunities for solitude, and river recreation
activities.

The wilderness values of solitude, naturalness, and primitive
recreation on all 11,985 acres of the WSA would be maintained. This includes
the area of the Rio Chama Canyon with its spectacular scenery, and outstanding
opportunities for river rafting, fishing and solitude.

The 22 miles of existing routes would be closed to recreational ORV
use. This would improve naturalness and opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined recreation by 10-15 percent because of the near
elimination of surface disturbance and because visitors would not encounter or
hear ORV users in the area.

The high quality of naturalness in the canyon would be maintained and
this would enhance the recreational experience along the river. Recreational
opportunities for a wilderness river experience are extremently limited in New
Mexico. The Rio Chama provides the only wilderness floatboat experience in the
state. Hiking, camping and fishing opportunities would also be enhanced
through wilderness designation. Opportunities for solitude outside the canyon
would also be maintained.

Habitat for endangered species such as the peregrine falcon and bald eagle
would be enhanced. The habitat would be maintained or enhanced over the
long-term as a result of closure to recreational ORV use.
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Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the wilderness values of

naturalness, opportunities for solitude, opportunities for primitive recreation

and various special features in the WSA would benefit significantly from the

added long-term protection of Congressional designation. Wilderness values

would improve in quality by 10 to 15 percent through closure of 22 miles of

vehicle routes.

Impact on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Grazing would continue at the approximate levels existing at the time

the area enters the wilderness system (approximately 9 head per section per

year). Under BLM's wilderness management policy there shall be no curtailment

of grazing permits or privileges in an area simply because it is designated as

wilderness.

Livestock operations in the Rio Chama WSA would be affected by

limitations imposed on the maintenance of eight small dirt tanks installed to

support this level of livestock grazing use. Limitations would be placed on

vehicular access, type of construction materials, and location of new

improvements in order to protect wilderness characteristics. However, no range

developments are proposed. Casual use of vehicles for inspection or repair of

existing facilities would be precluded.

Conclusion

No impacts on existing livestock grazing use levels would occur since

grazing is permissible and a compatible activity under wilderness designation.

Livestock operators would be inconvenienced by restricted vehicular access.

AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

The Amended Boundary Alternative would recommend for wilderness

designation the entire river corridor and one-quarter mile beyond the canyon

rims (refer to Map 1). The area recommended for wilderness encompasses

approximately 5,232 acres and is 5 miles in length. A more detailed

description of the management actions to be taken under this alternative

appears in Table 1.

In the 6,753 acres not designated as wilderness, unavoidable adverse

effects of the proposed action will result from future surface disturbance

activities. Over the long-term, these activities will reduce the quality of

wilderness values by adversely affecting naturalness, opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation and special wilderness features. Also,

cummulative short-term consumptive uses of this land will lead to long-term

degradation of wilderness values. Nondesignation of 6,753 acres as wilderness

would leave this acreage available for development which could irreversibly

degrade wilderness values which could foreclose the option of wilderness

designation in the future.
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In 5,232 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use will
result in adverse impacts to existing and potential recreational vehicle use
and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals would be
foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the maintenance and
enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although designation of wilderness
constitutes a long-term commitment of resources, such designation is reversible
by Congress.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The high quality wilderness values of naturalness, solitude and
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation in the Chama Canyon 'would
be maintained or enhanced as described in the All Wilderness alternative. In
the 6,753 acres outside the Canyon naturalness, solitude and hiking/camping
opportunities are of marginal quality. Because of location and amount ofvehicle routes and range improvements, this portion of the WSA marginally meets
the required naturalness criterion. The opportunities for primitive or
unconfined recreation are not exceptional and supplemental values in this area
are not significant. Although no woodcutting, mineral exploration or
development is anticipated, existing wilderness values, particularly
naturalness will be degraded over the long term from continued vehicle use on
the 16 miles of vehicular routes.

Conclusion

Existing high quality wilderness values associated with the river
canyon would be maintained or enhanced. In the 6,753 acres outside the Chama
Canyon existing wilderness values of naturalness and solitude would be degraded
by 10 to 15 percent from continued vehicle use on 16 miles of vehicular routes.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the alternative 5,232 acres would be designated as wilderness
and 6,753 acres would not be designated as wilderness. On the 5,232 acres
designated, livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate use
levels at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately 9 head per
section per year). There shall be no curtailment of grazing priviledges in an
area simply because it is designated as wilderness. However, limitation would
be imposed on the use of motorized equipment for maintenance and the use
motorized vehicles.

For the 6,753 acres not designated as wilderness, livestock grazing
use levels would continue at the approximate levels currently existing in the
area. The use of motorized vehicles and equipment for inspection and
maintenance would be allowed subject to ORV limitations and closures. Deleting
the 6,753 acres would exclude 4 dirt tanks and 16 miles of vehicle wasy
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Conclusion

There would be no impacts on grazing use levels under the amended

boundary alternative. The inconvenience to livestock operators from

restrictions on vehicle use would be reduced by 50-60 percent as over half the

existing facilities are located outside the proposed wilderness.

NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Until Congress makes its decision on wilderness designation, the Rio

Chama WSA will be managed under the Final Interim Management Policy and

Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review (USDI, BLM 1979, amended 1983).

If Congress designates it as wilderness, the WSA will be managed under the

Wilderness Management Policy (USDI, BLM 1981).

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be managed under

the No Wilderness Atlernative, which would involve management under the

guidelines of the approved Taos Resource Area Resource Management Plan (RMP).

The RMP is expected to be approved in late 1987 while the wilderness

study process is still underway. Therefore, the RMP decision concerning this

WSA may be incorporated into the Wilderness Study Report to be written later in

this process. The tentative RMP proposal for the Rio Chama WSA currently

emphasizes management of the educational, wildlife, visual resources,

semi-primitive, non-motorized recreation, and natural values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The highest quality wilderness values of naturalness, solitude, and

primitive and unconfined recreation in this WSA are located within the Rio

Chama Canyon. These values would be maintained since minimal development

activity is anticipated and management will be emphazing a semi-primitive

non-motorized setting. However, where vehicle access exists naturalness would

be degraded by 10 percent. In the area outside of the canyon, naturalness

would be degraded by 20-30 percent from continued vehicle use over the long

term. The sights and sounds from vehicle use would also have adverse impact on

solitude. In the long-term continued vehicle access and consumptive use of the

lands would adversely effect the wilderness values and foreclose the option of

wilderness designation in the future.

Conclusion

Without wilderness designation, naturalness and the quality of

recreational experience along the Rio Chama would be degraded by 10 percent.

In the area outside the canyon, existing wilderness values are marginal and

continued vehicle use would result in a 10 percent diminishment in the quality

of naturalness.
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Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

The area would continue to managed for livestock grazing at the
approximate use levels currently existing (approximately 9 head per section
per year). Range facilities could continue to be maintained, repaired and
constructed without limitations imposed by the wilderness management policy.

Conclusion

No significant impacts are projected to occur to livestock grazing
use levels from nondesignation.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

Public involvement for this WSA began with the Rio Grande Management

Framework Plan (1979) and continued throughout the Taos Resource Area Roadless

Study the resulting WSA recommendation phase, and the Off-Road Vehicle

Designation Plan which included the Rio Chama WSA. There were also two open

houses held for public input regarding the Rio Chama WSA. One was held in

Albuquerque, New Mexico, on April 28, 1983, and the other in Taos, New Mexico,

on April 26, 1983.

Public involvement specifically concerning the Rio Chama WSA has

primarily been in the form of written comments. The majority of written

comments indicate that Rio Chama qualifies as a wilderness due to its scenic

beauty and opportunities for solitude and primitive types of recreation:

hiking, camping, and boating. Comments have also been made expressing the

need to extend the wilderness boundaries from the upper reaches of the

U.S. Forest Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area. Those who expressed

support for wilderness designation also discussed the need to protect the

Pediocactus paprycanthus, "grama cactus", which has been unofficially reported

in the WSA and is a potential candidate for the New Mexico Threatened and

Endangered Plant Species List.

During the public comment period on the Albuquerque District

Wilderness Draft Environmental Assessment (March 1983), 23 inputs were

received on the Rio Chama WSA. Of these inputs, 22 favored wilderness

designation of the area. These inputs primarily noted the uniqueness of the

Rio Chama Canyon and the fact that the proposed WSA is adjacent to the

existing U.S. Forest Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area.

Five inputs which favored designation questioned the amended boundary

recommendation and were concerned that the amended boundary recommendation did

not provide enough acreage to properly protect the river canyon Several

different proposals were made to reduce the acreage from the original 11,985

acres yet still provide for a buffer area to the canyon.

One input was received by the Continental Divide Trail Society which

indicated the Rio Chama Canyon is a potential corridor for the Continental

Divide National Scenic Trail, and the wilderness designation for the Rio Chama

could help to assure protection of its scenic and recreational values.

Comments regarding manageability included recommendations for

coordinating access needs with the U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Reclamation,

and N.M. Department of Natural Resources.

The single input opposing the wilderness designation pointed out that

the area is on the eastern flank of the San Juan Basin and oil production is

present three miles west at the Puerto Chiquito Field.
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The comments cited in these inputs reflect a concern held by most of
the_ respondents that the area should be protected through wilderness
designation. The other major concern was that the final ammended boundary besufficient to provide the protection and isolation afforded to the adjacent
U.S. Forest Service Chama River Canyon Wilderness Area so that a consistent
wilderness experience may be available throughout the Rio Chama corridor.

On May 1, 1985, the Rio Chama Wilderness Analysis Report was releasedtor public comment as part of the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Draft
Environmental Impact Statement.

During the public comment period, BLM received 465 comments in theform of letters and testimony at public hearings. Three hundred and fortycommentors supported "Alternative W, a 1.3 million-acre wilderness proposaladvocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition." Alternative W included theRio Chama WSA and recommended wilderness designation for the entire WSASpecific comments were directed to the Rio Chama WSA by 15 commenters, ofwhich 15 supported wilderness designation for the Rio Chama. For this WSAnone of these comments required specific responses or revisions to the
affected environment or analysis of environmental impacts.

tH1J
During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide

Wilderness Study; Revised Draft Environmental Impact "statement (BLM' 1986)
specific comments were directed to the Rio Chama by 35 commenters. Comments
on this WAR which require a response are discussed and responded to in this
section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0556
Name(s)

Comment;

Response;

Henry Wright, Sierra Club, Weminucha Group

"The BLM should make every effort to legally obtain access to the
river for public launching sites so as to avoid conflict with the
private land owners."

The State of New Mexico Natural Resources Department purchased
private property Immediately south of El Vado Ranch in 1985 to
provide public boating access on the Rio Chama.

*****

No. 0681
Name ( s )

:

Comment

:

Leo Griego, New Mexico Natural Resource Department

"Ab£onia biglovii
, a candidate for federal protection, has recently

been found on a gypsum outcrop next to the Rio Chama in the scenic
and pastoral section. This species might also occur in similar
locations in the Rio Chama WSA (NM-010-059) . The site represents a
unique disjunct high elevation segment of this gypsum community."
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Response: The Abronia biglovii has been identified within one mile of the Rio

Chama WSA border, but no known occurrences of this plant species

have been found within the WSA.

AAA**

No. 0684

Name(s): Jay C. Groseclose, New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission

Comment: "Appendix 1, Rio Chama WSA, page 1-8. The comment in our letter

dated July 26, 1985, is relevant and was not addressed by the

revised draft. This comment is repeated. Under the subheading

WATER, the first sentence should be corrected by changing the last

word
"west " to

"
east ". Also, the following should be added to the

discussion under the subheading WATER:

"The river flow in the WSA is regulated by the upstream El Vado and

Heron Reservoirs which provide conservation storage for downstream

agricultural, municipal and recreational uses. The Rio Chama WSA

is within the declared Rio Grande Underground Water Basin. Use of

the surface flow of the mainstem of the Rio Chama below El Vado Dam

has been adjudicated and is supervised by a watermaster appointed

by the U.S. District Court, District of New Mexico. The waters of

the Rio Chama are fully appropriated under state law. The San

Juan-Chama Project imports an average of 110,00 acre-feet of

Colorado River Basin water into the Rio Grande Basin. Heron

Reservoir is the terminal storage for the project and releases the

imported water to downstream users via the Rio Chama."

Response: The text has been revised and the information provided on waterflow

has been inserted into the document.
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APPENDIX 2

SABINOSO WSA

(NM-010-055)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Sabinoso WSA is located in San Miguel County, New Mexico,

approximately 8 air miles northeast of Trujillo, New Mexico, 20 air miles

northwest of Conchas Reservoir, and 1 mile due west of Sabinoso, New Mexico

(Map 1). The WSA is included on four USGS topographical maps: the Maes

Quadrangle, the Sabinoso Quadrangle, the Canon Olguin Quadrangle, and the San

Ramon Quadrangle.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The WSA is composed of a series of high, narrow mesas surrounded by

steep, rock-walled canyons. Elevation in the WSA ranges from 4,500 feet

(1,500 meters) to 6,000 feet (2,000 meters). The WSA's western boundary runs

along the bottom of Canyon Largo, which enters the Canadian River at the Town

of Sabinoso. The Canyon Largo is an ephemeral stream.

The mean annual temperature for the Sabinoso WSA is 55° F (13°

C). The average annual temperature ranges from 90° F (32° C) during the

summer months to 20° F (-6° C) in the winter. July is usually the warmest

month and January the coldest.

Annual precipitation ranges from 14 to 18 inches (35.6 to 45.7

centimeters). Precipitation is mainly the result of spring and summer

rainfall

.

Prevailing winds are primarily from the south and southwest.

LAND STATUS

The WSA contains approximately 15,760 acres of public land, 320 acres

of private inholdings, and is bordered primarily by private and State of New

Mexico lands (refer to Map 1).

ACCESS

The Sabinoso WSA is surrounded by state and privately owned lands.

Visitors must obtain permission from the adjacent private landowners to enter

the WSA or trespass through private lands as there is no legal public access.

Easements would have to be acquired to provide for public as well as BLM

administrative access.

Two vehicular routes accessing the WSA enter on the western and

southwestern boundaries. County roads accessible from New Mexico State Road

104 provide access to private property. Access to the WSA is then gained by

crossing private property and using private roads.
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Sabinoso WSA

All routes on private land have locked gates (Refer to Map 2 for the location

of these routes). Access can be denied by the private land owner.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

Were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs) . While certain

resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis, resources

such as wildlife, visual resource values, recreational uses, soils and

vegetation are explained in the document when they are affected by actions

relating to the key Issues selected for detailed analysis.

A detailed description of those actions associated with the All

Wilderness Action and the No Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is provided in

Table 1. The No Wilderness Alternative has been developed as the proposed

action. The configuration of this extremely irregular boundary as it relates

to the topographic features and land status would make it unmanageable as

wilderness over the long-term.

Significant environmental impacts by alternative for each of the

identified major environmental issues raised for analysis are summarized in

Table 2.
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SABINOSO
SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternative Considered and

Set Aside

Amended Boundary

Issues Raised and Set Aside

Timber Sales and Fuelwood

Cutting

Impact on Minerals
Exploration

Impacts on Cultural Sites

Alternatives Selected for

Detailed Analysis

All Wilderness

No Wilderness
(Proposed Action)

Reasons For Not Including This Alternative

Due to the configuration of the WSA, several

amended boundaries were considered by BLM to

reduce manageability problems. However, a

more manageable boundary based on topographic

features could not be identified without

extensive acquisitions of private and State

lands. The State Land Office has stated that

they are not willing to dispose of their lands.

Reasons For Not Considering a Detailed Analysis

Timber sales and fuelwood cutting were not

selected for detailed analysis because of the

low demand for such resources.

Mineral exploration and development was not

selected for detailed analysis because of low

potential for the occurrence of such resources.

Cultural resources were not selected for

detailed analysis because there are few known

sites and the potential for resource develop-

ment is low. A detailed site-analysis would be

required for any proposed surface disturbing

activities.

Reasons

15,760 acres were identified during inventory

as having wilderness wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative required by NEPA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

The major issue of concern to be analyzed for the Sabinoso WSA is the quality of the

WSA's wilderness values and impacts on livestock grazing use levels because of

statewide concern.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness No Wilderness (Proposed Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE
EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES ON 15,760
ACRES AS WILDERNESS. THE FOLLOWING
ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

MANAGE 15,760 ACRES WITHOUT
WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

Close seven miles of vehicle
ways, which currently receive low
use (less than 100 vehicles per
year).

Require permits for vehicle
access to 16 stock tanks and
replacement of allotment fences.
No more than one trip per year is
anticipated for vehicle access.
Casual vehicle use for
inspections and minor repairs
would be precluded.

Current grazing levels of
approximately 10 head per section
per year would continue and is
not expected to change.

Attempts would be made to acquire
320 acres of private lands and
3,120 acres of NM State lands
within or adjacent to the WSA.

Attempts would be made to acquire
legal access to the WSA.

15,760 acres would be managed for
limited or closed 0RV use. This
area was designated in 1982 for ORV
management restrictions.

Current grazing levels of
approximately 10 head per section
per year would continue and is not
expected to change.

No attempt would be made to acquire
any State or private lands within
or adjacent to the WSA.

Attempts would be made to acquire
legal access to the WSA.

Grazing use in riparian zones would
be limited.

Limited vegetative manipulation to

improve wildlife habitat would
occur.
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Alternative by

WSA/Acreage

All Wilderness

(15,760 acres)

No Wilderness

(15,760 acres)

(Proposed Action)

TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Impacts on Wilderness
Values

Impacts on Livestock
Grazing Use Levels

Maintain the natural
character of these

forested mesas and

canyons.

Maintain oppor-

tunities for

solitude, hiking,

camping and hunting.

Wilderness values

would not receive
long-term
Congressional
protection.

Vehicular access

would be restricted

due to ORV

limitations and

closures, so

potential
degradation of

naturalness,
solitude, and recrea-

tion opportunities
would be lessened to

a maximum 10 percent.

- Activities related

to livestock use

such as vehicle and

motorized equipment
use for maintenance,
replacement and

inspection would

result in a 5-10

percent reduction in

wilderness quality

over the long-term.

No impact on current
levels of grazing
use: 10 head per
section per year.

Allottee
inconvenienced by

requiring permits
for vehicle access

to 16 dirt stock
tanks and
replacement of
fences. Casual
vehicle use for

inspection and minor
repairs would be

precluded.

• No impact on current
levels of grazing

use: 10 head per

section per year.

- Vehicles could be

used to access range

improvements and for

inspection and

repairs, subject to

ORV limitations and
closures

.
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SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The geology of the Sabinoso WSA consists of a mantle of flat-lying
Mesozoic sediments up to 2,000 feet thick, underlain by approximately 500 feet
of Upper Paleozoic (Permian and Pennsylvanian) sediments. The dominant
surface feature is the Canadian Escarpment, a large east-northeast trending
upland that forms a prominent rim capped by Cretaceous sandstones (Dakota and
Mesa Rica Formations). This escarpment is situated approximately 1,100 feet
above the surrounding plain.

WATER

The WSA lies between the Canyon Largo and Lagartija Creek drainages,
which flow into the Canadian River. The Canadian River is a year-round source
of water along the northeastern boundary of the WSA. Flows of the Canadian
River can vary widely. The yearly average flow is relatively low (100 cubic
feet per second—cfs ), and it can drop to virtually a trickle with only a few
pools of warm water. After heavy periods of precipitation, the Canadian River
can flow at a high level of 10,000 to 20,000 cfs.

Subsurface flows through sand and gravel appear to be present in
Canyon Largo most of the year. A few surface flows may exist during heavy
periods of precipitation.

When surface water is present in the WSA, it must be purified for
domestic consumption.

SOILS

Two soil associations are present in the Sabinoso WSA. On the
flatter tops of mesas and ridges is the Crews-Bernal-Travessilla Association.
The soils on the gently sloping to moderately steep, rolling uplands that make
up this association are predominantly shallow. They are underlain for the
most part by sandstone bedrock and hardened caliche. Although the majority of
the soils in this association are developing residually in materials weathered
from the underlying rocks, some additions of eolian and alluvial sediments
occur. This is particularly true in those cases where the soils are of
moderate depth or deeper.

Along the canyon walls and in the bottoms is the Rock Land-Rough
Broken Land Association. Characteristic features of this association are the
rough and broken topography, very steep slopes, and rock outcrops. Included
are escarpments, steep canyons walls, rocky ridgetops, rock ledges, and steep
breaks. All of these are dominated by rock outcrops and patches or small
areas of highly variable soils. The exposed bedrock is predominantly
sandstone and shale, but it also includes other sedimentary materials.
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Moderately extensive areas of shallow soils may occur on the ridge crests and

mesa tops. The deep soils are confined generally to small areas in narrow

valley bottoms and on slopes at the base of escarpments.

VEGETATION

The topography of the Sabinoso WSA dictates its vegetation. The

rugged country primarily supports pinyon and juniper shrubs, with a perennial

warm season grass savanna along the smoother mesa tops.

The pinyon/ juniper woodlands include pinyon, juniper, and ponderosa

pine. Understory shrubs associated with these trees are wavyleaf oak,

shinnery oak, mesquite, mountain mahogany, berberis and a variety of cacti.

Along the canyon bottoms where the water table is high and streams sometimes

flow, riparian species are found including cottonwood and willow.

The grasslands along the mesa tops are made up predominantly of blue

grama, hairy grama, sideoats grama, little bluestem, sand dropseed, and alkali

sacaton. An abundance of rubber rabbitbrush and cholla cactus are indicative

of overgrazed range, which has developed primarily at the mouth of Canyon

Largo.

The vegetation density varies throughout the WSA depending on

moisture availability and slope steepness. The denser stands of ponderosa

pine and pinyon/ juniper woodlands are found in the bottomlands and along the

lower slopes of the canyon. Some thick stands of ponderosa occur on the mesa

tops in the southwest portion of the WSA. Where there are extremely steep

slopes along Canyon Largo, Lagartija Creek, and feeder canyons the land is

barren or sparse of vegetation. The mesa tops support the more

drought-resistant juniper, which can be found in relatively dense stands. The

grasslands are interspersed among the juniper.

Although no record exists of past timber sales, residual ponderosa

pine stumps on the southwestern mesa tops of the WSA indicates previous

selective harvesting.

A vegetation type summary of the Sabinoso WSA is on file in the BLM

Taos Resource Area Office and is available for inspection.

Threatened and Endangered Plants

No threatened or endangered vegetation species have been identified

in the WSA.

WILDLIFE

Habitat in the Sabinoso WSA can be classified as a single type, the

pinyon/ juniper shrub. The northern area (extending from the Canadian River up

Canyon Largo for 2 to 3 miles) has been extremely disrupted by overgrazing.
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nnn ,-
M° St °f ^ habltat Wlthin the WSA is generally in fair condition.Utilization approximations for several species include 50 percent or greateron cholla cactus and 90 to 100 percent on mesquite; rubber rabbitbrush hasbeen so denuded that photosynthesis is inhibited. The majority of this areais under private ownership, but WSA land adjacent to portions of unfenced

sections
* **"* COndltions of overgrazing as the private

Habitat condition for foraging mammals is excellent in the southernportion of the WSA. Much greater forage availability and species diversityexist in the southern reaches of Canyon Olguin and Lagartija Creek than in thenorthern portion of the WSA.

Major game species include: mule deer, coyote, bobcat erev foxturkey and mourning dove. The WSA has potential for providing good mule deerhabitat, but BLM wildlife biologists have located surprisingly lew mule deer!

sheep.
The ^ SUPP °rtS tW° introduced species, the ibex and the Barbary

The WSA would appear to have potential for a high degree of use bybirds of prey especially cliffdwelling and nesting species.
8

However thlonly species observed during the nesting season have been the redtailed hawkand the American kestrel. No nests have been observed and very few whitewashareas exist along the cliff rocks.
rasn

A wide variety of passerine birds can be found in the WSA. Theregions with the greatest density and diversity are the canyon bottoms and therinrock areas, because these two locations usually provide the greateststructural diversity. Higher densities of these birds may also be found near-by springs and other water locations adjacent to the WSA.

S*M™ n uJ
aX°n0mi
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.

t of Probable and Potential species occurrence in theSabinoso WSA is on file in the BLM Taos Resource Area Office.

Threatened and Endangered Animals

S*
threatened or endangered species have been identified within theSabinoso WSA.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The WSA is composed of a series of high narrow mesas, surrounded bysteep side slopes and canyons which provides a striking contrast to thesurrounding rolling prairie. This contrast is amplified by the varyingvegetation in the two different areas. Landscape colors are predominantlygreen gray and brown with some variations in the distant background. The

°Z
e

ltll
S Ti6S fJ0m °ne °f isolatlon withi* the steep narrow canyonsto vast openness above the canyon rims and on top of the mesas.
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In accordance with wilderness interim management objectives, a Visual

Resource Management (VRM) Class II has been assigned to the WSA. The Class II

VRM rating denotes that any change in the basic elements of the landscape

(form, line, color or texture) caused by a management activity should not be

evident in the characteristic landscape. This classification is an interim

classification while these lands are under study. The WSA had no previous VRM

classification.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Sabinoso WSA has not been systematically surveyed. However,

finds of artifacts in and near the WSA and the known archaeological record of

northeastern New Mexico suggest that the WSA contains a high density of

archaeological sites dating from the prehistoric Paleolndian period through

the historical period of homesteading and ranching.

AIR QUALITY

Air quality in the WSA is excellent. No significant sources of air

pollution exist within 30 miles of the WSA.
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

Energy Minerals

Leasable

The Sabinoso WSA is located within the Cuervo Basin, which has been
classified by the U.S. Geological Survey as prospectively valuable for oil and
gas. The WSA contains 6 post-FLPMA leases for oil and gas as shown on Map 3,
but no drilling has been reported within the WSA. The BLM Taos Resource
Area's 1981 Mineral Resource Inventory (MRI) reported that only 6 wells were
drilled within a radius of 25 miles from the WSA. None of the wells
encountered hydrocarbons, including the three wells that were drilled deep
enough to reach Precambrian strata. While it appears that there is a
sufficiently thick sequence of sedimentary rocks (2,000 to 2,500 feet), and
many of the WSA's formations are known to produce petroleum products
elsewhere, the WSA does not seem to contain either favorable source or reserve
strata. Consequently, the potential for petroleum products in the WSA is
concluded to be low (refer to Table 3).

TABLE 3

MINERAL POTENTIAL
SABINOSO WSA

Commodity

Uranium

Sand & Gravel

Sandstone

Oil & Gas

Associated
Environment

Mudstones
in Chinle Formation

Quaternary
alluvium

Dakota &

Mesa Rica Sandstones

Mesozoic, Paleozoic
Marine and Continental
Sedimentary Rocks

Mineral
Potential Acreage!'

Low

Low

Low

Low

NC

NC

NC

NC

Source: Tecolote Corporation. 1981. Taos Mineral Resource Inventory.

Note: ^'Acreage on areas of low potential were not caicuiated (NC ) #
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°f the Strata f0Und in the WSA are known to besignificant sources of coal, and no occurrences or evidence of coal have been

lT/ltt\^JT^ If.
the discovery of coal with- ^ ™ i- S^S

Locatable

q»M«««„ 2qa I J
S°me uranium exploration occurred in and around theSabinoso WSA, but no significant deposits were discovered. Activity ispresently limited to three mining claims located on October 1, 1981 in theeastern portion of the WSA (T. 17 N., R. 24 E., Section 19) as shown on Map 3
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t
°f opinion exists concerning the uranium potential inthe Sabinoso WSA The BLM Taos MRI reported that several abnormally highTr^f U

K
raniUm (r°mal±es) Were di^ered in the Chinle Formationas a result of airborne and ground radiometric surveys. However subseauent

ZZZ^™ £ T1 °f ** an°malleS ^ a "^ etlZlTnrevealed that the uranium occurrences were minor. The conclusion of this

Zlllll Z X
S ^Z that the rtentlal f°r the <H"overy of a valuable uranium

L P\ e
M •

n°SO/SA (aS Wel1 3S the reSt of northeast New Mexico) inthe Chinle and Morrison Formations is very low.

Uranium assessments from the Energy Reserves Group (Albuquerque New

«al ;rD
I'"

6 Chinle FOrmati°n a V"y U*h ratin§ for'uraniuT

fill S Z\u
£,conclusions seem to be based on exploration efforts and thefact that the Chinle Formation within the WSA is known to contain uranium.

The New Mexico Bureau of Mines recently (1982) conducted geologic andgeochemical studies of the Sabinoso WSA that included the collecting ofsamples for analysis. While the final results of the field study are not

indicatis \w K?'
Preliminary contact with Bureau of Mines personnelindicates that, while uranium was found, its concentrations are notsufficiently great to be considered economic under present market conditions.

Non-Energy Minerals

Leasable

No activity is occurring in the Sabinoso WSA for non-energy leasable

Tollt 9 s°no
P f7' rdi

r' " P°tassium>> ^ none is expected. While some
! ° tC 2

' 50°. f
1f1
et of sediments underlie the WSA, none of them are known tocontain appreciable amounts of sodium, potassium or phosphate. In additionthe geologic environment is such that deposits of these minerals are notexpected to be found. Consequently, the potential for the discovery ofvaluable deposits of non-energy leasable minerals is considered to be very low.

Locatable

While no appreciable exploration or development efforts are known to

i
a
^ lQ

°7Urred f°r "^-energy locatable minerals in the WSA, several basemetals (copper, lead, zinc, and manganese) are known to occur in the Chinle
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Formation, associated with uranium. The Atlantic Richfield Company has

classified the Sabinoso WSA as having moderately high potential for the

discovery of valuable locatable minerals, based on exploration activity and

geologic familiarity with the area.

Because so little exploration for locatable minerals has taken place

in the Sabinoso WSA, the New Mexico Bureau of Mines conducted a field study

during 1982 to assess the potential for base metals. Samples were taken which

indicated the presence of "red-bed" copper. However, this material is in

insufficient concentration to warrant further exploration under present market

conditions.

Salable

While the sedimentary sequence in the Sabinoso WSA is relatively

thick (2,000 to 2,500 feet), it is too easily broken and too erosive to be

considered a good source of aggregate. In addition, the general region

contains a considerable source of aggregate (Tertiary gravels) in more

convenient locations to satisfy any future needs. Consequently, the potential

for salable minerals in the WSA is considered to be very low.

WATERSHED

No watershed developments exist in the Sabinoso WSA, and no plans

have been made for watershed treatment in the future within the WSA boundaries.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

Nine grazing allotments overlap a majority of the Sabinoso WSA; these

are shown on Map 4. The majority of allotments are fully stocked and have

cow-calf operations. The WSA supports a grazing use level of approximately 10

head per section per year. Table 4 is a summary of the existing livestock use

within the WSA.

TABLE 4

ALLOTMENT SUMMARY

Allotment Allotment WSA Number of Season

Name Number AUMs Acres Cattle of Use

Arroyo Del Mesteno 902 112 615 9 03/01-02/28 Yearlong

Sabinoso Squeeze 812 168 1,840 20 06/15-10/15 Summer

Upton
Canyon Vivian
Canyon Olguin

938 149 851 12 03/01-02/28 Yearlong

909 189 2,782 16 03/01-02/28 Yearlong

952
735

165
870

1,479
3,599

14
73

03/01-02/28 Yearlong
03/01-02/28 Yearlong

Lagartija Creek

Canyon Sabinoso
Canyon

771 380 1,710 69 10/01-02/28 Winter

949 256 1,405 21 03/01-02-28 Yearlong

736 165 1,479 14 03/01-02/28 Yearlong

TOTALS 2,454 15,760 248

Source: Allotment files, BLM Taos Resource Area Office.
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Several range improvements exist in the WSA (refer to Map 4). These

improvements consist of allotment boundary fences, 16 stock tanks, and trails

that require maintenance on a periodic basis. Access to these improvements is

primarily cross-country, utilizing unmaintained trails. Most improvement

maintenance must be performed on horseback except in the southern region of

the WSA, which is accessible by vehicle over approximately 7 miles of vehicle

ways.

Potential range improvements within the WSA include thinning of

pinyon/ juniper woodlands and reseeding with palatable forbs and grasses. More

fencelines and stock tanks may also be considered as potential improvements.

No range projects are presently proposed.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Within the Sabinoso WSA, approximately 130 acres of ponderosa pine

exist (with 20,000 board feet of potential commercial timber), and 1,000 acres

of pinyon/ juniper (with the potential of 3,000 cords of wood for fuelwood

use). No forest products in the WSA are under contract or permit use. The

cutting of trees for home fuelwood takes place without authorization.

RECREATION

Very little known recreation activity occurs within this remote WSA.

Local ranchers frequent the Largo Canyon on horseback, and some ORV use occurs

when vehicle access has been permitted. Hunting is assumed to be the primary

recreation activity occurring in the WSA but is limited due to the rugged

terrain and limited access. The Sabinoso WSA is within the New Mexico Game

and Fish Department's Game Management Unit Number 42. ORV use is limited to

existing ways and trails, except to the range permittee during use season.

Recreational ORV use is expected to remain below the 100 vehicles per year for

the foreseeable future.

Other recreation use may increase slightly if legal access to the WSA

is obtained, because visitors could enter the Sabinoso WSA without trespassing

on private land. However, recreational visits are expected to remain low for

the foreseeable future.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

No areas of religious significance to Native Americans are known to

be located within the WSA.

REALTY ACTIONS

No rights-of-way, withdrawals, easements, or permits are associated

with the Sabinoso WSA. However, a 320-acre parcel of private land exists

within the boundaries of the WSA (refer to Map 1). Reasonable access to this

parcel must be provided.
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WILDLIFE

Increase in potential use of the Sabinoso WSA by large mammals could
be obtained through improvement of wildlife habitat, including vegetation
manipulation and additional water sources. Vegetation manipulation would take
place at the northern end of the WSA to improve forage. Catchments could
provide added water sources. No wildlife habitat management plan has been
prepared to date.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

Naturalness

The Sabinoso WSA consists of densely vegetated mesas and steep rugged

canyons that create a feeling of overall naturalness in the area and provide

effective screening. The lack of many human impacts within the WSA

accentuates its natural appearance.

The WSA is mostly inaccessible to motor vehicles, which has resulted

in fewer human impacts (powerlines, residential or commercial development)

than would normally occur within such a large expanse of land. The man-made

structures and human activities that appear within and surrounding the WSA are

screened by vegetation and topography. The evidence of man's intrusions, has

been limited due to the rugged country and remoteness of the area. These

intrusions consist mainly of vehicle routes and range improvements.

The vehicle routes primarily concentrated in the southern portion of

the WSA could be characterized as little more than jeep trails in many areas

while other sections still exhibit evidence of initial grading. None of the

seven miles of routes exhibits evidence of grading or maintenance within the

past several years.

Range improvements in the WSA consist of fencelines, stock tanks, and

wooden corral structures. These man-made intrusions are generally effectively

screened by surrounding vegetation and the terrain. However, the poor

condition of the vegetation in the northern part of the WSA (the result of

overgrazing on the intermingled public and private lands) affects the feeling

of naturalness in that area.

Solitude

Outstanding opportunities for solitude exist in this vast, mesa and

canyon country. The isolation of the WSA from any large population areas and

the few vehicular access points into the WSA have naturally restricted the

number of people who visit it. The rugged canyons and areas of dense

vegetation also enhance the feeling of being alone for any hiker or horseback

rider.

If legal access to the WSA were obtained across private land the WSA

would be accessible to more visitors, reducing the experience of solitude.

Wilderness designation itself through public attraction may produce similar

reductions to this particular wilderness value.
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Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Recreational opportunities in the Sabinoso WSA include hiking,
camping, horseback riding, and hunting. These opportunities are somewhat
limited due to lack of legal public access and scarce water supplies. An
increase in participation in these recreation opportunities would most likely
occur if the BLM acquired legal public access to the Sabinoso WSA as part of
wilderness management policies.

The extent and enjoyment of pursuing these recreation opportunities
will be limited to some users due to the harsh conditions such as the lack of
water sources in the WSA. Some stock catchments retain water after heavy
rains, and ephemeral drainages also flow following rains, but more often no
dependable water sources for human consumption are available. All water
should be carried in for human and animal consumption. The extreme ruggedness
and remoteness of the WSA makes it a very dangerous place to be without water.

For the visitor who would try to travel along major topographic
features, such as mesa tops or canyon bottoms it will be impossible for the
visitor not to trespass on private or state lands. This adversely affects the
quality of the recreational experience for visitors attempting to stay within
the WSA boundary.

Special Features

The most obvious special features of the Sabinoso WSA are its geology
and topography. The location of a large, deep canyon area surrounded by the
wide-open eastern New Mexico plains is unique to this region. The deep
incisions cut into the flat topography by Canyon Olguin, Canyon Largo, and
Lagartija Creek create a significant topographical and geological impact in
this open expanse of hundreds of square miles of rolling plains and mesa tops
(refer to Figures 1 through 3). The canyons expose geological displays of
stratified rock, and could serve as a teaching aid for earth history students.

Another feature of the Sabinoso WSA is its scenic vistas. From atop
the mesas in the WSA are excellent viewing opportunities with broad vistas of
canyons and plains for hikers and sightseers (refer to Figure 4).

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Sabinoso WSA contains many natural values that are part of its
undisturbed character. However, no unusual or special resources exist that
would benefit more by wilderness designation than by non-wilderness management.

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes Present

The Bailey-Kuchler system classifies the Sabinoso WSA as being in the
Colorado Plateau Province with a potential natural vegetation of approximately
6,700 acres of Juniper-Pinyon woodlands and 9060 acres of Grama-Gelleta Steppe.
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Figures 1 and 2 - Steep canyons with pinyon-juniper

vegetation and ephemeral drainages in the bottom are

typical of the Sabinoso WSA and adjacent lands.

However, many of these canyon bottoms contain private

lands
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Figure 3 - Looking across Canyon Largo from a bench
above Spring Canyon towards the Sabinoso WSA. The mesa
top and upper canyon walls in the upper right side of
the photograph are within the WSA.
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Figure 4 - View from atop a mesa on the southeastern
boundary of the WSA overlooking the eastern plains of
New Mexico
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Sabinoso WSA

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Sabinoso WSA is within a day's driving time of five major

population centers (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area [SMSA] of 100,000

or more population), Albuquerque, New Mexico; Colorado Springs, Colorado;

Pueblo Colorado; Lubbock, Texas; and Amarillo, Texas. Albuquerque, New Mexico

is the closest SMSA to the Sabinoso WSA.

MANAGEABILITY

After public comments were received on the Draft EA, a reassessment

was made of the manageability of the Sabinoso WSA as wilderness. Serious

manageability problems are anticipated under wilderness designation.

The primary considerations for effective wilderness management of

this WSA are: Inholdings, the configuration of the WSA boundary, the

boundary's relationship to topographic features and land status. The land

status surrounding the Sabinoso WSA is a mosaic of private and state lands

interspersed with small parcels of public land.

BLM would have to pursue legal access for both public and administrative

purposes. The WSA boundary is very irregular; several "necks" of public land

surrounded by state and private land exist. It is nearly impossible to travel

along topographic features, such as canyons or ridges, without crossing

private or state lands, because the land pattern does not conform with the

topographic features (Refer to Map 5). A Cadastral survey of the area will

also be necessary due to extensive problems with identification of land status

and boundaries.

The Sabinoso WSA contains one 320 acre parcel of private inholdings.

Access needs are not expected to result in significant management problems.

BLM would determine the least disturbing or intrusive route and/or method of

access.

The BLM cannot reasonably manage the Sabinoso WSA to preserve its

wilderness characteristics over the long-term unless all of the following

actions are implemented:

1. Acquire substantial amounts of State of New Mexico and private land

sections adjacent to the WSA, to help create a WSA boundary that would

conform to the topographic features.

2. A cadastral survey would have to be completed to accurately identify

the land status and boundary so that the area could be better

identified and signed.

The BLM has analyzed other potential boundary configurations, but none were

found to alleviate all the management problems.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This section analyzes the impacts of two alternatives for the

Sabinoso WSA: the All Wilderness Alternative, and the Proposed Action or No

Wilderness Alternative (manage under the existing land use plan).

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, the entire 15,760 acres of public land within

the Sabinoso WSA would be recommended as suitable for wilderness designation.

If designated as wilderness, existing and potential uses would be regulated by

the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (1981). Table 1 provides a more

detailed description of the management actions to be taken under this

alternative.

Impacts to Wilderness Values

The existing natural character of this forested mesa and canyon

country and the opportunities for solitude, hiking, camping, and horseback

riding, would be maintained.

Restricting surface-disturbing activities and mechanized activities

associated with livestock grazing operations and allowing only permitted

off-road vehicle use by the range allottee would improve naturalness and

opportunties for solitude by 10 percent.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the wilderness values existing

in the Sabinoso WSA would benefit from the added long-term protection of

congressional designation. This protection would result in a 10 percent

improvement in the quality of naturalness.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing

The livestock grazing operations within the Sabinoso WSA may be

impacted if the entire WSA is designated as wilderness. These effects would

result from the inconvenience associated with a prohibition on vehicle access

to 7 miles of ways in the WSA. Limitations on vehicular use for maintenance

of range improvements would decrease the flexibility of the livestock

operators. Reasonable vehicle access, approximately 1-2 miles would be

maintained to the private inholding in the WSA.

Conclusion

Restrictions on the use of vehicles for inspection or repair of

existing improvements would create an inconvenience to the allottee, but the

overall impact on livestock grazing and the allottee would not be

significant. Wilderness designation would not affect current grazing use

levels of approximately 10 head per section per year.
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NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Until Congress makes its decision on wilderness disignation, theSabinoso WSA will be managed under the Final Interim Management Policy andGuideline s for Lands Under Wilderness Review (USDI. BLM 1979. iSJndid 683)If Congress designates it as wilderness the WSA will be managed under theWilderness Management Policy (USDI, BLM 1981):

Non-designation of the 15,760 acres as wilderness would leave thisacreage available for development. Table 1 provides a more detailed
description of the management actions to be taken under this alternative based
on current management guidance. In the 15,760 acres not designated awilderness, unavoidable adverse effects of the proposed action will result
from continued use of vehicles and motorized equipment. Over the long-term
these activities will reduce the quality of wilderness values.

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, management would follow
the guidelines of the approved Taos Resource Management Plan (RMP) The TaosRMP is expected to be approved in late 1987 while the wilderness study process
is still underway. Therefore, the RMP decision concerning this WSA may be
incorporated into the Wilderness Study Report to be written later in this
process. The tentative RMP proposal for the Sabinoso WSA currently emphazies
management of the wildlife habitat through limited vegetative manipulation
inventories, and limiting livestock grazing in riparian zones.

If the approved RMP does not include special designation for any of
the Sabinoso WSA, the WSA would be managed under the No Wilderness Alternative
according to multiple use concepts without stressing the values listed above
The most probable uses of the Sabinoso WSA would be grazing and wildlife, with
limited recreational use due to restricted access.

Impacts to Wilderness Values

The wilderness values of solitude, naturalness and opportunities for
primitive and unconfined recreation as well as the special features of the
Sabinoso WSA would not be provided long-term protection through Congressional
action. The low potential for resource development and low levels of ORV
activities would result in no significant loss of wilderness values in the
Sabinoso WSA in the short-term. However, the continuation of livestock
grazing and motorized vehicle use will lead to a 10 percent diminishment in
the quality of the natural values.

Conclusion

Impacts to the area's wilderness values of solitude and primitive
recreation opportunities are expected to be negligible due to the low resource
development potential and restriction of vehicle use and access. Naturalness
would be diminished by 10 percent as a result of the continued use of motor
vehicles within the area.
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Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (10 head per

section per year). The permittees could continue to use motorized vehicles

and equipment for maintenance, repair or inspection.

Conclusion

No impacts would occur to livestock grazing use levels or operations

under this alternative.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

Public involvement regarding the Sabinoso WSA has continued
throughout the Taos Resource Area Roadless Study and resulting WSA
recommendation. Two open houses were held to gather public input- the first
was in Taos, New Mexico on April 26, 1983, and the second in Albuquerque, New
Mexico on April 28, 1983.

H '

During the public comment period on the Albuquerque District
Wilderness Draft Environmental Assessment (USDI, BLM 1983), 26 inputs were
received regarding the Sabinoso WSA. Of these, 19 inputs favored wilderness
designation for the WSA. The comments noted the need for protection of this
unique natural area, the significance of the area as a representative of the
high plains upland ecotype, the excellent opportunities for solitude and
recreation, and the spectacular scenery. They also discussed the possibility
of the BLM acquiring inholdings and access. The State Land Office mentioned
that wilderness status would not conflict with any land uses in the state
sections.

Seven inputs opposing wilderness designation included several
petitions containing a total of 91 signatures. Almost all the people signing
the petitions were residents located near the Sabinoso WSA. Some comments
identified the irregular shape of the WSA (which could lead to trespass of
private property by recreationists) , the requirement to provide reasonable
access to inholdings, and the reluctance of private landowners to provide
access to federal lands. These comments expressed concern that the lack of
water and the rugged nature of the topography make the WSA a dangerous place
for visitors. The fear that wilderness designation would place restrictions
on livestock operators was also mentioned. Another fear expressed was that
wilderness designation would attract more visitors, thus reducing the WSA's
privacy while increasing litter, trespass, and vandalism.

Some comments complained that the wilderness process was not well
publicized, nor was enough information on the process available to the public.

Several comments were also received that opposed designation due to
the potential value of the WSA for mineral development. The lack of mineral
exploration was cited as a reason to recommend multiple use of the WSA rather
than wilderness designation. Another resource conflict was perceived to exist
between wilderness management and habitat management for exotic wildlife
species (ibex and Barbary sheep).

Some specific comments pointed out that the county roads mentioned on
page F-l of the Draft EA are actually private roads. These comments also
stated that the road shown on Map F-2 of the Draft EA as San Miguel County
(SMC) Road C51A is also a private road. The true location of SMC Road C51A is
in the area of Trujillo, New Mexico; Map F-2 was in error.
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The commenters mentioned that the cadastral survey completed in 1970

was inaccurate. The original corner-sections from the 1880s were located;

they do not agree with the 1970 survey corner-sections. The area is

recommended to be resurveyed to determine correct property boundaries.

The picture of the old homesteads shown in the draft WAR was

identified by a commentor as being outside the WSA. The roads shown in Map

F-3 were reported to be in extremely poor condition; they should be considered

trails. These comments have been analyzed by the BLM, and corrections made to

the text and maps.

Other comment letters were received that made general comments on the

Sabinoso WSA. These comments indicated little interest in the proposal or

expressed no objectibr for or against designation. These comments were

primarily from state and federal agencies.

On May 1, 1985, the Sabinoso Wilderness Analysis Report was released

for public comment as part of the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Draft

Environmental Impact Statement. The following is a summary of the public

comments which BLM received on the WSA:

During the public comment period, BLM received 465 comments in the

form of letters and testimony at public hearings. Three hundred and forty

commentors supported "Alternative W, a 1.3 million-acre wilderness proposal

advocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition." Alternative W included the

Sabinoso WSA and recommended wilderness designation for the entire WbA.

Specific comments were directed to the Sabinoso WSA by 111 commenters, of

which 111 supported wilderness designation for Sabinoso. For this WSA none

of these comments required specific responses or revisions to the affected

environment or analysis of environmental impacts.

Ther* was also a public meeting held in Las Vegas, New Mexico, on

February 11, 1986, at which wilderness designation of Sabinoso was discussed.

There were 8 commenters that were opposed to wilderness designation at this

meeting.

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide

Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986)

specific comments were directed to the Sabinoso WSA by ;»o commentaters

Comments on this WAR which require a response are discussed and responded to

in this section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0012-1

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment: "The photograph of Canyon Largo on page 2-21 is on private land the

Spring Canyon bench and is of private land is Township 17 N., Range

23 E."
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Response

No. 0012-2

Sabinoso WSA

The photograph on page 2-21 includes public land in Canyon Largo
along the slopes, canyon rims, and mesa tops. There is a also
private land included in the photograph since a broad area is shown.

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment

:

Response:

No. 0012-3

"On Page 2-1 it states that two vehicular routes accessing the WSA
enter the western and southwestern boundaries and that these are
county roads accessible from NM104. If you will look at your map
on page 2-2, you will see that the county road is nowhere near the
WSA in the Maes area. On page 2-4 you show a road entering the
wilderness. This is not a public road."

The county roads are public access routes to private property. You
are correct in saying there is no public access to the WSA from
these county roads. This was changed in the final EIS.

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment:

Response

:

"On Page 2-7 it mentions subsurface and surface flow in Canon
Largo. Again you are talking about private land with the exception
of the tiny area in Township 16 N. , where there is a spring on BLM
land. Two years ago these flows dried up completely. They have
now recharged after two good years of rainfall but they are
completely undependable .

"

There is a portion of public land in Township 16 N. , with a natural
spring located on it.

No. 0012-4

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment: "On Page 2-8 the report refers to land extending up from the
Canadian River as being extremely disrupted by overgraying. Again
this is all private land.... On Page 2-14 it states that leases
support 10 herd per section. This is very deceptive If you will
look at the AUMs for the Sabinoso Squeeze you will see that this is
only for four months of the year so the AUM should be 80 instead of
168.

Response: The land extending up from the Canadian River is both private and
public land. Some grazing leases are year-round and some are
seasonal. The AUMs are determined for only the public lands. They
do not include the private lands that may be unfenced.
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No. 0012-5

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment: "On Page 2-16 mention is made by use by local ranchers and ORV use

in Canon Largo. Again this is private land and the use is

primarily by Mr. Lewis and other landowners in the canyon."

Response: The ORV use by the local ranchers is acknowledged.

No. 0012-6

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment: "On Page 2-17 catchments are mentioned to provide added water. You

have to have runoff water for catchments."

Response: These catchments retain water from both precipitation and run-off.

*****

No. 0055

Name ( s )

:

Comment

:

Response

Antonio Sanchez, self

"This is with regard to the proposed Sabinoso Wilderness Area. In

volume 2, page 1, of your NEW MEXICO STATEWIDE WILDERNESS STUDY you

mention "the southeastern border can be reached by vehicle from the

Town of Sanchez. In the first place, Sanchez is not a town.

Sanchez is entirely and only the ranch headquarters for the Sanchez

family ranch, and all the dirt roads out of there are strictly for

ranch operation and maintenance—they are NOT for public use. They

do not, in any way, lead to your proposed wilderness area. Opening

any roads through the Sanchez Ranch would amount to opening^ its

rangelands to public use—and abuse—and will not be permitted."

The text has been revised to delete any reference to Sanchez as a

t own

.

*****

No. 0100

Name ( s )

:

Comment

:

Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Wilderness Coalition.

"The Coalition supports designation for Sabinoso because of its

outstanding recreational opportunities and, more importantly, to

incorporate a segment of Las Vegas Plateau vegetation, wildlife,

and geology in the Wilderness Preservation System.

We recommend dropping the WSA's westernmost 1,200 acres (west of

Canon Olguin) because the plateau there is isolated by an expanse

of private land that would probably not be easy to acquire.

Another 120 acres nearby adds little to the wilderness values
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because of the topography and should be dropped as well. We also
recommend dropping the 60 acres of lowland in Sections 28-29 near
the eastern end of the WSA and reserving this parcel for
development as a trailhead.

Even^ after dropping the western 1,200 acres, problems of access
remain. The 4,400 acres between Canon Olguin and Canon del Muerto
are rendered inaccessible to hikers by a piece of private land
straddling the top where it is only 360 yards wide—and one does
not lightly clamber these cliffs. One solution to the problem
would be to draw the western boundary of the wilderness at Canon
del Muerto, still leaving a wilderness of more than 10,000 acres,
another solution would be to ignore the access problem. The best
solution would be to acquire 240 acres of the 320-acre private
parcel (two 40-acre portions of it are lowland). Likewise, we
propose acquisition of the 80-, 160-, and 40-acre tracts of private
land on the eastern end of the WSA that cut off mesa-top access to
the Canadian River overlooks. Of these tracts, the first two are
inaccessible to cattle and the third barren of grass. The BLM's
120 acres in the bottom of Canon Largo—not needed for
wilderness—are several times more valuable than all the private
land mentioned. A 240-acre portion of private inholdings near the
center of the WSA is also proposed for acquisition. Finally, we
propose acquiring 2,480 acres of State land, which the State Land
Office should be pleased to trade out, since they are mostly
precipitous and inaccessible to livestock."

The recommendations for adding and dropping specific acreage to the
proposed Sabinoso WSA are appreciated and acknowledged as
possibilities for better boundaries to improve manageability.
However, even if the areas you have recommended to add and drop
were accomplished, there would remain the complex nature of the
boundary configuration and surrounding private and State land
holdings.

We are presently developing a list of potential BLM/New Mexico
State land exchanges and your proposals are being considered.
There is also the necessity of an updated Cadastral survey to
determine legal land status of private State and BLM lands under
question.

*****

No. 0089-1
Name(s): " Mrs. Dilys E. Upton, self

Comment: "Members of environmental organizations have allegedly camped on
private land without permission, ignored locked gates and fences
and "No Trespassing" signs, and they put up notices: "This ranch
is on BLM land". One man allegedly told a landowner, "Locked gates
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and fences mean nothing to us when we're walking". This happened

on land adjoining the Sabinoso WSA. As you know, the 1970 resurvey

was inaccurate and was suspended March 17, 1986: a survey

correction is pending and no action can be taken on a suspended

plat
.

"

Response: BLM Cadastral Survey has done a preliminary field inspection which

indicated that the 1970 survey was invalid. A portion of the

Sabinoso WSA is tentatively scheduled for survey for the summer of

1987.

If the Sabinoso WSA were to be designated as wilderness, some

portions of the area would be fenced off where vehicle access was

possible. The entire perimeter of the area would not need to be

fenced, as the natural topography would eliminate vehicle access in

much of the area. The maintenance of the fence would be the

responsibility of the BLM.

The BLM will have maintenance responsibility for all roads, fences

and trash collection created in the event the Sabinoso WSA is

designated as wilderness.

No. 0089-2

Names(s): Mrs. Dilys E. Upton, self

Comment: "With regard to BLM scoping actions, we were unaware of the May 1,

1985, release of the Sabinoso Wilderness Analysis Report, or of any

public meetings. A neighbor informed us of the May 9, 1986, open

house in Las Vegas, New Mexico which we attended. This meeting is

not mentioned in the Sabinoso WSA Report in Volume 2; over 30

landowners and other interested persons were present."

Response: The text has been revised to include reference to the open house.

No. 0089-3

Names(s): Mrs. Dilys E. Upton, self

Comment: "There is no "Town" of Sanchez as in the Access description of the

Sabinoso WSA (Page 2-1). This is a ranch headquarters."

Response: The text has been revised to delete any reference to Sanchez as a

town. Refer to responses addressed under comment number 0055 .

No. 0089-4
Name(s): Mrs. Dilys E. Upton, self

Comment: "The Sabinoso WSA is a particularly rugged area with miles and

miles of access roads through private lands. My husband would like

to have these questions answered: One, will the entire area of

proposed wilderness be fenced off? If so, at whose expense, and
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who is to maintain fences? In the event the proposed wilderness is
fenced, will a new survey at the boundary be required too? By
common agreement the survey of 1970 was inaccurate.

Two, in the event a private land is seized in order to provide
access roads to the proposed wilderness areas, will these access
roads be fenced? At whose expense? Who will be responsible for
the maintenance of access roads?

Three, who is to provide for trash collection at any parking areas
on or adjacent to the privately owned land?"

Response: If the Sabinoso WSA were to be designated as wilderness, some
portions of the area would be fenced off where vehicle access was
possible. The entire perimeter of the area would not need to be
fenced, as the natural topography would eliminate vehicle access in
much of the area. The maintenance of the fence would be the
responsibility of the BLM.

The BLM will have maintenance responsibility for all roads, fences
and trash collection created in the event the Sabinoso WSA is
designated as wilderness.

*****

No. 0091-1

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment: "Photos of Canyon Largo and Canyon Olguin are of private land."

Response: Photo captions have been revised to more adequately depict what is
shown in the photos

.

No. 0091-2

Name(s): Mrs. Garfield Lester, self

Comment: "When the original study was made, the BLM claimed a quarter-mile
strip of land the length of Township 17 N. , at the bottom of the WSA
in Canyon Largo, but this was due to an incorrect 1970 survey which
has been suspended. The BLM cannot legally claim this land."

Response: The BLM Cadastral Survey has done a preliminary field inspection of
the Sabinoso WSA which indicated that the 1970 survey was invalid.
A portion of the area is tentatively scheduled for resurvey during
the summer of 1987.
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APPENDIX 3

SAN ANTONIO WSA
(NM-010-035)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The San Antonio WSA is located in Rio Arriba County, New Mexico. It

lies northwest of San Antonio Mountain, approximately 6 miles southwest of

Antonito, Colorado, and 12 miles north of Tres Piedras, New Mexico (Map 1).

The WSA is included on a single U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographical

map—the Los Pinos quadrangle.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The WSA is composed of broad, gently rolling sagebrush and grass

plains bisected north to south by the 200-foot-deep Rio San Antonio Canyon.

The WSA ranges in elevation from 7,900 feet (2,633 meters) to 8,835 feet

(2,945 meters).

The mean annual temperature for the San Antonio Mountain region is

44° F (6.6° C). The average annual temperature ranges from 80° F (27°

C) during the summer months to 8° F (-13° C) in winter. July is usually

the warmest month and January the coldest. Cold air drainage along Rio San

Antonio Canyon may result in local differences in temperature; the canyon

bottom may occasionally have temperatures lower than what is normally recorded

for the general area.

The first killing frost occurs around September 20th. Frost

conditions can usually be expected to remain until May 30th, resulting in an

average of 120 frost-free days.

Annual precipitation ranges from 12 to 15 inches (31 to 38

centimeters) at the south end of the WSA to 9 inches (20 centimeters) in the

north. Precipitation is a result of both snowpack and seasonal rainfall.

Winds are primarily from the south and southwest.

LAND STATUS

The WSA contains 7,050 acres of public land and 1,280 acres of state

land (refer to Map 1 for land status).

ACCESS

Primary access to the WSA is from U.S. Highway 285 north of San

Antonio Mountain, then west on BLM Road 1016 (dirt) for 3 miles. This is the

only access point for the southern end of the WSA. From BLM Road 1016, a dirt

vehicular trail leads north, cutting through the WSA along the eastern side of

Rio San Antonio Canyon (Map 2) on private land. This trail provides public

access.
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Scale: 1/2 lnch = 1 mile

•State, Private and Non BLM Subsurface ownership
is identified only inside the WSA boundary.

Source: USDI BLM, Albuquerque District, 1982
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San Antonio WSA

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for
analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not
selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues
were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and
preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). while certain
resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis, resources
such as wildlife, visual resource values, recreational uses, soils, and
vegetation are explained in the document when they are affected by actions
relating to the key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The No Wilderness Alternative has been developed as the proposed action
because the WSA marginally meets the criteria for naturalness, opportunities
for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. A detailed description
of those actions associated with the All Wilderness Alternative and the No
Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is provided in Table 1.

The significant impacts by alternative for each of the environmental
issues raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternative Considered and

Set Aside

None for this WSA

Issues Raised and Set Aside

Impacts on Timber

Sales and
Fuelwood Cutting

Impacts on Exploration
Development of Minerals

Impacts on Cultural Sites

Alternatives Selected

for Detailed Analysis

All Wilderness

No Wilderness
(Proposed Action)

Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

Reasons for Not Considering a Detailed Analysis

Timber sales and fuelwood cutting were not

selected for detailed analysis because of the

limited quantities of such resources within the

WSA. In addition, timber and fuelwood are

available on lands outside the WSA.

Mineral resources were not selected for

detailed analysis because of low potential

for the occurrence of such resources

Cultural resources were not selected for

detailed analysis because the potential for

the occurrence of sites is considered low as

well as the potential for resource development.

A detailed site analysis would be required for

any proposed surface disturbing activities.

Reasons

7,050 acres were identified during inventory as

having wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative required by NEPA.

Issues Selected For Detailed Analysis

The quality of the area's wilderness values and impacts on Livestock Grazing Use

Levels are major issues of concern in the San Antonio WSA. The wilderness values

issue is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy.

Livestock grazing use levels is a statewide issue. The concerns include

the inconvenience to livestock operators from vehicle restrictions and from

limitations on construction of new improvements under wilderness designation.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness No Wilderness (Proposed Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE
EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES ON
7,050 ACRES AS WILDERNESS. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

- Close eight miles of vehicle
ways, which currently receive
low use (less than 200 vehicles
per year).

- Require permits for vehicle
access for major repairs to
allotment fences. It is
anticipated that major repairs
would only be needed every 10
years. Casual vehicle use for
inspections and minor repairs
would be precluded.

- Current grazing levels of
approximately 7 head per section
per year would continue and is
not projected to change.

- Attempts would be made to
acquire 1,280 acres of NM State
lands within the WSA.

MANAGE 7,050 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS
WOULD BE TAKEN:

- 0RV use on 7,050 acres would be
restricted to authorized users only.

- Current grazing levels of
approximately 7 head per section per
year would continue and is not
projected to change.

- Attempts would be made to acquire
1,280 acres of New Mexico State
lands

.

- Management would emphasize wildlife
habitat and scenic values through
the proposed San Antonio Special
Management Area in the Taos Resource
Management Plan.

- Management would emphasize
protection and maintenance of the
riparian and aquatic habitat along
the 6 miles of the Rio San Antonio
flowing through the proposed San
Antonio Gorge ACEC in the Taos
Resource Management Plan.

- Increases in the existing grazing
preference would not be permitted.

- Visual resource management would be
given first priority behind wildlife
values

.
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Alternative by

WSA/Acreage

All Wilderness

(7,050 acres)

No Wilderness

(7,050 acres)
(Proposed Action)

TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Impacts on Wilderness
Values

Maintain the natural
character of the Rio San

Antonio Canyon and

adjacent uplands.

Maintain opportunities

for solitude hiking and

wildlife viewing.

Maintain the scenic

values of the riparian

habitat in the Rio San

Antonio Canyon.

- Due to the low resource

development potential

naturalness and
opportunities for

solitude are expected to

be maintained within the

Rio San Antonio Canyon.

The quality would be

diminished by 10 to 15

percent on the adjacent

uplands.

Impacts on Livestock

Grazing Use Levels

No impact on the

current level of

grazing at 7 head

per section per year.

Allottee's would be

inconvenienced by

restricting use of

vehicles for in-

spection, repairs,

and maintenance of

existing
improvements

.

No impact on current

level of livestock
grazing use.

Vehicle access would

be restricted to

authorized users

only.
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SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The San Antonio WSA is located within portions of two major structures
the Tusas Uplift and the Rio Grande Trough. The Tusas Uplift, represented by
the Tusas Mountains, is a large northwest trending, structurally complex arch
that comprises about 20 percent of the WSA and forms a structural divide
between the Chama Basin to the west and the Rio Grande trough to the east.
The uplift appears to have begun in Middle Paleozoic time and has been
technically active off and on ever since. Its greatest period of uplift
resulted in a central core of Precambrian crystalline rock, mantled by
Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Within the WSA, volcanic
pyroclastics and high energy alluvial deposits rest directly on Precambrian
rocks, indicating the Tusas Mountains were a highland throughout Cretaceous
and earliest Tertiary times.

The Rio Grande Trough, which occupies the eastern 80 percent of the WSA,
is a large northeast-trending rift valley, bounded on the west by the Tusas
Uplift and on the east by the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. The trough appears
to have formed in the middle Tertiary, when crustal and/or subcrustal tension
resulted in a series of parallel tension faults that caused the crust to be
down-dropped. Tensional forces resulted in an outpouring of Tertiary flood
basalts, which essentially blanket all of the trough found in the WSA.

The Tertiary volcanic rock characteristic of this region is not likely to
contain preserved paleontological resources.

WATER

Watershed Characteristics

The WSA lies within the Rio San Antonio and Rio de los Pinos drainages.
The surface of the WSA is generally composed of flat terrain with little
overland flow into these drainages.

Water Quantity

The average annual precipitation in the WSA is 14 inches (36
centimeters). Runoff is 0.5 inch per year (1.3 centimeters per year), mostly
from high-intensity rainfall events. Recharge occurs rapidly from
precipitation, and the Rio San Antonio flow is generally east and northeast
from San Antonio Mountain. Streamflow is variable, with limited availability
for consumptive use during the summer months.

Water Quality

Due to the flat terrain and high permeability of the soil underlying the
basalt, little erosion occurs in the WSA. The water quality of the Rio
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San Antonio is unknown, but should be good to excellent based on watershed

characteristics

.

Ground Water Availability

The WSA is located in the Rio Grande Underground Water Basin. The

main aquifer is contoured with the Santa Fe Group of andesite-basalt lava.

The water table is estimated to be near the 7,500-foot level, with recharge

occurring rapidly from San Antonio Mountain, to the west, and surface

precipitation and seepage from Rio San Antonio.

Water quality should be excellent with total dissolved solids of less

than 500 parts per million. Yield varies with the permeability of the basalt,

but should be adequate for domestic and livestock use.

SOILS

Soils in the WSA are susceptible to both wind and water erosion, and

deteriorate rapidly with continued vehicular use. The soil types consist of

the following.

The Travelers-Luhon-Stunner Association is composed of shallow to

deep soils on nearly level to moderately sloping topography. In this WSA,

Travelers soils are shallow, with an underlying base of basalt. Surface

textures are stony, cobbly, or gravelly loam.

The Raton-Rock Outcrop-Ore jas Association occurs on the basalt

foothills of San Antonio Mountain. These soils form a shallow layer over the

basalt base, on slopes that are strongly sloping to steep. This association

is cobbly and stony throughout.

The Eutroboralfs-Haplobololls Association includes soils that are

developing on moderately sloping to steep mountain sideslopes, ridges, and/or

mesa tops. These soils form a shallow to moderately deep layer over tuff

pumice or rhyolites. Textures range from sandy loam to clay loam.

Slopes in the WSA range from 2 percent to 50 percent with the depth

to bedrock ranging from 10 to 60 inches. Permeability (inches per hour)

ranges from 0.06-0.6 to 2.0-6.0, with a water-holding capacity (inches/inches)

of 0.06-0.09 to 0.17-0.21. Salinity is generally less than four Mm hos/cm.

VEGETATION

Two major vegetation types exist in the WSA. Approximately 95

percent of the WSA is rolling upland with sagebrush-type vegetation. The

remaining 5 percent is a canyon/riparian type with considerable diversity of

vegetation.

The rolling upland consists of flat to gently rolling topography with

a consistent 700-foot elevation drop from south to north. The gradient drop

is approximately 100 feet per mile. The southwest corner of the WSA has
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slightly more elevation drop, and is dissected by small drainages with
sparcely scattered evergreens. The major plant species found in the rollingupland are sagebrush, broom snakeweed, winterfat, and several varieties ofgrasses such as blue grama and western wheatgrass.

The Rio San Antonio flows through a narrow gorge from south to north
bisecting the WSA. The canyon walls vary from cliffs to large boulders withareas of shallow soil deposits. There is considerable diversity in vegetation
throughout the canyon. Vertical diversity can be seen from the rim to the
streambed. Aspect diversity is obvious due to the considerable amount ofmeandering of the stream and the resulting exposures. Species composition
also varies with the overall elevation drop as the river flows northward.

The canyon walls consist primarily of conifer woodlands. The major
woodland species are pinyon pine, Rocky Mountain juniper, and Douglas fir
Blue Spruce, White fir, and ponderosa are also present along the canyon walls.

Lying adjacent to the Rio San Antonio is a riparian woodland. Trees
associated with this intermittent stream include cottonwood, willow, and
boxelder. Understory shrubs include snowberry, golden currant, gooseberry
and mountain mahogany. Various grass species are found along the riparian
zone, including side-oats grama, pinyon ricegrass, Indian ricegrass, Kentucky
bluegrass, bottlebrush squirreltail, western wheatgrass, and blue grama. (For
further information on vegetation associations in the San Antonio WSA, contact
the BLM Taos Resource Area Office.)

Threatened and Endangered Plants

No threatened or endangered plants are presently recognized as being
indigenous to this locality or are known to occur within the WSA.

WILDLIFE

Many faunal species occur in this WSA because of the juxtapositional
influences of nearby forest lands, and the presence of a very diverse but
narrow canyon that bisects the WSA. (A species/occurrence list of faunal
species that either reside or frequent the WSA is on file at the BLM Taos
Resource Area Office.)

The San Antonio Mountain and Atencio Wildlife Habitat Improvement
Areas are located within the WSA. These areas have been reseeded for the
benefit of both range and wildlife (refer to Figures 1 and 2).

The rolling upland (sagebrush) vegetation type supports such small
game species as the Nuttall's cottontail, the white-tailed jack rabbit, and
the coyote. Pronghorn antelope is the single most important big-game
species. The region is also utilized as a hunting ground by various species
of raptors.

Important animal species that utilize the riparian zone are the
bobcat and the grey fox. The mountain lion may also frequent this portion of
the WSA. Various species of raptors utilize the canyon for nesting sites. A
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Figure 1 - The San Antonio Mountain Range and Wildlife Area

which includes a portion of the WSA.
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Figure 2 - The Atencio Wildlife Habitat Improvement Area

located at the southern end of the San Antonio

WSA. The view to the northwest is of the rim

of the Rio San Antonio Canyon.
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AIR QUALITY

Air quality in the WSA is generally good. Winds are primarily from

the south and southwest. Some pollution from scoria mining operations on the

northeast side of San Antonio Mountain, occurs when the scoria dust is lifted

by strong winds.
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

Energy Minerals

Leasable

The U.S. Geological Survey has included the far western portion of
the San Antonio WSA within the Los Pinos Oil and Gas District as prospectively
valuable for oil and gas. This is a broad classification, however, and the
Taos Resource Area's Minerals Resource Inventory (Contract No.
YA-553-CTO-1088, 1981) indicates a lack of favorable reservoir rocks, which
would seem to preclude the formation and/or retention of petroleum in this
specific location (refer to Table 3). The economic potential, therefore, is
Low. There are presently no leases.

TABLE 3

MINERAL POTENTIAL
SAN ANTONIO WSA

Associated Mineral
Commodity Environment Potential Acreage^

Uranium Tertiary Low NC
Volcanics

Lead, Zinc, Copper, Precambrian Low NC
Molybdenum igneous/metamorphic

complex

Oil and Gas Upper Cretaceous Low NC
sedimentary rocks

Source: Tecolote Corporation. 1981. Taos Mineral Resource Inventory.

Note: a/Acreages on areas of low potential were not calculated (NC).

Locatable

Sporadic uranium exploration has occurred in the general vicinity of
the WSA (although outside its boundaries), but no discoveries were made.
While the possibility of finding uranium exists within the WSA, the lack of
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favorable host rocks - e.g., Mesozoic, early Cenozoic Sandstones, or granitic

intrusions - would seem to preclude its discovery (refer to Table 3). No

raining claims exist in the WSA.

Non-Energy Minerals

Leasable

Since virtually all other non-energy leasable minerals are found in

sedimentary deposits and the WSA contains a very thin sedimentary sequence,

the potential for the discovery and/or development of these types of deposits

appears to be very low (refer to Table 3). The lack of interest in these

minerals would seem to confirm this conclusion, as no leases have been issued.

Locatable

Because the Precambrian rocks that make up the core of the Tusas

Mountains are complex and highly metamorphosed, there is a possibility of a

massive sulfide (e.g., copper, lead, zinc, molybdenum) occurrence within or

near the WSA. Because no exploration activity has taken place, more data is

required before an evaluation of the potential for the occurrence of massive

sulfides can be made.

The fact that flood basalts are generally not known to contain

appreciable amounts of metallic minerals, as well as the apparent lack of

major hydrothermal alteration zones or granitic intrusions, would seem to

preclude the occurrence and development of metallic mineral deposits (refer to

Table 3).

Non-metallic deposits are not expected to occur in basaltic

deposits. Consequently, the potential for the occurrence of any significant

locatable mineral deposits, other than massive sulfides, is considered to be

low.

Salable

Because the San Antonio WSA is essentially all Tertiary flood basalt,

with perhaps some basaltic cinder cones, the potential for the development of

salable mineral deposits other than cinders (scoria) and crushed rock is

considered to be low.

WATERSHED

Erosion is not a major problem in the area. Generally, the watershed

areas that have developed on stable and not improvement projects are

projected. Sources of water for wildlife and livestock within the boundaries

of the WSA are limited to catchments and the intermittent flows of the Rio San

Antonio.
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LIVESTOCK GRAZING

Allotments

Within the San Antonio WSA are four allotments (Map 3). All are
cattle allotments except Allotment 646, which has a dual sheep-cattle permit.
The WSA supports approximately 7 head per section per year. The primary
season of use is spring-fall. Any revision of grazing periods would stress
primarily fall-winter use. (refer to Table 4 for more information.)

RANGE

TABLE 4

ALLOTMENT SUMMARY

Allotment
Number

Allotment
Acres AUMs WSA Acres WSA AUMs

Percent of
AUMs in WSA

583 4,852 426 2,380 219 51

584 3,375 445 1,570 220 49

632 1,870 140 1,870 140 100

646 4,343 446 1,230 126 28

TOTALS 1,457 7,050 705

Source: Allotment files, BLM Taos Resource Area Office.

Allotments 646 and 583 are currently included in Allotment Management
Plans that are in need of revision. The revisions are primarily due to
changes in livestock operator control.

Range Improvements

Eleven miles of allotment boundary fences exist in the WSA (Map 3).
These allotment boundary fences require minor maintenance on an annual basis!
Major maintenance activities involving replacement of all or parts of the
fence would probably be required every 10 years.

Access to these improvements is primarily by off-road travel
utilizing no established roads.
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Potential Improvements

Specific projects have not yet been proposed for this WSA.

RECREATION

Very little recreation activity occurs in the San Antonio WSA. The
activity that does occur includes ORV use and hiking in the river canyons.
Fishing is minimal due to the ephemeral nature of the Rio San Antonio. San
Antonio Mountain, adjacent to and south of the WSA, receives heavy use by
hunters during elk, deer, and antelope hunting seasons.

WILDLIFE

A wide variety of uses by wildlife occur within the WSA. Only those
uses of significant value or interest are discussed here. The primary uses
are by big game, birds of prey, and predators. The WSA includes portions of
the San Antonio Mountain and Atencio Wildlife Improvement Areas.

Big Game

Virtually all of the WSA can be considered yearlong habitat for
pronghorn antelope. Herd numbers vary between 40 and 120 as the animals
travel into and out of the WSA.

About 50 percent of the WSA is an extremely important elk wintering
ground and migration route. Little or no use by elk occurs in the summer
months or in the northeastern portion of the WSA.

The gorge and southwest corner of the WSA can be considered
year-round deer habitat. It is probably used more heavily during the winter
months. The Rio San Antonio and the small drainages to the west provide most
of the cover and browse for deer in the WSA.

Birds of Prey

A wide variety of birds of prey frequent this WSA. The most
important use is for nesting in the canyon by American kestrels, prairie
falcons, and red-tailed hawks.

The canyon has not been extensively inventoried, so other species may
use this location. The undisturbed nature of the canyon provides an excellent
location for prairie falcons to raise their young. Other probable nesters
include the Cooper's hawk and the great horned owl.

Predators

Coyotes and gray fox are the primary fur-bearers using the WSA. The
extent of trapping is not known. It is likely that the southern portion of
the WSA may be frequented by mountain lion.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

Naturalness

The San Antonio WSA is natural in its general appearance. The Rio

San Antonio Canyon is the single most important factor in the feeling of

naturalness for the area (refer to Figures 3 and 4). The views and

impressions below the canyon rim are influenced by the natural screening of

the canyon walls and the riparian vegetation. This contrasts with the vast

open expanse above the canyon rims where impacts of human activities are more

visible (these include range improvements, vehicular routes, a scoria mining

operation, and utility lines outside the WSA.)

The 7,050-acre San Antonio WSA contains approximately 6 miles of

vehicular routes that are used primarily for access to range improvements

requiring maintenance on an annual basis, and for access to the state

inholdings. Physical access to Rio San Antonio Canyon is also provided by

these routes for recreational use.

A scoria mining operation is located 2 1/2 miles southeast of the

WSA, and is particularly noticeable above the canyon rim when winds raise the

light red and black dust at the mine site.

The telephone line and right-of-way which established the eastern

boundary of the WSA, when the area was designated as a WSA in 1980, was

relinquished in July 1985. Little evidence of the former telephone line

remains.

The cumulative effects of these impacts is minimal when viewed from

below the Rio San Antonio Canyon rim. Above the canyon rims, wide open space

allows more human impacts in and adjacent to the WSA to be visible. The

amount and degree of impacts present do not appreciably reduce the naturalness

of the WSA.

Solitude

The size, general lack of screening from vegetation and terrain,

proximity to U.S. Forest Service recreation use areas (for hunting and

camping) and to rural residential areas to the north diminish the quality of

opportunities for solitude in this WSA.

Opportunities for solitude are greatest in the area of the WSA below

the rim of Rio San Antonio Canyon. Access to the canyon is limited, so fewer

encounters with humans are made. Above the canyon rims, more human activity

is encountered due to the closeness of U.S. Highway 285, ORV access to U.S.

Forest Service recreational lands, and ranch activity in the WSA.
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Figure 3 - View from Rio San Antonio Canyon looking southeast
at San Antonio Mountain.

Figure 4 - The Rio San Antonio flows through the canyon from
October through June. Irrigational diversions
upstream dry up the creek during the -summer months
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These intrusions on solitude are mitigated in the canyon by the

vegetative and topographic screening which allows the user to find outstanding

opportunities for solitude.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation activities are

limited in the WSA due to its small size and location near human activities.

Recreational opportunities include elk, mule deer, and antelope hunting in the

vicinity of San Antonio Mountain, located 2 miles south of the WSA. Hiking

and camping are potential activities in Rio San Antonio Canyon, but fishing is

affected by the ephemeral nature of the stream.

Special Features

The ephemeral waters of the Rio San Antonio and the topographic

contrast of the canyon cutting through the open plains make up the WSA's most

outstanding special features. The viewing of wildlife that frequent the Rio

San Antonio during the flow season (October through June) also makes the WSA

important, although the actual wildlife habitat areas are concentrated on San

Antonio Mountain on U.S. Forest Service lands.

The scenic value of the riparian vegetation in the canyon, which

contrast with the dry open sagebrush plain located above and around the canyon

rim, may be considered a special feature.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The San Antonio WSA contains many natural values as a result of its

relatively undisturbed character. Congressional designation as wilderness

would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree of long term

protection for these natural values than would administrative designations

available to the BLM or multiple use management.

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotype/landform diversity has been analyzed using the Bailey-Kuchler

system in order to classify the potential natural vegetation expected to occur

in the San Antonio WSA. The Bailey-Kuchler System classifies the San Antonio

WSA as being in the Rocky Mountain Forest Province with a potential natural

vegetation of approximately 6698 acres of Great Basin Sagebrush and 352 acres

of Juniper-pinyon woodlands.

Distance from Major Population Centers

The San Antonio WSA is within a day's driving time of four major

population centers identified as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas

(SMSAs) of 100,000 or more population, these four SMSAs are Denver, Colorado;

Colorado Springs, Colorado; Pueblo, Colorado; and Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Albuquerque, the largest population center in New Mexico, is the closest to

the WSA.
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MANAGEABILITY

The San Antonio WSA could be managed to preserve the wilderness
values which presently exist. An analysis of the manageability of the San
Antonio WSA as wilderness must include consideration of state lands within the
WSA boundaries which contain portions of the Rio San Antonio Canyon.

Surface inholdings include 1,280 acres of State of New Mexico lands.
The primary ingress and egress to these state sections (Map 1) pass through
the WSA, so reasonable access must be provided to these inholdings. These
inholdings also prevent the public land user from traveling through the entire
length of the Rio San Antonio Canyon within the WSA without trespassing.

The WSA appears to have low potential for mineral development, so
private or state mineral rights would not likely create incompatible uses in
the WSA. There are presently no leases or mining claims.

Livestock management including required access for maintenance of the
existing allotment boundary fences is not expected to create problems for
wilderness management.

Boundary adjustments would not enhance wilderness manageability of
the WSA. The wilderness management potential of the WSA in terms of
effectively precluding vehicular access to the area will be a problem. Poorly
defined natural boundaries could result in ORV trespass as the result of
existing use patterns of hunters and recreationists in the area. Public
education and increased levels of patrol could be expected to reduce, but not
eliminate, these access and use problems. Fencing would also help provide
better boundary identification and help restrict vehicle access.
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SECTION 5

ALTERNATIVES AND IMPACTS

This section analyzes the impacts of two alternatives for the San

Antonio WSA: the All Wilderness Alternative, and the No Wilderness

Alternative (No Action).

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire 7,050 acres of

public land within the San Antonio WSA would be recommended as suitable for

wilderness designation.

If the San Antonio WSA is designated as wilderness, the existing uses

and activities and potential uses (identified in Section 3 of this document)

would be managed under the constraints of the Wilderness Management Policy

USDI, BLM 1981). Table 1 provides a more detailed description of the

management actions to be taken under this alternative.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The existing natural character of the Rio San Antonio Canyon and

adjacent uplands, opportunities for solitude, hiking and wildlife viewing

would be maintained by restricting the use of motorized vehicles and

equipment. A 10 to 15 percent improvement in the quality of naturalness on

the uplands would result from the vehicle restrictions.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the natural character of the

Rio San Antonio Canyon and opportunities for solitude, hiking and wildlife

viewing would be maintained. A 10 to 15 percent improvement in the quality of

naturalness on the uplands would result from the vehicle restrictions.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Wilderness designation would allow existing grazing use levels _ to

continue at the approximate levels existing at the time of designation

(approximately 7 head per section per year). Although grazing is a

permissible and compatible activity under wilderness designation, limitations

on vehicular access, type of construction materials and locations of new

range improvements may occur to protect wilderness characteristics. However,

no new range improvements are proposed. Casual use of vehicles for inspection

or repairs of existing improvements would be precluded. Maintenance of the

existing facilities is allowable under the BLM Wilderness Management Policy

with permits required when motorized vehicles or equipment are used.

Conclusion

No impact on current livestock grazing use levels will occur, since

livestock grazing will be allowed to continue at the existing use levels and

no new developments are currently planned for construction.
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NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Until Congress makes its decision on wilderness designation the SanAntonio WSA will be managed under the Final Interim Management Policy andGuidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review (1JSDI. ki.m i q ;q ^did D83)If Congress designates it as wilderness the WSA will be managed under theWilderness Management Policy (USDI, BLM 1981).

Nondesignation of the 7050 acres as wildenress would leave thisacreage available for development. Table 1 provies a more detaileddescription of the management actions to be taken under the alternative basedon current management guidance. In the 7050 acres not designated awilderness, unavoidable adverse effects of the proposed action will resultfrom future surface distrubing activities and continued use of vehicles andmotorized equipment. Over the long-term, these activities will reduce thequality of wilderness values by adversely affecting naturalness, andopportunities for solitude and primitive recreation.

rt. -a Y-
the

y
S\ 1S n0t desiSnated as wilderness, management would followthe guidelines of the approved Taos Resource Management Plan (BMP). The TaosRMP is expected to be approved in late 1987, while the wilderness studyprocess is still underway. Therefore, the RMP decision concerning this WSAmay be incorporated into the Wilderness Study Report to be written later inthis process. The tentative RMP proposal for the San Antonio SpecialManagement area that includes the San Antonio WSA emphasizes management of thewildlife habitat through a special management designation which would includeimproving both forage quality and vegetative cover as well as increasinghabitat diversity. The Taos RMP has also proposed that the length of the RioSan Antonio flowing the WSA be designated as an ACEC. Management emphasis forthe San Antonio Gorge ACEC would be to protect and maintain the riparian andaquatic habitat of the area.

v

Impacts on Wilderness Values

c n* a

Th
Vi

e
,

natural
j
character of the Rio San Antonio Canyon opportunities forsolitude hiking and wildlife viewing would be maintained as there is a lowpotential for resource development. Continued vehicle use outside the canyonthough restricted, would reduce the quality of naturalness by 10 to 15 percent!

Conclusion

Nondesignation would not result in a reduction in the quality ofwilderness values within the Rio San Antonio Canyon. A 10 to 15 percentreduction in the quality of naturalness and solitude opportunities on theadjacent uplands would result from continued use of vehicles.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

All rangeland improvements could be checked with the use of vehiclesand maintained on an authorized basis using motorized equipment. Grazing usewould continue at the levels currently existing (approximately 7 head persection per year). *
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Conclusion

No impacts to livestock grazing are expected to occur as a result of

nondesignation.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

Public involvement in the wilderness review process was gained during
review of the Rio Grande Management Framework Plan (1979), input during the
Taos Resource Area Roadless Study and the WSA recommendation phase, and in the
establishment of the Off-Road Vehicle Designation Plan which included the San
Antonio WSA. Two open houses were held for public input regarding the San
Antonio WSA and other WSAs , in the statewide study. One was held in
Albuquerque, New Mexico on April 28, 1983, and the other in Taos, New Mexico
on April 26, 1983.

During the public comment period on the Albuquerque Dis trict
Wilderness Draft Environmental Assessment (March 1983), 15 public inputs were
received on the San Antonio WSA. Most of these inputs favored wilderness
designation of the area. These comments were of a general nature and were
based primarily on the remote location of the San Antonio River Canyon in an
otherwise wide-open plain area.

Those who expressed support for wilderness designation discussed the
need for a natural habitat for antelope and other game. This need is
increased because of the WSA's close proximity to the San Antonio Mountain
Range and Wildlife Management Area (where use by motor vehicles is limited).
Support for wilderness was also based on the need to preserve the WSA's
characteristic western wheatgrass range and high rolling grasslands, which are
considered under- represented in the National Wilderness Preservation System.

Four inputs opposed designation. Those opposed to the potential
designation of the San Antonio WSA as wilderness expressed concern for public
land becoming unavailable to ORV users, hunters, and mineral development, and
for increasing the restrictions on livestock grazing within a designated
wilderness area.

It was also expressed that the WSA does not meet "wilderness
specifications", and that protection could be afforded by monitoring ORV use
and designation as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern.

These comments presented no new perspectives or information regarding
the^ wilderness characteristics of the WSA that would cause a change in the
BLM's evaluation and proposal for non-wildemess status of the San Antonio WSA.

On May 1, 1985, the San Antonio Wilderness Analysis Report was
released for public comment as part of the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness
draft Environment Impact Statement. The following is a summary of the public
comments which BLM received on the WSA: During the public comment period, BLM
received 465 comments in the form of letters and testimony at public hearings,
340 commenters supported "Alternative W, a 1.3 million-acre wilderness
proposal advocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition." Alternative W
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included the San Antonio WSA and recommended wilderness designation for the

entire WSA. Specific comments were directed to the San Antonio WSA by 15

commentors, of which 15 supported wilderness designation for San Antonio. For

this WSA, none of these comments required specific responses or revisions to

the affected environment or analysis of environmental impacts.

Daring the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness

Study! Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986), specific

comments were directed to the San Antonio WSA by M commentors. Comments on

this WAR which require a response are discussed and responded to in this

section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0100-1 ,. „ ,_.
NameTsT!— Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM, Wilderness Coalition

Comment:

Response:

"To further improve manageability, the Coalition proposes moving

the southeastern corner to the nearby road fence, involving trading

for about 280 acres of State land in addition to the three State

sections within the proposed area. We also propose inclusion of

about 5,000 acres of the adjacent Carson National Forest, since San

Antonio Canyon runs along the Forest border for two miles. This

Forest Service land drains in to the WSA and reaches almost to the

Forest's Chino Lake Road, which provides better starting points for

wilderness hikes than the more traveled roads along BLM lands. _The

proposed Forest lands have been closed to vehicles for a decade.

The public lands and non-BLM lands were not studied for wilderness

suitability since they were located outside the boundaries of the

WSA. If the non-BLM lands were acquired they could be inventoried

for wilderness characteristics. Lands possessing wilderness

characteristics would have to be studied by BLM through the land

use planning process to determine their suitability or

nonsuitability for designation. Depending on the results of that

study, BLM would make a recommendation.

No. 0100-2

NameOTn— Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM, Wilderness Coalition

Comment

:

Response:

"The BLM's claim that the proximity to U.S. Forest Service

recreation use areas diminishes the opportunities for solitude is

backwards. Nowhere does vehicle access from the Forest come within

1.5 miles of the WSA, but vehicle access across BLM land certainly

degrades the protected recreational experience on the Forest."

The San Antonio Mountain area, including the WSA, had an Off-road

Vehicle Designation Plan completed in 1981. The ORV Plan

designated 32,210 acres of the area as limited to existing roads

and trails. The 7,050 acres of the San Antonio WSA were included

in this "limited use" designation.
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No. 0100-3
Name(s): Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM, Wilderness Coalition

Comment: "The BLM 1985 Statewide Wilderness Study (Volume 2, Page 3-1)
claiming that a vehicular trail gives access to the east side of
the San Antonio Canyon "on private land." There is no private land
there."

Response: The text has been revised.

No. 0100-4
NameTsTT" Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM, Wilderness Coalition

Comment:

Response:

BLM documents also state that the Rio San Antonio dries up in
summer months. It has not for at least the last five years.
Mirgansers nesting in the canyon attest to the reliability of the
fishing. In addition, there is often water in Canada de los
Ranchos and other western side canyons, where elk are found during
all seasons (contrary to BLM reports)."

The Rio San Antonio, located within the WSA, is below the point of
numerous irrigation diversions and historically dries up after
spring run-off.

No. 0100-5
NameTsTT" Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM, Wilderness Coalition

Comment: "The telephone line cited by BLM as an intrusion and used as a
boundary to cut the roadless area by 60 percent was no longer
present in early 1985."

Response: The telephone line with its poles and wire was in place within the
approved right-of-way at the time this unit was inventoried and the
boundaries established. Since that time the right-of-way has been
relinquished. Only a few weathered poles standing within the
former right-of-way provide any evidence of the former telephone
line that existed along the eastern boundary.

*****

No. 0597-1
Name(s):

Comment;

Bruce J. Hayward, New Mexico Natural History Institute.

"The study omits blue spruce, while fir, and ponderosa pine among
the canyon wall species."

Response: The text has been revised to include these species
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No. 0597-2

NamelsTi Bruce J. Hayward, New Mexico Natural History Institute

Comment: "Perhaps the Rio San Antonio is intermittent as claimed (Pages 3-10)

but it has flowed steadily for several years, and supports

mergansers and other fishing birds."

Response: It has been noted within the analysis report that the Rio San

Antonio Canyon supports mergansers and other birds.

No. 0684 _ . .

NameTsF Jay C. Groseclose, New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission

Comment: "Appendix 3, San Antonio WSA, Page 3-7. The last sentence of the

last paragraph under the heading SOILS does not include units of

the listed salinity value of four. We assume that the correct

units are millimhos per centimeter."

Response: Your assumption was correct and the text has been revised to

include the units.
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APPENDIX 4

CABEZON WSA
(NM-010-022)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Cabezon Wilderness Study Area (WSA) contains approximately

8,159 acres of public land, and is located approximately 15 air miles due

west of San Ysidro. It is situated north of Mesa Prieta and northeast of

Mesa Chivato, in the valley of the Rio Puerco in T. 15 and 16 N. , R. 2 and 3

W. , NMPM . It is bordered on the north and south by maintained roads, on

the west by property boundaries and a maintained road, and on the east by a

combination of a powerline right-of-way and a maintained road (see Map 1 and

the map on the back of the Albuquerque District divider page)

.

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic map covering this WSA is the

Cabezon Peak 7.5 minute quadrangle.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The Cabezon WSA lies within the Navajo Section of the Colorado

Plateau Physiographic Province. The climate is semiarid and the landforms

strikingly reflect erosive processes associated with the arid cycle. Three

principal landforms occur within the Cabezon WSA: (1) the eroded volcanic

neck of Cabezon Peak; (2) the talus-covered slopes at the base of the neck;

and (3) the incised mesa topography characterizing the remainder of the

WSA. The Navajo Section consists mainly of sub-horizontal sandstone beds

with lesser amounts of shale that have been subjected to great erosion.

In addition to these landforms, the Navajo Section is characterized

by numerous occurrences of volcanic necks, buttes, and mesas. Cabezon Peak,

rising to an elevation of 7,785 feet, is one of the most spectacular

examples of these volcanic necks.

The moderate relief throughout most of the WSA results from the

incision of numerous arroyos into the flat-lying sandstone beds that

surround the volcanic neck of Cabezon Peak. Areas of high relief are

restricted to the upper slopes of the Peak, where nearly vertical cliffs

predominate.

The WSA exhibits a semiarid climate. Warm, relatively dry summers

and cold, relatively dry winters are characteristic of the area. The

average annual snowfall in the area is more than 37 inches, occurring

between October and May. Summer precipitation comes as violent convectional

thunderstorms of high intensity and short duration. These thunderstorms are

extremely unpredictable in their rainfall patterns, with certain localized
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areas receiving moisture while adjacent areas receive none. Average annual

precipitation is approximately 11 inches. About 40 percent of the

precipitation falls in July and August.

Temperature, like precipitation, is extremely variable from season

to season. Extreme temperatures range from 102° F in the summer to -20°

F in the winter. Average daily temperatures in the warm months vary from

45° F in April to 70° F in July.

The average growing season is approximately 160 days, beginning in

May and ending in October. The full 160-day season is seldom realized

because available moisture, rather than temperature, is the limiting

factor.

LAND STATUS

The Cabezon WSA is made up of 8,159 acres of public land. The

major portion of the WSA consists of land, formerly part of the Ojo del

Espiritu Santo Land Grant, acquired by the Federal government under the

Bankhead-Jones Act of 1937. Because the Grant was acquired under the

Bankhead-Jones Act, all of the locatable minerals have been reclassified as

leasables, and exploitation of these minerals requires the issuance of a

prospecting permit and lease. Those WSA lands situated outside of the grant

boundaries are public domain lands and are underlain by BLM-administered

minerals that are locatable under the 1872 mining law.

ACCESS

The Cabezon WSA can be reached by proceeding southwest from State

Highway 44 onto a County-maintained gravel road, and then on maintained dirt

roads to the north, east, and south. Part of the access to the west of the

WSA crosses State of New Mexico land (see Map 1).

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVE

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

were raised by BLM and the public during wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EA's). While

certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,

resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, soils and vegetation are

explained in the document when they are affected by actions relating to the

key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The All Wilderness Alternative has been developed as the Proposed

Action for the Cabezon WSA because of the WSA's outstanding naturalness,

opportunities to experience solitude, and its opportunities for primitive

and unconfined recreation. Its primary special feature is Cabezon Peak

itself, a volcanic plug that is the center of attention for climbers and
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SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

Drop 1,429 acres from wilderness consideration
because of conflicts with erosion control
practices.

Drop 134 acres from wilderness consideration
because of conflicts with future rights-of-way.

Additional data collection and analysis were done in 1984 in response to
public comments. This analysis indicates that correction of erosion
occurring In the south portion of the Cabezon WSA is not technically or
financially feasible now or in the foreseeable future. Therefore, It Is
not practical to drop the acreage from wilderness consideration in order
to allow erosion control practices to occur. This alternative was
evaluated in the District EA.

This alternative was analyzed in the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness
Draft E1S. Since then the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan has been
approved. A preferred right-of-way corridor was identified to the east
of the WSA; in addition there is no active interest for a right-of-way in
the WSA. Therefore, the need for this alternative no longer exists.

Issues Raised and Set Aside Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

Impacts on geothermal and uranium exploration
and development

Impacts on sand and gravel development

Additional data have been developed since this was included as an issue
in the District Final EA. Geothermal and uranium potential is now rated
as low.

The development of sand and gravel is not expected because these
resources are widespread and more readily accessible in other areas.

Impacts on soil erosion

Impacts on rights-of-way

Impacts on threatened or
animal species:

[State-listed endangered
wrightil . Astragalus Kni,

papyracantha )

J

Additional data were collected and analyzed in response to public
comments on the District Final EA. This analysis indicates that
correction of erosion in the south portion of Cabezon WSA is not
technically or financially feasible, now or in the foreseeable future.
Therefore, correction of this condition ceases to be considered an Issue.

The Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan, approved in January 1986,
identified a preferred right-of-way corridor to the east of the WSA; in
addition there is no active Interest in a right-of-way along the eastern
boundary of the WSA. Therefore, this is no longer an issue.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with BLM's finding of
no effect on species Federally-listed or proposed for listing as

species (Mammilla rla threatened or endangered. An analysis of impacts to threatened or
jhtii, and Toumeya endangered species would be required for any proposed surface disturbing

activities.

endangered plant or

Impacts on cultural resources Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis because the
known sites are away from projected resource development areas. A
detailed site analysis would be required for any proposed surface
disturbing activities.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis

All Wilderness (Proposed Action)

No Wilderness (No Action)

Reasons

8,159 acres of public land were identified during the inventory as having
wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Four issues of concern were identified for the Cabezon WSA. These include wilderness values; oil and gas exploration anddevelopment; livestock use levels; and recreational off-road vehicle use.

The wilderness values issue is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. Cabezon Peak is an important historicalgeographic landmark, and is very popular for climbing opportunities in a natural setting. The WSA also includes a variety
of special features Including a Native American shrine, 3 rare plant species, and wildlife habitat supporting goldeneagle, red-tailed hawk, sparrow hawk, bobcat, gray fox, mule deer, and antelope.

The Cabezon WSA contains moderate potential for oil and gas throughout the WSA. Concerns regarding mineral potentialinclude restrictions to mineral exploration and development under wilderness designation, as well as the potential impactson the naturalness of the Cabezon WSA resulting from mineral exploration and development if it is not designated aswilderness

.

a

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns Include the inconvenience to livestock operators from
vehicle restrictions and from limitations on the construction of new improvements under wilderness designation. Inaddition, concern was expressed for an expected increase in vandalism to range improvements and harassment of livestock ifthe area Is not designated as wilderness.

Concerns were raised regarding the elimination of recreational off-road vehicle use under wilderness designation as well
as the potential impacts to the naturalness of the Cabezon WSA resulting from continued motorized vehicle use.
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those interested in the scenic or scientific aspects of the exposed internal

"plumbing" of a volcano. In addition, there are three rare plant species,

significant prehistoric and historic cultural resource sites, and valuable

wildlife habitat.

This alternative is considered manageable as wilderness because no

major impacts have been identified as a result of the issues

identified—wilderness values, oil and gas exploration and development,

livestock grazing use levels, and recreational off-road vehicle (ORV) use.

A detailed description of those actions associated with the All Wilderness

Alternative and the No Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is provided in

Table 1. Special Management Area considerations associated with the No

Wilderness Alternative for this WSA are depicted on Map 2. Significant

impacts, by alternative, for each of the major environmental issues raised

for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

All Wilderness
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING
WILDERNESS VALUES ON 8,159 ACRES. THE FOLLOWING
ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-8,159 acres with moderate potential for oil
and gas, currently unleased, would be
unavailable for exploration and development.

-Current grazing use levels of approximately 8

head/section/year would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 6

earthen reservoirs and twelve miles of fence,
the number of permitted trips per year to be
established in the management plan.
Maintenance by minimum tool; heavy equipment
may be required. Casual vehicle use for
Inspections and minor repairs would be
precluded.

-Close 2 3/4 miles of vehicle routes.

-Native American uses (shrines, religious uses,
hunting, etc.) could continue.

-Acquisition of 1,280 acres of State of New
Mexico lands contiguous to the western
boundary, and of a 10-acre parcel of private
land that protrudes into the northern boundary
(see Map 1) would be pursued.

MANAGE 8,159 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE
TAKEN:

-Manage 5,003 acres as part of the Cabezon Peak
Special Management Area (SMA)-Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) (see Map 2).
Specific SMA decisions include:

"Close vehicle routes inside the SMA.

"Surface-disturbing activities (mineral
activities excepted) allowed only to benefit
SMA values.

"Mineral material sales prohibited.

-For the 3,156 acres outside the Cabezon Peak
SMA, and for resource decisions not specific
to the SMA, the following apply:

"8,159 acres with moderate potential for oil
and gas would be open for exploration and
development, anticipated only in the long
term, subject to standard lease stipulations,
resulting in 1 producing well every 600-4,800
acres. Vehicle access, surface disturbance,
and surface facilities may be involved.

"Motorized vehicle use outside the SMA limited
to 2 3/4 miles of vehicle routes.

"Surface-disturbing activities and mineral
material sales allowed outside SMA.

"Current grazing use levels in the WSA of
approximately 8 head/section/year would
continue.

"Native American uses (shrines, religious
uses, hunting, etc.) could continue.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by

WSA/Acreage
Impacts on

Wilderness Values

Impacts on Oil and Gas
Exploration and

Development

All Wilderness
(designate 8,159 acres)
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(do not designate
8,159 acres)

-Maintain natural character
of volcanic plug.

-Maintain opportunities for
solitude and climbing Cabezon
Peak.

-Protect 3 rare plant species.
-Maintain current high quality
views of Cabezon Peak.

-Maintain current undisturbed
condition of prehistoric shrine
atop Cabezon Peak.
-Maintain habitat supporting
golden eagle, red-tailed hawk,
sparrow hawk, bobcat, gray fox,
mule deer, and antelope.
-Retain the "natural laboratory"
setting used by universities
for geology study.

-No impact on wilderness values
in the short term.

-In the long term, activity
related to mineral exploration
and development would reduce
naturalness by 10/20%.

-Reduce by 10-20% opportunities
for solitude.

-Reducing naturalness by 10-20%
modifies the "natural laboratory'
setting used by universities for
geology study.

-8,159 unleased acres with
moderate potential for
oil and gas would be
closed to exploration and
development. One producing
well would be foregone

.

No impact

.

Impacts on
Livestock Grazing

Use Levels

Impacts on

Recreational Off-Road
Vehicle (0RV) Use

-Current grazing use levels
of approximately 8

head/section/year would
continue

.

-6 earthen reservoirs and
12 miles of fence would be
maintained with motorized
equipment, if necessary.
-Permits required for vehicle
access to improvements.
Casual vehicle use on 21;

miles of routes for
inspections and minor
repairs would be precluded.

-No impact on livestock
grazing use levels.

-2k miles of vehicle routes
would be closed, precluding
backcountry exploration,
vehicular camping, and some
hunting using 2-wheel,
3-wheel and 4-wheel vehicles.

-No impact on recreational
ORV use in the short or
long term.
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SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

A discussion of the geology of the Cabezon WSA is contained in

Captain C.E. Button's report of 1885. His discussion (Dutton 1885) includes

the following comments:

If we stand upon the Eastern Brink of Mount Taylor Mesa we shall

overlook the broad valley of the Puerco (east). (The spectacle is

a fine one and in some respects extraordinary.) The edge of the

mesa suddenly descends by succession of ledges and slopes into the

(rugged and highly diversified) valley-plain below. The country

beneath is a medley of low cliffs or bluffs, showing the light

browns and pale yellows of the lower and middle Cretaceous

sandstones and shales. Out of this confused patchwork of bright

colors rise several. . .objects of remarkable aspect. They are

apparently inaccessible eyries of black rock, and at a rough guess,

by comparison with the known altitudes of surrounding objects,

their heights above the mean level of the adjoining plain may range

from 800 to 1,500 feet. The blackness of their shade may be

exaggerated by contrast with the brilliant colors of the rocks and

soil out of which they rise, but their forms are even more

striking. It is rare to find such shapes in Plateau country, much

more so elsewhere. It is obvious at once that these rocks are of

volcanic origin; and the experienced geologist who has traveled

much in these regions will recognize their significance at a

glance. . .

•

Hunt's description of Cabezon Peak in his report on the igneous

geology and structure of the Mount Taylor volcanic field states (Hunt 1938):

Cabezon Peak... is the highest and most impressive of the necks,

rising nearly 2,000 feet above the Rio Puerco, and the protruding

basaltic core is about 1,500 feet in diameter The... rocks

intruded by the neck are Cretaceous sandstone and shale that dip

gently northward, and although the contact is not exposed there is

no indication of deformation by the intrusion. The exposed neck is

nearly cylindrical and is about 800 feet high.

Cabezon Peak is composed of fine-grained basalt which exhibits a

distinctive cooling pattern called columnar jointing. The Peak is capped by

scoriaceous material, and surrounded by Cretaceous Mancos Shale and the

Hosta Tongue of the Point Lookout Sandstone.
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ENERGY AND MINERALS

The volcanic neck that is Cabezon Peak represents a solidified
column of once-molten rock that intruded through at least 6,000 feet ofsedimentary rock layers as it made its way to the surface. These
sedimentary layers range in age from Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous (see Figure
1) and are known regionally to contain deposits of oil and gas, coal
uranium, copper, silver, limestone, gypsum, humates, and clay. However, in
the WSA itself, the Dakota Formation is the only layer known to contain amineral commodity of moderate potential: oil and gas.

PALEONTOLOGY

In addition to the above mineral resources, the sedimentary rocks
of the Cabezon WSA contain a large fossil assemblage. This assemblage
includes a substantial part of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic fossil record
although only fossils of Cretaceous age are found exposed at the surface'
(Figure 1 contains an outline of the geologic ages and corresponding
strata.; The environment of deposition of the Hosta Tongue of the Point
Lookout Sandstone and the Satan Tongue of the Mancos Shale was such that the
fossil record includes only those organisms adapted to a near-shore
environment. This record includes marine invertebrates and occasional shark
teeth.

WATER

Surface Water

The WSA lies in a tributary watershed of the Rio Puerco, which
ultimately flows into the Rio Grande. It is considered part of the Middle
Rio Grande Major River Sub-Basin.

Arroyos in the WSA are ephemeral. Runoff occurs at many times
throughout the year, but volume varies by season. Highest runoff commonlyoccurs during the summer thundershower season from July through September
Comparison of rainfall data with discharge data for this season shows that
up to 99 percent of the annual discharge recorded at the gauge may occur
during this period (Craigg 1980).

y

Average annual water yields from the WSA fall between 0.1 and 0.5
inches (0.25 inches average, or 2,645 acre-feet per year). The water yield
from Cabezon Peak ranges from 1 to 3 inches annually.

The average annual precipitation in the WSA is between 10 and 12
inches, probably less than 4 percent of which is recorded as runoff
downstream. The remaining 96 percent seeps into alluvium or bedrock units
or is lost through evapotranspiration.

Surface waters in the WSA include six reservoirs utilized bv
livestock and wildlife.
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FIGURE 1

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION „.„. ni„TA
CABEZON.EMPEDRADO, IGNACIO CHAVEZ, CHAMISA, LA LENA, MANZANO, OJITO, PETACA PINTA,

RIMROCK, SAND CANYON, LITTLE RIMROCK, AND PINYON WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS

NOTE: The Morrison Formation is not present in the Petaca Pinta, Rimrock, Sand Canyon,

Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's.
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Ground Water

The WSA lies within the State-declared Rio Grande Underground Water
Basin. Ground water is not available at a reasonable depth except in
shallow alluvium, and there are no ground water developments (wells and
springs) in the WSA.

The quality of ground water in the WSA ranges from fresh to
moderately saline, but is commonly marginal for domestic uses. The present
dominant water use in the WSA is by beef cattle and wildlife.

SOILS

A large portion of the Cabezon WSA has undergone undesirable to
critical levels of soil loss. Many of the soils are either severely eroded,
currently eroding at critical rates, or highly susceptible to sheet and
gully erosion. These conditions exist on two soil mapping units, the
Shingle Complex and Travesilla-Shingle-Rock Outcrop Complex (see Table 3).

VEGETATION

Table 3 summarizes, by range sites, the vegetation located in the
Cabezon WSA, and Map 3 further identifies range site locations in the WSA.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

There are no known Federally-listed threatened or endangered
species within the Cabezon WSA. There is no apparent potential for listed
species to occur. If sightings are made, the species would be protected by
compliance with existing law and regulation. Cabezon Peak and the abutting
basalt flows that skirt it provide habitat for Mammillaria wrightii
(Wright's pincushion cactus), Astragalus knightii (Knight's milkvetch), and
Toumeya ( -Pediocactus ) papyracantha (grama grass cactus). Pincushion
cactus and grama grass cactus have been found in the WSA. All three
species are on the State list of endangered species.

WILDLIFE

Eight habitat sites and two natural special habitat features have
been identified in the Cabezon WSA. The habitat sites correspond to range
sites described in the vegetation section above (see Table 3). The special
habitat features are the volcanic neck that forms Cabezon Peak and the
associated bluffs. This habitat supports some 90 vertebrate species. (A
complete list of these animals is located in Run Wild , the USDA Forest
Service 1982 computer printout on file in the BLM Albuquerque District
Office.)

The wildlife in the WSA consists of varieties common to the
southwest region of the United States. Mule deer, white-tailed antelope,
and pronghorn antelope occur in the WSA, although none are abundant. The
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TABLE 3

ECOTYPES, RANCE SUES, AND SOILS, CABEZON USA

Present Potential

Ecological Present Perennial Air-Dry Poteotlal

Ecotype

Range
Site

Average
SlopeO')

Vegetative

Aspect Cover(X)

Rate

(Acres/AUM)

Range

Condition

Vegetation
Speclea

PlanC

Cover(X)

Production
(lba/ac)

Vegetation
Species Soil

Crama-
Calleta
Steppe

1

Clayey
Bo t tornland

6 S 24 5.5 Fair-

poor

Blue grama,

galleta grass,

alkali sacaton,

sand dropseed,
bottlebrush
squirreltail,
needle and

thread grasa,

wlnterfat,
broom snake-
weed, fourwing
saltbush

43 2,500 Alkali
sacaton,
blue grama,
galleta
grass, sand

dropseed,
burro grass,

fourwing
aaltbush,
wlnterfat,
broom snake-
weed, yellow-

flowered
prickly
pear,
walkingatlck
cholla

237-

Sparank
Sllty Clay
Loam

Pinyon-

Junlpef
Woodland

2

Shallov
HUls

6 S 15 8.3 Fair Blue grama,

alkaLi aacaton,

sand dropseed,
sldeoats grama,

ring muhly,
bottlebrush
squirreltail,
western wheat-
grass, shad-

scale, broom
snakeweed,
one-seed
Juniper,
pinyon, Hormon
tea, fringed
sage, cliff-
rose, walking-
stick cholla,

wlnterfat,
rubber rabbit-

brush, yellow-
flowered
prickly pear

30 525 Sldeoats
grama,

Indian rice-

gcaas, black

grama, KH
feather-
grass,
needle and

thread
grass, ted

threeavn,

blue grama,

galleta
grass,
winterfat,
Blgelow
aage, alpine
aulfurflower,
Wright
ertogonum,
soaptree
yucca, one-

aeed Juniper

235-

Sandoval
Fine

Sandy
Loam

Plnyon-

Juniper

3

Woodland

33 H, S, E, W 36 11.2 Good Blue grama,

galleta grass,

20 4 50 Blue grama,

black grama,

MM feather-

100-

Orejae-
Rock Outcrop

Woodland
thread grass,

black grama,

bottlebrush
squirreltail,
aldeoata grama,

alkali sacaton,

saad dropseed,

broom snake-

weed,

valklngstick
cholla, winter-

fat, one-seed

Juniper, pinyon

grass,
bottlebrush
squirreltail,
galleta
grasa

Complex

Crama-
Galleta
Steppe

4

Loamy/
Sandy

h H 20 6.2 Fair Alkali aacaton,

galleta grass,

blue grama,

sand dropseed

30 450 Indian rice-

grass,
bottlebrush
squirreltail,

blue grama,

galleta
grasa, Band

dropseed,
red three-
awn, ring
muhLy,
fourwing
saltbush,
winterfat,
broom snake-
weed

240-

Penlstaja-
Hagerman
Associa-
tion
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TABLE 3 (Concluded)

Present Potential

Ecotype
Range
Site

Average
Slope(%) Aspect

Present
Vegetative
Cover(X)

Stocking
Rate

(Acrea/AUH)

Ecological
Range

Condition

Present
Vegetation
Species

Perennial
Plant

CoverCX)

Air-Dry
Production
(lbs/acj

Potential
Vegetation
Species

Related
Soil

Cramn-
Galleta

5

Sale
4 H, S 15 3.3 Fair Blue grama, 15 1 135 Alkali 236-

Sceppe Flats galleta grass,
ring muhly,
alkali aacacon,
sand dropeeed,
black grama,

bottlebrush
aqulrreltall,

sacaton,
blue grams,
galleta
grass,

bottlebrush

aqulrreltall
fourwing

S pa rank
Clay
Loam

fourwing salt-
bueh, broom
snakeweed, black
rubber rabbit- gressewood

,

bruBh shadscale

Juniper-
Ployon

6

Woodland
18 E, S, W, 15 11.2 Fair- Galleta grass, 15 SO -80 Pinyon, Jun- 017-

Woodland blue grama,
alkali sacaton,
aaod dropseed,
bottlebrush

iper, Indian
rlcegrasB,
blue grama,
bottlebrush

Veaallla-
Menefee-
Rock Outcrop
Complex

squir.reltail,
ring buhly,
Indian

tail, dry-
land sedge,

rlcegrass,
shadscale,
rubber rabbit-
bruah, broom
snakeweed, ooe-

aohogaoy.

aeed Juniper,
fourving
saltbush

oak, Cambel'a
oak, golden-
weed, soap-
weed yucca,
brooa anake-
wced, plaque

Barren 7 - las a than 2
Volcanic - 100-Barren
Plug Rock Face

and Taluo
Slopes

Juoiper-
Pinyon

8

Woodland
60 S e 56 Fair Alkali sacaton, 15 50-80 Pinyon, Jun- 017-

Woodland galleta grasa,
red threeawn,
Ihurber's
ouhly,
shadscale,

iper, Indian
rlcegrass,

bottlebrush

Vesailla-

Menefee-
Rock Outcrop

squirrel- Complex

rubber rabbit- grama, dry-
brush, one-seed
Juniper

land sage,
big sage-
brush, true
mountain
mahogany,
antelope
bltterbrush,
shrub live
oak, Cambel'a
oak, golden-
weed, soap-
weed yucca,
brooa snake-
weed, plnqua
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most common predator in the WSA is the coyote; rocky slopes and bluffs
provide excellent habitat for bobcats and gray fox. Badgers have also been
sighted in the WSA. Common small mammals include cottontails, ground
squirrels, deermice, and white-throated woodrats.

The most commonly sighted birds are golden eagles, red-tailed
hawks, sparrowhawks, horned larks, pinyon jays, ravens, western meadowlarks,
and Oregon juncos. Scaled quail and mourning doves occur in small to medium
numbers. Six species of waterfowl have reportedly used some of the earthen
reservoirs in the Ojo del Espiritu Santo Grant, which includes part of the
WSA (USDI, BLM 1978).

Reptiles likely to be encountered in the area include the collared
lizard, eastern fence lizard, bullsnake, and western diaraondback rattlesnake.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

No State- or Federally-listed threatened or endangered animal
species has been reported in the WSA; however, bald eagles are known to
occasionally migrate through the Cabezon WSA.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Cabezon Peak has been given a high scenic quality rating of Class
A, based on an assessment of seven key factors (landform, vegetation, water,
color, influence of adjacent scenery, scarcity, and cultural modification).
The high vertical relief of this prominent peak, in contrast to the
surrounding landscape, adds favorably to the WSA's visual quality. The WSA
lacks esthetically discordant influences or modifications. Because of the
high scenic quality rating, a Class II visual resource management
recommendation has been made for it.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resource inventory within the Cabezon WSA is limited to a
reconnaissance of approximately one section (640 acres). Two sites have
been recorded. One of these, reported as a small sherd scatter, appears to
consist of pieces from the same vessel and should properly be considered an
isolated artifact.

The other cultural value recorded is a multiple component site
located on top of Cabezon Peak itself. This site has great importance both
prehistorically and historically. One masonry-walled structure probably
functioned as a prehistoric shrine. Apparent recent use of the structureand associated fireplace suggests that the location retains its function as
a shrine for Native Americans today.

The site and vicinity apparently represent a station in the
complex, little-understood prehistoric Chacoan signaling system. This
signaling system, probably associated with a prehistoric road system, ties
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together central Chaco Canyon with over 80 known related "outlier"

communities dispersed over 30,000 square miles. Due to its great relative

height, Chacra Mesa, Red Mountain, Mount Taylor, Hosta Butte, the peaks

around Cerrillos, and several other known sites important in the Chacoan

system are visible from Cabezon Peak.

The "Great Peak" not only has had direct use but has served as a

landmark. It is located at the intersection of two trails, probably

prehistoric in origin; it falls upon the Santa Fe to Fort Wingate stage

coach route and the Star Line freight route. In addition, it is mentioned

as a place in Pueblo and Navajo origin myths.

Cabezon Peak is also a traditional boundary marker for the

easternmost part of the Navajo Tribal world. It is featured as a reference

in virtually all area explorations and is specifically mentioned in

association with area Spanish land grants as early as 1767.

American occupation of the area around Cabezon Peak began during

the war with Mexico in 1846. During the next 30 years, government troops

and explorers crisscrossed the Cabezon Peak country.

A sizable historic occupation has existed in this area, some

evidence of which is located within the WSA. Based on these known sites,

recorded history, and evaluation of surrounding areas, it can be assumed

that the Cabezon WSA contains substantial and dramatic evidence of human

occupation and use for over 10,000 years (see Table 4).

TABLE 4

RIO PUERCO RESOURCE AREA REGIONAL SEQUENCE

Cultural Classification Dates

Pueblo V 1600 - Present

Late Pueblo IV 1400 - 1600

Pueblo III to Pueblo IV 1200 - 1400

Pueblo III 1100 - 1200

Pueblo II 950 - 1100

Early Pueblo II 870 - 950

Pueblo I 800 - 870

Basketmaker III 700 - 800

Archaic Periods 2500 B.C. - A.D. 700

Paleolndian Periods 10,000 - 2500 B.C.
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AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within the Cabezon WSA is good Theair quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Its Class II
classification allows a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.

The primary source of pollution in the WSA is particulate matter
principally from springtime dust storms.
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

The Cabezon WSA is composed of both public domain lands and

acquired lands that are part of the Ojo del Espiritu Santo Land Grant.

Because the Grant was acquired under the Bankhead-Jones Act, all of the

locatable minerals have been reclassified as leasables, and exploitation of

these minerals requires the issuance of a prospecting permit and lease.

Those WSA lands situated outside of the Grant boundaries are public domain

lands and are underlain by BLM-administered minerals that are locatable

under the 1872 mining laws.

No oil and gas leases or mining claims had been recorded within the

Cabezon WSA boundaries as of September 1985.

Table 5 is a list of those mineral commodities that are known or

suspected to occur beneath the WSA. It indicates that the highest potential

for development is associated with oil and gas contained within the Dakota

Formation. The geologic environment, the inferred geologic processes, the

reported mineral occurrences, and known mines or deposits indicate a

moderate potential for oil and gas; therefore it is assumed that moderate

levels of exploration and low level development will occur in the long

term. It is assumed that exploration would result in 1 producing well for

every 15 wells drilled. Well spacing is established by the New Mexico State

Oil and Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature of the producing

horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon, and whether oil or

gas is produced. Because the Cabezon WSA has moderate oil and gas potential

and no proven reservoirs, well spacing predictions have not been made in

this analysis, but could vary from 1 well per 40 acres to 1 well per 320

acres.

WATERSHED

The Cabezon WSA is part of the Rio Puerco Watershed, which has one

of the most severe soil erosion conditions in the United States. This

watershed is one of the major tributaries of the Rio Grande, embracing

approximately one-third of the drainage in New Mexico above Elephant Butte

Reservoir. The Rio Puerco supplies only 6 percent of the waters of the Rio

Grande, yet it is the source of 56 percent of the sediment that obstructs

the main Rio Grande channel (Waite 1972).

The major drainage bottoms of the WSA are in the latter stages of

an erosion cycle that was apparently initiated by overgrazing in the late

1800 's and early 1900* s. This past grazing use has resulted in extensive

sheet, rill, and gully erosion in all areas of the WSA except the slopes of

Cabezon Peak itself. Gully erosion is a serious hazard along the drainages

of livestock water locations because the vegetative cover has been
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Commodity

Uranium

Oil and Gas

Geothermal

Cabezon WSA

TABLE 5

MINERAL POTENTIAL,
CABEZON WSA

Associated Environment
Mineral
Potential Acreage

Morrison Formation (Jurassic);
primary and redistributed
mineralization in arkosic sand-
stones; mineralization generally
restricted to channels within
deltaic, braided-stream complex.

Minor occurrences reported from
the base of the Dakota Formation
(Cretaceous)

.

Sedimentary rocks of Jurassic
and Cretaceous age; generally
stratigraphic traps in sand-
stone associated with paleo-
strand lines or buried eolian
dunes.

Major faulting in proximity to
Late Tertiary-aged volcanoes;
portions of the WSA have been
included in a Known Geothermal
Resource Area (KGRA)

Low NCf/

Moderate 8,159

Low NCf/

Source: McLemore, et al. (1984).

Note: a/Acreages on areas of low potential were not calculated (NC),
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depleted. Dry arroyos produce high sediment and waterflows after each

torrential rainstorm. The main drainages are eroded up to 10 feet deep to

bedrock, and side drainages are eroded by small rivulets of a few inches to

4 feet deep. The vegetation cover density of this part of the WSA cannot be

increased substantially because the soil does not release water readily to

plants (Clark 1975).

The slopes of Cabezon Peak have only a slight erosion hazard since

they are covered by various-sized basalt stones that help retard erosion.

The rolling foothills at the base of these slopes are broken by scattered

pockets of moderately deep soil. The natural fertility of the soil is high;

it is well-drained, which aids in maintaining the good cover of native

grasses, shrubs, and juniper and pinyon trees (Clark 1975).

The average rate of erosion for the WSA is moderate. The erosion

occurring on the WSA is quantified in Table 6.

TABLE 6

EROSION

Type of

Erosion

Percentage of

Total Erosion Ac-ft/mi 2/yr

Gully 25 2.1

Sheet 55 .7

Wind (abrasion) 10 .1

The erosion occurring on the WSA is an economic detriment because

the useful life of a reservoir in this watershed is only one half that of a

reservoir in a stabilized watershed. Additionally, most fences and roads

require annual maintenance at drainage crossings due to damage from runoff

flow, and livestock losses occur in the WSA because of the poor quality of

surface water supplies (Clark 1975).

The Cabezon WSA is located within the area covered by the Rio

Puerco Watershed Management Plan, completed in 1975, and the Proposed Rio

Puerco Livestock Grazing Management Program EIS , completed in 1978. Both

were only partially implemented. The Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan,

completed in 1986, calls for watershed rehabilitation plans to be written
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for smaller watersheds in the Rio Puerco Resource Area. These plans will
specify the locations, design, and construction methods for any watershed
rehabilitation devices needed in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

All 8,159 acres included in the Cabezon WSA are authorized for
grazing on five allotments (see Map 4). None of the allotments lies
entirely within the boundaries of the WSA. The grazing systems and range
improvements on the allotments are discussed below, and Table 7 displays
grazing information pertaining to them. A total of 1,224 Animal Unit Months
(AUM's) are permitted on this WSA (or approximately 8 head per section per
year). None of the allotments have implemented Allotment Management Plans.

Pula Pasture Allotment (#0074)

No grazing management systems have been proposed for this
allotment. Existing range improvements within the WSA consist of three
earthen reservoirs (two in need of maintenance) and seven miles of allotment
boundary fence separating this allotment from three other allotments with
acreage in the WSA. The 6 permittees use an estimated 1 1/4 miles of
vehicle routes in the WSA portion of the allotment to each make about 156
trips per year for range management purposes. No range improvements are
proposed.

Canyon del Camino Allotment (#0053)

Three pastures of the allotment are being used, but this use is not
systematic because the eastern pasture contains no permanent water. This
pasture has two earthen reservoirs within the WSA (both in need of
maintenance) that impound water only during favorable summer rainfall
years. It also contains approximately two and one-half miles of fence. The
permittee makes an estimated 156 trips per year on two-track routes in the
WSA for range management purposes. However, there are no vehicle routes in
the WSA portion of this allotment. No range improvements are proposed.

Cabezon Community Allotment (#0044)

There is one earthen reservoir and a total of one and one-half
miles of allotment boundary fence within the WSA. The boundary fence
divides the Cabezon Community Allotment from two adjoining allotments, Pula
Pasture and Guadalupe Community. The permittee makes an estimated 170 trips
each year for range management purposes. There are one and one-half miles
of vehicle routes in the WSA portion of this allotment. No range
improvements are proposed.

Guadalupe Community Allotment (#0047)

No range improvements are currently proposed in the 854-acre
portion overlapping the WSA. There are no existing range improvements. The
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MAP 4

RANGE ALLOTMENTS, CABEZON WSA
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TA.BLE 7

RANGE ALLOTMENT INFORMATION

Numb*it Head/ Season
Allotment Allotment WSA of AUM's Section of

Allotment Name Number Acres Acres Permittees in WSA in WSA Use

Pula Pasture 0074 7,177 4,974 6 799 10 Yearlong

Canyon del Camino 0053 4,936 1,468 1 281 9 Yearlong

Cabezon Community 0044 4,422 855 4 92 9 Yearlong

Guadalupe Community 0047 9,814 854 2 37 6 Yearlong
-<>

Cucho Arroyo 0057 4,917 3 2 15 14 6 months

Total 1,224
(12/1-5/31)
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permittee makes an estimated 156 trips each year on two-track routes in the

WSA for range management purposes. However, there are no vehicle routes in

the WSA portion of this allotment.

Cucho Arroyo Allotment (#0057)

Approximately eight acres of this allotment lie within the Cabezon

WSA. There is one-half mile of fence in the allotment, and no proposed

range improvements. The permittee makes an estimated 156 trips each year on

two-track routes in the WSA for range management purposes. However, there

are no vehicle routes in the WSA portion of this allotment.

FOREST PRODUCTS

No authorized wood collection areas have been set up within the

Cabezon WSA, and several fuelwood trespasses have been recorded. Periodic

pinyon nut collection is assumed to occur on a small scale.

RECREATION

Cabezon Peak has provided a popular climbing spot for many years.

Several clubs and individuals utilize the Peak annually, as shown by an

informal register placed on top of the Peak during the summer of 1980. This

register had recorded approximately 400 persons by the summer of 1984.

Climbers came from in- and out-of-State, as well as from two foreign

countries. The climb is considered appropriate for both beginning and

intermediate climbers, with an expansive view of the Rio Puerco Valley

rewarding the effort.

Approximately 60 to 100 hunter-days are spent annually in the WSA

in pursuit of quail, doves, rabbits, and coyotes. A limited amount of deer

hunting also takes place. Trapping of coyote and bobcat varies with the

price of pelts.

The most current recreation inventory (Recreation Opportunity

Spectrum) (ROS) classifies approximately 4,189 acres of the Cabezon WSA as

semi-primitive non-motorized, with 1,090 acres of semi-primitive motorized

and 2,880 acres of roaded natural opportunity. [See Appendix I in the Draft

Rio Puerco RMP (USDI, BLM 1985) for a description of the ROS.]

There is random off-road vehicle use in the Cabezon WSA by both

motorcycles and three- and four-wheel drive vehicles. Much of the

four-wheel drive activity is associated with hunting, camping, or in

exploration of the foothills of Cabezon Peak. The current trend of

increased demands for recreational ORV use in the Rio Puerco Resoure Area,

and thus in the Cabezon WSA, is expected to continue as Albuquerque, the

State's major population center continues its growth. Recreational ORV use

refers to all types of two-wheel, three-wheel, and four-wheel recreational

vehicles, and is associated with such types of recreational use as hunting,

trail riding, camping, and picnicking. Statistics for recreational ORV use
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show an increase in annual sales of ORV's in the Albuquerque area from 567
to an estimated 2,002 units between 1980 and 1985, a 350 percent increase insales. These statistics illustrate the trends on which long-range
recreational ORV use forecasts are based. The annual "Oh-My-God-100" desert
race has been held approximately one mile from the Cabezon WSA's easternboundary

.

The Rio Puerco RMP restricted ORV use to existing trails outside
the Cabezon Special Management Area (SMA) (see Map 2) and closed the SMA to
ORV use.

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

Cabezon Peak itself provides interesting subject matter for
geologic study. Research and educational values have historically been
associated with Cabezon Peak and continue to be. Prehistoric and historicshrines contained within the Cabezon WSA also provide a basis for researchand education, as does the habitat for two species of cactus and one speciesof milkvetch on the State list of endangered species.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans (particularly nearby Navajo, Jemez, Zia, and Santa
Ana peoples) have traditionally used and continue to use the Cabezon WSA forhunting and other activities. The shrine atop Cabezon Peak has traditionalvalue to Jemez Pueblo, although its use today is less frequent than in the

mV f^Qflff
PU6bl° ea§le-catch^g ^ciety requested a BLM permit in theran or iy«^ to engage in ceremonial activities on and around Cabezon Peak.Use within this WSA by Jemez Pueblo (and probably others) for the taking ofeagles was heavy until about 40 years ago. s
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R
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and interviews with officials of Jemez, Zia, andSanta Ana Pueblos and the Canoncito Navajo Reservation generally show thatmany places of religious significance exist in and near Cabezon Peak, butthat specific site locations are not known to the lay members of thetribes. Tribal elders know and watch over such sites. Apparently it wouldoe indiscreet for the secular governments to propose a survey or to provideany information of such an esoteric nature.

Tradlti°nal US6S by Natlve Americans within the boundaries of thisWSA are expected to continue.

REALTY ACTIONS

A powerline right-of-way constitutes part of the Cabezon WSA'seastern boundary. The corridor of a proposed 500-kV transmission line thatwould service the proposed New Mexico Generating Station crossed the easternportion of the WSA. However, present information provided by Public ServiceCompany of New Mexico indicates that this transmission line could be
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accommodated entirely outside of the present boundaries of the WSA, within

the right-of-way corridor designated by the Rio Puerco RMP.

The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify these lands for disposal.

WILDLIFE

Cabezon Peak and the bluffs southwest of it are particularly

attractive to birds of prey and swallows for perching and nesting sites.

These two volcanic formations are the major special habitat features

identified in the WSA. Golden eagle nest sites have been recorded on

Cabezon Peak.

Antelope use of the WSA is limited because these animals require

more gentle terrain. The few antelope using the WSA normally utilize the

easternmost portion. No open season for antelope has occurred in the WSA.

Because trees and shrubs are relatively scarce, the WSA is only

marginal mule deer range. As a result of the low number of deer in the WSA

it is not highly attractive to deer hunters; estimated use is less than ^U

hunter-days annually. A report was received, however, of a trophy-class

buck taken from the slope of Cabezon Peak in the 1981 season.

Habitat for quail and doves is marginal, and existing quail numbers

are low (USDI, BLM 1978). The topographic features and climate of the WSA

appear favorable for quail, and potential for improvement is high.

During the wetter months of the summer rainy season, water is

normally available for wildlife use in the pools, reservoirs, and

intermittent streams of the WSA. With the approach of the drier seasons,

water becomes scarce. This is particularly true during late spring and

early summer, when succulent vegetation is also scarce.

Waterfowl and shorebird habitat exists on approximately two acres

of temporary water located in livestock reservoirs and soil stabilization

projects. While none of these provide year-round waters, they are

frequently full during the fall migration and commonly contain water in the

spring. Where these reservoirs are protected from over-utilization by

livestock, either by fencing or a rest-rotation management system, the

annual drawdown due to evaporation allows for an invasion of shoreline

vegetation, which provides food and cover for ducks and shorebirds.

The Cabezon WSA is within the boundaries of the Ojo del Espiritu

Santo Grant and Upper Rio Puerco Habitat Management Plans (HMP's).

Maintenance of exclosure fences and earthen reservoirs are proposed. Two

exclosures associated with earthen reservoirs are the only habitat

improvements in the WSA.

Control of predators and rodents (primarily coyotes and prairie

dogs) is sometimes requested by livestock operators when these animals
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affect livestock operations. No animal damage control requests have been
received by the BLM for the Cabezon WSA recently. In response to a
questionnaire sent out in 1978, however, several of the allottees expressed
interest m being included in animal damage control operations.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the Cabezon WSA have been

documented in the process of designating it as a Wilderness Study Area

(USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion elaborates on the quality or

these characteristics.

Naturalness

The cumulative impact of man-made intrusions has been evaluated in

the Wilderness Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980). Naturalness is a

function of the size of the WSA 'and the number and distribution of the

impacts. Considering the overall effect of man-made intrusions upon the

entire WSA, the BLM has found that the imprint of man within the Cabezon WSA

is substantially unnoticeable.

The Cabezon WSA contains a fenceline network constructed of a

mixture of wooden and metal posts. Six vehicular ways (two and

three-quarters miles) are used primarily for access to range improvements.

These improvements consist of six earthen dams visually buffered by rolling

topography. They are generally small (holding less than 10 acre-feet of

water). Many are heavily silted in, although they still adequately hold

water. Most were constructed in the 1950' s and 1960 's and are in need of

maintenance. When the reservoirs are dry during portions of the year, they

revegetate and readily blend in with the surrounding areas. Because of the

unyielding nature of the Peak itself, few man-made imprints have occurred,

leaving the WSA in an exceptionally natural state.

Solitude

The unusual geology of the Cabezon WSA provides an outstanding

opportunity for solitude for those who choose to climb Cabezon Peak or

wander among the foothills. The peak provides an excellent internal

topographic buffer, allowing utilization by several groups.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The Cabezon WSA offers opportunities for sightseeing and

photography related to scenic, geologic, and cultural values, as well as

being a very popular site for climbing. Opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation are considered outstanding.
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Special Features

Cabezon Peak, a volcanic plug, is similar in form to Devil's Tower,
Wyoming, and related in origin to the volcanic neck at Shiprock New
Mexico. Although scores of volcanic necks are found throughout the high
plateau country of Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, Cabezon Peak is, by its
size and form, outstanding among them (see Figures 2 and 3).

Cabezon Peak provides an excellent scientific opportunity to study
the internal "plumbing" of a volcano. The volcanic neck has provided
geologists with many clues regarding the geologic event that culminated with
the spread of the lava flows of Cebollita Mesa. Many of the volcanic
centers that contributed lava to the flows are still buried beneath the
basalt cap, but Cabezon Peak is one center now exposed for scientific study
and inspection.

Populations of two rare cactus species have been located in the
Cabezon WSA: Mammillaria wrightii (Wright's pincushion cactus) and Toumeya
papyracantha (grama gT^ss cactus). In addition, Astragalus knight ii
(Knight's milkvetch) is found in the WSA. All three are on the State list
of endangered species.

Significant prehistoric and historic special features are
associated with the cultural resources of Cabezon Peak and its immediate
surroundings, including a Chacoan signal/shrine site atop the Peak and a
historic Pueblo shrine.

Two special wildlife habitat features are formed by Cabezon Peak
and the surrounding bluffs; these are among several geologic formations in
the area valuable as habitat for non-game species, including birds of prey
Golden eagles, red-tailed hawks, sparrow hawks, prairie falcons, and great
horned owls have been sighted nesting in the Cabezon WSA.

The visual resources and geology of Cabezon Peak highlight its
significance as an important historic and contemporary visual landmark.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Cabezon WSA contains a wealth of natural values as a result of
its relatively undisturbed character. Congressional designation as
wilderness would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree
of long-term protection for these natural values than would the
administrative designations available to the BLM. (A more detailed
discussion of the multiple resource benefits of wilderness designation may
be found in Section 5 in the discussion of impacts of the All Wilderness
Alternative.

)
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Figure 2 - The Cabezon WSA is dominated by flat

grassy plains, pinyon-juniper-covered foothills, and

a volcanic plug jutting more than 2,000 feet from

the Rio Puerco Valley floor. "El Cabezon," is

historically, culturally, and geologically signi-

ficant.

Figure 3 - Members of the New Mexico Mountain Club

ascend El Cabezon annually. Scaling "the chimney"

is one of the more difficult maneuvers of the non-

technical trek.
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Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

The Cabezon WSA, according to A. W. Kuchler (1964) and Robert G.
Bailey (USDA, FS 1980) can be subdivided for vegetative classification as
follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 2,631 acres 32%
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 5,528 acres 68%

The woodland is dominated by one-seed juniper and pinyon. The
understory is composed of blue grama, New Mexico feathergrass, black grama,
and bottlebrush squirreltail. The Grama-Galleta Steppe is dominated by
alkali sacaton, galleta grass, and blue grama.

Map 3 displays range sites that are further discussed in Table 3.

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Cabezon WSA is within a one-day drive (five hours) of
Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval County identified as a Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area in the 1980 census (USDC, BC 1981). The WSA
is within a two and one-half hour drive from Albuquerque, the largest
population center in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended as suitable, the Cabezon WSA must be capable of
being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine manageability, the
BLM must consider such factors as State and private inholdings, valid
existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and the overall land
ownership pattern.

The Cabezon WSA can be effectively managed as wilderness because of
its rugged nature, lack of private inholdings, lack of rights-of-way, and
lack of encumbrance by valid existing rights. There are no oil and gas
leases or mining claims.

The State of New Mexico holds 1,280 acres contiguous to the western
boundary of the WSA (see Map 1). Although not essential to effective
management of the Cabezon WSA as wilderness, acquisition of this acreage by
purchase or exchange would enhance the overall land pattern and improve the
manageability of the WSA. The maintained dirt road would become the
boundary, rather than property boundaries which are difficult to identify on
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the ground. The State of New Mexico has indicated interest in an exchange

of these lands.

A slender 20-acre parcel of private land protrudes into the

northern boundary of the Cabezon WSA (see Map 1). Acquisition of this

parcel would simplify the overall management of the Cabezon WSA.

There is every reason to conclude that the Cabezon WSA can be

effectively managed as wilderness in perpetuity.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

This section discusses two alternatives for the Cabezon WSA: All
Wilderness and No Wilderness (manage under the existing land use plan).
Specific management actions (see Map 1) are depicted on Table 1; impacts are
summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire 8,159 acres of
public land within the Cabezon WSA would be recommended as suitable for
wilderness designation.

In 8,159 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use
will result in adverse impacts to existing and potential recreational
vehicle use and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals
would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the
maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although
designation of wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources,
such designation is reversible by Congress.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

High quality wilderness values would be retained and protected over
the long term by management under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy
(USDI, BLM 1981). The Cabezon WSA's existing natural character—and"
opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation would be
maintained, as would its abundant special values.

Climbing Cabezon Peak is a very popular activity within the WSA.
Special values include high scenic values (Scenic Quality A), three rare
plant species, a Native American shrine, opportunities for geologic study,
and wildlife habitat supporting three raptor species, six waterfowl species,
scaled quail, mourning dove, bobcat, gray fox, mule deer, antelope, and four
reptile species, as well as a wide variety of non-game species.

In the short and long term, restricting surface-disturbing and
mechanized activities associated with ORV use and mineral exploration would
prevent increased access and provide long-term protection for a wide variety
of existing natural resources. Restricting road building would also prevent
the cultural modifications to naturalness which inevitably accompany
increased access. These modifications include trash dumping, removal of
natural vegetation, the creation of temporary camp sites, unauthorized wood
cutting, and poaching.

Those resources which would be maintained by restricting these
activities include: (1) fragile soils susceptible to erosion; (2) existing
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ve.getation, including three rare plant species; (3) scaled quail, mourning

dove, and non-game species nest sites; (4) current wildlife habitat for both

non-game and game species; (5) current high Scenic Quality A visual

resources; (6) currently undisturbed cultural resources; and (7) current

"natural laboratory" setting.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the long-term protection of

Congressional designation would protect and improve the unique wilderness

values including raptor habitat, Class A scenic quality, rare plant species,

and educational opportunities, all within 50 miles of Albuquerque, the

largest city in New Mexico.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development

The Cabezon WSA exhibits moderate potential for oil and gas on all

8,159 acres. As of September 1985, there were no oil and gas leases and no

activity is anticipated in the short term. In the long term, interest could

change because of improved recovery techniques or market conditions.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that moderate levels of exploration

and low levels of development would be pursued in only the long term.

Therefore, wilderness designation would preclude oil and gas leasing which

could have resulted in a low level of development with 1 producing well for

every 600 to 4,800 acres, and up to two miles of additional roads.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the

area's oil and gas potential. Only long term low level development (one

producing well) would be foregone.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate

levels existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately

eight head per section per year). However, livestock operations in the

Cabezon WSA would be affected by wilderness designation. These effects

could result from limitations imposed on the use of motorized equipment for

the maintenance of existing range improvements (6 earthen reservoirs and

about 12 miles of fence). The lifetime of these improvements is from 10

years for fences to 20 years for earthen reservoirs. Maintenance of range

improvements existing in an area prior to its designation as wilderness is

permissible, and may be accomplished through the occasional use of motorized

equipment, based on a rule of practical necessity and reasonableness.

Casual use of vehicles for inspection and minor repair of existing

facilities would be precluded. No new range improvements are proposed.

The permittees on the five allotments in this WSA use two and

three-quarters miles of vehicle routes in the WSA for livestock management
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purposes. The percentage of each allotment within the WSA ranges from less
than 1 percent to about 69 percent. Because use of vehicles would be
restricted, permittees could have to walk or ride horseback, thereby
increasing the time required to cover the area traditionally covered by
vehicle.

Vegetative and soil treatments, including habitat manipulation, and
installation of the type of erosion control structures possibly needed in
this WSA (see "Gabion" and "Check Dam" in the Glossary), can be conducted in
wilderness areas where the resource problem is caused by humans, or where
human influences create a serious threat to or loss of wilderness values, or
would cause serious depreciation of important environmental quality outside
the wilderness. Vehicle access and motorized equipment use (including heavy
equipment) may be authorized for construction if determined reasonable.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would be maintained, and actions to protect vegetation and soil could be
implemented if consistent with wilderness objectives; however, this
alternative would cause an inconvenience to the permittees, and increase
costs because of limitations on vehicle access and range improvement
maintenance.

Conclusion

There would be no impact on livestock grazing use levels under the
All Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Recreational Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) Use

Recreational ORV use includes two-wheel, three wheel, and
four-wheel vehicles. ORV sales have increased 350 percent in the last 5
years in the Albuquerque area. ORV use in the WSA is expected to increase
following this trend in the short term. None of these vehicles would be
allowed within a designated wilderness. This would preclude backcountry
riding and exploring, vehicle camping, and hunting by those who rely heavily
on vehicular access. Adequate alternate sites for these activities exist
outside of the WSA. Only 30% of the WSA is potentially accessible by
motorized vehicles.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative there would be no recreational
ORV use off or on two and three-quarters miles of vehicular routes in the
Cabezon WSA currently open to ORV use; ORV users could utilize any of the
many alternative sites outside the WSA and suffer no reduction in overall
opportunity.
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NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be managed

under the No Wilderness Alternative. In the short terra
5

management would

follow the guidelines of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP)

approved in 1986.

Of the total 8,159 acres in the Cabezon WSA, 5,003 acres are

contained in the Cabezon Peak Special Management Area (SMA) (see Map 2) and

would be managed in accordance with the SMA management objectives and

prescriptions. The objectives of the Cabezon Peak SMA are to provide

management which would emphasize scenic values, socio-cultural values, rare

cactus, and intensive recreation use, specifically semi-primitive

non-motorized opportunity. The following management prescriptions are

intended to ensure that the SMA objectives are met. The SMA has been

designated as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern, which requires the

filing of plans of operation and the preparation of environmental

assessments prior to mining claim development (43 CFR 3809). The SMA has

been closed to motorized vehicles. Mineral material sales would be

prohibited in the SMA. Mineral lease development would be subject to

standard lease terms and conditions. No surface disturbance would be

allowed (mineral development excepted) unless it enhanced or benefitted the

resource values emphasized in the SMA. For example, range improvements

could be constructed in the SMA to provide for improved grazing management

as a means to improve vegetative condition, but not as a means to provide

additional forage for livestock grazing use. Efforts would continue to

acquire non-public lands in the SMA.

The 3,156 acres of the WSA that are outside the SMA would be

managed in accordance with the RMP "Continuing Management Guidance" section

for each resource program and the decisions reached to resolve the ORV

issue. The decision resolving the ORV issue would limit motorized vehicle

travel to existing roads and trails. Rights-of-way development could be

located in this area, but, in accordance with the "Rights-of-Way Corridor"

issue resolution, the preferred location of rights-of-way development would

be in the designated rights-of-way corridor adjacent to this area.

No other specific resource restrictions or limitations would be

required inside or outside the SMA as a result of the RMP "Continuing

Management Guidance."

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Approximately 5,003 acres of the Cabezon WSA have been designated

in the RMP as the Cabezon Peak Special Management Area. The SMA is designed

to protect many features such as naturalness and primitive recreation

opportunities

.

In the short term, the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan's limits

on ORV use on 2 3/4 miles of vehicle routes, route closures in the SMA, and
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its implementation of the management objectives of the Cabezon Peak Special
Management Area would maintain the quality of naturalness, solitude and
climbing opportunitites on Cabezon Peak. For the 3,156 acres outside the
SMA, ORV use is limited to existing routes, and as is the case inside the
SMA, mineral activity is not anticipated in the short term.

In the long term, anticipated mineral activity with associated
motorized vehicle use and surface disturbance are expected to result in the
degradation of naturalness, and reduction of the opportunity to experience
solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation in 10-20% of the area.

Conclusion

In the short term, there would be no impacts on wilderness values
resulting from the No Wilderness Alternative. In the long term, naturalness
and opportunities to experience solitude are expected to diminish by 10-20%.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the 8,159 acres with moderate
potential for oil and gas would be available for exploration and development
in the short and long term. However, moderate levels of exploration and low
levels of development would be anticipated only in the long term. Future
leases would have standard lease stipulations and an Area of Critical
Environmental Concern stipulation attached and would be affected by the
management prescriptions of the Cabezon Peak Special Management Area.
Exploration and development could result in 1 producing well for every 600
to 4800 acres, and the construction of an additional two miles of roads.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on oil and gas exploration and
development on 8,159 acres with moderate potential under the No Wilderness
Alternative.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (eight head per
section per year) . The permittees could continue to use the 2 3/4 miles of
vehicle routes in the WSA to access existing range improvements (6 earthen
reservoirs and about 12 miles of fence) for inspection and maintenance
purposes. Vegetative and soil treatments could be implemented if consistent
with activity plans, and without wilderness constraints.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the
No Wilderness Alternative.
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Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 5,003 acres in the Cabezon

Peak SMA would be closed to recreational ORV use. On the remaining 3,156

acres of the WSA outside the SMA, ORV use would be limited to 2 3/4 miles of

existing roads and trails. This would preclude off-road backcountry riding

and exploring, vehicle camping, and hunting except on roads and trails or on

foot.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on

recreational off-road vehicle use in either the short or long term.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared using public input obtained by-

widespread mailings, public meetings, open houses, and personal contacts.
These efforts began during the wilderness inventory phase and are continuing
during the preparation of the Revised Statewide Wilderness EIS.

Considerable interest in the the management status of the Cabezon
WSA has been expressed by the public. The WSA's close proximity to
Albuquerque and Santa Fe and the resultant ease of access for such a large
percentage of New Mexico's population has been pointed out. The Cabezon
WSA's wide variety of supplemental values, natural characteristics, and
opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation have also
been noted.

Opponents of wilderness designation for the Cabezon WSA have
discussed the effect of excluding the WSA from possible mineral exploration
and development, the presence of human impacts, and possible limitations on
ranch operations.

During the public comment period on the Albuquerque District
Wilderness Draft Environment Assesment (USDI, BLM 1983), 34 public inputs
were received on the Cabezon WSA. Five inputs expressed opposition to
wilderness designation. Several comments cited conflicts with development
of uranium, copper, gold, and oil and gas. It was also suggested that the
Cabezon WSA's special values, including the recreation opportunities, could
be better managed without wilderness designation.

Twenty-nine inputs favored wilderness designation. In addition to
the Cabezon WSA's outstanding wilderness characteristics of solitude and
primitive recreation, it is a favorite hiking area. The peak also represents
a "good deal of history," being a significant landmark. One input stated
that preserving the Cabezon WSA as a wilderness area would ensure the
survival of representative scenery of the Rio Puerco Basin.

Additional comments expressed surprise that such a "renowned
landmark" was not already designated. Others suggested acquisition of the
20-acre sliver of private land protruding into the north border of the
Cabezon WSA. Other commenters felt the document did not express the full
oil and gas potential of the area, but submitted no further information to
change the initial assessment. Several inputs felt that the erosion problem
could be corrected without major, intensive action, and therefore no acreage
should be dropped from the Cabezon WSA's initial boundary.
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On May 1, 1985 the Cabezon Wilderness Analysis Report was released

for public comment as part of the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Draft

Environmental Impact Statement (USDI, BLM 1985). The following is a summary

of the public comments which BLM received on the WSA.

During the public comment period, the BLM received 465 comments in

the form of letters and testimony at public hearings. Support came from 340

commenters for "Alternative W," a 1.3 million-acre wilderness proposal

advocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition. Alternative W included

the Cabezon WSA and recommended wilderness designation for the WSA.

Specific comments were directed to the Cabezon WSA by 19 commenters, of

which 18 supported wilderness designation for the Cabezon WSA. One

commenter expressed opposition to wilderness designation. None of these

comments required specific responses or revisions to the affected

environment or analysis of environmental impacts.

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide

Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),

specific comments were directed to the Cabezon WSA by 33 commenters.

Comments on this WAR which require a response are discussed and responded to

in this section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0100-1

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Response

Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Wilderness Coalition

"Although the BLM has recommended Cabezon WSA for wilderness

designation, the area considered in the review process was

limited by State lands on the west. Furthermore, to enhance

manageability, the BLM has recommended acquisition of only two

of the three sections of this State land."

The BLM felt it practical to only recommend contiguous

properties that exhibited similar values. Only two of the three

sections of State land are continuous with Cabezon WSA.

No. 0100-2

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Response

:

Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Wilderness Coalition

"Perhaps the rancher whose corrals are between the arroyo and

the road would be willing to trade the area north of the arroyo

for a comparable piece of the BLM land directly south of the

road .

"

If the private land owner expresses an interest in exchanging

properties the BLM would formally study them. Depending upon

the results of the study, BLM would make a recommendation either

in favor of or opposed to wilderness designation.
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APPENDIX 5

EMPEDRADO WSA
(NM-01 0-063)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Empedrado Wilderness Study Area (WSA) contains approximately

9,007 acres of public land and is located in T. 16 and 17 N. , R. 3 and 4

W. , NMPM, about 4 miles northwest of the Village of Guadalupe. It is

bounded on the north, east, and south by maintained roads, and on the west

by a combination of maintained roads and property boundaries (see Map 1 and

the map on the back of the Albuquerque District divider page).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps covering this WSA are

the Canada Calladita, Cerro Parido, Guadalupe, and Arroyo Empedrado 7.5

minute quadrangles.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The Empedrado WSA lies near the center of northwestern New Mexico.

Physiographically, the WSA is contained in the Navajo Section of the

Colorado Plateau Province. The Navajo Section is characterized by outcrops

of sandstone with lesser amounts of shale that have been subjected to

intensive arid-cycle erosion. Regional landforms include mesas, cuestas,

rock terraces, retreating escarpments, canyons, and arroyos.

A little over 500 feet of relief exists in the Empedrado WSA, from

a low elevation of close to 6,000 feet in Torreon Wash to 6,552 feet on a

mesa top. Major drainages include Arroyo Piedra Lumbre, Arroyo Empedrado,

Torreon Wash, and Arroyo Chico. The overall geomorphology consists of

sandstone hills cut by arroyos.

The Empedrado WSA has a semiarid climate. Warm, relatively dry

summers and cold, relatively dry winters are characteristic. The average

annual snowfall is more than 37 inches occurring between October and May.

Summer precipitation comes as violent thunderstorms of high intensity and

short duration with extremely unpredictable rainfall patterns; certain

localized areas receive moisture while adjacent ones receive none. The

average annual precipitation is approximately 11 inches, about 40 percent of

which falls in July and August.

The temperature, like the precipitation, is extremely variable from

season to season. Extreme temperatures range from 102° F in the summer to

-20° F in the winter. Average daily temperatures in the warm months vary

from 45° F in April to 70° F in July. The average growing season is

approximately 160 days, beginning in May and ending in October. This
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MAP 1
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Empedrado WSA

160-day season is seldom realized because available moisture, rather than

temperature, is the limiting factor.

LAND STATUS

The Empedrado WSA contains 9,007 acres of public land (see Map 1).

Approximately 340 acres of private inholdings are located inside thiB WSA,

for 320 acres of which the minerals are also privately held. Forty-four

acres in the extreme southern end of the Empedrado WSA are within the

historic Ignacio Chavez Land Grant. This grant was awarded to settlers in

1768 by the Spanish government in order to establish communities. Since

these communities were never developed, the U.S. Government acquired the

land and placed it under the administration of the Department of

Agriculture. Under the Bankhead-Jones Act of 1937, the land grant was

transferred to the predecessor of the Bureau of Land Management for land

conservation and land utilization programs. Gold, silver, and quicksilver

are reserved to the U.S. Government. The remaining sub-surface estate on

the Grant lands is private until it reverts to the U.S. Government in 1989.

ACCESS

Access is available from the west from State Highway 44 and a

State-maintained gravel road. County-maintained dirt roads flank the

eastern and western boundaries of the Empedrado WSA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVE

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). While

certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,

resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, soils and vegetation are

explained in the document when they are affected by actions relating to the

key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The All Wilderness Alternative has been developed as the Proposed

Action for the Empedrado WSA because of the WSA's naturalness, its

opportunities for solitude, and its opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation. Its special features include a diversity of wildlife

species and some riparian habitat; several cultural resource sites

including petroglyphs; and scenic vistas. This alternati ve is considered

manageable as wilderness because no major impacts have been identified as a

result of issues identified—wilderness values, oil and gas and coal and

humate exploration and development, livestock grazing use levels, and

recreational off-road vehicle (ORV) use.

A detailed description of those actions associated with the All

Wilderness Alternative and the No Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is
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the t W J JPGCial Matia 8ement Area considerations associated withthe No Wilderness Alternative for this WSA are depicted on Map 2Significant impacts, by alternative, for each of the major environmentalissues raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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EMPEDRADO

SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

Manage the southern 1/3 of USA as an

ACEC for visual values.

Designate the southern 1/2 of the WSA

wilderness and manage the northern

1/2 under the existing land use plan.

This alternative is evaluated in the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan

(RMP)

.

moderate

This

The southern portion contains very few post-FLPMA leases on

potential oil and gas acreage. The northern portion has more acreage

under post-FLPMA lease for both moderate and high potential oil and gas.

alternative was not considered further because there is no interest in exploration

and development and leases are expected to expire with no activity by 1993. Coal

and humates are unlikely to be leased because these resources did not meet the

prescribed development potential criteria and were therefore not carried forward in

the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan for further consideration for leasing.

Issues Raised and Set Aside Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

Impacts on sand and gravel development The development of sand and gravel Is not expected because these resources are

widespread and more readily accessible in other areas.

Impacts on uranium exploration and

development

Impacts on cultural resources

Impacts on threatened or endangered

plant or animal species

Impacts on private subsurface mineral

rights

Uranium exploration and development was not selected for detailed

analysis because the potential for occurrence of such resources is low.

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis because the potential

for resource development is low and a detailed site analysis would be required for

any proposed surface disturbing activities.

The U.S. Fish and Service has concurred with BLM's finding of no effect

on species Federally-listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered.

There is no apparent potential for T or E plant or animal species to occur in the

area, but if sightings are made an analysis of potential impacts would be made

prior to authorizing any surface disturbing activities.

All minerals that are currently privately held will be reverting to

the U.S. Government in 1989, long before Congress is expected to make a decision on

this WSA. Development of these minerals in the meantime is not expected.

Reasons
Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis

All Wilderness (Proposed Action) 9,007 acres of public land were identified during the inventory as having

wilderness values.

No Wilderness (No Action) The No Action Alternative Is required by NEPA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis"

Four issues of concern were Identified for the Empedrado WSA. These include wilderness values; oil and gas, and coal and

humate exploration and development; livestock grazing use levels; and recreational off-road vehicle use.

Analvsis of wilderness values is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. The Empedrado WSA contains a variety of

soecial features, including abundant cultural resource sites, high scenic quality in the southern portion of the WSA, and

wildlife habitat supporting golden eagle, red-tailed hawk, great horned owl, mule deer, and gray fox.

The Empedrado WSA contains moderate potential for oil and gas on approximately 8,618 acres and high potential on

IpproximateTy 389 acres. It also contains 910 acres of moderate potential and 1,955 acres of high potential *<>r coaled

humates Concerns regarding mineral potential include restrictions to mineral exploration and development under wilderness

designation as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the Empedrado WSA resulting from mineral exploration

and development if it is not designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the inconvenience to UniUd qMW from

vehicle restrictions and from limitations on construction of new improvements under wilderness designation In *d"tlon,

concern was expressed for an expected increase in vandalism to range improvements and harassment of livestock if an area is

not designated as wilderness.

Concerns were raised regarding the elimination of recreational off-road vehicle use under wilderness designation as well as

the potential impacts on the naturalness of the Empedrado WSA resulting from continued motorized vehicle use.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

in

All Wilderness
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES
ON 9,007 ACRES. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-1 future interest and 8 post-FLPMA oil and gas leases
would be subject to standard lease stipulations to
protect wilderness values.

-No new oil and gas or coal leases would be issued.

-Provide reasonable access (approximately 1-2 miles)
inholdings

-Acquisition of the 340 acres of private inholdings
would be pursued.

-Provide reasonable access to 320 acres of private minerals.
Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of
development anticipated in the long term, and would
include development of 2 miles of road for vehicle
access and surface disturbance of up to 20 acres.

-Acquisition of the 320 acres of privately-owned
minerals would be pursued.

-Current grazing use levels of approximately 8 head/
section/year would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 9 earthen reservoirs
and 15 miles of fence, the number of permitted trips/year
to be established in the management plan. Maintenance by
minimum tool; heavy equipment may be required. New range
improvements (150-foot pipeline, 1 mile of fence)
allowable for resource protection only. Casual vehicle
use for inspections and minor repairs would be precluded.

-Close 3 miles of vehicle routes.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide Trail SMA may
be designated through the area for equestrian and
pedestrian use (see Map 2).

-The 1870 's Wagon Road Trail SMA would be established
for pedestrian and equestrian use only (see Map 2).

-Native American uses (religious uses, etc.) could continue.

MANAGE 9,00/ ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS.
ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

THE FOLLOWING

-8,618 acres with moderate potential and 389 acres with high
potential for oil and gas (see Map 5) would be open to exploration
and development subject to standard lease stipulations. Moderate
levels of exploration and low to moderate levels of development
anticipated in the long term, resulting in 1 producing well for
every 600-4,800 acres. Up to 6 miles of new roads could be
developed and an additional 20-40 acres of surface would be
disturbed.

-910 acres with moderate and 1,955 acres with high potential for
coal and huroates would be open for exploration and development
in the long term if the land use plan is amended. Small surface
or underground mines could result in surface disturbance
throughout this portion of the area.

-Provide reasonable access to 340 acres of private inholdings.
Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of development for
oil and gas are anticipated in the long term, resulting in
development of 1-2 miles of new vehicle routes and surface
disturbance of up to 20 acres.

-Provide reasonable access to 320 acres of private minerals.
Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of development
for oil and gas are anticipated in the long terra, and would
include development of 2 miles of road for vehicle access and
surface disturbance of up to 20 acres.

-Current grazing use levels of approximately 8 head/section/year
would continue.

-Motorized vehicle use limited to 3 miles of vehicle routes.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide Trail SMA may be
designated through the area, probabaly only for equestrian and
pedestrian use (see Map 2)

.

-The 1870 's Wagon Road Trail SMA would be established for
pedestrian and equestrian use only (see Map 2) .

-Native American uses (religious uses, etc.) could continue.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by

WSA/Acreage

All Wilderness
(designate 9,007
acres)
(Proposed Action)

00

Impacts On
Wilderness Values

Impacts on
Oil and Gas, and Coal

and Humate Exploration
and Development

Impacts On
Livestock Grazing

Use Levels

-Maintain natural
character of mesas and
rolling grasslands.

-Maintain opportunities
for solitude, hiking and
camping

.

-Protect raptor, scaled
quail and non-game nest
sites and other wildlife
habitat .

-Maintain current
undisturbed condition of
cultural resources.

-Maintain current scenic
qual i ty

.

-Retain the current
"natural laboratory"
setting .

-Maintain natural setting
for Native American uses.

-Naturalness and solitude
opportunities diminished
in 5% of the area as a

result of providing
access to private
inholdi ngs

.

-389 acres with high
potential and 8,618
acres with moderate
potential for oil and
gas would be closed
to exploration and
development when
existing leases
expire before the
year 2,000. The
7,767 acres currently
leased (post-FLPMA)
would be subject to
lease stipulations
protect ing

wilderness. Oil and
gas activity is

anticipated only in

the long term and
would result in 1

producing well for
every 600-4,800 acres.

-Current grazing use
levels of approximately 8

head/section/year would
cont Inue.

-Permits required for

vehicle access to 9

earthen reservoirs and 15

miles of fence

improvements. Casual
vehicle use on 3 miles of
routes for inspections
and minor repairs would
be precluded.

Impacts On
Recreational Off-Road

Vehicle (0RV) Use

-3 miles of vehicular
routes would be closed,
precluding backcountry
riding and exploring,
vehicle camping, and
hunting using 2-wheel,
3-wheel and 4-wheel
vehicles

.

No Wilderness
(do not designate
9,007 acres)

-In the short term, there
would be no impact on
wilderness values.

-In the long term, ORV
activity would increase
as a result of increased
access for mineral
activities resulting in a

20-30% decrease in the
quality of naturalness
and opportunities for

solitude and primitive
and unconfined recreation.
-Reduce the scenic quality
throughout the WSA.

-No impact. -No impact on current
grazing use levels of
approximately 8

head/sect ion/year.

-No impact on recreational
ORV use in the short or
long term.



Empedrado WSA

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The Empedrado WSA lies in an area of relatively simple structure

with a few faults and broad, gentle folding associated with the development

of the San Juan Basin. The WSA is situated on the southeastern margin of

the San Juan Basin between the Chaco Slope and the Central Basin. Regional

dip is at low angles to the northwest into the Basin.

Sedimentary rocks cropping out within the Empedrado WSA include the

Mancos Shale, the Point Lookout Sandstone, the Hosta Tongue of the Point

Lookout Sandstone, and the Menefee Formation (see Figure 1). These rocks

are Cretaceous in age and represent open marine, strand line, and

transitional-continental sedimentary environments.

Sandstones of the Point Lookout, the Hosta Tongue, and the Menefee

Formations form escarpments and small cliffs while mudrocks in the Mancos

and Menefee Formations erode to valleys and gently sloping hills.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

Fluctuations of shoreline during Cretaceous time left deposits of

coal and both source and reservoir rocks for hydrocarbons. Closer to the

San Juan Basin these units are producing zones for hydrocarbons and coal.

The Cretaceous system represents the uppermost layers of a sedimentary

sequence that ranges in age from Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous. Regionally,

this sequence is known to contain deposits of oil and gas, coal, humates,

and uranium (see Figure 1).

PALEONTOLOGY

Sedimentary rocks within the WSA are known regionally to contain a

varied fossil assemblage. Strand line and marginal marine depositional

environments of the Point Lookout Sandstone and Hosta Tongue contain trace

fossils and plant fragments. Marine conditions during deposition of the

Mancos Shale resulted in a rich fossil assemblage of ammonites, gastropods,

and bivalves. Menefee rocks contain plant fragments and vertebrate material

representing a transitional-continental environment.

WATER

Surface Water

The Empedrado WSA lies in a tributary watershed of the Rio Puerco,

which ultimately flows into the Rio Grande. Arroyos in the WSA flow

seasonally and are commonly deeply entrenched into alluvium and shale.

Runoff occurs at many times throughout a given year, but volumes vary
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enormously depending on season. Peaks commonly occur during the summer and

early autumn months, coinciding with the rainy season. Up to 99 percent of

the annual discharge recorded at the Arroyo Chico gauge near Guadalupe may

occur during this period (Craigg 1980).

Average annual water yields from the WSA fall between 0.1 and 0.5

inches (0.25 inches average, or 2,645 acre-feet per year). Yields vary

considerably from one year to the next.

Before 1979, Arroyo Chico was an intermittent stream about four

miles long. The source of intermittent flow was a combination of discharge

from a spring located in a channel bottom in Section 36, T. 17 N., R. 5 W.

,

and input from various other springs in smaller tributary arroyos. In 1979,

a deep underground uranium mine near San Mateo began a dewatering process

for its operation. Since then, water has been discharged into Arroyo Chico

at a constant rate of about 5 to 6 cubic feet per second (2,500 to 3,000

gallons per minute). This water flows from the mine discharge point about

35 stream miles upstream from the gauge, past the gauging station, and into

the Rio Puerco for an undetermined distance downstream (Craigg 1980). As a

result, flow conditions in the main channel of Arroyo Chico have changed

drastically, and it is now a perennial stream.

Ground Water

The Empedrado WSA lies within the State-declared Rio Grande

Underground Water Basin. Two known springs occur in the WSA, only one of

which is developed. There are also three water wells in the WSA.

SOILS

The major limitations to soil productivity and use of soils in the

Empedrado WSA are susceptibility to erosion, the presence of heavy textural

soils derived from shale (some with shallow depths to bedrock), and sodium

or alkali content.

VEGETATION

The Empedrado WSA is a river-bottom site consisting of the channel

and banks of Arroyo Chico and Torreon Wash. Arroyo Chico is now a perennial

stream supporting riparian habitat. See Table 3 and Map 3 for further

information on the vegetation of this WSA.

Threatened and Endanagered Plant Species

At this time there are no known State- or Federally-listed

threatened or endangered plant species within the Empedrado WSA. There is

no apparent potential for listed species to occur in the WSA. If sightings

are made, the species will be protected by compliance with law and

regulation.
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TABLE 3

ECOIYPES, RANCE SITES, AND SOILS, EMPEDRADO WSA

Present Potential
Present Stocking Ecological Present Perennial Air-Dry Potential

Range Average Vegetative Rate Range Vegetation Plant Production Vegetation Related
Ecotype Site Slope(Z) Aspect Cover(X) (Acreu/AUH) Condition Species Cover(I) (lbs/ac) Species Soil

Juniper- I 10 N, S, E, W 15 12.20 Poor- One-seed 25 550 Black grsaa, 190-
Plnyon Woodland fair Juniper, little blue- ROCfc
Woodland galleta grass,

Blgelow sage
stem, Indian
ric egress,
needle and

thread grass

Outcrop-
Trave-

si 11a

Complex

Gcaoa- 2 3 Hearly 12 33.60 Poor- Blue grama, 20 30 Indian rice- 010-
Galleca Loamy flat fair broom snake- grasa, blue Trava-
Steppe Upland weed, alkali

BBCatOQ
grama, big

sagebrush,
true

mountain
mahogany

sille-
Shlngle-
Rock
Outcrop
Complex

Grana- 3 teas S and E * a * Harrouleaf „ „ * *

Galleta Riparian/ than Cottonwood, Rio
Steppe River

Bottom
1 Grande cotton-

wood, Ruaeian
olive, sale
cedar, NM
olive, black,

greasewood,
salt grass,
alkali aacaton,
western wheat-
gra&a, viae

nesquite,
sedges,
aplke brush,

horsetail,
rush, reed,

cattail,
bulrush,
wolf berry

Juniper-

Piny on

4 4 N, S, E, W 20 9.45 Fair Galleta grass, 26 450 Indian rice- 141-

Woodland
one-seed
juniper

grass,
bottle brush

squirrel-
tall, blue
grama,
galleta
grass

Penistaja-
Bond

Assoc-
iation

Juniper-
Pinyon

5 36 N, S, W 10 26.59 Poor Shadacsle, 14 225-475 Alkali 011-
Woodland Sandstone

galleta grass,
blue grama

aacaton,
sldeoata
graaa,
Indian rice-
grass,
Bigelow sage

Trave-

sllla-
Shingle-
Eroded
Rock
Outcrop
Complex

Grama-

Calleta
6

Salt
Lean N, S, E, W 21 9.S5 Poor- Alkali sacaton, 25-30 900 Alkali Alkali

Steppe Plata 1
four-wing salt-
bush, black
gtessewood

sacaton,
giant
blue grama,
vine

mesquite,
galleta
grass

Alluvial
Chriatian-
wirg Clay
Gullied
Land

•aip.tl„/Rl».« .otto. 1. . MM11I, Ubit.t .It.. n„t . r.»»« ,U„ th.„ .ttrlDute. h.« UK «.„ c.Icul.ced for this site.
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WILDLIFE

Two ecotypes in the Empedrado WSA provide habitat for wildlife.
The pinyon-juniper type potentially supports 136 vertebrate species,
including 3 amphibian species, 64 varieties of birds, 50 species of mammals,
and 19 reptile species. Wildlife common to the pinyon-juniper type in the
WSA are mule deer, gray foxes, golden eagles, ravens, red-tailed hawks, and
great horned owls.

The grama-galleta grassland ecotype (which includes some riparian
sites) potentially supports 132 vertebrate species. This includes 7 species
of amphibians, 68 of birds, 37 of mammals, and 20 of reptiles. Common
animals in this ecotype include coyotes, badgers, prairie dogs, scaled
quail, horned larks, and kestrels. (A complete list of these animals is
located in Run Wild , the USDA Forest Service 1982 computer printout on file
in the Albuquerque District Office.)

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

No State- or Federally-listed threatened or endangered animal
species has been reported in the Empedrado WSA.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The current visual resource inventory indicates that the Empedrado
WSA contains good Scenic Quality B resources.

From lava-capped mesa tops, the Empedrado WSA offers views of
Cabezon Peak, Mesa Cortada, Mesa la Azabache, Arroyo Chico, and the many
volcanic plugs that surround Mesa Chivato. Portions of the Cabezon, Ignacio
Chavez, and La Lena WSA's can be seen. The Empedrado WSA is an integral
part of the viewsheds for the Ignacio Chavez, Chamisa, and La Lena WSA's.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resource inventory within the Empedrado WSA consists of
surveys of approximately 2 sections (1,280 acres) and numerous small (5-acre
or less) in-house and energy development-related surveys. These limited
surveys have identified 24 sites within the WSA boundaries, generally
located along and overlooking the two major drainages bisecting the WSA,
Torreon Wash and Arroyo Chico. Identified site types include Archaic,
Navajo, and Historic (see Table 4). Over half the known sites are
unrecorded and are carried in BLM site inventory files as locations only.
High Pueblo site densities recorded for areas just outside this WSA suggest
that substantial evidence of prehistoric Pueblo occupation may exist within
this WSA. Although existing surveys have reported only one Archaic site,
located above Canada de Las Lomitas on the north side of the WSA, the
probability of other Archaic sites within this WSA is high.
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Seven Navajo sites have been recorded within the WSA, six of which

are habitation sites. Since none has been tested, little temporal data are

available for these Navajo sites. Ethnohistorical information indicates

that Navajo occupation of the Middle Rio Puerco Valley (and the WSA)

occurred both before and after the Long Walk Period (1864-1868).

Historic use of the Middle Rio Puerco drainage (and therefore the

WSA) has been moderately extensive (see Table 4). Spanish settlers entered

the valley before the eighteenth century, and remnants of a Hispanic

population remain today. Two historic sites have been recorded within the

WSA one a historic Spanish structure and the other a historic trash

scatter. Traditional uses in this area included livestock grazing and

farming.

TABLE 4

RIO PUERCO RESOURCE AREA REGIONAL SEQUENCE

Cultural Classification Dates

Pueblo V 16°° " Present

Late Pueblo IV 1400 - 1600

Pueblo III to Pueblo IV 1200 - 1400

Pueblo III HO " I 200

Pueblo II 950 - 1100

Early Pueblo II 870 " 950

Pueblo I 800 - 870

Basketmaker III 70° _ 800

Archaic Periods 2500 B.C. - A.D. 700

Paleolndian Periods 10,000 - 2500 B.C.

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within the Empedrado WSA is good.

The air quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Its Class

II classification allows a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.

The primary source of pollution in the WSA is particulate matter,

principally from springtime dust storms.
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

The Empedrado contains approximately 44 acres that were a part of
the historical Ignacio Chavez Land Grant (see "Land Status," Section 1).
These are "split-estate" acres where the mineral estate (except gold,
silver, and quicksilver) is privately owned. Since ownership of these
minerals is reverting to the U.S. Government in 1989, they will be
considered in this analysis as though already in Federal ownership, and
included in total acreage figures. Development of these minerals before
1989 is not expected.

Much of the land in the Ignacio Chavez Grant has been leased for
oil and gas under future interest offers (43 CFR 3111.3) which will take
effect when minerals revert to the U.S. Government on May 10, 1989. There
is one future interest oil and gas lease on the split-estate lands in the
Empedrado WSA; this lease will be considered to be post-FLPMA when it
becomes effective and will have appropriate stipulations attached.
Development will be subject to the guidelines of the Interim Management
Policy if the area is still a WSA. If it has been designated as wilderness
by Congress, this lease will be subject to the Wilderness Management
Policy. This future interest oil and gas lease is scheduled to expire
before the year 2000.

No exploration or development activity associated with locatable,
leasable, or salable minerals is occurring within the boundaries of the
Empedrado WSA. As of September 1985, a total of 8 post-FLPMA oil and gas
leases had been issued (see Map 4); approximately 1,240 acres in the WSA
were unleased. No mining claims had been recorded. All leases are
scheduled to expire before 1994.

Table 5 indicates that the highest potential for development is
associated with coal and humates occurring in the Mesaverde Group and oil
and gas^ associated with the sedimentary rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous age
(see Figure 1). The geologic environment, inferred geologic processes,
reported mineral occurrences, and deposits indicate a moderate to high
potential for the accumulation of these mineral resources (see Maps 5 and
6). The completion of a successful exploration program could lead to the
development of a moderate-sized coal surface mine in the northern half of
the WSA if the existing land use plan were amended to allow further
consideration for coal leasing. Expected moderate levels of exploration for
oil and gas resources could lead to low to moderate levels of development in
the long term, especially in the area of high potential in the northern
portion of the WSA. It is assumed that exploration could result in 1
producing well for every 15 drilled. Well spacing is established by the New
Mexico State Oil and Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature of the
producing horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon, and
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TABLE 5

MINERAL POTENTIAL, EMPEDRADO WSA

Commodity

Uranium

00

Oil and Gas

Associated Environment

Morrison Formation (Jurassic);
primary and redistributed min-
eralization in arkosic sand-
stones; mineralization generally
restricted to channel sandstones
within deltaic, braided-stream
complexes.

Minor occurrences reported from
the base of the Dakota Formation
(Cretaceous)

.

Sedimentary rocks of Jurassic
and Cretaceous age; generally
stratigraphic traps in sand-
stone associated with paleo-
strand lines or buried eolian
sand dunes.

Coal, Humates Mesaverde Group (Cretaceous);
continental margin sediments.

Mineral
Potential

Federal
Surface and
Subsurface
Acreage

Inholding
(Non-Federal
Surface and
Subsurface)
Acreage

Low NC§/

Moderate
High

8,618
389

320 Private

Moderate
High
Low

910

1,955
NC£/

Source: McLemore, et al. (1984).

Note: «' Acreages on areas of low potential were not calculated (NC)
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Empedrado WSA

whether oil or gas is produced. Because the Empedrado WSA has predominantly

moderate oil and gas potential and no proven reservoirs, well spacing

predictions have not been made in this analysis, but could vary from 1 well

per 40 acres up to 1 well per 320 acres.

WATERSHED

The Arroyo Chico, part of the Rio Puerco Watershed, drains the

Empedrado WSA. The Rio Puerco Watershed is one of the major tributaries to

the Rio Grande, embracing approximately one-third of the drainage that lies

in New Mexico above Elephant Butte Reservoir. The Rio Puerco supplies only

6 percent of the waters of the Rio Grande, yet it is the source of 56

percent of the sediment that obstructs the main Rio Grande channel (Waite

1972). The main drainage bottoms of the WSA are in the latter stages of an

erosion cycle that was apparently initiated by cattle and sheep overgrazing

in the late 1800 's and early 1900' s. The average rate of erosion for the

WSA is moderate.

The Empedrado WSA is located within the area covered by the Rio

Puerco Watershed Management Plan, completed in 1975, and the Proposed Rio

Puerco Livestock Grazing Management Program EIS , completed in 1978. Both

were only partially implemented. The Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan,

completed in 1986, calls for watershed rehabilitation plans to be written

for smaller watersheds in the Rio Puerco Resource Area. These plans will

specify the locations, design, and construction methods for any watershed

rehabilitation devices needed in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

There are five grazing allotments in this WSA (see Map 7); all of

them have acreage in other WSA's. The Empedrado WSA supports approximately

3,400 Animal Unit Months (AUM's), or approximately 8 head per section per

year. Table 6 displays grazing information pertaining to these five

allotments, and the allotment discussions give numbers of range improvements

and Allotment Management Plan (AMP) information.

Most of the ranchers holding leases in the WSA pursue ranching as a

second income or to continue family tradition; ranching is not their primary

source of income. Most of them live in Albuquerque or Bernalillo near their

jobs and primary sources of income. Therefore they can attend to their

grazing allotments only on weekends, and the pickup truck has partially

replaced the horse as a major livestock management tool.

Chico Crossing Allotment (#0043)

Two of the five pastures in this allotment overlap the Empedrado

WSA. There are approximately six miles of boundary fences, and four earthen

reservoirs (all in need of maintenance) in this allotment within the

boundaries of the WSA. The two permittees make a total of approximately 220

trips per year into the WSA for range management purposes. The three miles
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TABLE 6

RANGE ALLOTMENT INFORMATION

to
CO

Allotment Allotment
Name Number

Allotment
Acres

WSA
Acres

Number
of

Permittees
AUM's
in WSA

Head/
Section
in WSA

Season
of Use

Chico Crossing 0043 15,339 4,718 2 1693 7 Yearlong

Torreon Wash 0035 7,976 1,536 1 691 7 Yearlong

Arroyo Empedrado 0036 4,536 2,455 2 602 8 Yearlong

Cerro Cuate 0041 3,886 253 1 409 9 Yearlong

I.C. Grant 0050 27,076 45 5

Total

5

3400

6 Yearlong



Empedrado WSA

of vehicle routes in the WSA are in this allotment. The permittees are
planning to install approximately 150 feet of pipeline and 1 watering trough
in Section 23. This pipeline will begin in Section 22 in the Ignacio Chavez
WSA. The Allotment Management Plan for this allotment has not been
implemented.

Torreon Wash Allotment (#0035)

Three of the five pastures in this allotment overlap the Empedrado
WSA. There are approximately five and one-half miles of boundary fences and
three earthen reservoirs (all in need of maintenance) within the boundaries
of the WSA. The permittee makes a total of approximately 180 trips a year
on two-track routes in the WSA for range management purposes. However,
there are no two-track routes within the WSA portion of this allotment.
These three pastures are grazed by livestock for seven months of the
yearlong season. No range improvements are proposed in the Empedrado WSA to
implement the AMP. The Allotment Management Plan has not been implemented.

Arroyo Empedrado Allotment (#0036)

All three pastures in this allotment have acreage in the Empedrado
WSA. There is approximately one mile of boundary fence and two earthen
reservoirs (both in need of maintenance) within the boundaries of the WSA.
The two permittees make a total of approximately 160 trips a year on
two-track routes in the WSA for range management purposes. However, there
are no vehicular routes in the WSA portion of this allotment. In order to
implement the AMP, approximately one mile of drift fence along the west bank
of Torreon Wash would need to be developed within the WSA.

Cerro Cuate Allotment (#0041)

All range improvements needed to implement the AMP are in place.
There is approximately one mile of boundary fence within the boundaries of
the WSA. The permittee makes an estimated 365 trips a year on two-track
routes in the WSA for range management purposes. However, there are no
two-track routes in the WSA portion of this allotment. No additional
improvements are proposed for the portion of this allotment within the
Empedrado WSA. The AMP is fully implemented.

I.C. Grant Allotment (#0050)

Existing range improvements in this allotment consist of
approximately one mile of boundary fence. The 5 permittees make a total of
approximately 170 trips a year on two-track routes in the WSA for range
management purposes. However, there are no two-track routes in the WSA
portion of this allotment. No additional improvements are proposed for the
portion of this allotment that is within the Empedrado WSA. The AMP has not
been implemented.
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FOREST PRODUCTS

Pinyon-juniper woodland is the dominant forest type in the WSA.

This type is of no commercial value and of little fuelwood value because of

its low stand density in the WSA. Some illegal woodcutting does occur.

RECREATION

The BLM has little visitor use data specific to the Empedrado WSA.

The primary recreation use is believed to be some big game hunting and its

associated activities—camping, ORV use, and hiking. Letters received by

the BLM show that scenic and geological sightseeing also occur in this WSA,

particularly in the southern one-third of the WSA.

The BLM's Recreation Information System (RIS) was utilized in the

Proposed Rio Puerco Livestock Grazing Management ES (USDI, BLM 1978) to

describe the existing recreation environment. The RIS is an evaluation that

rates the quality of experience a visitor can expect while participating in

a specific activity. The Empedrado WSA lies within the Chico Arroyo RIS

unit. Table 7 describes the key factors for each activity evaluated and its

quality rating. The most current inventory of recreation opportunity, the

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS), has identified approximately 3,880

acres in the Empedrado WSA as semi-primitive non-motorized, 2,727 acres as

serai-primitive motorized, and 2,400 acres as roaded natural recreation

opportunity. [See the Draft Rio Puerco RMP, Appendix I (USDI, BLM 1985) for

an explanation of the ROS.]

The current trend toward increased demands for recreational ORV use

in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and thus the Empedrado WSA, is expected to

continue as Albuquerque, the State's major population center continues its

growth. Recreational ORV use refers to all types of two-wheel, three-wheel,

and four-wheel recreational vehicles, and is associated with such types of

recreational use as hunting, trail riding, camping, and picnicking.

Statistics for recreational ORV use show an increase in annual sales of

ORV's in the Albuquerque area from 567 to an estimated 2,002 units between

1980 and 1985, a 350 percent increase in sales. These statistics illustrate

the trends on which long-range recreational ORV use forecasts are based.

The Rio Puerco RMP limited motorized vehicle use to existing roads

and trails.

The Rio Puerco RMP identified a wagon road dating to the 1870' s as

a Special Management Area. It traverses 49 miles in the Rio Puerco Resource

Area, and passes through the Empedrado WSA (see Map 2). Management details

will be worked out with the State of New Mexico, and arrangements made to

include it in the New Mexico Trail System. It will be limited to pedestrian

and equestrian use, and it is assumed that it will be implemented whether or

not Congress designates the Empedrado WSA as wilderness.
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The Rio Puerco RMP also identified a proposed treadway for the
Continental Divide National Scenic Trail (CDNST) as a Special Management
Area. It traverses 62 miles in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and passes
through the Empedrado WSA (see Map 2). The actual location will be approved
by the Continental Divide Trail Advisory Council. Management will emphasize
CDNST objectives and intensive recreation goals. If the final treadway goes
through the WSA, it is assumed that it will be implemented whether or not
Congress designates the Empedrado WSA as wilderness, and that if the area is
designated as wilderness, that it will be limited to pedestrian and
equestrian use.

TABLE 7

RECREATION QUALITY EVALUATION

Quality Rating in

Chico Arroyo
Activity Unit Key Factors

ORV Use High

Sightseeing Medium
(Scenery)

Sightseeing Medium
(Zoological)

Primitive Low
Values

Soil, size, hazards, usability

Landform, color, water, vegetation,
uniqueness, intrusions

Frequency, quality, curiosity, ease of
observation, type, variety

Scenic qualities, size, intrusions,
wildlife, fisheries, water usability,
uniqueness

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

Educational-interpretive potential exists in the Empedrado WSA in
the form of a "natural laboratory" for the observation and study of natural
systems. These values are concentrated in the southern one-third of the
WSA, and include several cultural resource sites as well as the riparian
habitat located along Arroyo Chico.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans (particularly nearby Navajo, Jemez, Zia, and Santa
Ana peoples) have traditionally used the Empedrado WSA and continue some use
today for firewood gathering and hunting. A recent survey near the WSA and
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interviews with officials of the Jemez, Zia, and Santa Ana Pueblos and the

Canoncito Navajo Reservation generally show that many places of religious
significance exist in or near the Empedrado WSA, but that specific site

locations are not known to the lay members of the tribes. Tribal elders
know of and watch over such sites, and it would apparently be indiscreet
for the secular governments to propose a survey or to provide any
information of such an esoteric nature. Traditional uses of this WSA are
expected to continue.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no existing or projected realty actions in the Empedrado
WSA. The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify these lands for disposal.

WILDLIFE

The southern portion of the WSA is used as winter range for deer
from Mesa Chivato. A small yearlong deer population is present.

Consumptive use of wildlife in the WSA includes some deer hunting,
small game hunting, and trapping (primarily of coyotes). Non-consumptive
use includes observation of wildlife incidental to sightseeing.

The Ojo del Espiritu Santo Grant Wildlife Habitat Management Plan
(USDI, BLM 1978) proposes the construction of several exclosure fences with
wildlife watering devices within the Empedrado WSA. These exclosures would

provide small plots of land with water, cover, and forage for small animals.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the Empedrado WSA have been
documented in the process of designating it as a Wilderness Study Area
(USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion elaborates on the quality of
these characteristics.

Naturalness

The human imprints in the Empedrado WSA include a fenceline
network, nine earthen reservoirs, two sections of rusted drill pipe, the
remains of a wooden windmill, three abandoned drillpads, a painted rock,
seven shotholes, and four routes (three miles). All are described in the
Wilderness Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980), which also includes a

discussion of the relative impacts of each individual intrusion on
naturalness and, in some cases, the rehabilitation potential of the
intrusions. The BLM considers the overall effects of these imprints upon
the entire WSA when assessing naturalness which is a function of the size of
the WSA and the number and distribution of impacts.

The Empedrado WSA is sparsely impacted by the actions of man, and
all existing intrusions are well-buffered by the surrounding vegetation
and/or topography. No single impact has an excessive visual impact from a

north, south, east, or west viewscape. The earthen reservoirs are generally
small (holding less than 10 acre-feet of water). Many are heavily silted
in, although they still hold water adequately. Most were constructed in the
1950's and 1960's and are in need of maintenance. When the reservoirs are
dry during portions of the year, they revegetate and readily blend in with
the surrounding areas. The drill pads have adequately revegetated and are
difficult to locate. The residue from the shotholes is no longer evident.
When viewed as a whole, the Empedrado WSA generally appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work
substantially unnoticeable

.

Solitude

The broken terrain of the Empedrado WSA, including the mesas,
rolling grasslands, and arroyos and washes, combined with the pinyon-juniper
cover in the northwestern portion of the WSA, buffers user groups from each
other. Winding washes and steep-sided mesas provide ample opportunity for
the user to experience a feeling of remoteness and isolation in the northern
portion. The remainder of the WSA does not provide the same quality of
solitude experience because of its more open nature. The element is,
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however, present because of the hilly terrain, occasional sandstone mesas,

and intermittent deep washes.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The Empedrado WSA contains opportunities for camping, hunting,

sightseeing, and photography. No single recreation opportunity may be

characterized as outstanding.

Special Features

The Empedrado WSA has special cultural, scenic, wildlife, and

vegetation features (see Figures 2 and 3). Although wildlife is not

abundant, a good diversity of species is present. This diversity is

expanded by the riparian vegetation along Arroyo Chico (see Figures 4 and

5). Several cultural resource sites have been noted, including

petroglyphs. Expansive scenic vistas of the surrounding landscape features

are provided from the mesas in this WSA. The southern portion of the WSA is

an integral part of the viewsheds for surrounding WSA's (see Map 1)

.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Empedrado WSA contains many natural values as a result of its

relatively undisturbed character. Congressional designation as wilderness

would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree of

long-term protection for these natural values than would multiple use

management by the BLM. (A more detailed discussion of the multiple resource

benefits of wilderness designation may be found in Section 5 in the

discussion of impacts of the All Wilderness Alternative.)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

The Empedrado WSA, according to A.W. Kuchler (1964) and Robert G.

Bailey (USDA, FS 1980) can be subdivided for vegetative classification as

follows

:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 2,264 acres 25%

Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 6,743 acres 75%

The lower elevations, swales, gentle sideslopes, and alluvial

drainage bottoms are occupied by the Grama-Galleta Steppe. This community

is dominated by alkali sacaton, galleta, and blue grama. The steeper

sideslopes, mesa sides, and ridges are dominated by a woodland of one-seed
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Figures 2 and 3 - These photos of the Empedrado WSA
show the sculptured scenic beauty of public lands in
the Rio Puerco Valley.
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Figure 4 - The tamarisk-filled Arroyo Chico gives

way to the near-vertical sandstone bluffs of the

Empedrado WSA. These scenic resources are

over-shadowed by the local landmark, Bear's Mouth,

on the Ignacio Chavez WSA.
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Figure 5 - This photograph shows the southern

portion of the Empedrado WSA. The winding Arroyo

Chico in the middleground carves its way through the

Rio Puerco Valley as grassy canyons cut deeply into

the foothills of Mesa Chivato in the background.
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juniper and a few scattered pinyon. This community has a sparse understory
of blue grama, New Mexico feathergrass, Thurber's muhley, and broom
snakeweed

.

Map 3 depicts range sites that are further discussed in Table 3 in
Section 2 ("Existing Resources").

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Empedrado WSA is within a one-day drive (five hours) of
Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval County identified in the 1980
census as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (USDC, BC 1981). The WSA
* S

«
lth

i
n

.

a three_bour drIve °f Albuquerque, the largest population center
in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended as suitable, the Empedrado WSA must be capable of
being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine manageability, theBLM must consider such factors as private and State inholdings, valid
existing rights, mineral leases, and rights-of-way.

Under wilderness management, reasonable access would be guaranteed
to private inholdings in the Empedrado WSA (approximately 340 acres). The
current and projected use of the 340 acres of inholdings is for livestock
grazing. Of this acreage, 320 acres of the mineral estate are privately
owned. This acreage is assumed to have moderate potential for oil and gas
and low potential for coal and humates. It is projected that moderate
levels of exploration and low levels of development of oil and gas would
occur only in the long term. Therefore, access needs are expected to result
in the occurrence of generally low levels of use incompatible with
wilderness.

Although not essential to the effective management of the Empedrado
WSA as wilderness, it would be desirable to acquire the 340 acres ofprivate surface inholdings and 320 acres of private mineral estate
Acquisition of a quarter section of private land (T. 16 N. , R. 4 W., Section
4, SW 1/4) contiguous with the western boundary of the WSA would be
desirable since it is surrounded by the WSA on three sides. Its acquisition
would reduce the potential for conflicting uses contiguous with the
Empedrado WSA.

There are eight post-FLPMA oil and gas leases and one future
interest oil and gas lease in the WSA. These are not expected to beexplored or developed before they expire. The leases are scheduled to
expire before the year 2000.

Although not essential to effective management of the Empedrado
WSA, it would be desirable from a management standpoint that it be managed
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in conjunction with the Ignacio Chavez, Chamisa, and La Lena WSA's as one

wilderness. "Boca del Oso" has been suggested as a name for such a combined

area.

There is every reason to conclude that the Empedrado WSA can be

effectively managed as wilderness in perpetuity.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

This section discusses two alternatives for the Empedrado WSA: the
All Wilderness Alternative and the No Wilderness Alternative (manage under
the existing land use plan). Specific management actions (see Map 1) are
depicted on Table 1; impacts are summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under this alternative, the entire 9,007 acres of public land
within the Empedrado WSA would be recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation.

In 9,007 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use
will result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals
would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the
maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although
designation of wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources,
such designation is reversible by Congress.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

If the WSA were designated as wilderness, existing and potential
uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI,
BLM 1981). Wilderness values would be retained and protected over the long
term by management under this policy. The existing natural character of the
mesas and rolling grasslands within the Empedrado WSA and opportunities for
solitude, hiking, camping and photography would be maintained.

Restricting surface disturbing and mechanized activities associated
with ORV use and mineral exploration and development would minimize new
access and provide long-term protection for a wide variety of existing
natural resources. Those resources which would be maintained by restricting
these activities include (1) easily eroded soils; (2) current low level of
noise and human activity which protects existing raptor, scaled quail, and
non-game species nest sites; (3) current wildlife habitat for both non-game
and game species; (4) currently undisturbed cultural resources; (5) current
"natural laboratory" setting; and (6) current good scenic quality.

Providing access to private inholdings would result in
approximately 2-3 miles of new roads and up to 20 acres of new surface
disturbance. This activity would influence naturalness and solitude
opportunities in 5% of the WSA.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the long-term protection of
Congressional designation would protect and improve 95% of the unique
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wilderness values including good wildlife diversity, riparian habitat, and

expensive scenic vistas. Providing vehicle access to private inholdings

would diminish naturalness and solitude opportunities in 5% of the WSA.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Exploration and Development

The Empedrado WSA exhibits moderate potential for oil and gas on

8,618 and high potential on 389 acres (see Map 5 and Table 5). As of

September 1985, there were 8 post-FLPMA oil and gas leases and one future

interest oil and gas lease (see Map 4). In the short term, interest in oil

and gas exploration and development on these leases is low because of

economic conditions, and no activity is anticipated. In the long term, it

is reasonable to assume that moderate levels of exploration and low to

moderate levels of oil and gas development would be pursued. Under this

alternative, however, no new oil and gas leases would be issued after the

existing leases expire (scheduled before 1994 for the eight regular leases

and before the year 2000 for the future interest lease). Therefore,

wilderness designation would preclude oil and gas exploration, which could

have resulted in a low to moderate level of development with 1 producing

well for every 600 to 4,800 acres.

The Empedrado WSA exhibits moderate potential for coal and humates

on 910 acres and high potential on 1,955 acres (see Map 6). No leases have

been issued and the Rio Puerco RMP did not recommend the resource for

leasing consideration in the short term. In the long term, the coal may be

made available for leasing. If leased, moderate levels of exploration could

have resulted in low to moderate levels of development. This could result

in foregoing on moderate-sized surface mine of approximately 1,000 acres on

the acreage of high coal potential in the northern half of the WSA. The All

Wilderness Alternative would preclude coal and humate exploration and

possible development in the long term.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the

area's oil and gas, and coal and humate potential. If the resource is

determined to be developable, 1-5 producing oil and gas wells and up to a

1,000 acre coal mine could be foregone.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate

levels existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately

eight head per section per year). However, livestock operations in the

Empedrado WSA would be affected by wilderness designation. These effects

could result from limitations imposed on the use of motorized equipment for

the maintenance of existing improvements (15 miles of fence and 9 earthen

reservoirs). The lifetime of these improvements is from 10 years for fences

to 20 years for earthen reservoirs. Maintenance of range improvements
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existing in an area prior to its designation as wilderness would be
permissable, and may be accomplished through the occasional use of motorized
equipment, based on a rule of practical necessity and reasonableness.
Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for minor repair of existing
facilities would be precluded.

Range improvements proposed in the AMP for the WSA acreage include
a 150-foot pipeline, a trough, and 1 mile of fence. These improvements
would be allowed, provided that the new improvements are primarily for the
purpose of resource protection and more effective management of soil and
vegetative resources, rather than to accommodate increased numbers of
livestock. Although installation of new improvements is a permissible and
compatible activity under wilderness designation, limitations on vehicular
access, types of construction materials and tools, and locations of new
improvements may occur in order to protect wilderness characteristics.

The permittees on the five allotments in this WSA use three miles
of vehicle routes in the WSA for livestock management purposes. The
percentage of each allotment that is within the WSA ranges from less than 1
percent to 55 percent. Because use of vehicles would be restricted on
portions of the allotments in the designated wilderness, permittees could
have to walk or ride horseback, thereby increasing the time required to
cover the area traditionally covered by vehicle. This, coupled with the
restrictions on types of construction materials and locations of new
improvements, could impact the permittees' management styles and costs.

Vegetative and soil treatments, including habitat manipulation, and
installation of the type of erosion control structures possibly needed in
this WSA (see "Gabion" and "Check Dam" in the Glossary), can be conducted in
wilderness areas where the resource problem is caused by humans, or where
human influences create a serious threat to or loss of wilderness values, or
would cause serious depreciation of important environmental quality outside
the wilderness. Vehicle access and motorized equipment use (including heavy
equipment) may be authorized for construction if determined reasonable.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would be maintained, and actions to protect vegetation and soil could be
implemented if consistent with wilderness objectives; however this
alternative would cause an inconvenience to the permittees, and increase
costs because of limitations on vehicle access and on range improvement
maintenance and construction methods.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the
All Wilderness Alternative. Requiring permits to use vehicles or motorized
equipment to maintain range facilities would be an inconvenience to the
permittee.
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Impacts on Recreational Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) Use

ORV use Includes two-wheel, three-wheel, and four-wheel vehicles.

ORV sales have increased 350 percent in the last 5 years in the Albuquerque

area. ORV use in the WSA is expected to follow this trend in the short

term. None of these vehicles would be allowed within a designated

wilderness. This would preclude back-country riding and exploring, vehicle

camping, and access for the approximately 70 percent of hunters who rely on

vehicular access. Adequate alternate sites for these activities exist

outside of the WSA.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, there would be no

recreational ORV use on and off of three miles of vehicular routes in the

Empedrado WSA; ORV users could utilize any of the many alternative sites

outside the WSA and suffer no reduction in overall opportunity.

NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the Empedrado WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be

managed under the No Wilderness Alternative. In the short terra, management

would follow the guidelines of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP)

approved in 1986.

The RMP provides both broad management guidance and site-specific

management prescriptions for certain areas. The broad guidance was laid out

for each resource program in the RMP section entitled "Continuing Management

Guidance." The site-specific management prescriptions are the result of

resolution of the seven key issues addressed in the RMP. Under both sources

of guidance, the Empedrado WSA would be available for specific permissible

uses, or protected from certain actions, if it is not designated as

wilderness. The major uses and restrictions are listed below; details are

contained in the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan Final and Record of

Decision (USDI, BLM 1986).

The RMP designated the 1870' s Wagon Road Trail Special Management

Area (SMA) (see Map 2). The trail passes through the Empedrado WSA, and

will be established for equestrian and pedestrian use only. The RMP also

identified a proposed treadway for the Continental Divide National Scenic

Trail as an SMA (see Map 2). If the final treadway does pass through the

Empedrado WSA, it is likely that it will be limited to pedestrian and

equestrian use.

The Empedrado WSA would be managed in accordance with the RMP

"Continuing Management Guidance" section for each resource program and the

decisions reached to resolve the "ORV" and "Coal Leasing Suitability

Assessment" issues. No coal in the WSA was recommended for further

consideration for leasing in the RMP. Motorized vehicle use would be

limited to existing roads and trails. No other specific resource
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restrictions or limitations would be required as a result of the RMP
"Continuing Management Guidance."

Impacts on Wilderness Values

In the short term, the RMP's limits on ORV use would curtail
impacts on many wilderness values. All ORV use associated with permitted
uses such as mineral exploration would still be allowed, including road
construction and off-road access if necessary.

In the long term, anticipated low to moderate levels of mineral
activity and high levels recreational ORV activity would result in
disruption of wildlife habitat, the deterioration of visual values, as well
as a decrease in opportunities to experience solitude. In the long term,
all of these uses could be expected to reduce naturalness by 20-30%.

The WSA's soils and vegetation are very susceptible to erosion and
thus very sensitive to increased motorized activity. Vehicular use and the
resulting erosion of soils would have a primary impact on the Empedrado
WSA's vegetation as well as a wide variety of wildlife species.

Scaled quail and non-game bird species utilize grasses and shrubs
along arroyos and rolling grassland for nest sites. Nesting seasons extend
from February to August and particular species are unusually susceptible to
activity during this time. Not only could habitat be destroyed and nesting
activities interrupted, but total nest abandonment may be likely.

The natural setting that supports the special features, including
cultural resources, visual resources, riparian habitat, and a variety of
wildlife species, would diminish by 20-30% as a result of surface
disturbance and vehicular travel. Management under the No Wilderness
Alternative would significantly degrade the Empedrado WSA's potential for
use as a "natural laboratory."

The natural settings on which Native American uses are often
dependent would be subject to increased surface-disturbing activities. The
impacts on Native American uses of this WSA are unquantif iable because of
lack of access to proprietary information held by the various pueblos.

Conclusion

In the short term, there would be no impacts on wilderness values
from the No Wilderness Alternative. In the long term, the natural character
of the mesas and grasslands, and the opportunities to experience solitude
would be diminished by 20-30%.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Exploration and Development

No impacts are projected.
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Under the No Wilderness Alternative 8,618 acres with moderate

potential for oil and gas and 389 acres with high potential (see Map 5 and

Table 5) would be available for exploration and development in the short and

long term. However, moderate levels of exploration and low to moderate

levels of development would be anticipated only in the long term. Eight

existing leases, one existing future interest lease (see Map 4) and any

leases issued in the future would have standard lease stipulations without

wilderness constraints. Exploration and development could result in 1

producing well for every 600 to 4,800 acres and the construction of 6-8

miles of new roads.

Under this alternative, 910 acres with moderate potential for coal

and humates and 1,955 acres with high potential (see Map 6 and Table 5)

could become available for leasing in the long term if the RMP were amended

to make this area available for leasing consideration. If leased, moderate

levels of exploration and low to moderate levels of development could result

in a moderate-sized surface coal mine in the northern half of the WSA.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on oil and gas exploration and

development on 8,618 acres with moderate and 389 acres with high potential

for oil and gas, and no impact on future options to explore and develop 910

acres with moderate and 1,955 acres with high potential for coal and humates.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (eight head per

section per year) . The permittees could continue to use 3 miles of vehicle

routes to access existing range improvements (15 miles of fence and 9

earthen reservoirs) and proposed range improvements (150-foot pipeline, a

trough, and 1 mile of fence) for inspection, maintenance, or construction

purposes. There would be no wilderness constraints on types of construction

material and tools, or on locations of improvements. Vegetative and soil

treatments could be implemented if consistent with activity plans, and

without wilderness constraints.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

No Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on

recreational ORV use in either the short or long term.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared using public input obtained by large
mailings, public meetings, open houses, and personal contacts. These
efforts began during wilderness inventory and continue during the
preparation of this Revised Statewide Wilderness EIS.

During the wilderness inventory, those people supporting WSA status
for the Empedrado area cited as justification its natural character,
opportunity for solitude, and opportunity for primitive and unconfined
recreation. Cultural and visual supplemental values were also noted.

Opponents of WSA designation discussed the effects of excluding the
Empedrado WSA from possible future mineral exploration and development, the
presence of human impacts, and possible limitations placed on ranch
operations.

On December 28, 1982, 44 acres at the extreme southern end of the
WSA were dropped from further wilderness review by decision of the Secretary
of the Interior. This was done because the acreage contained
privately-owned minerals overlain by land administered by the BLM. The
majority of the Empedrado WSA was then carried forward into a District draft
environmental assessment document. During the public comment period on the
Albuquerque District Wilderness Draft Environmental Assessment (USDI, BLM
1983) , 29 public inputs were received on the reduced-acreage Empedrado WSA.
Ten inputs expressed opposition to wilderness designation. These commenters
cited a lack of naturalness, and a high favorability for coal and humates,
as well as a moderate favorability for uranium, thorium, oil, and gas.

Nineteen inputs favored wilderness designation, stating that the
Empedrado WSA contains outstanding opportunity for primitive recreation and
solitude, and could be easily managed for wilderness. Resource conflicts
generated by possible wilderness designation were not considered
significant. One commenter felt the No Wilderness Alternative (with Area of
Critical Environmental Concern designation to protect visual values) would
not be adequate to protect the WSA's scenic values.

Miscellaneous comments suggested combining the southern portion of
the Empedrado WSA with the eastern portion of the Ignacio Chavez WSA. It
was also suggested that the Draft EA did not adequately recognize the high
uranium and oil and gas potential of the Empedrado WSA, but no further data
were submitted to change the original assessment.

On May 1, 1985, the Empedrado Wilderness Analysis Report was
released for public comment as part of the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness
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Study Draft Environmental Impact Statement (USDI, BLM 1985). The following

is a summary of the puhlic comments which BLM received on the

reduced-acreage Empedrado WSA.

During the public comment period, BLM received 465 comments in the

form of letters and testimony at public hearings. Support came from 340

commenters for "Alternative W," a 1.3 million-acre wilderness proposal

advocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition. Alternative W included

the Empedrado WSA and recommended wilderness designation for the entire

WSA. Specific comments were directed to the Empedrado WSA by 17 commenters,

all supporting wilderness designation for Empedrado. None of these comments

required specific responses or revisions to the affected environment or

analysis of environmental impacts.

It was not until the Statewide DEIS was released that it became

known that a court decision in Sierra Club v. Watt had the effect of

reinstating all acreage that had been dropped in December 1982, including

the 44 acres in the Empedrado WSA. As a result of that decision, the

Statewide DEIS is now being revised to include these areas.

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide

Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),

specific comments were directed to the Empedrado WSA by 29 commenters.

Specific comments on this WAR which require a response are discussed and

responded to in this section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0100
Name(s): Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico Wilderness Coalition

Comment: "The other difference between the two proposals is the location of

the western boundary of Empedrado. The Coalition proposes that the

boundary be drawn along the road running north and south near the

western boundary of Sandoval County. This expansion picks up 2,400

acres of BLM land, 1,280 acres of State land, and 800 acres of

private land. The BLM owns all of the mineral rights

on 480 acres of the private land and the coal and humate rights on

the rest. The south central portion of the expansion contains

Canada Lagunita, which is bounded in the west by open grasslands

and on the east by a steep cliff. The mesa to the east of the

cliff is covered with pinyon and juniper; the edge overlooking

Canada Lagunita is lined with ponderosas for almost two miles."

Response: This region was assessed during the initial Inventory as being

roaded, producing two areas less than 5,000 contiguous acres. In

addition, the San Luis region was included in the Rio Puerco

Resource Management Plan and Record of Decision (USDI, BLM,

November 1986) as a right-of-way corridor window, designating it as

a preferred location for future rights-of-way. The additional
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State, private and BLM lands in the NMWC's proposal are located
outside the boundary of the Empedrado WSA. Should at some future
date, these lands be acquired by BLM, an assessment of their
wilderness values would occur. Should these lands possess
wilderness values, BLM would formally study them and any
contiguous BLM lands. Depending upon the results of the study,
BLM would make a recommendation either in favor of or opposed to
wilderness designation.

*****

No. 0598-1

Name(s): Frances R. Sanchez, self

Comment: "We realize that the BLM had included Section 25 of our ranch in
the review. This Section contains the main road that we use for
access to the ranch and is maintained by the County."

Response: Consultation of range allotment maps indicate that the only
Section 25 located in your allotment contains no main road.
Section 35, within your allotment does contain a main road
maintained by the County, which provides access to your ranch.
This road constitutes the eastern boundary of the Empedrado WSA
and the western boundary of the La Lena WSA.

No. 0598-2
Name(s): Frances R. Sanchez, self

Comment

:

"The road coming from the North on Section 25, going through
Section 23 and through Section 22 on through Section 2.1, through
Section 29 to Section 32, will be the boundary road which would
always remain open for vehicle use, according to Mr. Jerry
Martinez."

Response: The road described constitutes the eastern boundary of the
Empedrado WSA and the western and northern boundary of La Lena
WSA. It is a County road and will remain open at their
discretion.

No. 0598-3

Name ( s )

:

Comment

:

Frances R. Sanchez, self

"Mr. Martinez also advised me that I would and will be allowed
access by vehicle in areas to drill, feed, to fix fences, water
gaps and also access to private and state land."

Response: As stated in the Empedrado WAR, page 5-37:

"Maintenance of range improvements existing in an area prior to
its designation as wilderness would be permissible, and may be
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accomplished through the occasional use of motorized equipment,

based on a rule of practical necessity and reasonableness.

Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for minor repair of

existing facilities would be precluded."

Reasonable access to private and state lands specifically-

designed for the purposes these lands being used for, would be

allowed. Every effort will be made to minimize impacts to

wilderness character. However, reasonable access would be

allowed.

*****

P.

No. 0662
Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Response:

Neil W. Allen, Amoco Production Company

We will not question the mineral potential ratings presented for

the WSA's, but we do have concerns about anticipated oil and gas

activities presented for each of the areas. For example, the

Empedrado WSA contains a statement found in Section 3, Page 5-19,

that well density could range from one well per 40 acres to one

well per 320 acres. Later in Section 6, Page 5-37, the statement

is made that one producting well for every 600 to 4800 acres

would occur if the area was not designated wilderness. The

statement of one well per 600-4,800 acres appears in many of the

WSA's where oil and gas potential is rated moderate to high.

This would suggest a very limited number of wells being produced

if the area was open to oil and gas development. The concern

with this factor is that it does not have any basis for

application except to further justify the conclusion that oil and

gas will not be effected by the various WSA recommendations. The

contradiction made in the plan with one spacing projection (one

well per 40 to 320 acres) with another (one well for every

600-4,800 acres) demonstrates that impacts cannot be based on

anticipated spacing. An argument can be made just as strongly in

supporting one well per 40 acres in the absence of any known

spacing. If this was the case, a different conclusion concerning

the impact to oil and gas would be presented. As a result, we

cannot accept your conclusion of impacts for oil and gas

applicable to WSA's where potential is moderate or high,

especially with the apparent problem in using spacing as the sole

criteria to estimate impacts."

The spacing of one well per 40 to 320 acres applied to the 389

acres of high potential and the 600-4800 to moderate oil and gas

potential. Well spacing was the only quantitative method

available in order to make predictions regarding development of

moderate oil and gas potential. Well spacing is based on depth

to possible productive zones in undelineated areas and reservoirs
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where more data is available. We used ranges of well spacing
based on information obtained from New Mexico Department of
Energy and Minerals. The New Mexico Department of Energy and
Minerals establishes well spacing and ranges utilized by us were
from fields in the San Juan Basin. Since the reserves in
Empedrado WSA are a logical extension of these fields, we feel
the speculations made were reasonable.

*****

No. 0684

Name(s): Jay C. Groseclose, New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission

Comment: The last sentence of the next to last paragraph refers to "...

annual discharge recorded at the gage..." It is suggested that
the gage be identified and located. We assume this gage must be
Arroyo Chico at Guadalupe, New Mexico, 08340500."

Response: The change has been made, as you suggested.
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APPENDIX 6/7

IGNACIO CHAVEZ AND CHAMISA WSA'S

(NM-01 0-020 and NM-01 0-021)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Ignacio Chavez Wilderness Study Area (WSA) contains

approximately 33,264 acres of public land, and is located approximately 25

miles west of San Ysidro and 50 air miles northwest of Albuquerque. The WSA

lies at the approximate center of northwestern New Mexico. Portions of the

WSA were part of the larger Ignacio Chavez Land Grant. The WSA is bounded

on the north and west by public and private lands, on the south by the

Cibola National Forest, and on the east by other public lands (see Map 1 and

the map on the back of the Albuquerque District divider page).

The Chamisa WSA contains approximately 13,692 acres of public land

and is 21 air miles west of San Ysidro and 45 air miles northwest of

Albuquerque., The majority of this WSA was part of the Ignacio Chavez Land

Grant. The WSA is contiguous with the Village of Guadalupe. It is bounded

on the north and east by a maintained road, on the south by the Cibola

National Forest and a maintained road, and on the west by a maintained road

and fencelines separating it from the Ignacio Chavez WSA. Because of their

proximity and similarity to each other, the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

are being studied in one Wilderness Analysis Report (see Map 1).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps covering the Ignacio

Chavez WSA (T. 15 and 16 N., R. 4, 5, and 6 W. , NMPM) are the Mesa Cortada,

Cerro Parido, and Guadalupe 7.5 minute quadrangles. The Chamisa WSA (T. 15

and 16 N. , R. 3 and 4 W. , NMPM) is covered by the Cerro Parido and Guadalupe

quadrangles.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The Ignacio Chavez WSA is situated on the boundary between the

Navajo and Datil Sections of the Colorado Plateau Province. Much of the

northern part of the WSA is in the Navajo Section and is characterized by

outcrops of sub-horizontal sandstone with lesser amounts of shale that have

been subjected to intensive arid-cycle erosion. Landforms common to this

part of the WSA include mesas, cuestas, rock terraces, retreating

escarpments, canyons, and arroyos. These landforms are in striking contrast

to the southern portion of the WSA which is in the Datil Section. Volcanism

in the Cenozoic Era created most of the Datil Section landforms, including

basalt plains, cinder cones, exhumed plugs and dikes, and extensive talus

slopes. The Chamisa WSA is entirely within the Navajo Section of the

Colorado Plateau Province, and therefore shares many of the characteristics

described above.
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MAP 1

IGNACIO CHAVEZ WSA (NM 010-020)
& CHAMISA WSA (NM 010-021}
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AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE I
(PROPOSED ACTION)
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Relief varies throughout the Ignacio Chavez WSA from low-relief

mesa tops to high-relief escarpments along plateau edges. The highest

elevation is approximately 8,200 feet near the head of Azabache Arroyo,

while the lowest elevation (approximately 6,000 feet) is near the Arroyo

Chico drainage. The three principal landforms occurring within the

boundaries of the Ignacio Chavez WSA are: (1) the lava-covered surfaces of

El Banquito Mesa and Mesa Chivato (see Figures 1 and 2), (2) the

talus-covered slopes along the mesa edges, and (3) the incised cuesta

topography that characterizes the remainder of the Ignacio Chavez WSA.

There are approximately 1,900 feet of relief in the Chamisa WSA.

From a low elevation of about 5,900 on the WSA's northeastern border, the

terrain in the WSA rises to 7,800 feet on Mesa Chivato, the principal

landform in the WSA. The Rio Puerco, running along the WSA's eastern flank,

is the major drainage. The overall geomorphology of the WSA consists of a

portion of a large lava-capped mesa adjacent to lowlands of colluvium and

sandstone cut by arroyos.

The two WSA's have a semiarid climate with temperate summers and

fairly long, cold winters. The average annual precipitation is

approximately 11 inches, with the amount and distribution of precipitation

being extremely variable. The summer growing season rains account for

approximately 65 percent of the total annual precipitation, with 15 percent

falling during April, May, and June, and 50 percent during July, August, and

September. During the summer, there are drought periods interspersed with

torrential showers that cause rapid runoff on open slopes and flash floods

in the valleys and arroyos. The winters are dry; most moisture is snow,

with some sleet and rain. A measurable amount of snow can be expected at

any time between October 1 and April 30. The average snowfall is at least

37 inches. The average growing season is approximately 153 days, beginning

in late March or early April. Above average over-winter moisture is common.

Temperature is also variable. Extreme temperatures range from

102° F in the summer to -20° F in the winter. The average daily

temperature in the summer varies from 45° F in April to 70° F in July.

Westerly winds prevail in the winter but are affected by topography. The

average velocity is 10 miles per hour and increases to 25 to 30 miles per

hour during the spring windy season.

LAND STATUS

The Ignacio Chavez WSA contains 33,264 acres; the Chamisa WSA

consists of 13,692 acres of public land. Approximately two thirds of the

Ignacio Chavez WSA and seven eighths of the Chamisa WSA are within the

historic Ignacio Chavez Land Grant. This grant was awarded to settlers in

1768 by the Spanish government in order to establish communities. Since

these communities were never developed, the U.S. Government acquired the

land and placed it under the administration of the Department of

Agriculture. Under the Bankhead-Jones Act of 1937, the land grant was

transferred to the predecessor of the Bureau of Land Management for land
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Figure I - El Banquito Mesa in the Ignacio Chavez
WSA.

Figure 2 - Bear's Mouth on Mesa Chivato in the
Ignacio Chavez WSA.
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conservation and land utilization programs. Gold, silver, and quicksilver

are reserved to the U.S. Government. The remaining sub-surface estate on

the Grant lands is private until it reverts to the U.S. Government in 1989.

The subsurface estate outside of the Grant on both WSA's is Federal. The

Ignacio Chavez WSA contains no inholdings. The Chamisa WSA contains 28

acres of private inholdings in a cemetery.

ACCESS

Access is available by proceeding southwest from State Highway 44

onto State-maintained gravelled roads on the north, east, south, and west of

the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and on the north and south of the Chamisa WSA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

were raised by BUM and the public during wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). While

certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,

resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, soils and vegetation are

explained in the document when they are affected by actions relating to the

key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The Amended Boundary Alternative I has been developed as the

Proposed Action for both the Ignacio Chavez WSA and the Chamisa WSA because

of their naturalness, opportunities to experience solitude, and

opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation. Their special

features include a diversity of landforms and vegetation, the wide range and

high productivity of the wildlife habitats, and prehistoric, Anglo, and

Spanish cultural resources that mirror the history of the region.

Approximately 824 acres were excluded in the southeast corner of

the WSA, to allow for needed vehicular access around private land. This

adjustment was made as a result of public comment on the Revised Draft

Environmental Impact Statement. This acreage was in addition to the 20

acres previously recommended to the deleted. This alternative is considered

manageable as wilderness because no major impacts have been identified as a

result of the issues identified—wilderness values, oil and gas and coal and

humate exploration and development, livestock grazing use levels,

recreational off-road vehicle (ORV) use, and utilization of wood products.

A detailed description of those actions associated with the All

Wilderness Alternative, the two Amended Boundary Alternatives, and the No

Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is provided in Table 1. Special

Management Area considerations associated with the No Wilderness Alternative

and portions of the Amended Boundary Alternatives for these WSA's are

depicted on Map 2. Significant impacts, by alternative, for each of the

major environmental issues raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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IGNACIO CHAVEZ AND CHAMISA
SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

None for this HSA

Issues Raised and Set Aside

Impacts on cultural resources

Impacts on sand and gravel development

Impacts on channel or gully erosion

Impacts on threatened or endangered plant
or animal species

Reasons tor Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis because there
are few known sites. A detailed site analysis would be required for any
proposed surface disturbing activities.

The development of sand and gravel is not expected because these
resources are widespread and more readily accessible in other areas.

Channel or gully erosion resulting from human interface with the
environment that threatens wilderness values can be controlled with
watershed rehabilitation structures under the BLM Wilderness Management
Policy .

2

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with BLM's finding
of no effect on species Federally-listed or proposed for listing as
threatened or endangered. An analysis of potential impacts to
threatened or endangered species would be required for any proposed
surface disturbing activities.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis Reasons

All Wilderness

No Wilderness (No Action)

Amended Boundary Alternative #1 (Add 345 acres
to the south side of the Ignacio Chavez WSA
and 2,910 acres to the south side of the
Chamisa WSA, remove 20 acres along the
boundary road, and remove 824 acres along
the southeast boundary road in the Chamisa
WSA (Proposed Action)

Amended Boundary Alternative #2 (Delete 7,402
acres from the south side and 1,097 acres
from the northeast side of the Ignacio Chavez
WSA, and 1,067 acres from the west side of
the Chamisa WSA)

33,264 acres of public land in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and 13,692 acres
of public land in the Chamisa WSA were identified during the inventory
as having wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

This boundary configuration (33,609 acres of public land in and around
the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and 16,582 acres in and around the Chamisa WSA)
was identified for this WAR because It adds lands on the south that
would improve manageability, provides areas along the boundary road where
users could park, and also provides for a needed access route to public
lands south of the Chamisa WSA.

This boundary configuration (24,765 acres of public land in the
Ignacio Chavez WSA and 12,625 acres in the Chamisa WSA) was identified
for this WAR because it deletes lands with significant forest product
resources and land where earthen dams are obvious Imprints of man.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Five issues of concern were Identified for the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's. These include wilderness values; oil
and gas, and coal and humate exploration and development; livestock grazing use levels; recreational off-road vehicle
use; and utilization of wood products.

Analysis of wilderness values is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are
very popular hiking areas, and also Include a variety of special features. Primary among these is the blending of 3
environmental zones producing one of the most varied wildlife habitats in northwest New Mexico, and an Ideal natural
laboratory to study the integration of these environmental zones. The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are considered
critical elk and deer winter range, and also support turkey, black bear, golden eagle, and red-tailed hawk. They contain
high Scenic Quality A visual resources as well as cultural resources.

Approximately 32,254 acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 13,618 acres in the Chamisa WSA are ranked as moderate potential
for oil and gas. Approximately 568 acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA are ranked as high potential for oil and gas. In the
Ignacio Chavez WSA, approximately 227 acres are ranked moderate potential and 7,644 acres high potential for coal and
humates. Concerns regarding mineral potential include restrictions to mineral exploration and development under
wilderness designations, as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's
resulting from mineral exploration and development if they are not designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the Inconvenience to livestock operators from
vehicle restrictions and from limitations on the construction of new improvements under wilderness designation. In
addition, concern was expressed for an expected increase in vandalism to range improvements and harassment of livestock
if an area is not designated as wilderness.

Concerns were raised by the public regarding the elimination of recreational off-road vehicle use under wilderness
designation, as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's resulting from
continued motorized vehicle use.

Concerns were raised by the BLM Forester that wilderness designation would preclude fuelwood, timber, and other forest
product sales, as well as the potential impacts on this resource resulting from higher levels of human Influence if it is
not designated as wilderness.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness

Amended Boundary I

(Proposed Action) Amended Boundary II

Ho Wilderness
(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR

ENHANCE EX1STINC WILDERNESS
VALUES ON 33,264 ACRES IN THE
IGNACIO CHAVEZ WSA AND 13,692
ACRES IN THE CHAMISA WSA. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE

TAKEN:

-14 post-FLPMA oil and gas

leases and 13 future interest

leases would be subject to

standard lease stipulations
to protect wilderness
values. These leases cover
about 36,236 acres.

-No new leases would be

issued.

-1,007 acres with moderate

potential for coal and

humates, and 7,644 acres with
high potential would be

closed to exploration and

development (see Maps 6 and

9).

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 7 head/section/
year would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle

access to 25 earthen
reservoirs, 67 miles of

fence, 1 well, 3 corrals, 7

springs with troughs, 1

windmill with trough, and 1/4

mile of pipeline, the number
of permitted trips/year to be

established in the management

plan. Maintenance by minimum

tool; heavy equipment may be

required. New range
improvements (catchment, 8

troughs, 13 miles of

pipeline, 1 wildlife water, 1

well, 2 storage tanks, 2

spring developments, 1 1/2

mile of fence) allowable for

resource protection only.

Casual vehicle use for

Inspections and minor repairs
would be precluded.

-Close 36 miles of vehicle

routes.

-The treadway for the

Continental Divide Trail SMA

may be designated through the

area for equestrian and

pedestrian use (see Map 2).

-Native American uses

(religious uses and hunting,

etc.) could continue.

-Long term opportunities would

be foregone for intensive

timber harvest (averaging

91,000 boardfeet/year)
fuelwood harvest (830

cords/year) , and
silvicultural treatments to

benefit production goals.

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE
EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES ON
33,264 ACRES IN THE IGNACIO CHAVEZ

WSA AND 12,848 OF THE 13,692 ACRES
IN THE CHAMISA WSA, AND ADD 345

MORE ACRES TO THE SOUTH OF THE
IGNACIO CHAVEZ WSA, AND 2,910 TO

THE WEST OF THE CHAMISA WSA. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-Actions on 33,264 acres in the

Ignacio Chavez WSA and 12,848
acres in the Chamisa WSA would be

the same as listed In the All
Wilderness Alternative. Only the

add-on acres and deleted acres are
discussed below.

-3,255 acres with moderate oil and

gas potential, leased under future
Interest leases, would be

designated wilderness.

-No new leases would be issued.

-Current grazing use levels on the

3,255 acres in the add-on would
continue at approximately 7 head/
section/year.

-Require permits for access to 3

additional earthen reservoirs, the

number of permitted trips/year to

be established in the management
plan. Maintenance by minimum
tool; heavy equipment may be

required at times. Casual vehicle

use for inspections and minor
repairs would be precluded.

-Close 2 additional miles of
vehicle routes.

-An additional 3,255 acres would be

precluded from timber harvest. A
total of 1,700 acres of fuelwood

precluded in the short terra.

-The treadway for the Continental
Divide Trail SMA may be designated
through the area for equestrian
and pedestrian use (see Map 2).

-Native American uses on the 3,255
acres (religious uses and hunting,
etc.) could continue.

MANAGE 844 ACRES IN THE CHAMISA WSA
WITHOUT WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS.

THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE

TAKEN:

-20 acres in the Chamisa WSA with
moderate potential for oil and

gas, coal and humates would be

open for exploration and
development. The 20 acres is

already leased for oil and gas.

Mineral activity is anticipated

only in the long terra. However,

acreage would effectively preclude
exploration and development.

-Current grazing use levels would

continue at approximately 7

head /sect Ion/year.

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE
EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES ON
24,765 ACRES IN THE IGNACIO CHAVEZ
WSA AND 12,625 ACRES IN THE
CHAMISA WSA. THE FOLLOWING
ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-36,822 acres with moderate
potential for oil and gas, most
of it currently leased (see Maps
5, 7, 8, and 10) , would be

subject to standard lease
stipulations to protect
wilderness values.

-No new leases would be issued.

-1,007 acres with moderate
potential for coal and humates,
and 7,629 acres with high
potential would be closed to
exploration and development (see
Maps 6 and 9)

.

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 7 head/section/year
would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle
access to 20 earthen reservoirs,
67 miles of fence, 1 well, 3

corrals, 6 springs with troughs,
1 windmill with trough, and 1/4
mile of pipeline, the number of

permitted trips/year to be

established in the management
plan. Maintenance by minimum
tool; heavy equipment may be

required. Range improvements
(catchment, 8 troughs, 13 miles
of pipeline, 1 wildlife water, 1

well, 2 storage tanks, 2 spring
developments, 1 1/2 mile of
fence) allowable for resource
protection only. Casual vehicle
use for inspections and minor
repairs would be precluded.

-Close 23 miles of vehicle routes.

-The treadway for the Continental
Divide Trail SMA may be

designated through the area for
equestrian and pedestrian use
(see Map 2).

-Native American uses (religious
uses and hunting) could continue.

MANAGE 33,264 ACRES IN THE IGNACIO
CHAVEZ WSA AND 13,692 ACRES IN THE
CHAMISA WSA WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS
WOULD BE TAKEN:

-An estimated 30,000 acres in the

Ignacio Chavez WSA and 9,660
acres in the Chamisa WSA would be

managed as part of the Ignacio
Chavez Special Management Area
(SMA) (see Map 2).

"39,092 acres with moderate
potential for oil and gas, and

568 acres with high potential,

almost all acreage under lease,

would be open to exploration and
development subject to special
SMA-related stipulations.

Moderate levels of exploration

and low to moderate levels of

development anticipated in the

long terra, resulting in 1

producing well every 600-4,800
acres. Approximately 8-10 miles

of new roads would be developed.

Total surface disturbance would
be from 200-400.

°5 road segments closed except to

authorized users.

"Surface-disturbing activities
(mineral activities excepted)

allowed only to benefit SMA

values.

'Mineral material sales prohibited.

"Long-term opportunities would be

available for intensive timber

harvest (averaging 91,000 board

feet/year), fuelwood harvest- (830

cords/year), and silvicultural
treatments to benefit production

goals; minor forest product use.

Approximately 4 to 6 miles of new
roads would be constructed.

"Hew range improvements only to

benefit SMA resource values.

"For the 7,296 acres that are in

the WSA but outside the Ignacio

Chavez SMA, and for resource
decisions not specific to the

SMA, the following apply:

•1,007 acres with moderate
potential and 7,644 acres with

high potential for coal and

humates would be open for

exploration and development in

the long term if the land use

plan is amended to make them

available. If this were to

occur, up to 8,000 acres could be

disturbed in development of the

coal and humate resource.
"Motorized vehicle use limited to

36 miles of existing roads and

trails.

"No WSA acreage is identified for

disposal.
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TABLE 1 (Concluded)

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

AIL Wilderness
Amended Boundary I

(Proposed AcClon) Amended Boundary II

-Watershed Rehabilitation
Plans, Wildlife Habitat
Management Plans, etc., could
be developed/implemented if

consistent with wilderness
policy. No specific actions
have been identified.

-Management of 20 acres as a
motorized campsite. Management
would be consistent with
prescriptions for the Ignacio
Chavez SMA. Motorized campsite
use would preclude woodland
management

.

-Motorized vehicle use would be
limited to existing routes on the
edge of this acreage.

-Surface disturbing activities
(mineral activities excepted)
allowed only to benefit SMA values.

-Mineral material sales prohibited
In most cases.

-Vegetative and soil treatments
could be conducted if consistent
with the SMA, If applicable.

-The treadway for the Continental
Divide Trail SMA may be designated
through the area, probably only
for equestrian and pedestrian use.

-Native American uses (religious
uses and hunting) could continue.

MANAGE 1,907 ACRES IN THE
NORTHEAST CORNER AND 7,402 ACRES
ON THE SOUTH EDGE OF THE IGNACIO
CHAVEZ WSA, AND 1,067 ACRES ON THE
WEST EDCE OF THE CHAMZSA WSA
WITHOUT WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS.
THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE
TAKEN:

-8,589 of the 9,566 acres excluded
Is leased, all with moderate oil
and gas potential. The 977 acres
with moderate potential that is
currently unleased would be
available for leasing. New
leases could be Issued and
subject to special SMA-related
stipulations. Exploration and
development could occur, but Is
anticipated only in the long
terra, Exploration and
development could result in 1
producing well every 600-4,800
acres. Approximately 2 miles of
new roads would be developed.
Total surface disturbance would
equal 20 acres.

-Current grazing use levels would
continue at approximately 7

head/section/year.

-5 earthen reservoirs and 1 spring
in the Ignacio Chavez WSA could
be maintained without wilderness
constraints.

-ORV use would be limited to 13
miles of existing routes.

No Wilderness
(No Action)

°Current grazing use levels of
approximately 7 head/section/year
would continue.

All range improvements managed
without wilderness or SMA
constraints.

"The treadway for the Continental
Divide Trail SMA may be
designated through the area,
probably only for equestrian and
pedestrian use (see Map 2).

°Native American uses (religious
uses, hunting, etc.) could
continue.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by
WSA/Acreage

Impacts On
Oil and Gas, and Impacts On

Impacts On Coal and Huraate Livestock Grazing
Wilderness Values Exploration and Development Use Levels

Impacts On
Recreational Off-Road

Vehicle (ORV) Use

All Wilderness
(designate
33,264 acres in
the Ignaclo
Chavez WSA and
13,692 acres In
the Chamisa WSA)

Amended
Boundary I

(designate
33,264 acres In
the Ignaclo
Chavez WSA, 345
acres south of
the Ignaclo
Chavez WSA,
12,848 acres In
the Chamisa
WSA, and 2,910
acres west of
the Chamisa
WSA; 844 acres
in the Chamisa
WSA would not
be designated)
(Proposed
Action)

-Maintain natural
character of this
forested mountain.

-Maintain
opportunities for
solitude.
-Maintain
opportunities for
hiking, camping
and hunting deer
and turkey.

-Protect raptor
nest sites, scaled
quail, mourning
dove, turkey, and
non-game Bpecies
nest sites.
-Protect critical
deer winter range.
-Protect visual
values within this
forested area.

-Maintain highly
productive
wildlife habitat.
-Maintain natural
setting for Native
American uses.

-Impacts the same
as for the All
Wilderness
Alternative except
that the 345 acres
added to the
Ignaclo Chavez
WSA, and the 2,910
acres added to the
Chamisa WSA would
experience the
same impacts on
wilderness
characteristics as
the All Wilderness
Alternative.
Wilderness values
on the 844 acres
not designated
would be lost.

-46,388 acres with
moderate
potential, and 568
acres with high
potential for oil
and gas would be
closed to

exploration and
development when
existing leases
expire before the
year 2000. The
36,236 acres
currently leased
(post-FLPMA) would
be subject to
lease stipulations
protecting
wilderness.

Moderate levels of
exploration and
low levels of
development
precluded in the
long term,

resulting in the
loss of 1

producing well for
every 600-4,800
acres.

-Impacts the same
as for the All
Wilderness

Alternative except
that 3,255 acres
with moderate
potential for oil
and gas added to
the Ignaclo Chavez
and Chamisa WSA's
would be closed to
leasing,

exploration, and
development when
existing future
interest leases
expire before the
year 2000. The
acreage currently
leased would be
subject to lease
stipulations
protecting
wilderness. The
844 acres with
moderate potential
for oil and gas,
and coal and
humates excluded
from designation
would effectively
be unavailable for
exploration or
development
because of

isolation from
other available
resources.

-Current grazing use
levels of

approximately 7

head /section/year
would continue.
New range
improvements
(catchment , 8

troughs, 13 miles
of pipeline, 1

wildlife water, 1

well, 2 storage
tanks, 2 spring
developments, 1 1/2
miles of fence)
allowable to
protect resources
only.
-Permits required
for vehicle access
to improvements.
Casual vehicle use
on 36 miles of

routes for
inspections and
minor repairs
precluded.

-Operator costs
Increased and
operator
inconvenienced

,

-Impacts the same as
for the All
Wilderness
Alternative except
that 3,255 acres, 2

more miles of
vehicle routes, and
3 earthen
reservolra would be
Impacted by
wilderness
restrictions.

Impacts On The
Utilization of

Wood Products

-36 miles of
vehicular routes
would be closed,
precluding
backcountry
riding and
exploring,

vehicle camping,
and hunting by

using 2-wheeI,
3-wheel, and

4-wheel vehicles

-Impacts the

same as for the
All Wilderness
Alternative
except that

3,255 additional
acres outside
the WSA's would
be closed to all
types of

recreational ORV
activities. 2

more miles of

vehicle routes
would be closed,
for a total of
38 miles.

-In the long term,

approximately 830
cords of

f uelwood/year and
9,000 board
feet/year of
commercial timber
(SMA total) would
remain unharvested.

-Impacts the same as

All Wilderness
Alternative except
that 3,255
additional acres
would experience
the same impacts.
Twenty acres
excluded would be
unavailable for
woodland management
because of Its
projected use as a

motorized campsite.
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TABLE 2 (Concluded)

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by
WSA/Acreage

Impacts On
Wilderness Values

Impacts On
Oil and Gas, and Impacts On

Coal and lluraate Livestock Grazing

Exploration and Development Use Levels

Impacts On
Recreational Off-Road

Vehicle (ORV) Use

Impacts On The
Utilization of

Wood Products

in

Amended
Boundary II

(designate

24,765 acres
the Ignaclo
Chavez WSA and

12,625 acren in

the Charaisa

WSA; do not

designate 9,566
acres)

Ho Wilderness
(do not
designate
33,264 acres in

the Ignaclo
Chavez WSA and

13,692 acres In

the Chamisa WSA)

-For the 9,566

acres excluded,

the impacts would

be the same as for

the Ho Wilderness

Alternative. For

the 37,390 acres

retained, the

impacts would be

the same as for

the All Wilderness
Alternative.

-In the short terra,

there would be no

impact on

wilderness values.

-Over the long
terra, up to 14

miles of new roads

would reduce

naturalness and

solitude
opportunities in

the southern half

of the WSA. The

development of the

coal and huraate of

resource would
result in a total

loss of wilderness
values in the

northern half of

the WSA.

-ImpactB the same

as for the All

Wilderness
Alternative except

that 36,822 acres

with moderate
potential and 568

acres with high

potential for oil

and gas would be

closed to leasing,

exploration, and
development.

9,566 acres with
moderate potential

for oil and gas in

the area excluded

would be available
for mineral
activities. 7,644
acres with high
potential and 227

acres with
moderate potential
for coal and

humates would not

be available.

-No impact.

-For 37,390 acres

designated, Impacts
the same as for the

All Wilderness
Alternative except
that 5 earthen
reservoirs and 1

spring would be

excluded In the

northeast corner of

the Ignacio Chavez

WSA. This excluded
area, and the area

extending from the

rim of Mesa Chivato
southward in both

WSA' s, would be

available for

vehicle use on 13

miles of existing
roads and trails,

and wilderness
restrictions would

not apply to other

grazing activities.

-No impact on

current grazing use

levels of

approximately 7

head /section/year
would continue.

-No wilderness
limitations would

be imposed on
maintenance/repair/
construction of

improvements Hated
under the All
Wilderness
Alternative.

-Impacts the same

as for the All
Wilderness
Alternative
except that the

9,566 acres
excluded would

have vehicle use
limited to

existing roads

and trails. 23

of 36 miles of

routes in the

WSA' s would be

closed.

-Impacts the same as
for the No

Wilderness
Alternative.
Acreages containing
wood products would

be excluded from
wilderness
designation.

-No Impact on
recreational ORV

use in short or

long term.

-No impact on the

utilization of wood

products in the

short and long term.
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

Structurally, the Ignacio Chavez WSA is relatively simple. There
are few faults and only gentle folding associated with the termination of
the McCarty's Syncline. The sedimentary rocks of the WSA dip at a low angle
to the northwest into the San Juan Basin. The WSA is situated on the
southeastern margin of the Basin, approximately on the boundary between the
Chaco Slope and the Central Basin. In this region of relatively slight
deformation and gentle dips, volcanic and sedimentary rocks crop out in many
small cliffs and several spectacular escarpments.

The Chamisa WSA sits on the western limb of the Guadalupe Anticline
where beds dip gently to the west away from the anticlinal crest and into
the McCarty's syncline. These broad radial folds plunge into and may be
genetically related to the San Juan Basin. A few northeast-trending faults
in the area are associated with the Puerco Fault Zone. Volcanic necks in
this fault zone have caused little structural disturbance to sedimentary
units. Two such necks occur within the Chamisa WSA.

Outcrops in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are predominately
sandstones and shales of the Cretaceous system (see Figure 3). Most units
are part of either the Mesaverde Group or the Mancos Shale. Cretaceous rocks
in the San Juan Basin represent alternating shoreline/transitional
environments and off-shore marine environments. This fluctuation in
shoreline resulted from a combination of sediment supply, subsidence, and
actual sea-level rise attributed to expansion of the mid-ocean ridge system
and a subsequent decrease in water holding capacity of the ocean basins.
This combination of factors produced numerous seaward advances and landward
retreats of shoreline and left rich coal- and hydrocarbon-bearing units
which have been commercially exploited in the San Juan Basin. These
sedimentary units are pierced by andesitic and basaltic volcanic necks
emplaced during Tertiary time. Basaltic flows from Mount Taylor (3.3 to 1.5
million years ago) cap Cretaceous rocks on the western edge of the Ignacio
Chavez WSA.

Subsurface geology probably includes the rest of the Cretaceous
section and Jurassic, Triassic, Permian, and Pennsylvanian sedimentary units
down to Precambrian basement, but no drill hole information from either of
the WSA's is available. Units include sedimentary rocks of both marine and
non-marine origin.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

Although some of the Ignacio Chavez WSA is dominated by basalt
flows (capping Mesa Chivato), a large part of the geology of the Ignacio
Chavez and Chamisa WSA's is characterized by a thick sequence of sedimentary
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

rock outcrops. This sedimentary sequence ranges in age from Pennsylvanian
to Cretaceous and is known regionally to contain deposits of oil and gas,
coal, uranium, copper, silver, limestone, gypsum, humates, and clay.

PALEONTOLOGY

While the igneous rocks in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are
non-fossiliferous, the exposed sedimentary rocks are known regionally to
contain a varied fossil assemblage. The Point Lookout Sandstone contains
trace fossils and plant fragments; the Menefee Formation contains plant
fragments and vertebrate material. The Mancos Shale represents deposition
under fully marine conditions, and its fauna is dominated by molluscs.

WATER

Surface Water

Both the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's lie in a tributary
watershed of the Rio Puerco which ultimately flows into the Rio Grande. It
is considered a part of the Middle Rio Grande Major River Sub-Basin.

Arroyos in the Ignacio Chavez WSA are ephemeral. Runoff occurs at
many times throughout the year, but volume varies mainly by season. Peaks
commonly occur during the summer afternoon thundershower season from July
through September, when tremendous volumes of runoff are generated.
Comparison of rainfall data with discharge data shows that up to 99 percent
of the annual recorded discharge may occur during this three-month period
(Craigg 1980). Average annual water yields from the Ignacio Chavez WSA are
between 0.1 and 0.5 inches (0.25 inches average, or 2,645 acre-feet per
year). Yields from Mesa Chivato, El Banquito Mesa, and Mesa Cortada range
from 1 to 3 inches annually.

Arroyos in the Chamisa WSA are ephemeral and commonly deeply
entrenched into alluvium and shale. Runoff occurs at many times throughout
the year, but volumes vary enormously, depending mainly on season. Peaks
commonly occur during the summer and early autumn months, coinciding with
the summer rainy season. Up to 99 percent of the annual discharge recorded
may occur during this period (Craigg 1980).

Ground Water

The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's lie within the State-declared
Rio Grande Underground Water Basin. There are eight springs developed for
livestock use, three undeveloped springs, and one developed water well in
the Ignacio Chavez WSA, as well as six springs in the Chamisa WSA. Ground
water is usually not available at a reasonable depth except in the
alluvium. The quality of this ground water ranges from fresh to moderately
saline, but is usually marginal for domestic uses. Yields are usually very
low (Craigg 1980).
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SOILS

Ignacio Chavez WSA

Soils in the Ignacio Chavez WSA (see Table 3) occur in three

general categories: those developing on basalt at the higher mesa top

elevations under pinyon and ponderosa pine; soils on the steep, stony

sideslopes; and those developing on sandstones and shales at the lower

elevations. Soil erosion and limitations on vegetation productivity are

generally greatest on soils in the third category. Soils in the second

category are generally stable due to the high content of stones and boulders

and have good vegetation production potential. The soils on the mesa tops

of the Ignacio Chavez WSA have the most potential for high productivity
because of favorable texture, depth, and precipitation.

Chamisa WSA

Soils in the Chamisa WSA (see Table 3) may generally be grouped

into four categories based on topographic location: mesa top, steep mesa
sideslopes, shale/sandstone foothills, and bottomland (floodplains and

alluvial fans). Soils occurring on the mesa top have high potential

productivity and low erosion potential. Soils on the steeper mesa

sideslopes contain a relatively large percentage of basalt, sandstone, and

shale outcrop. These soils are particularly susceptible to accelerated soil

erosion because they are generally shallow and contain many stones and rock

fragments. Those soils occuring on the sloping foothills, on the sideslopes

of shale hills, and on shale knolls and ridges are highly susceptible to

erosion. Vegetation is sparse.

The soils on the bottomland are generally deep, have heavier

textured horizons (loam, clay loam, clay) and high susceptibility to

erosion. Several of these soils (and soil inclusions) are strongly alkaline

and are very slowly permeable. Many active gullies are present. Potential

productivity ranges from low to high.

VEGETATION

There are 14 range sites in the area, 9 in the Ignacio Chavez WSA

and 10 in the Chamisa WSA. These range sites are described in Tables 4 and

5 and their locations are shown on Maps 3 and 4.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

There are no known Federally- or State-listed threatened or

endangered plant species within the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's. There

is no apparent potential for listed species to occur in the Ignacio Chavez

WSA. If sightings are made the species will be protected by compliance with

law and regulation. Likewise, there are no known threatened or endangered

species in the Chamisa WSA. However, the State of New Mexico believes that

11 species, on either the State or Federal lists, or both, may occur (Anne
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TABLE 3

SOILS, IGNACIO CHAVEZ AND CHAMISA WSA's

Unit3./ Soil Type
Percent
Slope

Ignacio
Chavez

Acres
Chamisa
Acres

0-5 715 1,120

3-30 17,419 5,255

1-25 70 -

5-25 5,195 802

- - 25

0-5 135 100

3-8 2,040 -

0-5 - 125

5-9 - 120

- - 210

1-25 155 -

3-25 30 5,130

0-5 95 -

2-5 335 75

- - 275

3-30 4,225 115

0-3 2,850 85

- — 255

Ak

Be

Bf

Cb

Cg

Fs

Km

Lc

Le

Lp

Li

Lu

Pf

Ph

Rk

Rt

To

Xp

Alkali Alluvial Land

Basalt Outcrop-Orthents-Ustolls Complex

Berent-Sandstone Outcrop Complex

Cabezon-Basalt Outcrop Association

Christian burg Clay and Gullied Land

Fruitland-Slickspot Association

Kim Loam

Las Lucas Loam

Las Lucas Soils

Las Lucas-Persayo Association

Litle-Las Lucas-Persayo Association

Shingle Complex

Penistaja Fine Sandy Loam

Penistaja-Hagerman Association

Ravola Silty Clay Loam and Gullied Land

Travessilla-Shingle-Rock Outcrop Complex

Torreon Loam

Travessilla-Persayo-Billings Association

Note: *' Units correlate to soils map on file in the Rio Puerco Resource Area
Office.
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TAB LB 4

ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES, AND SOILS, ICNACIO CHAVEZ WSA

Present Present Potential
Present Stocking Ecological Present Perennial Air Dry Potential

Range Average Vegetative Rates Range Vegetation Plant Production Vegetation Related
Ecotype Site Slope*!) Aspect Cover(X) (acreo/AUH) Condition Species Cover(X) Clba/ac) Species Soil

Pine- 1 1 H and 25 4.6 Good Blue grama, 30 1,100 Ht. muhley, 150-

Douglas Ponderoaa nearly galleta grass, Arir. fescue, Unnaaed
Fir Pine flat broom snake-

weed
needle and

thread grass
Loam

Plne- 2 7 N, B, 30 12.13 Cood Pinyon, 30 1,113 Arlt. 101-

Douglaa Ponderoaa and Gambel's oak, fescue, ct. Ca be son-

Fir Pine nearly
flat

pooderoaa pine muhley,
prairie
junegrass,

ponderoaa
pine

Basalt

Outcrop
Assoc-
iation

Pine- 3 26 K and E 25 13.87 Fair- Pondecosa 30 350 Ariz. 101-

Douglas Ponderoaa good pine, Gaabel's fescue, mt. Cabeion-
Fir Pine oak, mutton

bluegrass

auhly, NM
touhly,

Button blue-

grass

Basalt

Outcrop
Assoc-
iation

Junlper- 4 K; N and E 15 10.96 Poor- One-seed 20 450 Alkali 100-

Pinyon Woodland good Juniper gal- aacaton, Basalt

Woodland leta grass,

blue grama

blue grams,

lad ion rice

graas, one-

seed Juniper

Outcrop-
Orthenta-
Ustolls

Complex

Juniper- 5 IS H and W 20 5.58 Fair- Blue grama, 25 450 Blue grama, 100-

Pinyon Woodland good one-seed black grams, Basalt

Woodland juniper, gal-
leta grass

NM feather-
graas,
bottlebruah
aqulrreltail

Outcrop
Orthents-
Uatollf

Complex

Grana- 6 4 All 18 6.39 Poor- Alkali sacaton 45 2,500 Vine mes- 170-

Galleta Bottomland aspects good ton, galleta quite, alkali Klm Loam
Steppe grass, blue

grama
sacaton, blue

grama, four-
ving saltbush

Crama 7 2 S and W 15 23.3 Pair Alkali sacaton, 15 225-475 Alkali 011-

Galleta Shallow galleta grasa, aacaton, Traves-

Steppe Sandstone broom snakeweed aldeoats

grama,
Indian rice
grass,
Blgelow ssge

111*-
Shingle-
Eroded
Rock
Outcrop
Complex

Crama- 8 3 N 24 8.57 Fair Galleta grass, 20 650 Western Penlstaja

Galleta Loamy blue grama, wheat gtasa, Fine

Steppe Upland broom snakeweed bottlebruah
squirrel-
tail, Indian

rice grass,
galleta grass

Sandy
Loam

Crama- 9 5 N 20 11.20 Fair Broom 20 450 Indian rice 141-

Calleta Loamy snakeweed

,

grass, Penistaja

Steppe Upland galleta grass,

alkali sacaton

botelebrueh
aqulrrel-
tail, blue

grama, four-
wing salc-

buih

Bond

Assoc-
iation
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TABLE 5

ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES, AND SOILS, CHAJ1ISA USA

Ecotype

Pioe-

Douglas
Fir

Junipec-
Pinyon
Woodland

Junlper-
Finyon,

Woodland

Craraa-

Galleta
Steppe

Crama-
Co lie tea

Steppe

Range
Site

Average
Slope(X) Aspect

Present
Vegetative
CoverCO

Present
Stocking
Rates

(aeree/AUM)

Present
Ecological Present

Range Vegetation
Condition Species

Potential
Perennial Air Dry
Plant Production

CoverCX) Qba/ac)

Potential
Vegetation
Spec lea

Related
Soil

Ponderos

a

Pine

N and

nearly
Blue grana,
galleta grass,
broom snakeweed

Ht. nuhley,

Ariz fescue,
needle and
thread grass,
western
wheatgraas

150-

Unnamed
Loata

Pine- 2 7 H, E,

Douglaa Ponderoea and
Fll riu nearly

cut

12.13 Pinyon,
Cambel's oak,

ponderosa pine

1,113 Ariz.
fescue, nt.
Buhley,
prairie
Junegraso,

ponderoaa
pine

101

Ca be it on-
Basalt

Outcrop
Asaoc-
iation

Pine- 3

Douglaa Ponderosa
Fir Pine

Fair-
good

Ponderosa pine,
Gam be 1*8

oak, Button
bluegrass

Ariz.
fescue, nt.

nuhly, KM
nuhly.
Button blue-
grass

101-

Cabezon-
Saaalt
Outcrop
Asboc-
iation

Poor-
good

One-seed Juni-
per, galleta
grass, blue

grana

Alkali

aacaton,

blue grana,
Indian rice

grass, one-
seed Juniper

100-

Basalt

Outcrop-

Orthents-
Ustolla
Conplez

7.79 Fair-
good

One-aeed Juni-
per, galleta
grass, blue
grana

6

Shallow
Hills

Blue grama,
galleta groan,
broom snakeweed

Grana 7

Galleta Salt
Steppe Flats

Four-wing salt-
bush, alkali
sacatoQ, saod
dropseed

1,135

Shale

Hills

Alkali sscaton,
blue grama,
galleta grasa

Crama-
Calleta
Steppe

9

Loamy/

Sandy

Galleta grass,
blue graaa,
broon snakeweed

Grana- 10
Calleta Clayey
Steppe Bottonland

Alkali aacaton,
blue grana,

galleta grass

2,500

Blue graaa,
black graaa,
NM feather-
grass,
bottlebrush
aquirreltall

100-

Baaalt
Outcrop-
Orthenta-
Ustollo

Complex

Sldeoata
grama,
Indian rice-

grass, black
grama, MM
f eathergrsas

060-

Litle-
Fertayo

Association
and Shingle
Conplax

Alkali
Bacatoo,
blue grana,
galleta
grasa, four-
ving salt-
bush

090-

Unnaned

Clay Loaa

Blue grana,

aldeoats,
graaa,
western
vheatgrsas,
bottlebrush
aqulrreltall

Persayo

Gravelly
Soil

Weatern
wheatgraas,
Bigelow
sage,

galleta
graaa,
mutton blue-
grass, blue
grama

070-

Las LUcas-
Persayo
Association

Alkali
sacaton,
blue grana,

galleta
grass,
four-wing
saltbush

080-
Billings
Variant

Sllty
Clay Loan
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

Cully, New Mexico Natural Resources Department, personal communication,

February 3, 1986). If any of these species are located within the WSA, they

would be protected by compliance with law and regulation.

WILDLIFE

The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are within one of the most

diverse and productive wildlife habitat areas on BLM-administered lands in

northwest New Mexico. Approximately 257 vertebrate species may inhabit the

WSA, including 146 species of birds, 71 of mammals, 31 of reptiles, and nine

species of amphibians. (A complete list of these animals is located in

Run Wild , the USDA Forest Service 1982 computer printout on file in the

Albuquerque District Office.)

The interspersion of pinyon-juniper woodland, ponderosa pine with

oak understory, and open grassland parks on the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa

WSA's, along with the protection afforded by the steep slopes and cliffs of

Mesa Chivato in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and Guadalupe and Chamisa Canyons

and the eastern slopes of Mesa Chivato in the Chamisa WSA, provide

potentially excellent habitat for many species of wildlife (see Figure 4).

Although use of the WSA by threatened or endangered species is limited, the

WSA is important habitat for a large variety of wildlife, including at least

six game species (mule deer, elk, Merriam's turkey, black bear, tassel-eared

squirrel, and mourning dove). The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are

considered important deer and elk habitat all year and have been assessed as

critical winter range for these species. Other wildlife common to the area

are coyotes, badgers, porcupines, cottontails, Gunnison's prairie dog,

golden eagles, sharpshinned hawks, red-tailed hawks, Stellar' s jays, pinyon

jays, and gray-headed juncos. Cerro Parido (see Figure 5) and Bear's Mouth

(see Figure 2) within the Ignacio Chavez WSA are considered particularly

important for golden eagle nesting sites.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

The bald eagle and the peregrine falcon are the only threatened or

endangered species likely to occur in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's,

although no sightings have been reported. If sightings are made, the

species will be protected by compliance with law and regulation.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Based on landform, coloration, water, vegetation, lack of

intrusions, and uniqueness, the Ignacio Chavez WSA has been rated as having

a high Scenic Quality rating of A. Overall, the Ignacio Chavez WSA ranks as

having a high value for its visual resources. The mesas and their

escarpments, along with the diversity of vegetation, contribute to this high

scenic value within the WSA. From within the WSA, expansive scenic vistas

into the Cabezon WSA, the Empedrado WSA, the La Lena WSA, and the Nacimiento

Mountains are available.
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Figure 4 - Wildlife habitat in the Ignacio Chavez
WSA.

Figure 5 - View of Cerro Parido from El Banquito
Mesa in the Ignacio Chavez WSA.
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

The western portion of the Chamisa WSA includes scenic vistas

displaying several volcanic plugs, including Cabezon Peak, broken sandstone

and lava-capped mesas, deep wide-cut arroyos, distant mountain ranges, and

rolling valley bottoms. The most current Visual Resources Inventory

evaluated Chamisa WSA's resources based on landform, color, water,

vegetation, intrusions and uniqueness; the WSA was given a Scenic Quality

rating of B, and an overall management classification of VRM Class II.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Ignacio Chavez WSA

Cultural resource inventory within the Ignacio Chavez WSA is

limited to a reconnaisance of approximately four sections (2560 acres) and

several small (20 acres or less) in-house surveys in support of various BLM

projects. Existing survey suggests that on portions of the Ignacio Chavez

Grant, particularly at elevations exceeding 7000 feet, there is little

probability of encountering sites with architectural features. Five sites

are currently recorded within the boundaries of this WSA. Three are located

in the extreme northeast near an unnamed spring north of Ojo Rio, two of

which are historic but of unknown dates; the third has no defined cultural

or temporal affiliation. The remaining two sites, located near the western

boundary of the Ignacio Chavez WSA are a prehistoric Pueblo ceramic/lithic

scatter and a historic Navajo hogan site. Both of these sites are located

within the general Los Indios Canyon area.

Existing survey within this WSA indicates that while early man was

not habitually living at very high altitudes in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, he

crossed them while traveling, hunted game, and obtained vegetal foods and

materials there. Limited survey using high altitude resource exploitation

patterns identified during survey in the Jemez area (Baca Geothermal

Project) and on Cebolleta Mesa (Cebolleta Mesa survey) could provide a basis

for predicting probable site locations within this WSA and similar

environmental settings within the Rio Puerco Resource Area.

There are no known Paleo Indian sites (see Table 6) within the

Ignacio Chavez WSA. or surrounding vicinity. Location patterns and

probability of occurrence within this WSA for Paleo Indian sites are

virtually unknown.

There are no known Archaic sites within the Ignacio Chavez WSA.;

however, as Archaic populations made extensive use of the Middle Rio Puerco

Valley, it is reasonable to assume that Archaic populations made some use of

resources within the WSA.

One Pueblo lithic/sherd scatter has been reported within the

Ignacio Chavez WSA but undoubtedly more exist. The temporal range of such

sites should vary widely (early through late phases) and will probably be

extractive rather than residential sites.
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

Only one Navajo site has been reported within the Ignacio Chavez
WSA but other sites have been reported just south of the southern WSA
boundary and on Mesa Chivato. No specific site location predictions can be
made for Navajo sites within the WSA but ethnographic information on similar
environmental settings (Black Mesa and Navajo Mountain) suggest that high
mesa meadows are preferred summer grazing locations. The meadows within
this WSA would have been attractive to Navajo sheepherders. Navajo
occupation of the Ignacio Chavez WSA and the general area postdates the Long
Walk period (1864-1868) and dates to the eastern expansion of the Navajo
people. Because of this relatively short time depth and the known conflict
with Hispanic and Anglo ranching interests, it is possible that actual
Navajo use was limited despite very favorable environmental conditions
within the WSA.

Chamisa WSA

Cultural resource inventory within the Chamisa WSA consists of
approximately 5 sections (3200 acres) and several small (20 acres or less)
in-house surveys in support of various BLM projects. Most of the 128 sites
recorded within this WSA are located along the eastern boundary adjacent to
the Rio Puerco. Recorded site locations reflect specific research interests
and not systematic inventory of the WSA as a unit. Of those recorded sites,
75 are prehistoric Pueblo or Pueblo-related and most are associated with
Guadalupe Ruin, a Chacoan outlier located just east of the WSA boundary.
Pueblo sites in this general region tend to be located near the Rio Puerco
channel, along riverine terraces, on mesas, and along secondary drainages.
Recorded Pueblo sites are principally residential in nature. One of the
reported sites is a large pueblo (over 150 rooms) characterized by over 1000
square feet of rubble mound. The remainder of the reported Pueblo sites
range from small lithic/sherd scatters to field houses and small room blocks.

No Paleolndian sites are known within the Chamisa WSA boundaries or
in the surrounding vicinity. Location patterns and probability of
occurrence within this WSA for Paleolndian sites are unknown.

Very limited survey has reported three Archaic sites within the
Chamisa WSA. All are located in the Canyon Salado drainage. Archaic
populations made extensive use of the Middle Rio Puerco Valley and high
Archaic site densities can be anticipated within this WSA.

Thirty-five Navajo sites are recorded within the Chamisa WSA.
These sites are scattered along the upper ends of secondary drainages in the
area, a pattern that coincides with the expansive land use exploitation
practiced by a pastoral/limited horticultural people. Water, not arable
land would be the more important resource for herders. Little temporal data
are available for these Navajo sites since none has been tested. However,
ethnohistorical information indicates that Navajo occupation of the Middle
Rio Puerco Valley (and the WSA) occurred both before and after the Long Walk
period (1864-1868).

S
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

Historic use of the Middle Rio Puerco Drainage (and therefore the

Chamisa WSA) has been moderately extensive. Spanish settlers entered the

valley before the eighteenth century and remnants of a Hispanic population

remain today. Fifteen historic sites have been recorded within this WSA.

Most of these are related to the near-deserted Village of Guadalupe.

Traditional uses included livestock grazing and farming. Location of

historic sites can be expected to be heavily weighted toward the eastern

(and lower) portions of the WSA. Possible exceptions might occur on or near

the numerous springs located in the higher elevation portions of the western

half of the Chamisa WSA.

TABLE 6

RIO PUERCO RESOURCE AREA REGIONAL SEQUENCE

Cultural Classification Dates

Pueblo V 1600 - Present

Late Pueblo IV 1400 - 1600

Pueblo III to Pueblo IV 1200 - 1400

Pueblo III 1100 - 1200

Pueblo II 950 - 1100

Early Pueblo II 870 - 950

Pueblo I 800 - 870

Basketmaker III 700 - 800

Archaic Periods 2500 B.C. - A.D. 700

Paleolndian Periods 10,000 - 2500 B.C.

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa

WSA's is good. The air quality is above State and Federal air quality

standards. Their Class II classification allows a moderate amount of

degradation of air quality.

The primary source of pollution in these WSA's is particulate

matter, principally from springtime dust storms.
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

The Ignacio Chavez WSA contains approximately 23,012 acres, and the
Chamisa WSA, contains approximately 11,564 acres that were a part of the
historical Ignacio Chavez Land Grant (see "

Land Status ," Sectioti 1). These
are "split-estate" acres on which the mineral estate (except gold, silver,
and quicksilver) is privately owned. Since ownership of the private
minerals is reverting to the U.S. Government in 1989, they will be
considered in this analysis as though already in Federal ownership, and
included in total acreage figures. Development of these minerals before
1989 is not expected.

Ignacio Chavez WSA

Much of the land in the Ignacio Chavez Grant has been leased for
oil and gas under future interest offers (43 CFR 3111.3) which will take
effect when minerals revert to the U.S. Government on May 10, 1989. There
are nine future interest leases on the split-estate lands in the Ignacio
Chavez WSA (see Map 5); these leases will be considered to be post-FLPMA
when they become effective and will have appropriate stipulations attached.
Development will be subject to the guidelines of the Interim Management
Policy if the area is still a WSA. If it has been designated as wilderness
by Congress, these leases will be subject to the Wilderness Management
Policy . These future interest leases are scheduled to expire before the
year 2000.

Only minor exploration and development has occurred on the Ignacio
Chavez WSA. As of January 1986, no mining claims had been recorded; 10
post-FLPMA oil and gas leases due to expire after 1990 had been issued on
public lands within the WSA boundaries; 8,880 acres are unleased (see Map
5). No mining has occurred, and the level of mining exploration activity
has been low.

Table 7 lists those minerals that are known or suspected to occur
beneath the Ignacio Chavez WSA. The highest potential for development is
associated with coal and humates, which occur in the Mesaverde Group (see
Figure 1). The geologic environment, inferred geologic processes, reported
mineral occurrences, and known deposits indicate a high favorability for the
presence of these mineral resources (see Map 6). There are 7,644 acres with
high potential and 227 acres with moderate potential for coal and humates in
the WSA. A successful exploration program could lead to the development of
a small surface or underground coal mine if the existing land use plan were
amended to further consider the area for coal leasing; however, because of
the broken, steep terrain the dc --lopment of a large scale mine is not
considered probable in the foreseeable future. Oil and gas has been
assessed as having high potential on 568 acres and moderate potential for
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TABLE 7

MINERAL POTENTIAL,
IGNACIO CHAVEZ AND CHAMISA WSA's

Commodity Associated Environment WSA
Mineral
Potential3./

Federal Surface
and Subsurface

Uranium

CO

Oil and Gas

Morrison Formation (Jurassic);
primary and redistributed
mineralization in arkosic sand-
stones; mineralization generally
restricted to channels within
deltaic braided-stream complex.

Minor occurrences reported from the
base of the Dakota Formation
(Cretaceous).

Sedimentary rocks of Jurassic and
Cretaceous age; generally strati-
graphic traps in sandstone associ-
ated with paleostrand lines or
buried aeolian dunes.

Both Low NC^/

Ignacio Chavez High
Ignacio Chavez Moderate

Chamisa Moderate

568

32,696
13,692

Coal, Humate Mesaverde Group (Cretaceous);
continental margin sediments

Ignacio Chavez High
Ignacio Chavez Moderate

Chamisa Moderate
Both Low

7,644
227
780

NC^/

Source: McLemore et al. (1984).

Notes: S' There are 28 acres of private inholdings (private surface and subsurface) in the Chamisa WSA.
The area is a private cemetery. Mineral potential has not been determined since mineral activity
is not expected.

b'Acrjeag^as on areas of low potential were not calculated (NC).
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

the remainder of the WSA (see Map 7). As economic conditions change, the
oil and gas resource is likely to be evaluated by moderate levels of
exploration, leading to possible low to moderate levels of development in
the long term. This could result in 1 producing well for every 15
exploration wells drilled. Well spacing is established by the New Mexico
State Oil and Gas Commission and is dependent on the nature of the producing
horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon, and whether oil or
gas is produced. Because the WSA has moderate oil and gas potential and no
proven reservoirs, well spacing predictions have not been made in this
analysis, but could vary from one well per 40 acres up to one well per 320
acres.

Chamisa WSA

Only minor exploration and development has occurred in the Chamisa
WSA. As of September 1985, no mining claims had been recorded. Four future
interest leases expiring by 2000, and four post-FLPMA oil and gas leases due
to expire before 1990 had been issued on public lands within the WSA
boundaries; 1,840 acres are unleased (see Map 8). No mining has occurred,
and the level of mining exploration activity has been low.

Table 7 lists those minerals that are known or suspected to occur
beneath the Chamisa WSA. The highest potential for development is
associated with the coal and humates which occur in the Mesaverde Group (see
Figure 1). The geologic environment, inferred geologic processes, reported
mineral occurrences, and known deposits indicate a high favorability for the
presence of these mineral resources (see Map 9). The Chamisa WSA contains
780 acres with moderate potential for coal and humates. A successful
exploration program could lead to the development of a small surface or
underground coal mine if the existing land use plan were amended to further
consider the area for coal leasing. However, because of the broken, steep
terrain the development of a large scale mine is not considered probable in
the foreseeable future. Oil and gas has been assessed as having moderate
potential on the entire 13,692 acres in the WSA (see Map 10). Expected
moderate levels of exploration could lead to low level development in the
long term. This could result in 1 producing well for every 15 exploration
wells drilled. Well spacing is established by the New Mexico State Oil and
Gas Commission and is dependent on the nature of the producing horizon, the
number of wells producing from that horizon, and whether oil or gas is
produced. Because the WSA has moderate oil and gas potential and no proven
reservoirs, well spacing predictions have not been made in this analysis,
but could vary from one well per 40 acres up to one well per 320 acres.

WATERSHED

Ignacio Chavez WSA

The top and sideslopes of Mesa Chivato, El Banquito Mesa, and Mesa
Cortada in the Ignacio Chavez WSA have a slight erosion hazard. The erosion
is mostly geologic, occurring at rates controlled by the natural
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

environment. Rock outcrops of basalt and other igneous material cover the

slopes and retard erosion. A high rate of gully erosion is occurring on the

bottomland range site (see "Vegetation," Section 2) on the far west side of

the WSA, probably not affecting more than 700 acres. This is due to the

steep slopes from the east that carry a high water runoff.

Chamisa WSA

The cyclic erosion occurring commonly in the Chamisa WSA has had a

major effect on the ecosystem. The most recent period of erosion, beginning

in the late nineteenth century, has adversely affected the local

agricultural economy. There are five range sites and associated soils that

are highly susceptible to channel or gully erosion in the Chamisa WSA (see

Table 5). These are Juniper-Pinyon Woodland with Basalt

Outcrop-Orthents-Ustolls Complex soils (#5), Shallow Hills with

Litle-Persayo Association-Shingle Complex soils (#6), Salt Flats with Clay

Loam soils (#7), and Loamy/Sandy with Las Lucas-Persayo Association soils

(#9). The area is currently producing sediment at a rate of 9.3 acre-feet

per year.

Almost all major channels and their tributaries draining northeast

and east from the Chamisa WSA toward the Rio Puerco have active gully

erosion (see Figure 6). These include drainages north and east of Cerro del

Ojo de Las Yeguas, Canon Chamisa Losa, Guadalupe Canyon, and Canon Salado.

Water control structures will be needed on these channels in the future to

protect both on-site and downstream off-site soils, vegetation, and water

quality. Livestock management alone cannot stem the channel erosion and

sediment movement downstream.

The top and immediate sideslopes of Mesa Chivato in the Chamisa WSA

have a slight erosion hazard. Much of the erosion is geologic, occurring at

rates that are controlled by the natural environment. The mesa sides have a

cover of various-sized basalt stones that help retard erosion, and the

shallow slopes are broken by scattered pockets of moderately deep soil. The

natural fertility of the soils is high, and the soils are well-drained,

aiding in maintaining the good vegetative cover (Clark 1975).

The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are located within the area

covered by the Rio Puerco Watershed Management Plan completed in 1975, and

the Proposed Rio Puerco Livestock Grazing Management Program ES ,
completed

in 1978"! Both were only partially implemented. The Rio Puerco Resource

Management Plan, completed in 1986, calls for watershed rehabilitation plans

to be written for smaller watersheds in the Rio Puerco Resource Area. These

plans will specify the locations, design, and construction methods for any

watershed rehabilitation devices needed in these WSA's.

Restoration in the watersheds of the Chamisa WSA will be

concentrated on treatment of the channels, side channels, and smaller

gullies. Numerous small check dams and gabion-type drop structures (see

Glossary) would be constructed, perhaps requiring the use of heavy

equipment, to control rainfall runoff and sediment transport.
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Figure 6 - Erosion near Cerro Chamisa Losa in the
Chamisa WSA.

Figure 7 - Ignacio Chavez Grant Allotment in the
Chamisa WSA. Cabezon Peak in the Cabezon WSA is in
the background.
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LIVESTOCK GRAZING

There are parts of five grazing allotments (see Map 11 and Table 8)

with 4,109 Animal Unit Months (AUM's) (approximately 7 head per section per

year) within the Ignacio Chavez WSA: Ignacio Chavez Grant, Chico Crossing,

Azabache, El Banquito, and Mesa Cortada. There are parts of four allotments

(see Map 12 and Table 8) with 1,578 AUM's (approximately 6 head per section

per year) within the Chamisa WSA: Ignacio Chavez Grant (see Figure 7),

Chico Crossing, Banco de la Casa, and Cerro Salado. The season of use for

all these allotments is yearlong.

Most of the operators grazing livestock within these WSA's pursue

ranching as a second income or to continue family tradition; ranching is not

their primary source of income. Most live in the vicinity of Cuba and

Albuquerque, near their primary source of income. Therefore, they can

attend to their grazing allotments only on weekends, and the pickup truck

has become increasingly important as a livestock management tool.

A number of proposed range improvements were identified in the

implementation plans for the Proposed Rio Puerco Livestock Grazing

Management Program Environmental Statement (USDI, BLM 1978). These range

improvements included extensions of portions of the Cabezon pipeline

system. However, as a result of the issuance of BLM's Final Rangeland

Improvement Policy (BLM Washington Office Instruction Memorandum No. 83-27)

on October 15, 1982, the likelihood of any new construction to extend the

existing pipeline system is extremely limited in the short term and only

marginal in the long term. Nonetheless, these projects as proposed in the

specific Allotment Management Plans (AMP's) have been identified below.

Ignacio Chavez Grant Allotment (#0050)

Existing range improvements on this allotment consist of 18 miles

of fence, 5 earthen reservoirs (3 in need of maintenance), 1 corral, and 3

small springs with troughs in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and 2 small springs

and 7 miles of fence in the Chamisa WSA. The 5 permittees use approximately

9 miles of vehicle routes inside the Ignacio Chavez WSA portion of the

allotment and make an estimated 170 trips a year. They use apprximately 7

miles of vehicle routes inside the Chamisa WSA portion of this allotment for

range management purposes. This allotment has an AMP which has not been

Implemented. Upon implementation of the AMP, the Guadalupe Allotment, with

one permittee, will be added to the Ignacio Chavez Grant Allotment to

facilitate a rest-rotation grazing system on the two allotments. This

combination would increase the number of livestock grazing within the

Ignacio Chavez WSA from 150 to 200 head. However, the length of time that

the WSA Is grazed would be decreased and the grazing system would allow

critical growing season rest for one pasture each summer.

The AMP calls for 1 water catchment and 1 water trough in the

Ignacio Chavez WSA. About 7.8 miles of pipeline and 2 water troughs in the

Chamisa WSA have been proposed as part of the proposed Cabezon pipeline
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TABLE 8

RANGE ALLOTMENT INFORMATION, IGNACIO CHAVEZ AND CHAMISA WSA'S

10

Allotment Name

Head/

Allotment Section in Allotment Number of Ignacio Chavez Ignacio Chavez Chamisa Chamisa

Number Allotment Acres Permittees WSA Acres WSAAUM's WSA Acres WSAAUM's

Ignacio Chavez

Grant 0050

El Banquito 0049

Chico Crossing 0043

Azabache 0042

Mesa Cortada 0048

Banco de la Casa 0052

Cerro Salado 0051

6

7

7

3

5

11

5

27,076

14,725

15,339

21,188

6,252

2,431

3,702

5

1

2

1

1

1

1

8,935

12,422

5,310

4,526

2,071

1,008

1,588

687

634

192

10,457 1,181

Total 4,109

980 198

2,250 198

Total 1,578
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Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

tie. About 1.3 miles of the pipeline would supply water to 3 troughs in the

Cerro Salado Allotment.

El Banquito Allotment (#0049)

Existing range improvements in the Ignacio Chavez WSA portion of

this allotment include 9 miles of fence, 2 small livestock corrals, 11

earthen reservoirs (4 in need of maintenance), and 1 seed-and-plowing done

in 1966. The WSA portion of the allotment also contains one windmill with

two troughs and one-quarter mile of pipeline which are temporary

improvements. The permittee uses approximately 12 miles of vehicle routes

inside the WSA portion of this allotment to make an estimated 190 trips a

year into the Ignacio Chavez WSA for range management purposes. The AMP for

this allotment proposes one-half mile of pipeline, one wildlife water, one

well, and one storage tank which would tie to the temporary windmill

complex. The AMP for this allotment has not been implemented.

Chico Crossing Allotment (#0043)

Existing range improvements in the Ignacio Chavez WSA portion of the

allotment are five miles of boundary fence, one dry well, and four earthen

reservoirs (all in need of maintenance). The Chamisa WSA portion contains

one-half mile of fence. The 2 permittees use approximately 1 mile of

vehicle routes inside the WSA portion of this allotment when making an

estimated 220 trips a year into the Ignacio Chavez WSA for range management

purposes. There are no vehicle routes in the Chamisa WSA portion of this

allotment. Two spring developments, one and one-fourth miles of pipeline,

and two water troughs proposed for the Ignacio Chavez WSA would be part of

the proposed Cabezon pipeline tie. These improvements would make permanent

waters available in each pasture, ensuring that the proposed grazing system

would be effective. No new range improvements are proposed in the Chamisa

WSA. The AMP for this allotment has not been implemented.

Azabache Allotment (#0042)

Six miles of fence and two earthen reservoirs (both in need of

maintenance) are the only range improvements already in the Azabache

Allotment portion of the Ignacio Chavez WSA. The permittee uses

approximately 3 miles of vehicle routes inside the WSA portion of the

allotment to make an estimated 365 trips each year into the WSA for range

management purposes. Improvements in this WSA needed to implement the AMP

include two and one-half miles of pipeline, one trough, and a 26,000 gallon

storage facility. These would be part of the proposed Cabezon pipeline

tie. The AMP for this allotment has not been implemented.

Mesa Cortada Allotment (#0048)

Existing range improvements in the Ignacio Chavez WSA portion of

this allotment are one spring with two small troughs. The permittee makes

an estimated 160 trips a year on two-track routes in other allotments inside
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the WSA for range management purposes. There are no two-track routes in the
WSA portion of this allotment. The AMP calls for three-quarters of a mile
of fence to be constructed within the WSA. The proposed grazing system
would limit grazing in the two pastures partially within the WSA to
approximately six months a year. The AMP for this allotment has not been
implemented.

Banco de la Casa Allotment (#0052)

Three miles of fence are within the Chamisa WSA portion of the Banco
de la Casa Allotment. The permittee makes an estimated 365 trips a year on
two-track routes inside the WSA for range management purposes. There are
about three miles of vehicle routes on the boundary between this allotment
and the Cerro Salado Allotment. The AMP proposes construction of
approximately three-quarters of a mile of fence in the Chamisa WSA. The AMP
for this allotment has not been implemented.

Cerro Salado Allotment (#0051)

The existing range improvements within the Chamisa WSA portion of
the allotment are 2 springs, each with a small trough, and 12 miles of
fence. The permittee makes an estimated 175 trips each year on two-track
routes in the WSA for range management purposes. There is about one mile of
vehicle route in the WSA portion of this allotment. The AMP calls for
construction of two water troughs and approximately one-half mile of
pipeline and would be part of the proposed Cabezon pipeline tie. The AMP
for this allotment has not been implemented.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Forest products are readily available from the ponderosa pine forest
existing at the higher elevations and side canyons around the mesa tops of
the Ignacio Chavez WSA and in the drainages of the Chamisa WSA. These
ponderosa pine stands are found growing in irregular, uneven-aged groups
ranging from only a few trees to stands occupying many acres. Stand
composition in the Ignacio Chavez WSA is estimated at 47 percent ponderosa
pine, 46 percent woodland (pinyon-juniper) , and 7 percent other species
(including Gambel's oak, Douglas fir, white fir, and aspen). Stand
composition in the Chamisa WSA is primarily woodland (75 percent) and 20
percent ponderosa pine, with 5 percent other species. At least 80 percent
of the stands have been logged at least once, reducing the average volume
per acre. Roughly 55 to 65 percent of the ponderosa pine in the Rio Puerco
Resource Area is contained in these WSA's, as well as 20 to 25 percent of
the fuelwood.

Products available from these ponderosa pine stands include sawlogs,
vigas, pulpwood, wildings, boughs, cones, and fuelwood. There are
approximately 3,259 acres of productive forest lands in the Ignacio Chavez
WSA with an estimated standing volume of 11 million board feet of sawlog
timber worth a minimum value of $550,000. The potential sawlog volume in
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this WSA is 110 million board feet (fully stocked, each rotation period of

120 years) and worth at least $5,000,000. An additional $1,000,000 of

fuelwood values could be gained from intensive forest management. This

would come from the estimated 100,000 cords of fuelwood made available

during the 120-year rotation period. Although accurate data are not

available for the Chamisa WSA, rough estimates indicate that significant

volumes of sawlog timber and fuelwood are present. There is potential for

intensive forest management on a sustained yield basis.

Management of the forest resources located in the Ignacio Chavez

Special Management Area (SMA) (see Map 2) would be constrained by the

objectives of the SMA. Essentially all of the forest resources in the

Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are located in the SMA. The SMA would

allow silivcultural treatments to benefit the fuelwood supply to occur on

approximately 1,700 acres, and would make 41 acres available each year for

fuelwood harvest. On the remaining acreage, fuelwood harvest would be

allowable only to improve or enhance wildlife habitat, specifically to

control pinyon-juniper invasion into the ponderosa pine habitat. Other

forest products could be available if consistent with the objectives of the

SMA. Unauthorized fuelwood cutting is occurring. No timber cutting is

allowed. These SMA presciptions would apply for the life of the RMP,

expected to be 20 years. In the long term, the RMP may be amended or

superseded to allow more intensive management of the fuelwood and timber

resources.

In the short term, the ponderosa pine sites would gradually

surrender to the pinyon and juniper woodland unless silvicultural treatments

could be performed and shown to benefit wildlife habitat. If this plant

succession is not interrupted by intensive management or by natural causes

in the long term, these ponderosa pine sites will be converted to the pinyon

and juniper woodland, the prevalent plant community in this region.

RECREATION

The Proposed Rio Puerco Livestock Grazing Management Program

Environmental Statement (USDI, BLM 1978) divided the Ignacio Chavez and

Chamisa WSA's into four Recreation Information System (RIS) units. Each

unit was given a quality rating for a number of activities according to key

quality factors, as shown in Table 9.

The RIS is used to describe the existing recreation environment. It

indicates that the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's contain high primitive

and sightseeing values and that the diverse range of terrains, vegetation,

and environmental transition zones greatly enhances recreation opportunities

within the WSA's. The most current inventory of recreation opportunity, the

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) has identified the majority of the

Ignacio Chavez WSA, approximately 23,994 acres, as primitive. Approximately

9,962 acres in the Chamisa WSA are identified as semi-primitive

non-motorized; 3,840 acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 2,560 acres in the

Chamisa WSA as semi-primitive motorized, and 5,430 acres in the Ignacio
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TABLE 9

RECREATION QUALITY EVALUATION, IGNACIO CHAVEZ LAND GRANT

Activity

Quality-

Rating in
Ignacio
Chavez

West Unit

Quality-

Rating in
Ignacio
Chavez

East Unit

Quality
Rating in
Chico

Arroyo
Unit

Quality
Rating in
Chamisa
Unit

Key Factors

ORV use low

Sightseeing high
(scenery)

Sightseeing medium
(geological)

Big Game
Hunting

Primitive
Values

medium

high

Sightseeing high
(zoological)

low high low Soil, size, hazards,
usability

high medium high Landform, color,
water, vegetation,
uniqueness, intrusions

medium - - Extent,
representative type,
form, color, frequency
of occurrence

medium - medium Game population,
ease of movement,
shooting opportunity

high low high Scenic qualities,
size, intrusions,
wildlife, fisheries,
water usability,
uniqueness

high medium high Frequency, quality,
curiosity, ease of
observation, type,
variety
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Chavez WSA and 1,170 acres in the Chamisa WSA as roaded natural. [See

Appendix I in the Draft Rio Puerco RMP (USDI, BLM 1985) for a description of

the ROS.]

Documented recreation use figures are available for the U.S. Forest

Service's Mt. Taylor Ranger District, which is contiguous with the southern

and western boundaries of the WSA's. These figures are applicable to both

the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's because the BLM-administered Ignacio

Chavez Land Grant features similar terrain and environmental transition

zones. In Fiscal Year 1981, the Mt. Taylor Ranger District received 24.8

percent of the total recreation use in the Cibola National Forest (see Table

10). This use figure is overshadowed only by that of the Sandia Ranger

District (adjacent to Albuquerque), which received 45.6 percent of the

Cibola's recreation use. Popular uses in the Mt. Taylor Ranger District

include picnicking, gathering forest products, big game hunting, and general

camping.

The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's lie within the State of New

Mexico Planning District 3. Recreation demand in the District is indicated

in a study completed by the University of New Mexico's Bureau of Business

and Economic Research (1975). Nondeveloped recreation demand on a regional

level is an indicator of the types of recreation activities that the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's may be required to support (see Table 11).

The current trend toward increased demands for recreational ORV use

in the RPRA, and thus the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's, is expected to

continue as Albuquerque, the State's major population center continues its

growth. Recreational ORV use refers to all types of two-wheel, three-wheel,

and four-wheel recreational vehicles, and is associated with such types of

recreational use as hunting, trailriding, camping, and picnicking.

Statistics for recreational ORV use show an increase in annual sales of

ORV's in the Albuquerque area from 567 to an estimated 2,002 units between

1980 and 1985, a 350 percent increase in sales. These statistics illustrate

the trends on which long-range recreational ORV use forecasts are based.

The Rio Puerco RMP restricted motorized vehicle use to existing

routes, except that five road segments would be closed in the Ignacio Chavez

Special Management Area (see Map 2). The Rio Puerco RMP also identified a

proposed treadway for the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail (CDNST)

as a Special Management Area. It traverses 62 miles in the Rio Puerco

Resource Area, and passes along the edge and through the Ignacio Chavez WSA

(see Map 2). The actual location will be approved by the Continental Divide

Trail Advisory Council. Management will emphasize CDNST objectives and

intensive recreation goals. If the final treadway does go through the WSA,

it is assumed that it will be implemented whether or not Congress designates

the Ignacio Chavez WSA as wilderness, and that if the area is designated as

wilderness, that the trail will be limited to pedestrian and equestrian use.
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EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The variety of ecosystems located within the Ignacio Chavez and
Chamisa WSA's provides an exceptional opportunity to utilize a "living
laboratory" where natural systems can be observed. This diversity includes
rolling grasslands, arroyos, rock terraces, canyons, foothills, steep mesa
slopes, and mesa tops. Each type supports its own characteristic vegetation
and wildlife. How these different zones blend and complement one another's
survival is as important to educational goals as is the study of each zone
singly.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans (particularly nearby Navajo, Jemez, Zia, and Santa
Ana peoples) have traditionally used and continue to use the area comprising
the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's for fuelwood gathering and hunting.

TABLE 10

VISITOR DAYS */, MT. TAYLOR RANGER DISTRICT, CIBOLA NATIONAL FOREST

Fiscal Developed Activities Dispersed Activities Total
Year Mt. Taylor/Cibola Mt. Taylor/Cibola Mt. Taylor/Cibola

1980 93,400/464,500 167,500/555,700 260,900/1,020,200

1981 100,800/501,200 175,600/613,700 276,400/1,114,900

Note: ±1 Visitor Day: A visitor day consists of 12 visitor hours, which may
be aggregated continuously, intermittently, or simultaneously by one or more
persons.

Cerro Parido and Azabache Mesa are traditional snake and eagle
catching areas; it is not known if this use continues. El Banquito Mesa is
currently actively used by members of Zia Pueblo for prairie dog hunting and
is a prime area for their projectile point fettish collecting.

The Jemez Snake Catching Clan traditionally collected snakes on
several of the cerros in the Chamisa WSA but it is not known if this use
continues.

A recent survey and interviews with officials of Santa Ana, Laguna,
Santa Ana, Zia, Jemez, and Acoma Pueblos and the Canoncito Navajo
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TABLE 11

REGIONAL RECREATION DEMAND NEW MEXICO PLANNING DISTRICT 3

(based on visitor use days)

Activity 1975 1980 1985 1990

Pleasure Walking 7,487,332 8,448,000 9,209,000 10,002,000

Jogging 4,256,140 4,802,000 5,235,000 5,686,000

Park Visits 1,945,664 2,190,000 2,388,000 2,593,000

Birdwatching 1,394,103 1,573,000 1,714,000 1,862,000

Horseback Riding 1,249,915 1,410,000 1,538,000 1,669,000

Photography/Painting 1,051,006 1,186,000 1,293,000 1,404,000

Sightseeing 925,059 1,043,000 1,138,000 1,236,000

Picnicking 786,083 887,000 967,000 1,050,000

Hiking 427,351 482,000 526,000 571,000

Rock Hounding 424,745 479,000 522,000 567,000

Visiting Historical
Sites 422,573 477,000 520,000 564,000

Camping 394,444 445,000 485,000 527,000

Small Game Hunting 247,551 279,000 304,000 331,000

Rock Climbing 138,541 156,000 170,000 185,000

Backpacking 111,180 125,000 137,000 148,000

Big Game Hunting 98,151 111,000 121,000 131,000

Cross Country
Skiing 33,875 38,000 42,000 45,000

Source: UNM, Bureau of Business and Economic Re
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Reservation generally indicate that many places of significance exist in and
near the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's, but that specific site locations
are not known to the lay members of these tribes and that tribal elders know
of and watch over such locations. Apparently it would be indiscreet for the
secular governments to propose a survey or to provide any information of
such an esoteric nature.

Traditional uses of and within the boundaries of the Ignacio Chavez
and Chamisa WSA's by Native American populations will undoubtedly continue.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no known or projected realty actions in the Ignacio
Chavez or Chamisa WSA's. The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify these lands
for disposal

.

WILDLIFE

The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are within the boundaries of
the area covered by the Upper Rio Puerco Habitat Management Plan (USDI, BLM
1981). The following wildlife and habitat problems on these WSA's have been
identified in the plan:

1. Low browse density and poor browse condition exist due to past heavy use
by livestock and wildlife.

2. Poor-quality forage species exist in open parks due to past livestock
grazing abuse.

3. Water distribution is poor.

BLM proposals for mitigating these problems include:

1. Prescribed burning to reduce pinyon-juniper invasion and forest litter,
and to stimulate expansion of browse, cool-season grasses, ponderosa
pine, and (in some cases) aspen.

2. Development and maintenance of one spring on the slope of Mesa Chivato.

3. Development of a gamebird exclosure.

The WSA's provide about 2,500 hunter days, primarily for big game
hunting, but also including some gamebird and small game hunting. Average
deer hunter success is about ten percent each year in the Mount Taylor
Management Unit of which the WSA is a part (NMDGF 1981).

An inverted umbrella water catchment which supplies water to
wildlife is situated along the southern boundary of the Ignacio Chavez WSA.
Other tanks may also be modified and maintained for wildlife as well.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the Ignacio Chavez and

Chamisa WSA's have been documented in the process of designating them as

Wilderness Study Areas (USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion

elaborates on the quality of these characteristics.

Naturalness

Detailed descriptions of the human imprints within the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are documented in the Wilderness Intensive

Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980).

Ignacio Chavez WSA

Man-made intrusions in the Ignacio Chavez WSA documented in the

inventory include a fenceline network, 22 earthen dams and 3 erosion control

structures, 3 abandoned drill pads, 45 two-track vehicular routes, a

reseeding area, 3 small wooden corrals, 3 developed springs, and fire

rings. The BLM considers the overall effects of these imprints upon an

entire WSA when assessing naturalness. This is a function of the size of a

WSA and the number and distribution of the impacts.

Within the Ignacio Chavez WSA, most of the earthen reservoirs lie

in drainages, and are well buffered by topographic screening, blending well

with the surrounding terrain. They are generally small (holding less than

10 acre-feet of water). Many are heavily silted in, although they still

hold water adequately. Most were constructed in the 1950's and 1960's and

are in need of maintenance. When the reservoirs are dry during portions of

the year, they revegetate and readily blend in with the surrounding areas.

The three structures constructed as erosion control structures hold water,

but are generally larger than the remaining earthen reservoirs. These three

larger structures and two small structures are proposed to be excluded from

wilderness designation in Amended Boundary Alternative II. Those earthen

reservoirs lying on or near flat terrain are generally screened by ponderosa

and/or pinyon-juniper cover. The spring developments each consist of a

small trough and a short length of pipeline. All drill pads and many of the

two-track vehicular routes are no longer locatable because of vegetative

growth. The routes remaining are maintained solely by vehicular travel, and

would recover naturally if use were discontinued. The current inventory of

routes in the WSA indicates approximately 10 vehicular ways, constituting

approximately 25 miles.
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The 17-year-old El Banqulto Mesa reseeding now appears natural.
The wooden corrals are all well-buffered by pinyon-juniper cover. Fire
rings appear and disappear according to seasonal recreation use.

Impacts of man's work not identified in the intensive inventory
include a small spring development, a short fenceline, a water well site,
and a windmill with two troughs and one-half mile of pipeline. These
actions were approved during interim management since they qualified as
non-impairing actions under the Interim Management Policy and Guidelines for
Lands Under Wilderness Review (USDI, BLM 1979). The water well pad is
successfully revegetating. The windmill, trough, and pipeline were
installed as temporary improvements and could be removed if the Ignacio
Chavez WSA were designated as wilderness.

The cumulative influence of human imprints on the naturalness of
the WSA is well within the "substantially unnoticeable" range. All imprints
are successfully mitigated by the Ignacio Chavez WSA's large size, extensive
topographic and vegetative variation, and natural revegetation, as well as
the widely dispersed locations of impacts. Thus, the WSA as a whole has
been assessed as being primarily affected by the forces of nature, and is
considered to exhibit the wilderness characteristic of naturalness.

Chamisa WSA

Intrusions located within the Chamisa WSA include a fenceline
network, 8 shotholes, 6 developed springs, 12 two-track vehicular ways (11
miles), and random staking. Eight shotholes associated with seismic
drilling were identified in the intensive inventory as consisting of small
mud residues distributed along a two-track vehicular way; these have now
returned to a natural condition. One small earthen dam is well screened by
hilly topography and the other is hidden among ponderosa and pi nyon-juniper
cover. The two-track ways are maintained solely by vehicular travel and
would readily revegetate if use were discontinued. Because of low use
levels, several routes have returned to an almost natural condition. The
stakes are no longer evident. The developed springs each consist of a short
length of pipe and a small trough.

The imprint of man's work is substantially unnoticeable in the
western portion of the Chamisa WSA because of dense vegetation and the
rugged foothills and steep slopes of Mesa Chivato. The eastern portion is
characterized by flat to rolling terrain and is more susceptible to such
imprints. However, the overall influence of human imprints in the WSA is
negligible when considering the small size, unobtrusive nature, and wide
distribution of the intrusions. Therefore, the Chamisa WSA is assessed as
being affected primarily by the forces of nature, and is considered to
exhibit the wilderness characteristic of naturalness.
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Solitude

The mesas, large canyons, volcanic plugs, spectacular escarpments,

and numerous arroyos, washes, and smaller canyons of the Ignacio Chavez and

Chamisa WSA's provide expansive topographic diversity. This great diversity

prevents one particular attraction from drawing large numbers of visitors;

this in turn supports dispersed use and enhances solitude. The Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's also display generous vegetative screening.

Overall, both WSA's possess outstanding opportunities for the experience of

solitude.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Backpacking, hiking, and camping opportunities within the WSA's are

considered excellent. Sightseeing opportunities are plentiful along the

rims of Chivato, Cortada, La Azabache, and El Banquito Mesas. Sightseeing

opportunities related to historical, geological, botanical, and

archeological values, big and small game hunting, horseback riding,

birdwatching, and photography exist throughout the WSA's. Tremendous

variation in terrain, environmental transition zones, and vegetation provide

the user with a wide variety of opportunities to experience a high-quality

primitive and undeveloped type of recreation.

Special Features

Visual appeal and the diversity of landforms and vegetation are

perhaps the most outstanding special features of the Ignacio Chavez and

Chamisa WSA's (see Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11). The rising green slopes and

mesa tops contrast sharply with the arid desert lands to the north, east,

and west. Environmental transition zones exhibit excellent scenic and

educational values, providing a "living laboratory" in which to observe

natural systems.

Special wildlife features in the Ignacio Chavez WSA include a

prairie dog colony which provides an excellent opportunity for wildlife

observers and sightseers to watch these Interesting creatures. In addition,

prairie dog towns are known for their importance as habitat for other

wildlife such as burrowing owls and cottontails. Cerro Parido and Bear's

Mouth (see Figure 2) are important nesting sites for golden eagles.

Merriam's turkey and herds of mule deer and elk also utilize the WSA. The

Ignacio Chavez WSA is considered critical winter range for deer and elk.

Black bears have also been sighted. Tassel-eared squirrels, sharpshinned

hawks, red-tailed hawks, jays, and juncos also inhabit the Ignacio Chavez

and Chamisa WSA's. The faunal diversity in these WSA's is a function of the

integration of several ecotypes to form a varied and productive wildlife

habitat. The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are within one of the most

diverse and productive wildlife habitat areas on BLM-administered lands In

northwest New Mexico.
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Figures 8 and 9 - The diversity of vegetation and
landforms shows itself in the closed-in area of a
dense pinyon-juniper stand and in a broad, scenic
vista from the Chamisa WSA.
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Figures 10 and 11 - Douglas Fir

and open meadows contrast with the

eroded remnants of a mesa in the

Ignacio Chavez WSA..
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The Ignacio Chavez WSA features sites of Indian, Spanish, and Anglo
origin that may contain information needed to piece together the history of
this region. The Chamisa WSA also contains abundant seventeenth-century
Spanish and sixteenth-century Indian cultural resource sites. Wood strips
found in the Chamisa WSA give evidence of historic logging operations.

Multiple Resource Benefits

As the result of their relatively undisturbed character, the
Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's contain a wealth of natural values.
Congressional designation as wilderness would carry the weight of law and
would provide a greater degree of long-term protection for these natural
values than would the administrative designations available to the BLM. (A
more detailed discussion of the multiple resource benefits of wilderness
designation may be found in Section 5 in the discussion of impacts of the
All Wilderness Alternative.)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

According to A.W. Kuchler (1964) and Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS
1980) the vegetative-ecosystem classification for both the Ignacio Chavez
and Chamisa WSA's is as follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 5,424 acres Ignacio Chavez 16%

8,007 acres Chamisa 58%
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 19,040 acres Ignacio Chavez 57%

3,650 acres Chamisa 27%
Pine-Douglas Fir Forest 8,800 acres Ignacio Chavez 27%

2,035 acres Chamisa 15%

The lowest elevations are occupied by the Grama-Galleta Steppe.
This includes low to medium grasses with a few woody plants. Dominants are
blue grama, galleta, and alkali sacaton. The Juniper-Pinyon Woodland zone,
intermediate in elevation, is dominated by pinyon and two species of juniper
with a sparse herbaceous understory. The Pine-Douglas Fir Forest, typical
of the southern Rocky Mountains, is associated with Gambel's oak and Rocky
Mountain juniper, along with a rich understory of shrubs, cool-season
grasses, and forbs (see Maps 3 and 4, and Tables 4 and 5).

Distance to Major Population Centers

The Ignacio Chavez and Charaisa WSA's are within a one-day drive
(five hours) of Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval County identified
in the 1980 census as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (USDC, BC
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1981). They are within a two and one-half hour drive from both Albuquerque

and Santa Fe , two of the largest population centers in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended as suitable, the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

must be capable of being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine

manageability, the BLM must consider such factors as private and State

inholdings, valid existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and the

overall land status pattern.

Both the Ignacio Chavez and the Chamisa WSA's can be effectively

managed as wilderness because of their rugged nature, and their lack of

inholdings, rights-of-way, or long-term encumbrance by valid existing

rights. All subsurface private minerals within the two WSA's constitute a

valid existing right; however, all private minerals will revert to the

Federal government in 1989. No development of these minerals is expected

before that date.

There are 10 post-FLPMA leases and 9 future interest leases for oil

and gas in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 4 post-FLPMA and 4 future interest

leases in the Chamisa WSA. These are not expected to be explored or

developed before they expire. These leases all are scheduled to expire

before the year 2000. There are no mining claims in the WSA's.

Although not essential to effective management of the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's, it would be desirable from a management standpoint

that they be managed in conjunction with the La Lena and Empedrado WSA's as

one wilderness. "Boca del Oso" has been suggested as a name for such a

combined area.

Although not essential to effective management of either the

Ignacio Chavez or Chamisa WSA's, the following boundary modifications would

enhance the overall management of the WSA's as wilderness. Under Amended

Boundary Alternative I (Proposed Action) 20 acres excluded from the Chamisa

WSA in the vicinity of Barrel Springs would permit vehicle parking along a

narrow road where few vehicular pull-off points are available. Potable

water, interpretive trailhead information, and a motorized campsite could be

developed at this location to serve the users.

The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are contiguous except for

2,930 acres where fuelwood harvest has occurred in the past. Including

2^10 of these acres in the Chamisa WSA would assist in more effective

managment of both the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's by preventing

activities on this acreage that are generally not compatable with wilderness

management. Twenty of these acres were not recommended to be added to the

Chamisa WSA so that there would be another site to accomodate vehicular

use These two motorized campsites would prevent users from randomly

parking off the boundary road between the WSA's, which could ultimately

impact wilderness values.
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Under the Amended Boundary Alternative II (Proposed Action) 1 097
acres containing several intrusions located in the northeastern portion of
the Ignacio Chavez WSA would be designated as wilderness, which would
enhance the management of a composite wilderness including the La Lena
Erapedrado, Chamisa, and Ignacio Chavez WSA's. The 5 earthen reservoirs and
one spring development located in this parcel have been assessed as
impacting that small area, but when considering their impact on the entire
33,264 acres of the Ignacio Chavez WSA, the WSA is predominately natural

824 acres would be removed from the Chamisa WSA to resolve an
access management conflict. This deletion would permit the construction of
access to public lands south of the Chamisa WSA.

Overall, there is every reason to assume that the Ignacio Chavez
and Chamisa WSA's can be effectively managed to maintain their wilderness
values over the long term.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This section discusses four alternatives for the Ignacio Chavez and

Chamisa WSA's: All Wilderness, two Amended Boundaries, and No Wilderness

(manage under the existing land use plan) (see Map 1). Specific management

actions are depicted on Table 1; impacts are summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, the entire 33,264 acres of public land

within the Ignacio Chavez WSA and the entire 13,692 acres within the Chamisa

WSA would be individually recommended as suitable for wilderness designation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential

uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI,

BLM 1981). High quality wilderness values would be retained and protected

over the long term by management under this policy. The existing natural

character of this forested mountain environment and the opportunities for

solitude, hiking, camping and hunting in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa

WSA's would be maintained.

Those resources which would be maintained by restricting surface

disturbing activities include: (1) existing vegetation; (2) current^ low

levels of noise and human activity which protect existing raptor nest sites,

and scaled quail, mourning dove, turkey, and non-game species nest sites;

(3) current wildlife habitat for both non-game and game species considered

to be some of the most productive in northwestern New Mexico; (4) critical

deer and elk winter range; (5) current high scenic quality; (6) currently

undisturbed cultural resources; (7) current "natural laboratory" setting

based on a blending of three environmental zones.

Wilderness designation would also maintain, through long-term

protection, the natural setting upon which Native American uses are often

based.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the long-term protection of

Congressional designation would protect and improve unique wilderness values

including critical deer and elk winter range, a diverse and productive

wildlife habitat, the blend of three ecological zones, Class A scenic

quality, and watershed, all within 50 miles of the largest city in New

Mexico.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Exploration and Development

The Ignacio Chavez WSA exhibits moderate potential for oil and gas

on 32,696 acres and high potential on 568 acres. The Chamisa WSA has 13,692
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acres of moderate potential for oil and gas (see Maps 7 and 10 and Table
7). There are 10 post-FLPMA leases in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 4 in the
Chamisa WSA. There are 9 future interest leases in the Ignacio Chavez WSA
and 4 in the Chamisa WSA (see Maps 5 and 8). These leases cover about
24,384 acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 11,852 in the Chamisa WSA;
essentially all leased acreage has moderate potential oil and gas.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that moderate levels of exploration
and low to moderate levels of development would be pursued. Under this
alternative, however, no new leases would be issued after the existing and
future Interest leases expire (scheduled before the year 2000). Therefore,
wilderness designation would preclude oil and gas exploration which could
have resulted in low to moderate levels of development with 1 producing well
for every 600 to 4800 acres

The Ignacio Chavez WSA exhibits moderate potential for coal and
humates on 227 acres and high potential on 7,644 acres. The Chamisa WSA has
been assessed as having moderate potential for coal and humates on 780 acres
(see Maps 6 and 9 and Table 7). These resources have not been leased.
These resources are unavailable in the short term because the RMP did not
make them available for leasing consideration.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the
area's oil and gas, and coal and humate potential. Only long term low to
moderate levels of development are anticipated to be foregone.
Approximately 1-5 producing oil and gas wells would be foregone.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate
levels existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately
seven head per section per year). Nevertheless, livestock operations in the
Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's would be affected by wilderness
designation. These effects would result from limitations imposed on the
maintenance of the following existing improvements: 25 earthen reservoirs
(most of them in need of maintenance), over 67 miles of pasture and boundary
fence, 1 well, 3 corrals, 7 springs with troughs, 1 windmill and trough, and
0.25 mile of pipeline The lifetime of these improvements ranges from 10
years for fences, wells, and corrals, to 20 years for earthen reservoirs.
Maintenance of range improvements existing in an area prior to its
designation as wilderness is permissible, and may be accomplished through
the occasional use of motorized equipment, based on a rule of practical
necessity and reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for
minor repair of existing facilities would be precluded.

Range improvements proposed in the AMP for these WSA's include 1

catchment, 8 troughs, about 13 miles of pipeline, 1 wildlife water, 1 well,
2 storage tanks, 2 spring developments, and 1 1/2 miles of fence. These
improvements would be allowed, provided that the new improvements are
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primarily for the purpose of resource protection and more effective

management of soil and vegetative resources, rather than to accommodate

increased numbers of livestock. Although installation of new improvements

is a permissible and compatible activity under wilderness designation,

limitations on vehicular access, types of construction materials, and

locations of new improvements may occur in order to protect wilderness

characteri sties.

The permittees on the 7 allotments in these WSA's use the 25 miles

of vehicle routes in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and the 11 miles in the Chamisa

WSA for livestock management purposes. The percentage of each allotment

within the WSA ranges from less than 1 percent to about 84 percent (see

Table 8). Because use of vehicles would be restricted, permittees may have

to walk or ride horseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the

area traditionally covered by vehicle. This, coupled with the restrictions

on types of construction materials and locations of new improvements could

impact the permittees' management styles and costs.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

All Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Recreational Of f -Road Vehicle (ORV) Use

Recreational ORV use includes two-wheel, three-wheel, and

four-wheel vehicles ORV sales have increased 350 percent in the last

5 years in the Albuquerque area. ORV use in these WSA's is expected to

increase according to this trend in the short term. None of these vehicles

would be allowed within a designated wilderness. This would preclude

backcountry riding and exploring, vehicle camping, and hunting by the

approximately 70 percent of hunters who rely heavily on vehicular access.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, no vehicular access would be allowed

on 25 miles of vehicular ways within the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 11 miles

within the Chamisa WSA currently open to use. Adequate alternative sites

for these activities exist outside of these WSA's.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, there would be no

recreational ORV use off or on 36 miles of vehicular routes in the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's; ORV users would utilize any of many alternative

sites outside the WSA's and suffer no reduction in overall opportunity.

Impacts on the Utilization of Wood Products

The Ignacio Chavez WSA contains an estimated 3,259 acres of

productive forest lands (see Map 3). The Chamisa WSA contains approximately

6,020 acres of forest lands (see Map 4).
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The current uses that would be precluded are si lvicul tural
treatments to benefit fuelwood supply on 1,700 acres, fuelwood harvest on 41

acres annually, occasional timber harvest to enhance wildlife habitat or

control disease and pests, and use of minor forest products if consistent
with SMA objectives.

If the land use plan were amended to remove the SMA designation,
wilderness designation would preclude the intensive management and harvest
of at least 110 million board feet of timber during a 120-year rotation
period, with a current value of $5,000,000. In addition, wilderness
designation would preclude intensive fuelwood management that could result
in approximately 100,000 cords of fuelwood during a 120-year rotation
period, with a present value of $1,000,000. The sale or permitting of minor
wood products would generally be precluded because these activities are not
compatible with wilderness Treatments to prevent the conversion of
ponderosa pine sites to pinyon and juniper woodlands could be conducted in a

designated wilderness if such a conversion were endangering wilderness
characteristics such as special features. Such treatments to prevent the
ponderosa pine conversion to pinyon and juniper woodlands would be subject
to the "minimum tool" rule, if consistent with wilderness policy. Such
treatments can be authorized only if human influences (such as fire
suppression and over-utilization of forage by livestock) created the problem.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude the opportunity to fully
develop and utilize all major and most minor forest products in the two
WSA's This could result in the loss of 110 million board feet of timber
valued at $5,000,000 and 100,000 cords of fuelwood valued at $1,000,000 over
a 120 year rotation period.

AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE I (Proposed Action)

Under this alternative, the entire 33,264 acres of public land in

the Ignacio Chavez WSA would be recommended for wilderness designation. The
Ignacio Chavez Amended Boundary Alternative I would also recommend
wilderness designation for 345 acres of public land not currently a part of
the WSA. This land is located between the southern WSA boundary and the
U.S. Forest Service (USFS) border (see Map 1). Of the 345 acres to be
added, 145 acres have been classified as roaded natural and 200 acres as
semi-primitive motorized recreation opportunity. Inclusion of this land
would enhance manageability.

Under this alternative, 12,848 of the 13,692 acres of public land
in the Chamisa WSA would be recommended for wilderness designation. The
Chamisa Amended Boundary Alternative I would exclude 20 acres of public
lands in the WSA for a motorized campsite to enhance manageability. This
campsite would be located along the road separating the two WSA's. It would
also exclude 824 acres to provide for the construction of access to public
lands south of Chamisa WSA. The Chamisa Amended Boundary Alternative I
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would also recommend for wilderness designation 2,910 acres of public land

not currently a part of the WSA. This land is located between the Chamisa

WSA's western boundary, the southeastern boundary of the Ignacio Chavez WSA,

and the USFS border and was delineated to exclude another 20 acres where a

motorized campsite would enhance manageability (see Map 1). Of the 2,910

acres added, 2,050 have been classified as roaded natural -and 860 as

semi-primitive nonmotorized recreation opportunity. Inclusion of this land

would enhance manageability.

In 50,201 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use

will result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals

would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the

maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although

designation of wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources,

such designation is reversible by Congress.

In the 520 acres not designated as wilderness, unavoidable adverse

effects of the proposed action will result from future surface disturbance

activities. Over the long term, these activities will reduce the quality of

wilderness values by adversely affecting naturalness, opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation and special wilderness features. Also,

cumulative short-term consumptive uses of this land will lead to long-term

degradation of wilderness values. Nondesignation of 20 acres as wilderness

would leave this acreage available for development which could irreversibly

degrade wilderness values which couid foreclose the option of wilderness

designation in the future.

All maps in this WAR include resource information for the areas

which would be added to the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's under this

alternative. Other data will be discussed below by issue.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Impacts on wilderness values would remain essentially the same as

those described for the All Wilderness Alternative. On any acreage

designated as wilderness, the existing and potential uses would be managed

under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI, BLM 1981). High quality

wilderness values would be retained and protected over the long term by

management under this policy. The existing natural character and the

opportunities for solitude, hiking, camping and hunting in the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's would be maintained, as would the visual qualities

of this forested mesa.

In the short and long term, restricting surface-disturbing and

mechanized activities associated with timber and fuelwood harvesting, 0RV

use, and mineral exploration and low level development would prevent

increased access and provide long-term protection for a wide variety of

existing natural resources, including the protection of elk, bear, deer and

raptor habitat.
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In the long term, restricting road building would also prevent the
cultural modifications to naturalness which inevitably accompany increased
access. These modifications result from such activities as trash dumping,
removal of natural vegetation, the creation of temporary camp sites,
unauthorized woodcutting, and poaching. Those resources which would be
maintained by restricting these activities include; (1) existing
vegetation; (2) current low levels of noise and human activity which protect
existing raptor nest sites, and scaled quail, mourning dove, turkey, and
non-game species nest sites; (3) current wildlife habitat for both non game
and game species considered to be some of the most productive in
northwestern New Mexico; (4) critical deer and elk winter range; (5) current
high Scenic quality A and B' (6) currently undisturbed cultural resources;
(7) current "natural laboratory' setting based on a blending of three
environmental zones.

Wilderness designation would also maintain, through long-term
protection, the natural setting upon which Native American uses are often
based

Wilderness management would be further enhanced by including
acreage on which non-wilderness uses would otherwise be allowed adjacent to
designated wilderness. Although this situation would not severely impact
effective management of wilderness, it would require additional management
resources. For example, authorized fuelwood cutting contiguous to
designated wilderness would call for additional signing, monitoring, and
perhaps fencing. Including these additional 3,255 acres, which exhibit
wilderness characteristics similar to those on adjacent WSA lands would
enhance the overall effective management of designated wilderness. The
resulting designated wilderness would be comprised entirely of Federal
surface ownership, and would be contiguous with USFS holdings south of the
Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's. The 844 acres exc :ied from the Chamisa
WSA would experience a loss of wilderness values in the long term. This
impact could occur in the short term on 20 acres if it were managed as a
motorized campsite

Conclusion

Under Amended Boundary Alternative I, would protect and enhance 98
percent of the WSA's wilderness resources. These resources include
naturalness, hiking, camping and hunting as well as the visual qualities of
this forested mesa with its abundant habitat for elk, deer, bear and
raptors. Wilderness values would be lost on the entire 844 acres excluded
from the Chamisa WSA.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Exploration and Development

The oil and gas resources in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's
have been discussed in the All Wilderness Alternative. This Amended
Boundary Alternative I would add another 345 acres with moderate potential
for oil and gas to the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and 2,910 acres to the Chamisa
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WSA (see Maps 7 and 10). These additional 3,255 acres are all leased under

future interest oil and gas leases (see Maps 5 and 8). In the short term,

interest in exploration and development on this additional acreage already

under lease is low because of economic conditions, and no activity is

anticipated In the long term, interest could change because of improved

recovery techniques and economic conditions. Therefore, it is reasonable to

assume that moderate levels of exploration and low levels of development

would be pursued in the long term. Under this alternative, however, no new

leases would be issued after the existing future interest leases expire

before the year 2000. Therefore, wilderness designation would preclude

mineral exploration which could have resulted in low levels of development

with 1 producing well for every 600 to 4,800 acres and a commensurate

increase in roads, drill pads, and pipelines. Twenty acres in the Chamisa

WSA with moderate potential for oil and gas, and currently under lease (see

Maps 8 and 10), would be available for exploration and development in the

short and long term. Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of

development would be anticipated only in the long term. However, if the

remainder of the moderate potential oil and gas in the vicinity were

unavailable for development in the long term due to wilderness designation,

isolation would make actual exploration and development on 844 acre

impractical. This alternative would effectively preclude oil and gas

activities on the 844 acres in the Chamisa WSA that would not be designated

as wilderness. In summary, the 32,696 acres with moderate potential, 568

acres with high potential for oil and gas already in the Ignacio Chavez WSA,

the 345 acres with moderate potential that would be added to the Ignacio

Chavez WSA, the 13,692 acres with moderate potential in the Chamisa WSA, and

the 2,910 acres with moderate potential that would be added to the Chamisa

WSA in this alternative would not be open to exploration, and low to

moderate levels of oil and gas development would be foregone in the long

term.

Twenty acres with moderate potential for coal and humates in the

Chamisa WSA would be excluded from wilderness designation under this

alternative (see Map 9). This acreage is one of two areas that would be

managed as motorized campsites along the road separating the two WSA's.

Under this alternative, this acreage could be available for leasing in the

long term if the RMP were amended to make it available for leasing

consideration. However, if the remainder of the high and moderate potential

coal and humates in the vicinity were unavailable for leasing due to

wilderness designation. isolation would make actual exploration and

development unlikely. In summary, this alternative would effectively

preclude the exploration and development of the 20 acres of coal and humates

that would not be designated wilderness.

There are no coal and humate resources in the 3,255 acres

recommended to be added to the WSA's. The 227 acres with moderate potential

for coal and humates, and 7,644 acres with high potential in the Ignacio

Chavez WSA, and the remaining 760 acres in the Chamisa WSA having moderate

potential would not be available for leasing if designated as wilderness.

In the long term, moderate levels of exploration and low to moderate levels

of development would be foregone.
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Conclus ion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the oil
and gas, and coal and humate potential in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa
WSA's and in the 3,255 additional acres that would be included under Amended
Boundary Alternative I. Only long term low to moderate levels of
development are anticipated to be foregone. This could include the loss of
between 1 and 5 producing oil and gas wells.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Level s

The livestock management resources have been discussed in the All
Wilderness Alternative for the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's. This
Amended Boundary Alternative I would add another 345 acres of allotted land
to the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and 2,910 acres to the Chamisa WSA (see Maps 11
and 12).

K

Livestock grazing use levels on these additional 3,255 acres would
continue at the approximate levels existing at the time the area is
designated wilderness (approximately seven head per section per year).
However, livestock operations in the additional acreage would be affected by
wilderness designation. These effects may result from limitations imposed
on the use of motorized equipment for the maintenance of three additional
existing earthen reservoirs in the Chamisa WSA. Approximately two
additional, existing miles of vehicle routes would be added to the Chamisa
WSA. Maintenance of range improvements existing in an area prior to its
designation as wilderness is permissible, and may be accomplished through
the occasional use of motorized equipment, based on a rule of practical
necessity and reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for
minor repair of existing facilities would be precluded

No range improvements are proposed in the Allotment Management
Plans for this additional acreage. The additional acreage involved raises
the percentage of the El Banquito Allotment that would be in the enlarged
Ignacio Chavez WSA from 84 to 86 percent (see Table 8). The percentage of
the Ignacio Chavez Grant Allotment that would be in the enlarged Chamisa WSA
would rise from 38 to 49 percent (see Table 8). Because casual use of
vehicles would be restricted, permittees could have to walk or ride
horseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the area
traditionally covered by vehicle. This could impact the permittees-
management styles and costs.

Vegetative and soil treatments, including habitat manipulation, and
installation of the types of erosion control structures possibly needed in
this additional acreage would be permissible, and would be the same as
discussed in the All Wilderness Alternative. Specific actions have not yet
been identi f ied

.
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Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under

Amended Boundary Alternative I. The additional acreage added under the

Amended Boundary Alternative I, livestock grazing use levels would be

maintained. However, this alternative could cause an inconvenience to the

permittees because of limitations on vehicle access.

Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Impacts on recreational ORV use would remain essentially the same

as stated in the All Wilderness Alternative. The additional 3,255 acres do

not change the overall impact on recreational ORV use. Recreational ORV use

on the additional 3,255 acres, containing about 2 miles of vehicle routes,

that are now outside the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's would be

precluded. Adequate alternative sites for recreational ORV activities exist

outside of these WSA's. Motorized vehicle travel on the 20 acres in the

excluded portion of the Chamisa WSA to be used for a motorized campsite

would be limited to existing roads and trails in the short term by the Rio

Puerco RMP.

Conclusion

Under Amended Boundary Alternative I, there would be no

recreational ORV use off or on 38 miles of vehicle routes in the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's; ORV users could utilize any of many alternative

sites. The 20 acres not designated as wilderness would be used for a

motorized campsite to facilitate nonmotorized access into the wilderness.

Impacts on the Utilization of Wood Products
^

The wood products resources in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's

were discussed in the All Wilderness Alternative. This Amended Boundary

Alternative I would add another 345 acres of productive forest land to the

Ignacio Chavez WSA (see Map 3) and 2,910 acres to the Chamisa WSA (see Map

4). Twenty acres of forest land would be excluded from the Chamisa WSA and

developed into a recreational campground.

Wilderness designation for this additional acreage would impact the

wood products resource as described in the All Wilderness Alternative. SMA

constraints would limit fuelwood si lvi cultural treatments to 1,700 acres

total, fuelwood harvest to 41 acres total, and timber harvest for habitat

enhancement or to control disease and pests, and the utilization of minor

forest products would need to be consistent with the SMA objectives. In the

long term, intensive management and harvest of 110 million board feet of

timber and 100,000 cards of fuelwood would be precluded. Minor products

would be available only if consistent with wilderness policy (for example,

pinyon nut collection would be permissible). The sale or permitting of

minor products would generally be precluded. Treatments to prevent the

conversion of ponderosa pine sites would be allowed if consistent with

wilderness policy.
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ff , .
*"**'* the 844 acres excluded from the Chamisa WSA would beaffected by wilderness designation through the independent action of makingit a motorized campsite. In addition, designation of the surroundingacreage would isolate this parcel and make it unmanageable for forestproducts These actions would effectively make this pinyon-juniper acreageunavailable for intensive wood product utilization.

Conclusion

, „fll

Wilderness designation would preclude the opportunity to fullydevelop and utilize 110 million board feet of timber and 100,000 cords offuelwood in the two WSA's. The impact would be felt on both WSA's, on thetwo add-on parcels, and also on 20 acres of the 844 that would be excludedfrom wilderness consideration. Treatments to prevent the ponderosa pineconversion to the pinyon-juniper woodland could be conducted if consistentwith wilderness policy.

AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE II

Under this alternative, approximately 24,765 acres of public landIn the Ignacio Chavez WSA would be recommended for wilderness designation.The Ignacio Chavez Amended Boundary Alternative II would excludeapproximately 1,097 acres of public land in the northeastern portion of theWSA, where a reassessment has determined that five earthen reservoirs andone spring development substantially impact the naturalness of that area.Of these 1,097 acres deleted, 547 acres have been assessed as havingprimitive recreation opportunities and 550 as roaded natural. In addition;
7 402 acres would be excluded on the south, extending from the rim of MesiChivato to the southern boundary of the Ignacio Chavez WSA to make the areaof high fuelwood and timber harvest potential available for management (seeMap 1). Of the 7,402 acres deleted, about 5,000 acres have been classifiedas having primitive recreation opportunities and 2,402 as havingsemi-primitive motorized recreation opportunities.

,, rh .

Und^ this alternative, approximately 1,067 acres of public land inthe Chamisa WSA would be excluded, extending from the rim of Mesa Chivato tothe western boundary of the WSA, again to delete the area of high fuelwoodand timber harvest potential (see Map 1). Of these 1,067 acres deleted allhave been classified as having semi-primitive motorized recreationopportunities. The remaining 12,625 acres of public land in the Chamisa WSAwould be recommended for wilderness designation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Impacts on wilderness values in the 9,566 acres removed fromwilderness consideration would be the same as those stated for the NoWilderness Alternative. Impacts on the 37,390 acres retained for wildernessconsideration (see Map 1) would be the same as those stated in the AllWilderness Alternative. Overall, 85 percent of the WSA would be maintained
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in a natural condition and provide continued opportunities to experience

solitude, hiking, camping and hunting.

Conclusion

Under Amended Boundary Alternative II, long-term protection of

Congressional designation would significantly preserve the wilderness

resources on 37,390 acres. In the short term, there would he no impacts on

wilderness values on the 9,566 acres removed from wilderness consideration.

However, in the long-term naturalness within this area is expected to

diminish by 20-30 percent.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Explorat ion and Development

This alternative would exclude 1,097 acres with moderate potential

for oil and gas, located on the northeastern edge of the Ignacio Chavez WSA,

and 7,402 acres from the southern edge (see Map 7). About 120 acres of the

1,097 acres in the northeast corner of the Ignacio Chavez WSA is leased.

The 7 402 acres in the southern edge are leased under future interest leases

(see Map 5) This alternative would also exclude 1,067 acres with moderate

potential for oil and gas from the western edge of the Chamisa WSA (see Map

10) This acreage is leased under future interest leases (see Map 8).

Under Amended Boundary Alternative II, this excluded acreage would be

available for exploration and development without wilderness constraints.

In the short term, interest in exploration and development on this excluded

acreage already under lease is low because of economic conditions and no

activity is anticipated. In the long term, interest could change because of

improved recovery techniques and economic conditions and new leases issued

when these expire (not scheduled before the year 2000). Therefore, it is

reasonable to assume that moderate levels of exploration and low levels of

development would be pursued only in the long term, resulting m 1 producing

well for every 600 to 4800 acres, and a commensurate increase in roads,

drill pads, and pipelines on the acreage not designated as wilderness.

Under this alternative, 24,197 acres with moderate potential for

oil and gas and 568 acres with high potential in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and

1? 625 acres with moderate potential in the Chamisa WSA, most of it

currently leased, would be unavailable for re-leasing once the leases expire

(before the year 2000). Low to moderate levels of development would be

anticipated only in the long term. A full determination of the area's oil

and gas potential would be precluded by wilderness designation

This alternative would exclude approximately 15 acres of high

potential coal and humates located in the northeastern corner of the Ignacio

Chavez WSA from wilderness designation (see Map 6). Under this alternative,

this acreage could be available for leasing in the long term if the RMP were

amended to make it available for leasing consideration. However, if the

remainder of the high and moderate potential coal and humates m the

vicinity were unavailable for leasing due to wilderness designation,

isolation would make actual exploration and development unlikely.
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summary, this alternative would effectively preclude the exploration anddevelopment of the 15 acres of coal and humates that would not be designated
as wilderness. 5

The remaining 227 acres with moderate potential for coal andhumates, and 7,629 acres of high potential in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, andall the moderate potential acreage in the Chamisa WSA (780 acres) would notbe available for future leasing if designated as wilderness. In the longterm moderate levels of exploration and low to moderate levels ofdevelopment would be foregone.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation under Amended Boundary Alternative II wouldpreclude full determination of the oil and gas potential on the designatedacreage, and coal and humate potential on the entire WSA's. Only long termlow to moderate levels of development are anticipated to be foregone. Thiscould result in the loss of from 1 to 5 producing wells. oil and gasexploration and development in the long term on the undesignated acreagewould not be Impacted. B

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under this alternative, 8,499 acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and
1,067 acres in the Chamisa WSA would not be designated, and the remainingacreage in the WSA's would be designated as wilderness. On the 24 765 acres
in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and the 12,625 acres in the Chamisa WSA that wouldbe managed as wilderness, livestock grazing use levels would continue at theapproximate levels existing at the time the areas are designated aswilderness (approximately seven head per section per year). However
livestock operations in these areas would be affected by wildernessdesignation. These effects may result from limitations imposed on use of

^ a?! ITMUlpment f °r the malnte^ce of all of the improvements listed inthe All Wilderness Alternative except for five earthen reservoirs and onespring that would be outside designated wilderness. Maintenance of rangeimprovements existing in an area prior to its designation as wilderness ispermissible and may be accomplished through the occasional use of motorizedequipment, based on a rule of practical necessity and reasonableness.
Casual use of vehicles for inspections and minor repair of existingfacilities would be precluded.

existing

The permittees on the 7 allotments that would be designated aswilderness under this alternative use 13 miles of vehicle routes in theIgnacio Chavez WSA and 10 miles in the Chamisa WSA for livestock management

IZlTf^ ^ perce" ta Se of each allotment within the designated wildernessranges from less than 1 to 60 percent (see Table 8). Because use ofvehicles would be restricted, permittees could have to walk or ridehorseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the areatraditionally covered by vehicle. This, coupled with the restrictions on
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types of construction materials and locations of new improvements could

impact the permittees' management styles and costs.

On the 8,499 acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and the 1,067 acres

in the Chamisa WSA that would not be designated as wilderness under this

alternative (see Maps 11 and 12), livestock grazing use levels would

continue at present levels (approximately seven head per section per year).

The permittees could continue to use approximately 12 miles of vehicle

routes in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 1 mile in the Chamisa WSA to access

existing range improvements, especially the 5 earthen reservoirs and 1

spring located in the 1,097 excluded acres in the northeastern corner of the

Ignacio Chavez WSA. This access would be for inspection, maintenance, or

construction purposes.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

Amended Boundary Alternative II. Removing 13 miles of by existing vehicle

routes from the proposed wilderness would reduce the impact by 30 percent

caused by requiring allottees to get permits for the use of vehicles and

motorized equipment.

Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

The nature of the impacts on recreational ORV use for the 37,390

acres retained for wilderness consideration (see Map 1) would remain

essentially the same as stated in the All Wilderness Alternative. However,

vehicular access would be precluded on approximately 13 miles of vehicular

routes instead of 25 miles in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and on 10 miles of

vehicular routes instead of 11 miles in the Chamisa WSA. Adequate

alternative sites for ORV activities exist outside of these WSA's.

The nature of the impacts on recreational ORV use for the 9,566

acres not retained for wilderness consideration (see Map 1) would remain the

same as those stated in the No Wilderness Alternative. Recreational ORV use

would be permitted on 12 miles of vehicle routes in the Ignacio Chavez WSA,

and on 1 mile of vehicle route in the Chamisa WSA currently open for use.

Conclusion

Under Amended Boundary Alternative II there would be no

recreational ORV use off or on 23 miles of vehicular routes in the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa WSA's; ORV users would utilize any of many alternative

sites. Recreational ORV use on 13 miles of vehicular routes in areas not

designated wilderness would continue.

Impacts on the Utilization of Wood Products

Under this alternative, the wood products resources in the Ignacio

Chavez and Chamisa would not be included in designated wilderness. The
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7,402 acres containing these resources would be excluded from the southern
boundary of the Ignacio Chavez WSA (see Map 3). About 5,652 acres are inthe Pine-Douglas Fir ecotype, and 1,750 acres in the Juniper-Pinyon Woodland
ecotype. The 1,067 acres which would be excluded along the western boundary
of the Chamisa WSA (see Map 4) are all classified as Pine-Douglas Firecotype. The 1,097 acres deleted from the northeastern corner of the
Ignacio Chavez WSA under this alternative do not contain significant wood
products resources.

The excluded acreage would be managed under the constraints of the
Ignacio Chavez Special Management Area (SMA) in the short term
Silvicultural treatments to benefit fuelwood supply could be conducted on
1,700 acres_ in the SMA, fuelwood harvests could be conducted on 41 acresannually, timber harvest would be limited to habitat enhancement or disease
and pest control, and minor forest products would be available if consistent
with the SMA objectives.

In the long term, the existing land use plan may be amended to makepossible the intensive management and harvest of at least ]10 million board
feet of timber during a 120-year rotation, currently valued at £5,000 000.
In addition, amending the RMP could make possible intensive fuelwood
management that could result in availability of 100,000 cords of fuelwood
during a 120 year rotation, with a present value of $1,000,000.

The intensive management of these timber and woodland resources
would prevent the conversion of ponderosa pine to pinyon-juniper woodland.

Conclusion

Under this Amended Boundary Alternative II, the 110 million board
feet of timber and 100,000 cords of fuelwood would be available forconsumptive use over the long-term.

NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the WSA's are not designated as wilderness, they will be managed
under the No Wilderness Alternative, which would involve management under
the multiple use policy. In the short term, management would follow the
guidelines of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) approved in 1986.

The RMP provides both broad management guidance and site-specific
management prescriptions for certain areas. The broad guidance was laid out
for each resource program in the RMP section entitled "Continuing ManagementGuidance. The site-specific management prescriptions are th! result ofresolution of the seven key issues addressed in the RMP. Under both sourcesof guidance, the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's would be available forspecific permissible uses or protected from certain actions if they are not
designated as wilderness. The major uses and restrictions are listed below;
details are contained in the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan and Record
of Decision (USDI, BLM 1986). ~
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Of the 33,264 total acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, approximately

30 000 acres are contained in the Ignacio Chavez Special Management Area

(SMA) (see Map 2). Of the 13,692 total acres in the Cham^ W^A,

approximately 9,660 acres are contained in the same Ignacio Chavez SMA. All

acreage would be managed in accordance with SMA management objectives and

prescriptions described in the RMP.

The objectives of the Ignacio Chavez SMA are to provide for

management which would emphasize wildlife habitat, environmental education,

visual values, and intensive recreation use, specifically primitive

semi-primitive, and roaded natural recreation opportunity The following

management prescriptions are intended to ensure that the SMA objectives are

met. Motorized vehicle travel would be limited to 36 miles of existing

roads and trails. Five road segments would be closed to motorized vehicle

use except to authorized users. Fuelwood harvest would be allowed only to

improve or enhance wildlife habitat, specifically to control pinyon-juniper

invasion into ponderosa pine habitat and based on site-specific analysis-

No surface disturbance would be allowed (mineral activities excepted) unless

it enhances or benefits the resource values emphasized in the SMA. tor

example, range improvements could be constructed in the SMA to provide

improved grazing management as a means to improve vegetative condition, but

not as a means to provide additional forage for livestock grazing use

Mineral materials sales would be prohibited under all but exceptional

circumstances, which are unlikely considering the availability of

alternative sources in the vicinity. Mineral leasing would be subject to

standard lease terms and conditions. Standard lease stipulations would be

defined during activity planning. Any of the 14 standard stipulations

defined in Appendix F of the RMP could be applied to leases offered r

effective after the development of the activity plan In addition to

defining mineral lease stipulations, the activity plan would ensure that all

resource uses and activities in the SMA would be consistent with the

management objectives.

The RMP also identified a proposed treadway for the Continental

Divide National Scenic Trail as an SMA (see Map 2). If the final treadway

does pass through the Ignacio Chavez WSA, it is likely that it will be

limited to pedestrian and equestrian use.

For the approximately 3,264 acres of the Ignacio Chavez WSA and

4 032 acres of the Chamisa WSA that are outside the SMA ORV issue

resolution and the "Continuing Management Guidance" section of the RMP would

define allowable management. The decision resolving the ORV issue limited

motorized vehicle travel to existing roads and trails.

No coal in either WSA was recommended for further consideration for

leasing in the RMP.

No other specific resource restrictions or limitations would be

required as a result of the RMP "Continuing Management Guidance inside or

outside of the SMA.
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Impacts on Wilderness Values

In the short term, the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan's limits
on ORV use, road closures, and implementation of the management objectives
of the Ignacio Chavez Special Management Area would curtail impacts on many
wilderness values. All ORV use associated with permitted uses such as
mineral exploration would still be allowed, including road construction and
off-road access if necessary. For the 4,402 acres outside the SMA, ORV use

T L f t0 5 mlleS ° f exlstlnS r°utes, ™<* as is the case inside
the SMA, mineral activity is not anticipated in the short term.

In the long term, anticipated low levels of mineral exploration and
development, high levels of wood product harvest, high levels ofrecreational ORV activity, and greater use of motorized vehicles could
result m disruption of some of the most productive wildlife habitat in
northwestern New Mexico, the deterioration of visual values, cultural
resources, and vegetation, and would reduce the opportunity to experience
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Over time, all of theseuses could be expected to reduce the WSA's impact naturalness by 60 to 70percent

.

High amounts of existing natural vegetation could be modified bythese actions. This would have a primary impact on the broad spectrum ofhabitats in the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's which support a widevariety of wildlife species including mule deer, elk, black bear, golden
eagle, red-tailed hawk, and turkey. Existing populations could diminish.

Increased access and thus increased activity and noise levels woulddisrupt the nesting season for raptors which utilize Cerro Parido and Bear's
Mouth in the Ignacio Chavez WSA for nesting. Scaled quail, mourning dove,turkey, and non-game bird species utilize grasses and shrubs along the
canyons and arroyos, as well as rolling foothills in both WSA's. Nestingseasons extend from February to August, depending on the species, and thebirds are particularly susceptible to increased activity during this time.Not only would habitat be destroyed and nesting activities interrupted, but
total nest abandonment is possible.

Un
,

de
J t

?
18 alternatlve

>
direct impacts on cultural resources fromORV use, although slight, would increase through time as user demand grows.Indirect impacts (the effects not directly caused by vehicles themselves)

contribute substantially to loss of cultural resources by providing relative
ease_ ot discovery, access, tool and equipment transport, artifact andspecimen transport, and speed of action. These indirect impacts wouldlikely increase under the No Wilderness Alternative.

Primitive and unconfined recreation relies on the resource base ofa predominantly natural environment, which may not exist under thisalternative in the long term. The Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's are twoareas close to Albuquerque and Santa Fe providing a diversity of primitive
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recreation opportunity. These WSA's have become increasingly popular with

the populations of these two cities. Several organized group trips by the

New Mexico Mountain Club have become annual events. This extremely popular

primitive recreation opportunity could be significantly impacted under the

No Wilderness Alternative. These WSA's have an organized group of

volunteers who patrol the area weekly looking for impairing human activity.

The natural setting supporting the special features, including

cultural resources, high scenic quality, critical elk and deer winter range,

and a wide variety of wildlife species, would be subject to the effects of

increased surface disturbance and vehicular travel in the long term.

Management under the No Wilderness Alternative would significantly degrade

the potential of the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's for use as a "natural

laboratory," by degrading the blend of three primarily natural ecosystems so

accessible to the populations of Albuquerque and Santa Fe

.

The natural settings on which Native American uses are often

dependent would be subject to increased surface-disturbing activities. The

impacts on Native American uses of this WSA are unquantifiable because of

lack of access to proprietary information held by the various pueblos.

In the long term, not curtailing additional access and ORV activity

would ultimately reduce the high Scenic Quality A and B visual resources of

the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's. ORV activity, both authorized and

unauthorized, is expected to accelerate in these WSA's. Additional roads

predispose increased surface disturbance and increased cultural modification

of the visual resources by such activities as trash dumping, removal^ of

natural vegetation, creation of temporary camps, poaching, and unauthorized

fuelwood cutting. A largely expanded road network (particularly those roads

caused by unauthorized use) would reduce visual resources by 60 to 70

percent.

Conclusion

In the short term, there would be no impacts on wilderness values

from the No Wilderness Alternative. Under the No Wilderness Alternative,

wilderness values on 33,264 acres in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and on 13,692

acres in the Chamisa WSA would decrease in quality by 60 to 70 percent in

the long term, resulting in a loss of the wilderness character in both WSA's.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Exploration and Development

Under the No Wilderness Alternative 32,696 acres with moderate

potential for oil and gas and 568 acres with high potential in the Ignacio

Chavez WSA (see Map 7) and 13,692 acres with moderate potential oil and gas

in the Chamisa WSA (see Map 10) would be available for exploration and

development in the short and long term. However, moderate levels of

exploration and low to moderate levels of development would be anticipated

only in the long term. Ten post-FLPMA and nine future interest leases in
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the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and four post-FLPMA and four future interest leases
(see Map 5 and 8) in the Chamisa WSA, would have lease stipulations without
wilderness constraints. In the short term, the 32,456 acres with moderate
potential and 568 acres with high potential in the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and
9,662 acres with moderate potential for oil and gas in the Chamisa WSA
located in the Ignacio Chavez Special Management Area (see Map 2) would have
special stipulations, to be determined during activity planning, designed to
protect visual and wildlife habitat objectives. The 240 acres with moderate
potential for oil and gas in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and the 4,030 acres in
the Chamisa WSA outside the SMA would have standard lease stipulations.
Exploration and development could result in 1 producing well for every 600
to 4,800 acres, and a commensurate increase in roads, drill pads and
pipelines. '

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 227 acres with moderate
potential and 7,644 acres with high potential for coal and humates in the
Ignacio Chavez WSA and 780 acres with moderate potential in the Chamisa WSA
(see Maps 6 and 9, and Table 7) could be opened for leasing in the long term
it the RMP were amended to make this area available for leasing
consideration. If leased, moderate levels of exploration and low tomoderate levels of development could result in small surface or undergroundmines in both WSA's. 5

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impact on
oil and gas exploration and development on 46,388 acres with moderatepotential and 568 acres with high potential for oil and gas in the two WSA'sand no impact on future options to explore and develop 1,007 acres withmoderate potential and 7,644 acres with high potential for coal and humates.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (seven head persection per year). The permittees could continue to use 25 miles of vehicleroutes in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and 11 miles in the Chamisa WSA to access
trie existing and proposed range improvements listed under the All Wilderness
Alternative for inspection, maintenance, or construction purposes. Therewould be no wilderness contraints on types of construction materials ortools, or on locations of improvements. Vegetative and soil treatmentscould be implemented if consistent with activity plans, and withoutwilderness constraints. c

Conclusion

Mn „., ,
There

A1
WOUld h

f
n° lmPacts on livestock grazing use levels under theNo wilderness Alternative.
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Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Sales of recreational ORV machines have increased 350 percent in

the past 5 years in the Albuquerque area. Based on this trend for increased

use, current levels of ORV use within the Ignacio Chavez and Charaisa WSA's

are expected to increase.

In the short term, recreational ORV use is limited to 25 miles of

vehicular ways in the Ignacio Chavez WSA and to 11 miles in the Chamisa

WSA. This precludes off-road backcountry riding and exploring, vehicle

camping, and hunting except on roads and trails (or on foot).

In the long term, accelerating demand for many types of ORV

recreation, coupled with increased access resulting from unauthorized

fuelwood harvest and mineral activities, would result in significant

increases in ORV use. In the long term, the RMP could be modified or

superseded. It cannot be predicted whether new management prescriptions for

this area would be more or less restrictive.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on

recreational ORV use in the short and long term.

Impacts on the Utilization of Wood Products

Under this alternative, no wood products resources in the Ignacio

Chavez and Charaisa WSA's would be included in designated wilderness. The

wood products would be managed under the constraints of the Ignacio Chavez

Special Management Area (SMA) in the short term. Silvicultural treatments

to benefit fuelwood supply could be conducted on 1,700 acres in the SMA,

fuelwood harvest could be conducted on 41 acres annually, timber harvest tor

habitat enhancement or to control pests and disease, and minor forest

products would be available if consistent with the SMA objectives.

In the long term, the RMP may be amended to make possible the

intensive management and harvest of at least 110 million board feet of

timber during a 120-year rotation, currently worth $5,000,000. In addition,

amending the RMP could make possible intensive fuelwood management that

could result in the availability of 100,000 cords of fuelwood during a

120-year rotation, with a present value of $1,000,000. This intensive

management would prevent the conversion of ponderosa pine to pinyon-juniper

woodland.

Conclusion

Under this No Wilderness Alternative, wood product utilization

would not be impacted.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared using public input obtained by large
mailings, public meetings, open houses, and personal contacts.

'

These
efforts began during wilderness inventory and continue during the
preparation of this Revised Statewide Wilderness EIS.

Proponents of wilderness designation during the inventory and
wilderness study area decisions involvement efforts cited the Ignacio Chavezand Chamisa WSA's wide ecosystem diversity, large size, and apparent natural
character. Their close proximity to Albuquerque and Santa Fe, and thus
their ability to serve such a large portion of New Mexico's population, were
also pointed out.

Opponents of wilderness designation for the Ignacio Chavez and
Chamisa WSA's discussed the effects of excluding the areas from possible
future minerai exploration and development, the presence of human impacts,
and possible limitations on ranch operations.

On December 28, 1982, Interior Secretary Watt's decision to drop
areas containing split-estate lands and areas less than 5,000 acres resulted
in the dropping of the entire Chamisa WSA and the southern two-thirds of the
Ignacio Chavez WSA from further wilderness review because these areas
contained privately-owned minerals overlain by land administered by the BLM
or became contiguous areas of less than 5000 acres. The northern one-third
of the Ignacio Chavez WSA was then carried forward into a Statewide draft
environmental assessment document that contained analyses on each WSA
affected by this acreage reduction. During the public comment period on
this New Mexico Wilderness Supplemental Draft Environmental Assessment
CUSDI, BLM 1983), lid inputs on the Ignacio Chavez WSA were received from
commenters. All but two inputs favored wilderness designation. Supporting
reasons included the highly diverse ecosystems, spectacular overlooks, and
excellent opportunities for solitude. Several spoke of the benefits to
wildlife that could accrue through wilderness designation. Many of the
general comments indicated that the approximately 33,000-acre original
Ignacio Chavez WSA should be examined for wilderness designation, regardless
of "split-estate" considerations.

The two inputs opposing wilderness designation cited the Ignacio
Chavez WSA's potential for oil and gas, and conflicts with grazing interests
as reasons for their opposition.

On May 1, 1985, the northern portion of the Ignacio Chavez WSA was
analyzed in a Wilderness Analysis Report released for public comment as part
° f the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Study Draft Environmental Impact
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Statement (USDI, BLM 1985). The following is a summary of the public

comments which BLM received.

During the public comment period, BLM received 465 comments in the

form of letters and testimony at public hearings. Support came from 340

commenters for "Alternative W," a 1.3 million-acre wilderness proposal

advocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition. Alternative W recommended

that the southern part of the Ignacio Chavez WSA, and the entire Chamisa

WSA, be added back into the study process, and, along with the northern

portion of the Ignacio Chavez WSA, should be recommended for wilderness

designation. Of the specific comments that were received, many were

directed to the entire acreage of both WSA's. Others addressed only the

northern portion of the Ignacio Chavez WSA that was analyzed in the Draft

EIS. Most of the comments summarized below address only the northern part

of the Ignacio Chavez WSA. Specific comments were received from 25

commenters, 23 of which supported wilderness designation for the acreage.

Two commenters opposed wilderness designation. For this WSA, none of these

comments required specific responses or revisions to the affected

environment or analysis of environmental impacts.

It was not until the Statewide DEIS was released that it became

known that a court decision in Sierra Club v. Watt had the effect of

reinstating all acreage that had been dropped in December 1982, including

that of the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's. As a result of that decision,

the Statewide DEIS is now being revised to include these areas.

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide

Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),

specific comments were directed to the Ignacio Chavez and Chamisa WSA's by

28 commenters. Comments on this WAR which require a response are discussed

and responded to in this section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0100

Name(s): Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico Wilderness Coalition

Comment: "The Coalition also proposes a small addition to the northwest

corner of Ignacio Chavez to move the boundary back to the

maintained road. This expansion protects a relatively flat area

in the viewshed of Mesa Cortada and El Banquito."

Response: This portion was released from further wilderness review during

the intensive Inventory because of impacts to naturalness. The

area contains a line camp consisting of a house, corral, loading

chute, small dump, and out-house, and is maintained in

conjunction with the allottee's grazing lease under a Section 4

Permit.

*****
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No. 0664-1

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Response

:

Lorrayne C. Byers, self

"Regarding (2) boundaries, it is stated that the WSA is bounded
"on the south by Cibola National Forest and a maintained road"
(Page 6/7-5 further identifies the road as "gravelled"). This is
incorrect. It will be noted on the enclosed map the WSA is
irregularly bounded on the south by approximately 1.25 miles of
State land, .5 mile of Federal land, 4.5 miles of private land,
and thence the Forest. Further, the "Maintained (gravelled)"
road is little more than two miles of undedicated, unimproved
dirt vehicular trail leading to private land, and it is kept
passable exclusively by the owners of that private land."

During the process of identifying Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs)

,

inventory policy required that boundaries be placed along
existing, maintained roads and/or property boundaries. This
should clarify the rationale behind the information
"twisted" SE boundary of the Chamisa USA.

No. 0664-2

Name(s): Lorrayne C. Byers, self

Comment: "Another error, highly significant in serai-arid region, concerns
water location, page 6/7-41. It is stated "one spring and small
trough within the Chamisa WSA portion of Banco de las Casa
Allotment." There is no water on the WSA portion of this
allotment. It will be noted on the enclosed map, there is a
spring on the private land of Section 20. Water for livestock is
hauled from this spring to the WSA portion of the allotment."

Response: The error has been noted, and the text corrected.

No. 0644-3

Name(s): Lorrayne C. Byers, self

of the

Comment

:

To illustrate contrived premises, reference is made to page
6/7-44. To justify a recreational need for the WSAs, it was
presumed to (1) apply recreational useage levels of the Mt.
Taylor Ranger District to the WSAs, and (2) cite increased
Albuquerque sales of ORV vehicles. As regards (1) recreational
useage, as fulltime residents of the Ignacio Chavez/Chamisa WSA
area, we travel over the one road to the area at least twice
weekly, when passable. During the past ten years, we have noted
two backpackers, one group of rock climbers, and four vehicles of
stangers (sightseers?). Additionally in season, we have annually
noted small numbers of hunters and woodcutters. As regards (2)
increased Albuquerque ORV sales, the EIS definition is infinite:
"Recreational ORV use refers to all types of two-wheel, three-
wheel, and four-wheel vehicles, and is associated with such types
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of recreational use as hunting, trailriding, camping and

picnicking." This covers about every sale from bicycles through

pickups, and the number used for recreation is strictly a matter

of conjecture."

Response: The Wilderness Analysis Report follows these assertions with the

following statement: "Nondeveloped recreation demand on a

regional level is an indicator of the types of recreation
activities that the Ignacio Chavez WSAs may be required to

support...." Given the similarity in land features, and the

close proximity to Mt. Taylor, it is not inappropriate to make

projections based on trend indicators.

The Rio Puerco Proposed Resource Management Plan (October 1985)

states: "There is little doubt that the demand for off-road

motorized vehicle travel is growing and the sale of all-terrain
vehicles and dirt bikes is increasing approximately 51 percent a

year." This does not include all the other types of off-road-
vehicle use which is likely to increase proportionally, with

population growth. The RMP continues by stating: "The RPRA
surrounds Albuquerque, which is increasing in population two

percent a year and is the largest metropolitan area in the State."

No. 0664-4

Name(s): Lorrayne C. Byers, self

Comment: "Again, as in our letter of July 31, 1982, we would point out

that the inclusion of the southeastern 'bootleg' of Chamisa WSA
is erroneous, and should be withdrawn from wilderness

consideration. The portion comprised of Section 19 and parts of

Section 20 do not qualify, as defined by the Wilderness Act of

1964. The facts regarding this portion are as follows: (please
refer to enclosed map)

.

1. It is comprised of only 840 acres which project from the WSA

body to be surrounded on three sides by private land, and in

turn, it twists to surround one tract of private land in

quarter-mile segments four times.

2. This area of just 1.3 square miles contains:

A. 5.5 miles of perimeter and cross-fencing, which will in-

crease to 7.5 miles if additional private land is fenced,

B. Two metal 6000-gal. water tanks for livestock, necessary
to implement rotational grazing, for there is no water on the WSA

portion of Banco de la Casa Allotment,
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C. 2.5 miles of vehicle trails, of which about .5 mile is

part of the only available access to private land Section 24, due
to natural barriers of terrain, and

D. Visibility of a two-story, 3000-square foot residence
occupied fulltime, from at least 75 percent of the area in
question. It is located on the second highest elevation of the

two sections. Other buildings are visible from at least 25

percent of the area."

Response: The 1.5 miles of fenceline indicated on your map are included in
the Banco de la Casa Allotment Management Plan and the New Mexico
Statewide Wilderness Study narrative. According to our files,
this fenceline is an authorized range improvement within the

Chamisa WSA.

The two 6000-gallon water trough were not documented during the
original Intensive Inventory. They are not reflected in the
updated data published in the Current New Mexico Statewide
Wilderness Study that you have reviewed and commented on. The
range data included in this update was derived from a review of

all current range management documents including allotment
management plans. A record search indicates no documentation of
any application to install these facilities or any record of
permission granted to install these facilities. Their presence
constitutes a Wilderness Interim Management violation which will
be pursued separate to this response.

The original intensive inventory mapped two vehicular routes in
approximately the same location as those you mapped and submitted
with your letter. However, the intensive inventory revealed that
these routes concluded on private land, and not extending into
the Chamisa Inventory Unit. A subsequent route inventory done in
1983 in conjunction with the Rio Puerco Resource Area Management
Plan noted no additional routes in inventory unit. Any existing
routes that may be an extension of the intensive inventory route
1 and 2 would constitute a wilderness Interim Management
violation.

Your concerns regarding the potential sights and sound impacts to
naturalness which could result from ranching operations occuring
on private lands has been noted. However, according to the
"Endangered American Wilderness Act of 1978", outside sights and
sounds cannot be used as a criteria to eliminate wilderness
unless their influence is clearly overwhelming. Several cases
within the State of New Mexico set a precedent in applying the
intent of this Act. The Sandia Wilderness Area was designated
wilderness adjacent to the major metropolitan area of Albuquerque.
The Bisti Wilderness Area was designated wilderness while
contiguous to an active coal strip mine.
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Overall, the naturalness of this portion of the WSA remains
intact. Any impact resulting from Interim Management violations
will be mitigated.

Section 4(d) (4) (2) of the Wilderness Act provides for continued

livestock grazing where established prior to designating the area
as wilderness. Further insight on the subject is in the
Conference Report of S.2009 (House Report 96-1126) under the

heading "Grazing in National Forest Wilderness Areas." These
congressional guidelines and direction of the Wilderness Act and
are applied nationwide on all BLM designated wilderness. Review
of these policies should relieve your concerns about utilizing
your grazing allotment if Chamisa WSA becomes designated
wilderness.
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APPENDIX 8

LA LENA WSA
(NM-010-063A)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The La Lena Wilderness Study Area (WSA) contains approximately

10,438 acres of public land, and is located approximately 7 miles north of

the Village of Guadalupe, in T. 16 and 17 N. , R. 3 and 4 W. , NMPM. It is

bordered on the east side by maintained roads and on the south, north, and

west by a combination of maintained roads and property boundaries (see Map 1

and the map on the back of the Albuquerque District divider page).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic map covering this WSA is the

Arroyo Empedrado 7.5 minute quadrangle.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The La Lena WSA lies at the approximate center of northwestern New

Mexico. Physiographically, the WSA is in the Navajo Section of the Colorado

Plateau Province. The Navajo Section is characterized by outcrops of

sandstone with lesser amounts of shale that have been subjected to intensive

arid-cycle erosion.

Landforms in this region include mesas, cuestas, rock terraces,

retreating escarpments, canyons, and arroyos. There are approximately 400

feet of relief in the La Lena WSA; from a low elevation of 6,100 feet, the

terrain reaches 6,500 feet. The major drainages found in the WSA are Arroyo

Empedrado and La Canada de La Lena. The overall geomorphology of the WSA is

formed by arroyos cutting sandstone-capped mesas.

The La Lena WSA has a semiarid climate. Warm, relatively dry

summers and cold, relatively dry winters are characteristic. The average

annual snowfall in the area is about 37 inches and occurs between October

and May. Summer precipitation comes as violent thunderstorms of high

intensity but short duration which result in extremely unpredictable

rainfall patterns with certain localized areas receiving moisture while

adjacent areas receive none. Annual precipitation ranges between 5 and 15

inches, with an average of approximately 11 inches. About 40 percent of the

precipitation falls in July and August.

Temperature, like precipitation, is extremely variable from season

to season. Extreme temperatures range from 102° F in the summer to -20°

F in the winter. Average daily temperatures in the warm months vary from

45° F in April to 70° F in July.

The average growing season is approximately 160 days, beginning in

May and ending in October. The full 160-day season is seldom realized

because available moisture, rather than temperature, is the limiting factor.
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MAP 1

LA LENA WSA
C010-063A)
Legend— WSA BOUNDARY (PROPOSED ACTION)

(LA LENA WSA ONLY)

Land Status*
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'"'\ BLM SURFACE/NON BLM SUBSURFACE

Scale: 1/2 inch = 1 mile

* State, Private and Non BLM Subsurface ownership
is identified only inside the WSA boundary.

Source: USDI BLM, Albuquerque District, 1986
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La Lena WSA

LAND STATUS

The La Lena WSA contains 10,438 acres of public land and

approximately 1,280 acres of State of New Mexico inholdings (see Map 1).

ACCESS

Access to the La Lena WSA is from State Highway 44. A

State-maintained gravel road leads into the WSA from the west, and

County-maintained dirt roads constitute part of the WSA boundary (see Map 1).

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVE

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered by not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). While

certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,

resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, soils and vegetation are

explained in the document when they are affected by actions relating to the

key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The All Wilderness Alternative has been developed as the Proposed

Action for the La Lena WSA because of the WSA's naturalness, its

opportunities to experience solitude, and its opportunities for primitive

and unconfined recreation. It also contains such special features as the

San Luis Mesa raptor habitat, some Archaic and other prehistoric and

historic cultural resource sites, and populations of two rare plant

species. This alternative is considered manageable as wilderness because no

major impacts have been identified as a result of issues

identified—wilderness values; oil and gas, and coal and humate exploration

and development; livestock grazing use levels; and recreational off-road

vehicle (ORV) use.

A detailed description of those actions associated with the All

Wilderness Alternative and the No Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is

provided in Table 1. Special Management Area considerations associated with

the No Wilderness Alternative for this WSA are depicted on Map 2.

Significant impacts, by alternative, for each of the major environmental

issues raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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LA LENA
SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside

None for this USA.

Issues Raised and Set Aside

Impacts on sand and gravel development

Impacts on cultural resources

Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

The development of sand and gravel is not expected because these
resources are widespread and more readily accessible in other areas.

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis because
the potential for resource development is low and a detailed site
analysis is required for any proposed surfacing disturbing
activities.

Impacts on threatened or endangered plant or The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with BLM's finding
animal species f no effect n species Federally-listed or proposed for limiting
[State-listed endangered species ( Toumeyaas threatened or endangered. An analysis of potential impacts to
papyracantha and Astragalur knight ii )] threatened or endangered species would be required for any proposed

surface disturbing activities.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis

All Wilderness (Proposed Action)

No Wilderness (No Action)

Reasons

20,438 acres of public land were identified during the inventory as
having wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Four issues of concern were identified for the La Lena WSA. These include wilderness values; oil and gas, and
coal and humate exploration and development; livestock grazing use levels; and recreational off-road vehicle use.

Analysis of wilderness values is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. The La Lena WSA contains a variety
of special features including abundant cultural resource sites, two State-listed endangered plant species, and
wildlife habitat supporting golden eagle, great horned owl, prairie falcon, red-tailed hawk, kestrel, mule deer,
and gray fox.

The La Lena WSA contains moderate potential for oil and gas on 4,401 acres and high potential on 6,037 acres. It
also contains 2,431 acres of moderate potential coal and humates and 2,437 acres of high potential. Concerns
regarding mineral potential include restrictions to mineral exploration and development under wilderness
designation, as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the La Lena WSA resulting from mineral
exploration and development if it is not designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the inconvenience to livestock operators
from vehicle restrictions and from limitations on the construction of new improvements under wilderness
designation. In addition, concern was expressed for an expected increase in vandalism to range improvements and
harassment of livestock if an area is not designated as wilderness.

Concerns were raised regarding the elimination of recreational off-road vehicle use under wilderness designation
as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the La Lena WSA resulting from continued motorized vehicle
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES ON

10,438 ACRES. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-12 post-FLPMA oil and gas leases on 5,118 acres would be subject

to standard lease stipulations to protect wilderness values.

-No new leases would be issued.

-2,437 acres with high and 2,431 acres with moderate potential

for coal and humates would be closed to exploration and

development (see Map 5).

-Provide reasonable access to 1,280 acres of State of New Mexico

inholdings.

W -Vehicle access on approximately 2 miles of new road and pipeline

W rights-of-way across designated wilderness may be involved.

-Acquisition of the 1,280 acres of State of New Mexico inholdings

would be pursued.

-Current grazing use levels of approximately 7/head/section/year

would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 10 earthen reservoirs, 8

miles of fence, 3.7 miles of pipeline, and 3 troughs, the number

of permitted trips/year to be established in the management

plan. Maintenance by minimum tool; heavy equipment may be

required. New range improvements (1 mile of fence) allowable

for resource protection only. Casual vehicle use for

Inspections and minor repairs would be precluded.

-Close 8 miles of vehicle routes.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide trail SMA may be

designated through the area, probably only for equestrian and

pedestrian use (see Map 2)

.

-Native American uses (religious uses, etc.) could continue.

MANAGE 10,438 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS.

WOULD BE TAKEN:

THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS

-4,401 acres with moderate potential and 6,037 acres with high potential

for oil and gas, 5,118 acres of which are currently leased (see Maps 4

and 6), would be open to exploration and development subject to lease

stipulations limiting surface occupancy from February through June on the

4,500-acre San Luis Mesa Raptor Area Special Management Area (SMA) (see

Map 2) . Moderate levels of exploration and low to moderate levels of

development anticipated only in the long term, resulting in 1 producing

well every 600-4,800 acres. Up to 4 miles of road may be constructed.

Potential surface disturbance of 30-50 acres.

-2,437 acres with high and 2,431 acres with moderate potential for coal

and humates would be open for exploration and development in the long

term if the land use plan is amended to make them available. If

strip mined a total of 2,500-4,000 acres of surface disturbance

would result.

-Provide reasonable access to 1,280 acres of State of New Mexico

inholdings with moderate to high potential for oil and gas (see Map

6).

Vehicle access on approximately 2 miles of new roads, pipeline rights-of

way across public land may be involved.

-Motorized vehicle use limited to 8 miles of vehicle routes.

-Current grazing use levels of approximately 7 head/section/year would

continue.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide Trail SMA may be designated

through the area for equestrian and pedestrian use (see Map 2)

.

-Native American uses (religious uses, etc.) could continue.

-No surface disturbance, vehicle activity, or mineral location allowed

in the 640-acre Empedrado Watershed Study Area in the SMA (see Map 2).

-No mineral material sales in the 4500-acre SMA.

-No surface disturbance on any acreage in the SMA from February

through June.
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Alternative by

WSA/Acreage

All Wilderness
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(do not designate
10,438 acres)

TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Impacts on
Wilderness Values

Impacts on
Oil and Gas, and
Coal and Humate

Exploration and Development

Impacts on
Livestock Grazing

Use Levels

Impacts on
Recreational Off-Road

Vehicle (ORV) Use

-Maintain natural character

of the sandstone mesas
and canyons.

Maintain opportunities for
solitude.

-Protect raptor, scaled
quail, and non-game species

nest sites.
-Maintain good scenic
quality.
-Maintain current undis-

turbed condition of

cultural resources.

-Retain current "natural
laboratory" setting.
-Maintain natural setting

for Native American uses.

-In the short term, there

would be no impact on

wilderness values.
-In the long term, mineral

exploration and development
and ORV activity would

result in a diminishment in
quality of naturalness
throughout this WSA.

-Road development would
result in a loss of

opportunities for
solitude.

-6,037 acres with high
potential and 4,401
acres with moderate
potential for oil and

gas would be closed

to exploration and
development when
existing leases expire
before 1994. The

5,320 acres currently
leased (post-FLPMA)
would be subject to

lease stipulations
protecting wilderness.
However, oil and gas

activity is not anti-
cipated in the short

term.
-2,437 acres with high

and 2,431 acres with
moderate potential for

coal and huraates would
not be explored or

developed.
-Approximately 1-4

producing oil and gas

wells would be foregone.

-No impact.

-Current grazing use

levels of approximately
7 head/section/year
would continue.
-10 earthen reservoirs,

8 miles of fence, 3.7

miles of pipeline, and

3 troughs would be

maintained under
wilderness limitations

and with minimum tool.

New range improvement

(1 mile of fence)

allowable to protect

resources only.

-Permits required for

vehicle access to

improvements. Casual
vehicle use on 8 miles

of routes for inspections

and minor repairs would

be precluded.
-Operator costs increased
and operator
inconvenienced

.

8 miles of vehicular
routes would be closed,
precluding backcountry
exploring and riding,

vehicle camping, and

hunting using 2-wheel

3-wheel , and 4-wheel
vehicles.

-No impact on current

grazing use levels of

approximately 7

head /sect ton/year.

-No impact on use of 8

miles of existing routes

-No impact on operator

costs or on management
style.

-No impact on

recreational ORV use

in the short or long

term.



La Lena WSA

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

Within the La Lena WSA, sedimentary rocks dip at low angles to the
northwest into the San Juan Basin. The WSA is situated on the southeast
margin of the Basin near the boundary between the Chaco Slope and the
Central Basin. A few northeast-trending faults exposed within the WSA may
be associated with the Puerco Fault Zone.

Sedimentary rocks which crop out within the La Lena WSA include the
Mancos Shale, the Point Lookout Sandstone, and the Menefee Formation (see
Figure 1). All are Cretaceous in age and were deposited under open marine,
strand line, and transitional-continental environments. Resistent
sandstones of the Point Lookout and Menefee Formations form escarpments and
small cliffs while mudrocks in the Mancos Shale and Menefee Formation erode
to valleys and gently sloping hills.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

The scenic character found in much of the La Lena WSA is the result
of gently dipping sandstone beds of the Menefee Formation that form a
cuesta-and-valley landscape. The outcropping Menefee rocks represent the
uppermost layers of a sedimentary sequence that ranges in age from
Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous (see Figure 1). Regionally, this sequence is
known to contain deposits of oil and gas, coal and humates, and uranium.

PALEONTOLOGY

The sedimentary rocks that crop out in the WSA are known regionally
to contain a varied fossil assemblage. Of the three exposed rock units the
massive Point Lookout Sandstone contains only trace fossils and plant
fragments. The remaining exposed units, the Menefee Formation and Mancos
Shale, contain a wide range of fossili ferous material. Occurring in the
Menefee are plant fragments and vertebrate material, while the Mancos
exhibits animal life in the form of ammonites, gastropods, and bivalves.

WATER

Surface Water

The La Lena WSA lies in a tributary watershed of the Rio Puerco
which ultimately flows into the Rio Grande. The WSA is considered part of
the Middle Rio Grande Major River Sub-Basin.

Arroyos in the WSA are ephemeral and commonly deeply entrenched
into alluvium and shale. Runoff occurs at many times throughout a given

d'urin^tb^™!^ l
a¥ en

?
rmousl y depending on season. Peaks commonly occurduring the summer and early autumn months, coinciding with the rainy season;

up to 99 percent of the annual discharge recorded at the Arroyo Chico gauge
near Guadalupe may occur during this period (Craigg 1980).
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Ground Water

The La Lena WSA lies within the State-declared Rio Grande
Underground Water Basin. One undeveloped spring is known to be located in
the WSA.

SOILS

The soils in the La Lena WSA are highly susceptible to erosion and
opportunities for management or conservation are extremely limited.
Generally, they have heavier (more clayey) soil textures, saline and/or
alkali conditions that inhibit plant growth, and exhibit high susceptibility
to water erosion and piping. Gullies with almost vertical walls are
common. The sediment yield from the WSA as a whole is high.

VEGETATION

Table 3 summarizes the vegetation found in the La Lena WSA by range
site. Map 3 shows the locations of these range sites within the WSA.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

There are no known Federally-listed threatened or endangered plant
species within the La Lena WSA. There is no apparent potential for listed
species to occur in the WSA. If sighting are made, the species will be
protected by compliance with law and regulation. Two plants, both on the
State endangered species list, grama grass cactus ( Toumeya papyracantha

,

also called Pediocactus papyracanthus ) and Knight's milkvetch (Astragalus
knightii ) are found in the La Lena WSA (Anne Cully, New Mexico Natural
Resources Department, personal communication, February 3, 1986).

WILDLIFE

San Luis Mesa, in the southern portion of the La Lena WSA, is ideal
raptor (bird of prey) nesting habitat. Several golden eagle nests and great
horned owl nests occur within the WSA (USDI, BLM 1981). Other raptors
observed nesting on San Luis Mesa outside of the WSA include prairie
falcons, red-tailed hawks (within a mile of the WSA), and kestrels.

A small population of mule deer resides in the WSA, although its
habitat is marginal. Other wildlife observed in the WSA include coyote,
gray fox, blacktailed jackrabbit, Gunnison's prairie dog, and scaled
quail. A complete listing of species potentially inhabiting the WSA can be
found in the U.S. Forest Service Run Wild computer printout for Sandoval
County, on file in the Albuquerque District Office.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Specie s

There are no State- or Federally-listed threatened or endangered
animal species in this WSA.
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TABLE 3

ECOTYPES, RANCE SITES, AND SOILS, LA LENA WSA

Range
Site

Average
Sloped) Aspect

Present Stocking
Vegetative Rate
Cover(X) (scree/AuTl)

Present
Ecological

Range
Condition

Present
Vegetation
Species

Potential
Perennial

Plant
Caver(X)

Air-Dry
Production
(lDa/ac)

Potential
Vegetation
Speclea

Related
Soil

Grama-
Galleta
Steppe

1

Salt
Flats

Lees
than

1

Alkali sacaton,

fourvlng aalt-
bush, black
grease wood

Alkali
•acaton,
giaot

sacaton,
blue grama,

vine Bet-
quite,

galleta
grata

Chrlat-
laaburg
Clay and

Gullied
Land, Laa

Lucat-
Pertayo
and
Ravola
Sllty
Clay Loan,
Alkali

Junlper-
Plnyon
Woodland

29.43 Alkali sacaton,

shad scale,

galleta grass

Alkali
sacaton,
sldeoats
grama,

Indian rlce-

graas,
Bigelow

galleta
grass

011-

Trave-

sllla-
Shlngle,
Erodad-
Rock
Outcrop
Cospiex

Junlper-
Plnyon
Woodland

N, S, W Poor- One-aeed
fair juniper, big

aagebruah, blue

graaa

Alkali
sacaton,

blue grama,
Indian rice-
grass,
little blue-

st em,- one-
seed Juniper

Rock
Outcrop-
Trave-
tllla-
Peraayo
Aaaoe-
lstlon

Great
BsbIq
SageDrush

4

Shallow
Upland

N and

nearly
flat

Galleta grass,

big aagebruah,
blue grama

Indian rice-
grass,
bottle brush

aqulrral-

tall,
big aage-
brush

010-

Trave-
•111.-

Shlngle

Outcrop
Complex

Grsma-

Gslleta
Steppe

5

Losny

Uplsnd

S snd

nearly

flat

Poor- Broom anake-
good weed. galleta

grass blue

grama

Western
vheatgraas,
big aaga-
bruah,

galleta
graaa,
mutton, blue-

graaa, blue

grams

ShaTano-
Berent
Assoc-
iation

Grsma-

Calleta
Steppe

6

Loamy

Upland

Galleta grasa,

red threeawn,

broom snakeweed

Blue grama, Shavano-

Iodlan rice- Berent
grass, spike Ahboc-
dropaeed, latlon
sand drop-
seed

Crama-

Galleta
Steppa

7

Loamy
Upland

Poor-
fair

Alkali sacaton,
galleta grass,
broom snakeweed

Black grama,

blue grama,
Indian rlco-

graaa

Peniataja-
Bond

Assoc-
iation

Juniper-
Ptnyou
Woodland

One-seed
juniper,
galleta grass,
blue grama

Black graaa,
little blue-
atem, Indian

rlcegrasa,
needle and

thread graaa

Rock
Outerop-
Trave-
allla
Complex

Junlper-
Plnyon
Woodland

9

Clayey
Upland

Galleta grass,
broom snake-
weed, alkali

Western
wheatgraas,
alkali

aacaton,
bottlebruah
aqulrreltsll,
galleta grass

Lucia

Soil
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La Lena WSA

VISUAL RESOURCES

Scenic views of Cabezon Peak are available from within the La Lena

WSA. Also visible is an expansive rolling valley cut by washes and arroyos,

and evidence of past volcanic activity that includes Mesa Chivato and the

volcanic plugs surrounding it. Based on BLM's most current inventory, the

La Lena WSA has been found to contain good Scenic Quality B visual resources.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resource inventory within the La Lena WSA consists of

reconnaissance of one section (640 acres) and several small (5-acre or less)

in-house surveys in support of various BLM projects. Five sites were

located by Eastern New Mexico University in 1976. Three of the sites are

clearly Navajo (two sweat lodges and a livestock corral), and the remaining

two are lithic scatters of indeterminate cultural affiliation.

A minimum of 150 sites can be projected within the boundaries of

this WSA, though actual site density may exceed this estimate. High site

densities (particularly Navajo) are recorded on Torreon Wash immediately

north of the WSA boundary, and probably continue into the northern periphery

of the La Lena WSA. Some evidence of use by Archaic, prehistoric Pueblo,

Pueblo, and contemporary peoples exists within this WSA (see Table 4).

TABLE 4

RIO PUERCO RESOURCE AREA REGIONAL SEQUENCE

Cultural Classification Dates

Pueblo V

Late Pueblo IV

Pueblo III to Pueblo IV

Pueblo III

Pueblo II

Early Pueblo II

Pueblo I

Basketmaker III

1600

1400
1200
1100
950
870
800
700

Present
1600
1400
1200
1100
950

870
800

Archaic Periods

Paleolndian Periods

2500 B.C.

10,000

A.D. 700

2500 B.C.

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within the La Lena WSA is good. The
air quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Its Class II

classification allows a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.
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The primary source of pollution in Che WSA is particulate matter,

principally from springtime dust storms.
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La Lena WSA

SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

No exploration or development activity associated with locatable,

leasable, or salable minerals is occurring within the boundaries of the La

Lena WSA. As of January 1986, all 199 pre-FLPMA and 17 post-FLPMA mining
claims staked in the WSA had been relinquished, indicating a decline of

interest for locatable minerals. Twelve post-FLPMA oil and gas leases, all

expiring before 1994, had been issued; 5,320 acres in the WSA were unleased

(see Map 4). No mines or wells exist within the WSA boundaries, and the

level of exploration activity has been low. The La Lena WSA has been
classified as having both high and moderate oil and gas potential. As

economic conditions change, this resource is likely to be evaluated by

moderate levels of exploration, leading to possible low to moderate levels

of development in the long term. This could result in 1 producing well for

every 15 exploration wells drilled. Well spacing is established by the New
Mexico State Oil and Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature of the

producing horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon, and

whether oil or gas is produced. Because the WSA has moderate and high oil

and gas potential but no proven reservoirs, well spacing predictions have

not been made in this analysis, but could vary from one well per 40 acres up

to one well per 320 acres.

Table 5 indicates that the highest potential for development is

associated with coal and humates occurring in the Mesaverde Group and oil

and gas associated with the sedimentary rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous

age. The geologic environment, inferred geologic processes, reported

mineral occurrences, and known mines and deposits indicate a high

favorability for the accumulation of these mineral resources (see Maps 5 and

6). A successful exploration program could lead to the development of a

moderate-sized surface coal mine in the northern half of the La Lena WSA if

the existing land use plan were amended to further consider the area for

coal leasing.

WATERSHED

The La Lena WSA lies in part of the Rio Puerco Watershed. The Rio

Puerco is one of the major tributaries of the Rio Grande, embracing

approximately one third of the drainage that lies in New Mexico above

Elephant Butte Reservoir. The Rio Puerco supplies only 6 percent of the

waters of the Rio Grande, yet it is the source of 56 percent of the sediment

that obstructs the main Rio Grande channel (Waite 1972).

The main drainage bottoms of the WSA are in the latter stages of an

erosion cycle that was apparently initiated by overgrazing by sheep and

cattle in the late 1800's and early 1900's. This use has resulted in
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TABLE 5

MINERAL POTENTIAL, LA LENA WSA

Commodity

Uranium

Oil and Gas

Associated Environment
Mineral
Potential

Federal
Surface and
Subsurface
Acreage

Inholding
(Non-Federal
Surface and
Subsurface)
Acreage

Coal, Humates

Morrison Formation (Jurassic);

primary and redistributed
mineralization in arkosic sand-

stones; mineralization generally
restricted to channel sandstones
within deltaic, bra ided-st ream

complexes. Minor occurrences
reported from the base of the

Dakota Formation (Cretaceous).

Sedimentary rocks of Jurassic

and Cretaceous age; generally
stratigraphic traps in sand-

stone associated with paleo-
strand lines or buried eolian
dunes.

Mesaverde Group (Cretaceous);
continental margin sediments

Low NC£/

High
Moderate

6,037

4,401

640 State
640 State

High
Moderate

Low

2,437
2,431
NC£/

640 State

Source: McLemore, et al. (1984).

Note: *' Acreages on areas of low potential were not calculated (NC).
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La Lena WSA

extensive sheet, rill, and gully erosion in all areas except the steep mesa
slopes. The WSA is especially vulnerable to upland erosion because of
sparse vegetation, relatively steep slopes, and the occurrence of violent
thunderstorms. During a six-year study, Leopold (1966) found that upland
sheet erosion was the most significant source of sediment in a semiarid area
of New Mexico.

The Arroyo Empedrado Watershed within the La Lena WSA is presently
being intensively monitored, with gauges now measuring rainfall runoff and
sediment from each rainfall event. Vegetation studies are monitoring
utilization by livestock, range condition, trend, and production as part of
a research project being conducted in conjunction with the U.S. Forest
Service Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experimental Station. This project
is designed to monitor and document quantitative change in runoff and
sediment discharge from rangelands subject to intensive grazing management.
The results of this monitoring will be used for predicting hydrologic
response to grazing management in future BLM planning and environmental
studies.

The La Lena WSA is located within the area covered by the Rio
Puerco Watershed Management Plan, completed in 1975, and the Proposed Rio
Puerco Livestock Grazing Management Program ES , completed in 1978. Both
were only partially implemented. The Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan,
completed in 1986, calls for watershed rehabilitation plans to be written
for smaller watersheds in the Rio Puerco Resource Area. These plans will
specify the locations, design, and construction methods for any watershed
rehabilitation devices needed in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

Five grazing allotments contain acreage within the boundaries of
the La Lena WSA (see Map 7). Of these five allotments, three have acreage
in the adjoining Empedrado WSA. The La Lena WSA supports approximately
1,445 Animal Unit Months or approximately 7 head per section per year.
Table 6 displays grazing information pertaining to these five allotments.

Most of the operators who graze livestock in the WSA ranch as a
second income or to continue family tradition; ranching is not their primary
source of income. Since they live in the vicinity of Cuba or Albuquerque,
near their primary sources of income, they can attend to their grazing
allotments only on weekends. The pickup truck has become increasingly
important as a livestock management tool.

Torreon Wash Allotment (//0035)

Of this allotment's five pastures, only one has acreage within the
La Lena WSA. Livestock graze within the WSA for approximately five months
of the yearlong season. One and three-quarters miles of allotment boundary
fence and two earthen reservoirs (both in need of maintenance) are the only
range improvements in the WSA portion of this allotment. The permittee
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TABLE 6

RANGE ALLOTMENT INFORMATION

Allotment
Name

Allotment
Number

Allotment

Acres
WSA

Acres

Number
of

Permittees

AUM's
in

WSA

Head/
Section

in WSA
Season

of Use

09

Torreon Wash 0035 7,976 1,281 1 118 7 Yearlong

Arroyo Empedrado 0036 4,536 1,035 2 138 8 Yearlong

Cerro Cuate 0041 3,886 1,706 1 180 10 Yearlong

Brandy 0010 12,604 2,858 1 515 9 8 months

Twin Butte 0034 12,588 3,558 2

Total

494

1,445

6 Yearlong



La Lena WSA

makes an estimated 180 trips a year on two-track routes in the WSA for range

management purposes. However, there are no vehicle routes in the WSA

portion of this allotment. No new range improvements are planned for

construction within the WSA. The Allotment Management Plan has not been

implemented

.

Arroyo Empedrado Allotment (#0036)

Of the three pastures that make up this allotment, two have acreage

within this WSA. One mile of allotment boundary fence and one earthen

reservoir (in need of maintenance) are the only range improvements in the

WSA portion of this allotment. The two permittees each make an estimated

160 trips a year on two-track routes in the WSA for range management

purposes. However, there are no vehicle routes in the WSA portion of this

allotment. No new range improvements are proposed for construction within

the La Lena WSA. The Allotment Management Plan has not been implemented.

Cerro Cuate Allotment (#0041)

Existing range improvements are approximately two miles of pasture

fence and two earthen reservoirs (both in need of maintenance). The

permittee makes an estimated 356 trips each year on two-track routes in the

WSA for range management purposes. However, there are no vehicle routes in

the WSA portion of this allotment. No additional improvements are proposed

in the Allotment Management Plan which has been fully implemented.

Brandy Allotment (#0010)

Existing range improvements are 5.5 miles of fence, 1.2 miles of

pipeline, 1 livestock trough, 1 wildlife water, and 2 earthen reservoirs

(both in need of maintenance). The permittee makes an estimated 170 trips

each year on two-track routes in the WSA for range management purposes.

However, there are no vehicle routes in the WSA portion of this allotment.

One mile of pasture fence construction is called for in the Allotment

Management Plan which has not been implemented.

Twin Butte Allotment (#0034)

Existing improvements are about two and one-half miles of allotment

boundary fence, two and one-half miles of pipeline, two livestock troughs,

one wildlife water, and three earthen reservoirs (all in need of

maintenance). The 2 permittees use about 5 miles of vehicle routes inside

the WSA portion of the allotment to make an estimated 220 trips a year into

the WSA for range management purposes. No new improvements are called for

in the AMP. The Allotment Management Plan has been fully implemented.

FOREST PRODUCTS

No potential exists for commercial or private-use fuelwood sales.

Limited fuelwood trespass has been reported.
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RECREATION

The BLM has little visitor use data specific to the La Lena WSA.
The primary recreation use is believed to be some big game hunting and
associated activities—camping, ORV use, and hiking. Possible activities
not directly associated with hunting include rockhounding, horseback riding,
and photography. Letters received by the BLM show that scenic and
geological sightseeing also occur.

The current trend toward increased demands for recreational ORV use
in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and thus in the Empedrado WSA, is expected
to continue as Albuquerque, the State's major population center continues
its growth. Recreational ORV use refers to all types of two-wheel,
three-wheel, and four-wheel recreational vehicles, and is associated with
such types of recreational use as hunting, trail riding, camping, and
picnicking. Statistics for recreational ORV use show an increase in annual
sales of ORV's in the Albuquerque area from 567 to an estimated 2,002 units
between 1980 and 1985, a 350 percent increase in sales. These statistics
illustrate the trends on which long-range recreational ORV use forecasts are
based. The annual "Oh-My-God 100" desert race was recently held
approximately two miles east of La Lena WSA.

In the Proposed Rio Puerco Livestock Grazing Management Program
Environmental Statement (USDI. BLM 1978). the BT.M uMIiVpH i-h P BpprCaH n«
Information System (RIS) to describe the existing recreation environment.
The RIS is an evaluation that rates the quality of experience a visitor can
expect while participating in a specific activity. The La Lena WSA lies
within the Chico Arroyo RIS Unit. Table 7 describes the key factors used to
evaluate each activity and the activity's quality rating. The most recent
recreation inventory (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum) (ROS) categorizes
approximately 8,138 acres of the La Lena WSA as semi-primitive motorized and
2,300 acres as roaded natural. [See the Draft Rio Puerco RMP, Appendix I
(USDI, BLM 1985) for an explanation of the ROS.]

The Rio Puerco RMP limited motorized vehicle use to existing roads
and trails. The Rio Puerco RMP also identified a proposed treadway for the
Continental Divide National Scenic Trail (CDNST) as a Special Management
Area. It traverses 62 miles in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and passes
through the La Lena WSA (see Map 2). The actual location will be approved
by the Continental Divide Trail Advisory Council. Management will emphasize
CDNST objectives and intensive recreation goals. If the final treadway does
go through the WSA, it is assumed that it will be implemented whether or not
Congress designates the La Lena WSA as wilderness, and that if the area is
designated as wilderness, that the trail will be limited to pedestrian and
equestrian use.

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The Arroyo Empedrado Watershed is presently being intensively
monitored for runoff, sediment, and vegetation production in order to
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improve grazing management practices. Educational-interpretive potential
exists in the La Lena WSA in the form of a "natural laboratory" for the

observation and study of natural systems, particularly the raptor habitat

centered on the San Luis Mesa Raptor Area Special Management Area (see Map

2).

TABLE 7

RECREATION QUALITY EVALUATION

Activity

Quality Rating in
Chi co Arroyo

RIS Unit Key Factors

ORV Use

Sightseeing
(Scenery)

Sightseeing
(Zoological)

Primitive
Values

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Soil, size, hazards, usability

Landform, color, water, vegetation,
uniqueness, intrusions

Frequency, quality, curiosity, ease of

observation, type, variety

Scenic qualities, size, intrusions,
wildlife, fisheries, water usability,
uniqueness

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans (particularly nearby Navajo, Jemez, Zia, and Santa

Ana peoples) have traditionally used the area for firewood gathering and

hunting. A recent survey near the WSA and interviews with officials of the

Jemez, Zia, and Santa Ana Pueblos and the Canoncito Navajo Reservation
generally show that many places of religious significance exist in and near

the La Lena WSA. Specific site locations are not known to the lay members

of the tribes because only tribal elders know of and watch over such sites.

Apparently it would be indiscreet for the secular governments to propose a

survey or to provide any information of such an esoteric nature.

Traditional Native American uses within the boundaries of this WSA will

probably continue.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no existing or projected realty actions in the La Lena
WSA. The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify these lands for disposal.
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WILDLIFE

Adequate nesting habitat exists in the La Lena WSA to support
greater numbers of a wide variety of raptor species. San Luis Mesa is

considered to be one of the most important nesting areas within northwest
New Mexico for at least six species of raptors. A BLM survey in April 1980
located 15 nest sites, including 1 active golden eagle nest, 1 active
prairie falcon nest, 1 active great-horned owl nest, and 1 active red-tailed
hawk nest. A larger prey base is needed, however, before raptors are
attracted to the WSA in greater numbers. This could occur in the future
when rodent populations reach a higher level as range conditions improve as
the result of changes in grazing management. The San Luis Mesa Raptor Area
Special Management Area (see Map 2) was designated in the Rio Puerco RMP,
approved in 1986, for the protection of this important habitat.

The resident deer herd is probably at its maximum size because deer
habitat conditions are marginal. Small game (rabbit/quail) numbers would
probably increase with improvement in range conditions. Three wildlife
watering devices with protective exclosure fences are present in the WSA.
One waterfowl development is proposed within the La Lena WSA in the Ojo del
Espiritu Santo Grant Habitat Management Plan (USDI, BLM 1978).

Human use of the wildlife resource in the WSA generally includes
small game hunting, trapping, and incidental observation. Control of
coyotes preying on livestock has occurred in the past and will probably be
requested by livestock operators in the future.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the La Lena WSA have been

documented in the process of designating it as a Wilderness Study Area

(USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion elaborates on the quality of

these characteristics.

Naturalness

A detailed description of the human imprints in the La Lena WSA is

documented in the Wilderness Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980). These

imprints include a fenceline network, 10 earthen dams, 3 drill pads, 9

two-track ways (8 miles), 3.7 miles of buried water pipeline, 3 watering

troughs, and 2 small wildlife waters. The BLM considers the overall effects

of these imprints upon the entire WSA when assessing naturalness, which is a

function of the size of the WSA and the number and distribution of impacts.

The drill pads are in the process of natural revegetation and are

difficult to locate. The two-track ways are maintained solely by vehicular

travel and would return to a natural condition if use were discontinued.

Several routes identified during the wilderness intensive inventory are no

longer visible. The earthen reservoirs are generally small (holding less

than 10 acre-feet of water). Many are heavily silted in, although they

still hold water adequately. Most were constructed in the 1950's and 1960's

and are in need of maintenance. When the reservoirs are dry during portions

of the year, they revegetate and readily blend in with the surrounding

areas. The water pipeline has adequately revegetated according to all

Interim Management Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review

(USDI, BLM 1979) requirements. The wildlife waters are small guzzlers, two

feet in diameter, which readily blend in with their surroundings.

The WSA as a whole appears to have been affected primarily by the

forces of nature, and is considered to exhibit the wilderness characteristic

of naturalness.

Solitude

The abundance of small sandstone canyons and meandering arroyos

mingled with steep-sided mesas in the La Lena WSA provides the topographic

relief necessary to absorb a variety of user groups. The opportunity for

solitude is well dispersed throughout the WSA.
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Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The La Lena WSA contains opportunities for hiking, backpacking,
camping, and photography. Although La Lena does offer recreational
opportunities, they were determined to be less than outstanding during the
wilderness inventory.

Special Features

The San Luis Mesa raptor habitat is the predominant special feature
located in the La Lena WSA (see Figures 2, 3, and 4). Species recorded
nesting in the area include golden eagle, prairie falcon, great horned owl,
red-tailed hawk, and raven. Some cultural resource sites also have been
noted.

Populations of two State-listed endangered plants have been found
in the WSA: Toumeya papyracantha (grama grass cactus) and Astragalus
knight ii (Knight's milkvetch)

.

Scenic attributes are derived from classic sandstone mesa vistas.
The lack of dense vegetative cover is an aesthetic attribute which permits
the appreciation of the sculptured landscape which typifies the Southwest.
Startling viewscapes outside of the WSA (often of other surrounding WSA's)
are available from the La Lena WSA's mesa tops along its southern expanse.
The southern portions of the La Lena WSA are included within the boundaries
of the San Luis Mesa Raptor Area Special Management Area (see Map 2).

Multiple Resource Benefits

The La Lena WSA contains some natural values as a result of its
relatively undisturbed character. Congressional designation as wilderness
would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree of
long-term protection for these natural values than would the administrative
designations available to the BLM. (A more detailed discussion of the
multiple resource benefits of wilderness designation may be found in Section
5 in the discussion of impacts of the All Wilderness Alternative.)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

According to A. W. Kuchler (1964) and Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS
1980), the vegetative-ecosystem classification for the La Lena WSA is as
follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 3,533 acres 34%
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 6,025 acres 58%
Great Basin Sagebrush 880 acres 8%
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Figure 2 - Steep-sided, sandstone-capped San Luis
Mesa Raptor Area Special Management Area in the La
Lena WSA stands across Arroyo Chico from the
Empedrado WSA.

Figure 3 - The predominantly natural character of
the La Lena WSA provides superb raptor habitat
supporting a wide variety of raptor species.
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Figure 4 - Pinyon-juniper topped San Luis Mesa rests
above the sloping flatlands of the La Lena WSA. The
mesa is part of the San Luis Mesa Raptor Area SMA.
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The lower elevations, swales, gentle side slopes, and alluvial
drainage bottoms are occupied by the Grama-Galleta Steppe. This community

is dominated by alkali sacaton, galleta, and blue grama. The steeper side

slopes, mesa sides, and ridges are dominated by a woodland of one-seed
juniper and a few scattered pinyon. This community has a sparse understory
of blue grama, New Mexico feathergrass, Turber's rauhly, and broom snakeweed.

Map 3 displays range sites which are further described in Table 3.

Distance from Major Population Centers

The La Lena WSA is within a one-day drive (five hours) of

Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval County identified in the 1980
census as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (USDI, BC 1981). The WSA
is within a three-hour drive of Albuquerque, the largest population center
in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended as suitable, the La Lena WSA must be capable of

being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine manageability, the
BLM must consider such factors as private and State inholdings, valid
existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and the overall pattern of
land status.

Reasonable access must be guaranteed to State of New Mexico
inholdings (1,280 acres). The current and projected short term use of this
acreage is livestock grazing. The acreage is assumed to have moderate to

high potential for oil and gas and coal and humates. It is projected that
moderate levels of exploration and low to moderate levels of development
would occur only in the long term. Access needs would result in generally
low levels of use incompatible with wilderness. The State of New Mexico has
expressed interest in exchanging its lands for public domain lands elsewhere.

There are 12 post-FLPMA oil and gas leases in the WSA. These are

not expected to be explored or developed before they expire. These leases
are scheduled to expire before the year 1994. There are no rights-of-way or

raining claims in the WSA.

Although not essential to effective management of the La Lena WSA,

it would be desirable from a management standpoint that it be managed in

conjunction with the Ignacio Chavez, Chamisa, and Empedrado WSA's as one

wilderness. "Boca del Oso" has been suggested as a name for such a combined
area.

There is every reason to conclude that the La Lena WSA can be

effectively managed as wilderness in perpetuity.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

This section discusses two alternatives for the La Lena WSA: the

All Wilderness Alternative and the No Wilderness Alternative (manage under

the existing land use plan) (see Map 1). Specific management actions are

depicted on Table 1; impacts are summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under this alternative, the entire 10,438 acres of public land

within the La Lena WSA would be recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation. Specific management actions are depicted on Table 1.

In 10,438 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use

will result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals
would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the

maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although
designation of wilderness constitutes a long-terra commitment of resources,

such designation is reversible by Congress.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential

uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI,

BLM 1981). Wilderness values would be retained and protected over the long

term by management under this policy. The La Lena WSA's existing natural
character and opportunities for solitude would be maintained, as would its

raptor habitat and scenic vistas within this mesa and canyon country.

Restricting surface disturbing and mechanized activities associated
with unauthorized fuelwood cutting, ORV use, and mineral exploration and
development would prevent increased access and provide long-term protection
for a wide variety of existing natural resources. Restricting road building
prevents the cultural modifications to naturalness which inevitably
accompany increased access. These modifications are caused by such
activities as trash dumping, removal of natural vegetation, the creation of
temporary campsites, unauthorized woodcutting, and poaching. Those
resources which would be maintained by restricting these activities include
(1) easily eroded soils and vegetation, including two rare plant species;

(2) current low level of noise and human activity which protects existing
raptor nest sites and scaled quail and non-game species nest sites; (3)

current wildlife habitat for both non-game and game species; (4) current

good scenic quality; (5) currently undisturbed cultural resources; and (6)

current "natural laboratory" setting.

Wilderness designation would also maintain, through long-term
protection, the natural setting upon which Native American uses are often
based.
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Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the long-term protection of

Congressional designation would insure that the natural quality of the

sandstone mesas and canyons and opportunities for solitude would be

maintained. Habitat for raptors and two rare plants would also be

maintained in a natural condition.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Exploration and Development

The La Lena WSA exhibits high potential for oil and gas on 6,037

acres and moderate potential on 4,401 acres (see Map 6 and Table 5). As of

January 1986 there were 12 post-FLPMA oil and gas leases on about 5,118

acres with moderate and high potential (see Map 4). In the short term,

interest in exploration and development of these leases is low because of

economic conditions, and no activity is anticipated. In the long term,

interest could change because of improved recovery techniques and changes in

market conditions. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that moderate

levels of exploration and low levels of development would be pursued only in

the long term. Under this alternative, however, no new leases would be

issued after the existing leases expire before 1994. Therefore, wilderness

designation would preclude oil and gas exploration which could have resulted

in low level development with 1 producing well for every 600 to 4800 acres.

The La Lena WSA exhibits high potential for coal and humates on

2,437 acres and moderate potential on 2,431 acres (see Map 5 and Table 5).

No leases have been issued and the Rio Puerco RMP did not recommend the

resource for leasing consideration in the short term. In the long terra, the

coal may be available for leasing. If leased, moderate levels of

exploration could result in low to moderate levels of development. This

could result in a surface coal mine in the northern half of the WSA. The

All Wilderness Alternative would preclude coal and humate exploration and

possible development in the long term.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the

area's oil and gas, and coal and humate potential. In the long-term, this

could result in the loss of 1-6 producing oil and gas wells and a

2,000-4,000 acre coal strip mine.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate

levels existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately

seven head per section per year). However, livestock operations in the La

Lena WSA would be affected by wilderness designation. These effects could

result from limitations imposed on the use of motorized equipment for the

maintenance of existing range improvements (about 8 miles of fence, 10

earthen reservoirs, 3.7 miles of pipeline, and 3 troughs). The lifetime of
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these improvements is from 10 years for fences to 20 years for earthen
reservoirs. Maintenance of range improvements existing in an area prior to
its designation as wilderness is permissible, and may be accomplished
through the occasional use of motorized equipment, based on a rule of
practical necessity and reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for
inspection or for minor repair of existing facilities would be precluded.

Range improvements proposed in the Allotment Management Plan for
the WSA acreage include one mile of fence. This improvement would be
allowed, provided that it is primarily for the purpose of resource
protection and more effective management of soil and vetgetative resources,
rather than to accommodate increased numbers of livestock. Although
installation of new improvements is a permissible and compatible activity
under wilderness designation, limitations on vehicular access, types of
construction materials, and locations of new improvements may occur in order
to protect wilderness characteristics.

The permittees on the five allotments in this WSA use eight miles
of vehicle routes in the WSA for livestock management purposes. The
percentage of each allotment within the WSA ranges from 16 to 44 percent.
Because use of vehicles would be restricted, permittees could have to walk
or ride horseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the area
that traditionally was covered by vehicle. This, coupled with the
restrictions on types of construction materials and locations of new
improvements, could impact the permittees' management styles and costs.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would be maintained. However, this alternative would cause an inconvenience
to the permittees because of limitations on vehicle access.

Impacts on Recreational Off-Road Vehicle (QRV) Use

ORV use includes two-wheel, three-wheel, and four-wheel vehicles.
ORV sales have increased 350 percent in the last 5 years in the Albuquerque
area. ORV use in the WSA is expected to increase following this trend in
the short term. None of these vehicles would be allowed within a designated
wilderness area. This would preclude backcountry riding and exploring,
vehicle camping, and hunting by the approximately 70 percent of hunters who
rely on vehicular access. Adequate alternate sites for these activities
exist outside of the WSA.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative there would be no recreational
ORV use off or on eight miles of vehicular routes in the La Lena WSA; ORV
users could utilize any of many alternative sites outside the WSA and suffer
no reduction in overall opportunity.
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NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be managed

under the No Wilderness Alternative. Management would follow the guidelines

of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP), approved in 1986.

The RMP provides both broad management guidance and site-specific

management prescriptions for certain areas. The broad guidance was laid out

for each resource program in the RMP section entitled "Continuing Management
Guidance." The site-specific management prescriptions are the result of

resolution of the seven key issues addressed in the RMP. Under both sources

of guidance, the La Lena WSA would be available for specific permissible

uses or protected from certain actions if it is not designated as

wilderness. The major uses and restrictions are listed below; details are

contained in the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan and Record of Decision
(USDI, BLM 1986).

Of the 10,438 acres in the WSA, approximately 4,500 acres are

contained in the San Luis Mesa Raptor Area Special Management Area (SMA)

(see Map 2) and would be managed in accordance with SMA management

objectives and prescriptions described in the RMP. The objectives of the

San Luis Mesa Raptor Area SMA are to provide management which would

emphasize the protection of this important raptor nesting habitat and

maintain the integrity of the Empedrado Watershed Study. The following

management prescriptions are intended to ensure that the SMA objectives are

met. The SMA has been designated as an Area of Critical Environmental

Concern which requires the filing of plans of operation and the preparation

of environmental assessments prior to mining claim development (43 CFR

3809) . Motorized vehicle travel would be limited to existing roads and

trails. In the Empedrado Watershed Study Area (640 acres), no surface

disturbance would be allowed and all locatable minerals would be withdrawn.

The following prescriptions would apply only to the portion of the SMA

outside the Watershed Study Area. No surface disturbance would be allowed

from February 1 to July 1. Mineral leases would be stipulated for no

surface occupancy from February 1 to July 1. Mineral lease development

would also be subject to standard lease terms and conditions. Mineral

materials sales would be prohibited in the SMA under all but exceptional

circumstances, which are unlikely considering the availability of

alternative sources in the vicinity.

The RMP also identified a proposed treadway for the Continental

Divide National Scenic Trail as an SMA (see Map 2). If the final treadway

does pass through the La Lena WSA, it is likely that it will be limited to

pedestrian and equestrian use.

The 5,938 acres of the WSA outside the SMA would be managed in

accordance with the RMP "Continuing Management Guidance" section for each
resource program and the decision reached to resolve the ORV issue. The

decision resolving the ORV issue limited motorized vehicle travel to

existing roads and trails. No other specific resource restrictions or
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limitations would be required as a result of the RMP "Continuing Management
Guidance." No coal in the WSA was recommended in the RMP for further
consideration for leasing.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

In the short term, the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan's limits
on ORV use, and implementation of the management objectives of the
4,500-acre San Luis Mesa Raptor Area Special Management Area would curtail
impacts on many wilderness values. All ORV use associated with permitted
uses such as mineral exploration would still be allowed, including road
construction and off-road access if necessary. For the 5,938 acres outside
the SMA, ORV use would be limited to existing routes, and as is the case
inside the SMA, mineral activity is not anticipated in the short term.

In the long term, anticipated mineral activity, increased ORV
activity, would result in disruption of wildlife habitat, the deterioration
of visual values, as well as reduction of the opportunity to experience
solitude. Over the long term, all of these uses could be expected to reduce
naturalness throughout the area.

Increased access and thus increased activity and noise levels would
disrupt the nesting season for raptors which utilize the San Luis Mesa
portion of the WSA for nesting sites. San Luis Mesa is considered to be one
of the most important nesting areas within northwestern New Mexico for at
least six species of birds of prey. The San Luis Mesa raptor habitat has
been designated an Area of Critical Environmental Concern as part of the San
Luis Mesa Raptor Area SMA in the Rio Puerco RMP.

Scaled quail and non-game bird species utilize grasses and shrubs
along arroyos and rolling grasslands for nest sites. Nesting seasons extend
from February to August depending on the species. The birds are
particularly susceptible to increased activity during this time. Not only
will habitat be destroyed and nesting activities interrupted, but total nest
abandonment is possible in the long term if the SMA protection is removed.
Increased activity and habitat damage could be expected to impact all game
and non-game species. Overall, the impacts to wildlife under this
alternative in the long term would be because of the extensive ecosystem
modifications, and increased activity that will likely occur.

The natural settings on which Native American uses are often
dependent would be subject to increased surface-disturbing activities. The
impacts to Native American uses of this WSA are unquantifiable because of
lack of access to proprietary information held by the various pueblos.

Conclusion

In the short term, there would be no impacts on wilderness values.
If mineral development were to occur in the long-term, naturalness would be
reduced throughout the area and solitude opportunities would be foregone.
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Reducing the natural character of this area would result in the disruption

of raptor nesting sites and the potential for nest abandonment as well.

Impacts on Oil and Gas, and Coal and Humate Exploration and Development

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 6,037 acres with high

potential for oil and gas and 4,401 acres with moderate potential (see Map 6

and Table 5) would be available for exploration and development in both the

short and long term. However, moderate levels of exploration and low to

moderate levels of development would be anticipated only in the long terra.

Twelve existing leases (see Map 4) and leases issued in the future would

generally have standard lease stipulations without wilderness constraints.

Approximately 4,500 acres in the southern half of the WSA (1,460 acres with

high and 3,040 acres with moderate potential for oil and gas), would be

available for exploration and development with limitations since the San

Luis Mesa Raptor Area Special Management Area restricts surface disturbing

activities from February through June. Exploration and development could

result in 1 producing well for every 600 to 4,800 acres.

Under this alternative, 2,437 acres with high potential for coal

and humates, and 2,431 acres with moderate potential (see Map 5 and Table 5)

could be opened for leasing in the long term if the RMP were amended to make

this area available for leasing consideration. If leased, a moderate level

of exploration and low to moderate levels of development could result in a

moderate-sized surface coal mine in the northern half of the WSA.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on oil and gas exploration on 6,037 acres

with high and 4,401 acres with moderate potential for oil and gas, and no

impact on future options to explore and develop 2,437 acres with high and

2,431 acres with moderate potential for coal and humates.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (seven head per

section per year) . The permittees could continue to use 8 miles of vehicle

routes to access existing range improvements (8 miles of fence, 10 earthen

reservoirs, 3.7 miles of pipeline, 3 troughs, and 2 wildlife waters) and

proposed improvements (1 mile of fence) for inspection, maintenance, or

construction purposes. There would be no wilderness constraints on types of

construction materials and tools, or on locations of improvements.

Vegetative and soil treatments could be implemented if consistent with

activity plans, and without wilderness constraints.

Conslusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

No Wilderness Alternative.
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Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on
recreational off-road vehicle use in either the short or long terra.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared with public input obtained by large

mailings, public meetings, open houses, and personal contacts. These

efforts began during the wilderness inventory and continue during the

preparation of this Revised Statewide Wilderness EIS.

During the wilderness inventory, proponents of WSA status for the

La Lena area emphasized its natural character and opportunities for solitude
and primitive and unconfined recreation as reasons it should ultimately be

designated as wilderness.

Opponents of WSA status highlighted problems with the land

ownership configuration, as well as the presence of human impacts and

possible limitations on ranch operations.

During the public comment period on the Albuquerque District

Wilderness Draft Environmental Assessment (USDI, BLM 1983), 30 public inputs

were received on the La Lena WSA. Thirteen of these inputs expressed
opposition to wilderness designation, citing lack of naturalness and the

potential for oil and gas. One input cited high favorability for coal, and

moderate favorability for uranium, thorium, gypsum, oil and gas, and clay.

Seventeen inputs favored wilderness designation, stating that the

La Lena WSA contains excellent wilderness characteristics and would be even

better managed for wilderness by being combined with the Empedrado WSA.

Some individuals also felt that an Area of Critical Environmental Concern

designation would not guarantee the permanent protection for the WSA's

values that wilderness designation would provide. Some expressed the

opinion that the La Lena WSA's land configuration was a poor argument for

recommending the WSA not be designated wilderness, and that the current land

pattern is not a limiting factor to effective management.

Several comments also questioned how effectively the San Luis Mesa

raptor area could be protected without wilderness designation. One comment

pointed out inconsistencies among Maps 3 and 5 and the text of the Draft EA;

these inconsistencies were corrected in the Final EA.

On May 1, 1985 the La Lena Wilderness Analysis Report was released

for public comment as part of the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Study

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (USDI, BLM 1985). The following is a

summary of the public comments which BLM received on the WSA.

During the public comment period, the BLM received 465 comments in

the form of letters and testimony at public hearings. Support came from 340

commenters for "Alternative W," a 1.3 million-acre wilderness proposal
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advocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition. Alternative W included
the La Lena WSA and recommended wilderness designation for the entire WSA.
Specific comments were directed to the La Lena WSA by 17 commenters, all
supporting wilderness designation for the La Lena WSA. For this WSA, none
of these comments required specific responses or revisions to the affected
environment or analysis of environmental impacts.

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide
Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),
specific comments were directed to the La Lena WSA by 28 commenters.
Comments on this WAR which require a response are discussed and responded to
in this section

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0598-1

Name( s) :

Comment

Response

:

Frances R. Sanchez, self

"We realize that the BLM had included Section 25 of our ranch in

the review. This Section contains the main road that we use for
access to the ranch and is maintained by the County."

Consultation of range allotment maps indicate that the only
Section 25 located in your allotment contains no main road
maintained by the County, which provides access to your ranch.
This road constitutes the eastern boundary of the Empedrado WSA
and the western boundary of the La Lena WSA.

No. 0598-2

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Frances R. Sanchez, self

"The road coming from the North on Section 25, going through
Section 23 and through Section 22 on through Section 21, through
Section 29 to Section 32, will be the boundary road which would
always remain open for vehicle use, according to Mr. Jerry
Mart inez.

"

Response: The road described constitutes the eastern boundary of the
Empedrado WSA and the western and northern boundary of the La
Lena WSA. It is a County road and will remain open at their
discretion.

No. 0598-3

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Frances R. Sanchez, self

"Mr. Martinez also advised me that I would and will be allowed
access by vehicle in areas to drill, feed, to fix fences, water
gaps and also access to private and state land."
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Response: As stated in the Empedrado WAR, page 5-37 of the Revised Draft

EIS:

"Maintenance of range improvements existing in an area prior to

its designation as wilderness would be permissible, and may be

accomplished through the occasional use of motorized equipment,

based on a rule of practical necessity and reasonableness.

Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for minor repair of

existing facilities would be precluded."

Reasonable access to private and state lands specifically

designed for the purpose these lands are being used for, would

be allowed. Every effort will be made to minimize impacts to

wilderness character. However, reasonable access would be

allowed

.

AAA**

No. 0684

Name(s) :

Comment

:

Jay C. Groseclose, New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission

"Appendix 8, La Lena WSA, page 8-9. The incomplete sentence at

the top of the page refers to " ...annual discharge recorded at

the gate..." It is suggested that the gate be identified and

located
.

"

Response: The change has been made, as you suggested
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APPENDIX 9

MANZANO WSA
(NM-OlO-092)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Manzano Wilderness Study Area (WSA) consists of approximately
881 acres of public land contiguous to and surrounded on two sides by the

United States Forest Service's Manzano Wilderness of the Cibola National
Forest. The Manzano WSA is adjacent to private land and other
BLM-adrainistered lands on the west, and to private land on the north. The
Manzano WSA (T. 7 N. , R. 5 E., Section 31, W. kl T. 6 N. , R. 5 E., Section
6, W. \, and Section 7, W. \) is approximately 16 air miles east-southeast
of Los Lunas in Torrance County (see Map 1 and the map on the back of the
Albuquerque District divider page).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic map covering this WSA is the
Bosque Peak 7.5 minute quadrangle.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The Manzano WSA is situated on the western side of Bosque Peak in

the Manzano Mountains and contains the mouth of Garcia Canyon (see Figure
1). The area rises from 6,200 feet at its lowest point on the western
boundary to 7,400 feet at its highest point on the eastern boundary. The
Manzano WSA is vegetated with scattered pinyon- juniper with some yucca and
short grasses established on its western edges (see Figure 2). The area is

moderately rocky with sandy loam soils typical of those found within an

alluvial fan. The average growing season is about 140 days, extending from
mid-May to early October. The frost-free season extends from June 5 to

September 20. During the frost-free period the average temperature ranges
from 57° F to 72° F. The average precipitation is seven inches.

LAND STATUS

The Manzano WSA contains approximately 881 acres of public land.

There are no private interests in this WSA.

ACCESS

The Manzano WSA can be reached from State Highway 47 by turning

east onto State Road 263. Approximately one and one-half miles past the

junction of State Road 263 with State Highway 47, State Road 263 turns
south, while another paved road continues east. A locked gate on the south

side of the dirt road about a mile from this intersection gives access to a

private dirt road which eventually ends at a concrete watering tank located
on private lands. From the watering tank the Manzano WSA may be reached by
walking approximately one-quarter mile. There is no legal access into the

Manzano WSA.
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Figure 1 - Mouth of Garcia Canyon

in the Manzano WSA.

Figure 2 - Western edge of the

Manzano WSA, looking southeast to

the Rio Grande Valley.
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Manzano WSA

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ISSUES, ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVE

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). While

certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,
resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, recreational use, soils

and vegetation are explained in the document when they are affected by

actions relating to the key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The All Wilderness Alternative has been developed as the Proposed
Action for the Manzano WSA because of the WSA's naturalness, its outstanding
opportunities to experience solitude, and its opportunities for primitive
and unconfined recreation. Special features include its classification as

part of a critical deer winter range, its location in the Manzano Mountains
bighorn sheep range, and habitat for birds of prey.

This alternative is considered manageable as wilderness because no

major impacts have been identified as a result of the issues

identified—wilderness values, oil and gas exploration and development, and

livestock grazing use levels. A detailed description of those actions
associated with the All Wilderness Alternative and the No Wilderness (No

Action) Alternative is provided in Table 1. Significant impacts, by

alternative, for each of the major environmental issues raised for analysis

are summarized in Table 2.
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MANZANO

SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

None for this WSA.

Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis'Issues Raised and Set Aside

Impacts on threatened or endangered plant The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with BLM's

or animal species finding of no effect on species Federally-listed or proposed

for listing as threatened or endangered. There are no known

occurrences of threatened or endangered species within the WSA.

Impacts on cultural resources

Impacts on critical deer winter range

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis

because there are no known sites and projected site density is

extremely low to non-existent. A detailed site-analysis would

be required for any proposed surface disturbing activities.

Potential impacts of oil and gas exploration and development

would be mitigated by requiring all activity to be conducted in

other seasons.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis Reasons

All Wilderness (Proposed Action)

No Wilderness (No Action)

881 acres of public land were identified during the inventory

as having wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Three issues of concern were identified for the Manzano WSA. These include impacts on wilderness values;

oil and gas exploration and development; and livestock grazing use levels.

The wilderness values issue is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. One of the major attractions

of the Manzano WSA is its close proximity to the expanding Albuquerque population. In addition, it is

contiguous with the USFS Manzano Wilderness. The area exhibits the wilderness characteristic of

naturalness, provides opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation, and it is in a

critical deer winter range.

The Manzano WSA has moderate potential for oil and gas on 881 acres. Concerns regarding mineral potential

include restrictions to mineral exploration and development under wilderness designation, as well as the

potential impacts on the naturalness of the Manzano WSA resulting from mineral exploration and development

if it is not designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the inconvenience to livestock

operators from vehicle restrictions under wilderness designation, as well as an expected increase in

vandalism to range improvements and harassment of livestock if it is not designated as wilderness.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

All Wilderness

(Proposed Action)
No Wilderness

(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE
EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES ON 881
ACRES. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS
WOULD BE TAKEN:

-No leases would be issued on the
881 acres with moderate potential
for oil and gas that are
currently unleased.

-Current grazing use levels of
approximately 7 head/section/year
would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle
access to spring development, 0.6
mile of pipeline, 1 trough, and

0.5 mile of fence, the number of

permitted trips/year to be

established in the management
plan. Maintenance by minimum
tool. Casual vehicle use for
inspections and minor repairs
precluded

.

-Close 1/3 mile of vehicle route
currently used only by permittee
because of lack of legal access.

-The 881 acres would be

transferred to the U.S. Forest
Service and included as part of
their Manzano Wilderness.

MANAGE 881 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS
WOULD BE TAKEN:

-881 acres with moderate potential
for oil and gas would be open to

exploration and development.
Moderate levels of exploration and
low levels of development

anticipated only in the long term.

Exploration could result in at most
1 producing well. Approximately 1

mile of road would be constructed.
Surface disturbance would total
10-15 acres.

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 7 head/section/year
would continue.

-ORV use limited to 1/3 mile of

vehicle route although no legal
access currently exists.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by

WSA/ Acreage
Impacts on

Wilderness Values

All Wilderness
(designate 881

acres)

(Proposed Action)

Impacts on Oil

and Gas Exploration
and Development

-Maintain natural

character of this

rocky alluvial

fan.

-Maintain opportun-

ities for

solitude, hiking,
hunting and
photography

.

-Maintain current
special value of

critical deer
winter range.

-881 acres with
moderate potential
for oil and gas

would be closed to

exploration and

development. While
no development is

anticipated, 1

producing oil and

gas well could be

foregone

.

Impacts on

Livestock Grazing
Use Levels

-No impact on

Current grazing
use levels of

approximately 7

head /sect ion /year.

-Permits required
for vehicle access

to improvements.
Casual vehicle use

on 1/3 mile of

route for inspec-

tions and minor
repairs precluded.
-Operator
inconvenienced by

permit requirement

No Wilderness
(do not

designate 881
acres)

-In the short

term, no impact

on wilderness
values

.

-In the long term,

mineral activity
resulting in

surface
disturbance of
10-15 acres would
reduce opportun-
ities for

solitude and

primitive and

unconf ined

recreation by
30-40%.

-No impact. -No impact on

current grazing

use levels of

approximately 7

head / sec t ion /year

.

-No wilderness
limitations
imposed on

maintenance or

repair of

improvements

listed under All

Wi lderness
Alternative.
-No impact on ORV
use of 1/3 mile of

existing routes.
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Manzano WSA

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The Manzano WSA is assumed to be on the Hubbell Bench, a fault-
bounded block between the main trough of the Rio Grande Rift and the Manzano
Uplift (see Figure 3). Because of the presence of alluvial fans, the fault
between the Hubbell Bench and the Manzano Uplift is not exposed in the area
of the WSA. Over 10,000 feet of sedimentary rocks have been preserved or
deposited in the rift since its development. To the east of the rift, the
Hubbell Bench has experienced less downdrop (Kelley 1977). Because of this
smaller offset, only 2500 feet of sedimentary rocks cover Precambrian
basement on the bench. The Manzano WSA lies near the fault which bounds the
Hubbell Bench and the Manzano Uplift. East of this fault, the uplift has
exposed Precambrian rocks.

Surface geology of the WSA consists of Precambrian granites and
greenstone shists and Quaternary alluvial fan deposits. Igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks, as well as finer-grained material are
contained in these fans. Precambrian granites in the WSA are
medium-grained, gray to tan, and contain inclusions of dark gray-green
greenstone incorporated into the rock when granitic magma intruded about 1.5
billion years ago. A contact between the granite and greenstone is visible
in one drainage of the WSA and a variety of cooling textures can be seen.
No sedimentary rocks of Permian age have been found exposed, but McLemore
and others (1985) show rocks of Permian, Triassic, and Jurassic age cropping
out to the south.

Subsurface geology, according to Kelley (1977), consists of
Pennsylvanian and Permian rocks (see Figure 4). Early Permian sedimentary
rocks represent a last phase of the marine deposition which began during
Pennsylvanian time. Permian continental deposition in river systems
followed and is represented by sandstones, conglomerates, shales, and
siltstones. Lake systems or encroaching marine influence are represented by
limestone, dolomite, and gypsum. Fully marine conditions returned with
deposition of a formation consisting of a basal sandstone and an upper
sequence of limestone.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

The Manzano WSA is located approximately six miles southwest of the
Hells Canyon Mining District where copper, gold, and silver have been
mined. The mineralization occurs in Precambrian greenstones which are
dominantly metamorphosed mafic (iron-magnesium rich) volcanics.

The WSA lies on the edge of Precambrian terrain which is part of
the U.S. Forest Service Manzano Wilderness and which has an unknown mineral
potential (McLemore, et al . 1985). This classification is assigned to areas
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FIGURE 3
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Manzano WSA

where geologic, geocheraical ,
geophysical, or economic data are inadequate

for classification. Only a thin strip on the eastern edge of the Manzano

WSA lies in the Precambrian terrain, with alluvial fans being the

predominant land form. These features may contain sand and gravel resources

but since proximity to market dictates value, this resource can be

considered of low potential.

Petroleum exploration wells drilled approximately 10 to 12 miles

southwest of the WSA have reported shows of oil in Permian and Penusylvanian

strata but no producing wells exist within many miles of the WSA.

PALEONTOLOGY

Igneous and metamorphic rocks are nonfossiliferous but alluvial fan

deposits could contain vertebrate fossils. No fossils are known to have

been found near the WSA but similar deposits have yielded vertebrate fossils

in the Albuquerque area. Since Permian sedimentary rocks are poorly exposed

in the WSA, the paleontologic resources of these units are not readily

available. However, in other parts of New Mexico these units have contained

reptile and amphibian fossils.

WATER

Surface Water

The Manzano WSA drains directly into the Rio Grande 15 miles to the

west. Arroyos in the WSA are all ephemeral. Runoff peaks occur during the

summer rainy season from July through September. During this period,

thunderstorms may generate tremendous volumes of runoff from the steep

slopes of the WSA. There are no surface water developments in the WSA.

Ground Water

Ground water of good quality can be expected in the west half of

the WSA, principally in the alluvium. The Garcia Canyon Spring furnishes

water to livestock through a pipeline which supplies a small watering trough

inside the WSA and a large watering trough just outside the WSA. This is

the only known ground water development in the WSA.

SOILS

Soils in the Manzano WSA (see Map 2 and Table 3) are characterized

by their low water-holding capacity, gravelly substratums, and

stony-to-gravelly surface layers. The Salas soils are moderately deep (less

than 40 inches) over shist bedrock. The remaining soils, particularly the

Ildefonso, may have a strongly cemented lime zone present at depths between

6 and 24 inches, potentially restricting root development and moisture

penetration and storage. The WSA's soils are subject to severe water

erosion and gully formation; numerous gullies presently dissect the area,

and erosion control structures are needed to help control soil loss and

channel erosion.
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MAP 2
ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES, AND SOIL, MANZANO WSA
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Manzano WSA

Additional information is available in the USDA Soil Conservation
Service publication Soil Survey, Torrance Area, New Mexico, January 1970.

TABLE 3

SOILS, MANZANO WSA

Unit Soil Type Slope(%) Acres

Is Ildefonso Stony Sandy Loam 10-30 406
Lg La Fonda Loam, Gravelly Substratum 2-8 202
Sa Salas Stony Loam 30-70 224
Th Tesajo Gravelly Sandy Loam 2-15 49

VEGETATION

Range Sites

The Manzano WSA consists of four range sites described below; see Map 2 for
their locations.

Bottomland

Located in the southern quarter of the WSA from 6,300 to 6,800 feet
in elevation on 3 to 8 percent slopes, this range site contains
approximately 191 acres. The aspect of this site is grassland, with
occasional shrubs. Dominant grasses are alkali sacaton, sideoats grama,
vine-mesquite, and western wheatgrass. Blue grama and galleta are also
common. Shrubs found on the site include fourwing saltbush, cholla cactus,
and broom snakeweed. Common forbs are prairie conef lower, scarlet
globemallow, desert holly, silver nightshade, and annual sunflowers. Total
air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 4,000 pounds per acre and
in unfavorable years 1,800 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 2.6
to 6.3 acres per Animal Unit Month. Vegetative groundcover is 40 percent
and litter is 40 percent.

Shallow

This site is located in the northwest quarter of the WSA near 6,300
feet in elevation on slopes of 2 to 15 percent and contains approximately 45
acres. This is a grassland site characterized by a mixture of warm- and
cool-season grasses. Dominant grasses are sideoats grama, black grama, and
little bluestem. Other common grasses are blue grama, galleta, hairy grama,
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Manzano WSA

New Mexico feathergrass, western wheatgrass, bottlebrush squtrreltail , and
wolftail. Common shrubs are algerita, broom snakeweed, Bigelow sage,
fourwing saltbush, and winterfat. Common forbs are buckwheat, Indian
paintbrush, penstemon, and woolly Indian-wheat. Total air-dry herbage
production in favorable years is 1,000 pounds per acre and in unfavorable
years 300 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 4.5 to 7.0 acres per
Animal Unit Month. Vegetative groundcover is 12 to 15 percent, cobble and
stone is 30 to 50 percent, and litter is 8 to 10 percent.

Hills

This site occurs on the west-central portion of the Manzano WSA
from 6,200 to 6,400 feet in elevation on slopes of 10 to 30 percent and
contains approximately 362 acres. This site has an aspect of mixed
grassland-shrub complex with scattered one-seed junipers and pinyons.
Dominant grasses are sideoats grama, black grama, little bluestem, and New
Mexico feathergrass. Other common grasses are blue grama and red threeawn.
Shrubs include skunkbush sumac, shrub live oak, mountain mahogany, algerita,
and fringed sage. Common forbs are yarrow, buckwheat, and Indian
paintbrush. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 1,400
pounds per acre and in unfavorable years 400 pounds per acre. Stocking
rates range from 4.0 to 9.0 acres per Animal Unit Month. Vegetative
groundcover is 10 to 20 percent, cobble and stone is 5 to 30 percent, and
litter is 5 to 10 percent.

Loamy

This site occurs on the east side of the WSA adjacent to the Cibola
National Forest on elevations from 6,400 to 7,400 feet on steep slopes of 30
to 70 percent and contains approximately 283 acres. This site has a

savannah aspect of understory cool-season grasses and pinyon and juniper as
the dominant trees. Dominant grasses are bottlebrush squirreltail , western
wheatgrass, prairie June grass, and mountain muhly. Other grasses include
blue grama, pine dropseed, and sideoats grama. Shrubs include shrub live
oak, algerita, Carruth sagewort, and skunkbush sumac. Common forbs are
Indian paintbrush, penstemon, buckwheat, and aster. Total air-dry herbage
production in favorable years is 2,000 pounds per acre and in unfavorable
years 750 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 4.5 to 9.0 acres per
Animal Unit Month. Vegetative ground cover is 15 to 30 percent, surface
cobble and stones is 5 to 15 percent, and litter is 10 to 20 percent.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

There are no known threatened or endangered species in the Manzano
WSA. However, the State of New Mexico believes that 11 species, on either
the State or Federal lists, or both, may occur (Anne Cully, New Mexico
Natural Resources Department, personal communication, February 3, 1986). If
any of these species are located within the WSA, they would be protected by
compliance with law and regulation.
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WILDLIFE

The four range sites described above in the vegetation section make

up a diverse ecological complex supporting a variety of wildlife species.

There are approximately 136 potential vertebrate species, including 50

species of mammals, 64 of birds, 19 of reptiles, and 3 of amphibians. A

complete listing of species potentially inhabiting the WSA can be found in

the U.S. Forest Service Run Wild computer printout, on file in the

Albuquerque District Office.

The Manzano WSA is designated as critical mule deer winter range by

the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish Comprehensive Plan (NMDGF 1978).

The Manzano WSA represents a portion of the western boundary of the range,

which extends into the Manzano Wilderness to the east. Habitat for deer is

good and evidence of heavy deer use (i.e., droppings, skeletal remains, and

antlers) was abundant on a field check of the area.

In 1977-1978 the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish introduced

32 head of Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep south of the WSA in the Monte Largo

Canyon area of the U.S. Forest Service Manzano Wilderness. At this writing,

26 head have been documented, with a probabililty of more throughout the

Manzano Wilderness and Manzano WSA.

Various estimates of the mountain lion population in the Sandia and

Manzano Mountains range from moderate to high; the population is at stable

levels at the present time. This species is likely to be prevalent in the

winter. A few individuals may range into the WSA or into adjacent grazing

allotments to prey on deer or livestock.

The abundance of small mammals, particularly rabbits, the presence

of rock outcrops and trees as perch sites, and the proximity to cliff areas

in the Manzano Mountains make the WSA an excellent feeding area for birds of

prey (raptors) such as golden eagles and hawks. A great horned owl was

observed at a nest site in the WSA.

A large watering trough and corrals are located on private land

just to the west of the WSA boundary, attracting a large number of wildlife
into the vicinity. Several deer were observed in the WSA just above the

trough during a field survey. Numerous doves, cottontails, quail, and

songbirds were observed in the vicinity. Many species such as coyotes,

porcupines, golden eagles, and sharp-shinned and red-tailed hawks utilizing

the Forest Service's Manzano Wilderness can be expected to frequent the WSA.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

There are no known threatened or endangered wildlife species in the

Manzano WSA.
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VISUAL RESOURCES

The Manzano WSA consists of gently sloping, rolling terrain with
pinyon and juniper cover. Little variation in texture, form, line, or color
is evident, except in the portion of the WSA which contains the mouth of
Garcia Canyon.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

There is little information on cultural resources in or near this

WSA. No survey has been performed in the area. The limited size and the

elevation, topography, and vegetation of the area suggest at best
intermittent prehistoric use by human populations. Projected site density
is extremely low but the area probably contains some occupation/use evidence
ranging from man's earliest known occupations (before 10,000 B.C.) to modern
trash. The stone foundation of a small structure, probably dating to the
early to mid-twentieth century, is located within the WSA.

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the air quality within the Manzano WSA is good. The air
quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Its Class II
classification allows a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.

The primary pollutant in the WSA at the present time is particulate
matter, principally from springtime dust storms. The Manzano WSA is located
fairly close to Albuquerque. Carbon monoxide pollution from this city may
affect the area.
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

A fault line in the vicinity of the base of the Manzano Mountains

separates areas of low potential for oil and gas (Manzano Uplift) from

moderate potential areas (Hubbell Bench) (McLemore, et al. 1985). Because

of the presence of alluvial fans, the fault is not exposed in the area of

the WSA. The assumption has been made that the WSA lies on the downthrown

or downdropped side of the fault, putting it in the area having moderate
potential for oil and gas (see Figure 3 and Table 4). It is assumed that

moderate levels of oil and gas exploration and low levels of development

will occur in the long term, and that exploration would result in 1

producing well for every 15 wells drilled. Well spacing is established by

the New Mexico State Oil and Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature

of the producing horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon,

and whether oil or gas is produced. Because the Manzano WSA has moderate

oil and gas potential and no proven reservoirs, well spacing predictions
have not been made in this analysis, but could vary from one well per 40

acres up to one well per 320 acres. As of September 1985 no leases had been

issued in the WSA, indicating low current interest.

No mining claims had been recorded as of September 1985. Historically,
the nearby Hells Canyon mining district has produced gold, silver, and

copper. The length of time available for mineral prospecting in the WSA
without establishment of claims can be considered an indication of low

interest and probably low potential for locatable minerals.

TABLE 4

MINERAL POTENTIAL, MANZANO WSA

Commodity Associated Environment

Mineral
Potential Acreage

Oil and Gas Sedimentary rocks of

Pennsylvanian age; possible
strat igraphic and structural
traps associated with marine
and interbedded limestones,
shales, and sandstones.

Moderate 881

Source: McLemore, et al. (1985)
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WATERSHED

Surface water runoff in the Manzano WSA drains west into the Rio

Grande, approximately 15 miles away. The rate of erosion in the area is

estimated to be moderate. Sediment yields range from 0.5 to 1.0 acre feet

per square mile per year. The Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan,

completed in 1986, calls for watershed rehabilitation plans to be written
for small watersheds in the Rio Puerco Resource Area. These plans will

specify the locations, design, and construction methods for any watershed
rehabilitation devices needed.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

The Manzano WSA lies entirely within the A.A.C. Allotment. The WSA

supports approximately 103 Animal Unit Months yearlong (approximately 7 head

per section per year). The season of use is yearlong, and there is one

permittee on the allotment.

The range improvements in the WSA include a spring development with
approximately six-tenths of a mile of buried pipeline, one drinking trough,

and one-half mile of cross-fencing. The Forest Service has installed a

barbed wire fence on the boundary between the WSA and the USFS Manzano
Wilderness (see Map 1).

The allottee inspects and maintains the pipeline and fences by

vehicle, with remote portions reached by horseback. An estimated 55 trips a

year are made into the WSA by the permittee, many along the approximately
one-third mile of vehicle way over the pipeline.

No new range improvements are planned for the WSA and no Allotment

Management Plan is scheduled to be prepared.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Pinyon and juniper are the only tree species in this WSA and exist

at the higher elevations. The pinyon and juniper are scattered (10 to 15

percent groundcover) , of poor quality, and occur in equal proportions. No
wood cutting has been authorized and there is no potential for forest
product sales.

RECREATION

The area is popular with local residents for deer, bird, and small

game hunting. Hikers often have the opportunity to observe native wildlife
in the WSA. The WSA's proximity to the existing U.S. Forest Service Manzano
Wilderness makes it a good candidate for primitive recreation use.

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The Manzano WSA provides an excellent opportunity to utilize a

"natural laboratory" where natural systems can be observed.
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NATIVE AMERICAN USES

There are no known Native American uses of the Manzano WSA.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no existing or projected realty actions in the Manzano
WSA. The Rio Puerco RMP did not specifically identify these lands fordisposal but did provide that such isolated parcels could be considered fordisposal in the future.

WILDLIFE

The addition of watering sources at the western margin of the WSA
would benefit an already excellent quail habitat.

Human use of wildlife resources in the WSA is currently limited to
random observations and hunting of deer, bird, and small game. This may
change as real estate developments encroach upon the area from the Los
Lunas-Valencia County area.

Control of predation on deer and wildlife by mountain lions may be
needed if the mountain lion population increases. There is no approved
Habitat Management Plan covering this WSA.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the Manzano WSA have been
documented in the process of designating it as a Wilderness Study Area
(USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion elaborates on the quality of
these characteristics.

Naturalness

A detailed description of the human imprints in the Manzano WSA is

documented in the Wilderness Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980). Existing
imprints of man evident in the Manzano WSA include a wooden fenceline
installed by the U.S. Forest Service on the boundary between the the WSA and
the Forest Service Manzano Wilderness, six-tenths of a mile of buried
pipeline, approximately one-third of a mile of vehicle way, a two foot by
six foot concrete watering trough, one-half mile of cross-fence, and a

modest spring development located in a narrow canyon.

All imprints are substantially unnoticeable in the WSA as a whole,

and thus the Manzano WSA is assessed as exhibiting the wilderness
characteristic of naturalness.

Solitude

Despite its small size, this WSA possesses outstanding
opportunities for a visitor to experience solitude.

The USFS's Manzano Wilderness is contiguous to the WSA on the east
and south (see Map 1). This significantly protects the Manzano WSA from
inordinate disturbance of solitude. Solitude is further enhanced by the
remoteness of the WSA and the lack of human impact in the general area.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The Manzano WSA provides outstanding hunting potential, as well as the
opportunity to observe varied and abundant wildlife species.

Special Features

The WSA is considered critical deer winter range by the State of
New Mexico, and is within the range of the Manzano Mountains bighorn sheep.
Occasional birds of prey (raptors) may be seen as well.
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Multiple Resource Benefits

The Manzano WSA contains many natural values as a result of its

relatively undisturbed character. Occasional raptors and deer may be seen

incidental to other activities. Congressional designation as wilderness

would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree of

long-term protection for these natural values than would multiple use

management by the BLM. (A more detailed discussion of the multiple resource

benefits of wilderness designation may be found in Section 5 in the

discussion of impacts of the All Wilderness Alternative.)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

The Manzano WSA has a vegetative-ecosystem classification from

Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS 1980) and A. W. Kuchler (1964) as follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 881 acres 100%

The Grama-Galleta Steppe is composed of a low to medium grassland with a few

woody plants. Dominants are black grama, mesa dropseed, sand dropseed, and

yucca

.

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Manzano WSA is within a one-day drive (five hours) of

Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval County identified in the 1980

census as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (USDC, BC 1981). The WSA

is within a two-hour drive from Albuquerque, and a three-hour drive from

Santa Fe, two of the largest population centers in New Mexico.

Manageability

To be recommended as suitable, the Manzano WSA must be capable of

being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine manageability, the

BLM must consider such factors as State and private inholdings, valid

existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and the overall land status
pattern.

There are no inholdings, valid existing rights, mineral leases or

claims, or rights-of-way in the Manzano WSA which would interfere with the

BLM's ability to effectively manage the area as wilderness.

Recommendations have been made throughout the wilderness review
process that the Manzano WSA be made a part of the existing U.S. Forest
Service Manzano Wilderness. This is because the WSA is small (881 acres)
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and is contiguous to, and a natural extension of, the designated Manzano
Wilderness. This could involve U.S. Forest Service management of a BLM
Wilderness, or actual transfer of the Manzano WSA acreage to the Forest
Service.

There is every reason to conclude that the Manzano WSA can be
effectively managed as wilderness in perpetuity.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

This section discusses two alternatives for the Manzano WSA: All

Wilderness and No Wilderness (manage under the existing land use plan) (see

Map 1). Specific management actions are depicted on Table 1; impacts are

summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire 881 acres of

public land within the Manzano WSA would be recommended as suitable for

wilderness designation.

In 881 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use will

result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals would

be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the maintenance

and enhancement of the long-terra productivity. Although designation of

wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources, such designation

is reversible by Congress

Impacts on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential

uses (see Section 3) would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management

Policy (USDI, BLM 1981). The Manzano WSA's existing natural character and

the opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation would

be maintained, as would the current special values of critical deer winter

range, and big horn sheep and raptor habitat.

Restricting surface-disturbing and mechanized activities associated

with oil and gas and range activities, and allowing only permitted use of

one-third of a mile of vehicle route by the range allottee would provide

long-term protection for the currently natural systems.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the long-term protection of

Congressional designation would benefit the naturalness in the Manzano WSA,

the critical winter range for deer and the raptor habitat.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development

The Manzano WSA is assumed to have moderate potential for oil and

gas on its entire 881 acres. As of September 1985 there were no oil and gas

leases. In the short term, interest in exploration and development is low

because of economic conditions and the WSA's isolation, and no activity is

anticipated. In the long term, it is reasonable to assume that moderate

levels of exploration and low levels of development would be pursued. Under
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this alternative, however, no leases would be issued. Therefore, wilderness
designation would preclude mineral exploration which could have resulted in
a low level of development with at most 1 producing well.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the
WSA's oil and gas potential. A single producing oil and gas well would be
foregone.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate
levels existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately
seven head per section per year). However, livestock operations in the
Manzano WSA would be affected by wilderness designation. These effects
could result from limitations imposed on the use of motorized equipment for
the maintenance of the spring development, pipeline, trough, and fencing.
The expected lifetime of these improvements is 10 years. Maintenance of
range improvements existing in an area prior to its designation as
wilderness is permissible, and may be accomplished through the occasional
use of motorized equipment, based on a rule of practical necessity and
reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for minor repair
of existing facilities would be precluded.

The permittee on the allotment in this WSA uses the one-third of a

mile of vehicle route in the WSA for livestock management purposes.
Thirteen percent of the allotment is within the WSA. Because use of
vehicles would be restricted, the permittee may have to walk or ride
horseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the area that
traditionally was covered by vehicle. This could impact the permittee's
management style and costs.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would be maintained. However, this alternative would cause an inconvenience
to the permittee, because of limitations on vehicle access.

NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be managed
under the the No Wilderness Alternative. Management would follow the
guidelines of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) approved in 1986.

For the Manzano WSA, the RMP provided broad management guidance for
each resource program in the RMP section entitled "Continuing Management
Guidance," and in the resolution of the "ORV" issue. The decision regarding
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ORV use limited motorized vehicle use to existing routes. Because of the

lack of legal access, motorized vehicle use by other than the grazing

allottee is not anticipated. Current low levels of grazing and related

activities would continue. Mineral development would be allowed. All other

resource uses are expected to be negligible.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Continuation of range activities, and associated low levels of ORV

use would have minor impact on wilderness values. In the long term, oil and

gas activities, including surface disturbance of 10-15 acres could result in

degradation of naturalness and reduce the opportunity to experience

solitude. Some of these impacts may be of a temporary nature and would

affect 30-40% of the WSA.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative there would be no impacts on

wilderness values in the short term. In the long term, wilderness values

could be adversely affected by oil and gas exploration and development

activities. Naturalness would be diminished by 30-40%.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 881 acres with moderate

potential for oil and gas would be available for exploration and development

in both the short and long term. However, moderate levels of exploration

and low levels of development would be anticipated in the long term.

Exploration and development could result in, at most, one producing well.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on

oil and gas exploration and development on 881 acres with moderate potential.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (seven head per

section per year). The permittee could continue to use the one-third of a

mile of vehicle route to access the fence network, spring development, and

pipel ine

.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

No Wilderness Alternative.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared with public input obtained by large
mailings, open houses, and personal contacts. This effort first began in

early 1979 when the public was asked to comment on areas BLM proposed for
intensive wilderness inventory. The BLM received twenty letters supporting
intensive inventory for this Manzano acreage. These respondents felt that
the Manzano area would be a logical extension of the existing U.S. Forest
Service Manzano Wilderness, and cited the BLM's own wilderness inventory
procedures which require inventory of all public lands contiguous with
existing wilderness. Opponents of pursuing wilderness review cited its
small size as an indication of unmanageabil ity .

BLM found that the Manzano area had been overlooked in the initial
inventory and that it did merit intensive inventory. The intensive
inventory was done in early 1980, and the area recommended for designation
as a Wilderness Study Area. The BLM received nine letters specific to the
Manzano area, and numerous form letters and petitions addressing inventory
units in general. All but one favored WSA designation. No supporting
reasons were offered for the sole letter in opposition. Those favoring WSA
designation cited its wilderness characteristics. In 1980 the Manzano area
was designated as a Wilderness Study Area. In December 1982 it was dropped
from wilderness review by decision of the Secretary of the Interior because
it was less than 5000 acres in size. The Manzano WSA was reinstated into
the wilderness review process by a court decision in April 1985.

Open houses were held in Grants and Albuquerque in February 1986 to

reintroduce this area, among others, to the public and to serve as scoping
for the Revised New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Study Draft EIS .

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide
Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),
specific comments were directed to the Manzano WSA by 13 comraenters.
Comments on this WAR which require a response are discussed and responded to
in this section.

No previous analysis of the Manzano WSA regarding the suitability
of the land and its resources for wilderness designation or for
nondesignation has been published. As a result, there are no public
comments based on such analysis.

The Cibola National Forest of the U.S. Forest Service has indicated
an interest in the transfer of jurisdiction of this acreage to the Forest
Service. They feel that most of it would qualify for wilderness
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designation, and that inclusion of this parcel into the Manzano Wilderness

would enhance manageability. In addition, part of the 881 acres would

provide a better trailhead for Trail 171, and put the entire trail on Forest

Service land.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0166-1

Name(s): Alan P. Nelson, self

Comment

Response

:

"It would seem logical to allow

manage the BLM Manzano WSA."

the U.S. Forest Service to

The WAR concurs with your assessment, and suggests that transfer

to the Forest Service is one viable alternative, to effectively

managing Manzano WSA as wilderness.

No. 0166-2

Name(s) :

Comment

:

Response

:

Alan P. Nelson, self

"If the Manzano WSA can be considered with only 881 acres, how

can other areas be deleted because they have less than 5,000

acres, even though contiguous acreage controlled by other

agencies could allow for a sizeable wilderness?"

The Manzano WSA was studied under the authority of FLPMA,

Section 202. This allows the study of BLM lands for Wilderness

under 5,000 acres. The criteria used were lands contiguous with

existing Wilderness and less than 5,000 acres, or lands with a

history of significant public support and an ability to be

managed effectively for Wilderness, and less than 5,000 acres.

•k-kk k-k

No. 0749-1

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Helen G. Hillegass, Keicher and McLeod , P. A.

"The BLM justified its recommendation that the Manzano WSA

become part of the Manzano Wilderness by claiming that

designation as a wilderness area would serve to maintain the

"natural character" of the land, would maintain "opportunities

for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation" and would

allow the continuation of "current grazing use levels". Study,

p. 9-6. These goals not only can be met without designating

this land as a wilderness area, but such a designation with the

alterations recommended by the Study, will serve to defeat the
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very goals stated in the Study. The Partnership maintains that
the Manzano WSA should not become part of the Manzano
Wilderness .

"

Response: The BLM reaffirms the position stated in the WAR analysis
located on page 9-27, impacts on Wilderness Values under the No
Wilderness Alternative, it states:

"In the short term, no protective designation was proposed for
the Manzano WSA in the RMP. Continuation of range activities,
and associated low levels of ORV use would have minor impact on
wilderness values. In the long term, oil and gas activities,
including surface disturbance, mechanized activities, and
motorized vehicle activities could result in upgrading of the
existing vehicle route, degradation of naturalness, disruption
of wildlife habitat, scenery, and vegetation, as well as reduce
the opportunity to experience solitude and primitive and
unconfined recreation. Some of these impacts may be of a

temporary nature."

The BLM maintains its position that wilderness values will not
be sustained in the long term, without wilderness designation.

No. 0749-2

Name(s): Helen G. Hillegass, Kelcher and McLeod, P. A.

Comment: "The Partnership's second major concern is that there is "no
legal access into the Manzano WSA." Study, p. 9-1. Directions
to the Manzano WSA, which are included in the Study, state that
"(a) locked gate on the south side. . . gives access to a

private dirt road which eventually ends at a concrete watering
tank." Study, p. 9-1. If the watering tank referenced above is
the tank located in Section 1, T. 6N. , R. 4E., it is located on
private property."

Response: The watering tank referenced is located on private property, and
has been so noted in the revised text. If Manzano WSA is
designated as wilderness, legal access would have to be
negotiated whether managed by the Forest Service or Bureau of
Land Management.

The Partnership advocates that the Manzano WSA not become part
of the Manzano Wilderness, however, if the Forest Service does
make this area a wilderness area, the Partnership strongly
maintains that no changes should be made to the area, including
the addition of trailheads, fencing, or an access road.
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The issues you have raised would be the subject of a Wilderness
Management Plan, to be written upon designation. This document
would be produced in conjunction with full public comment,
allowing your interests full evaluation at this point.
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APPENDIX 10

OJITO WSA
(NM-01 0-024)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Ojito Wilderness Study Area (WSA) contains approximately 10,903
acres of public land, and is located approximately 5 miles southwest of San
Ysidro in T. 15 N. , R. 1 E. and 1 W. , NMPM. It is delineated on the north
by property boundaries, on the south by a combination of a gas pipeline
right-of-way and a maintained road, on the west by a powerline right-of-way,
and on the east by a combination of a maintained road and a ridgeline (see
Map 1 and the map on the back of the Albuquerque District divider page).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps covering this WSA are
the Ojito Spring, San Ysidro, Sky Village NE, and Sky Village NW 7.5 minute
quadrangles.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

The Ojito WSA lies at the approximate center of northwestern
New Mexico. Physiographically , the WSA is in the Navajo Section of the
Colorado Plateau Province. The Navajo Section is characterized by outcrops
of sandstone with lesser amounts of shale that have been subjected to
intensive arid-cycle erosion. Landforms in this region include mesas,
cuestas, rock terraces, retreating escarpments, canyons, arroyos, and
badlands.

There are approximately 600 feet of relief in the Ojito WSA. From
a low elevation of 5,650 feet in Querencia Arroyo, the terrain reaches up to
6,261 feet on a mesa top in the northwestern part of the WSA. Principal
landforms in the Ojito WSA are Bernalillito Mesa and the southern end of
Cucho Mesa. The major drainages in the WSA are Cucho Arroyo, Querencia
Arroyo, Arroyo Bernalillito, and Arroyo La Jara. The overall geomorphology
of the WSA is formed by arroyos cutting sandstone-capped mesas.

Precipitation averages 10 inches annually, with the majority
occurring from July through October. The driest month of the year is
April. Temperature extremes vary from 0° F to over 100° F, with July
the hottest month and December the coldest. The average frost-free period
is 148 days.

LAND STATUS

The Ojito WSA contains 10,903 acres of public land, with 64C acres
of State of New Mexico land and approximately 160 acres of private land
included as inholdings (see Map 1).
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ACCESS

The Ojito WSA can be reached by proceeding southwest from State

Highway 44 onto a County-maintained dirt road. Access is also available
along utility right-of-way roads to the south and west, and along a

maintained road forming part of the eastern boundary of the WSA (see Map 1).

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVE

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not
selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues
were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and
preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). While
certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,

resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, soils and vegetation are

explained in the document when they are affected by actions relating to the

key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The All Wilderness Alternative has been developed as the Proposed

Action for the Ojito WSA because of the WSA's naturalness, its outstanding
opportunities to experience solitude, and its opportunities for primitive
and unconfined recreation activities. Its special features include two rare

plant species, paleontological resources, a high density of Archaic,

prehistoric, and historic archeological sites, and striking visual features.

This alternative is considered manageable as wilderness because no

major impacts have been identified as a result of issues

identified—wilderness values; uranium, oil and gas, and geothermal
exploration and development; livestock grazing use levels; and recreational
off-road vehicle (ORV) use. A detailed description of those actions

associated with the All Wilderness Alternative and the No Wilderness (No

Action) Alternative is provided in Table 1. Special Management Area

considerations associated with the No Wilderness Alternative for this WSA

are depicted on Map 2. Significant impacts, by alternative, for each of the

major environmental issues raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

Drop 622 acres from wilderness

consideration because of conflicts with
a pre-FLPMA oil and gas lease.

This alternative was analyzed in the New Mexico
Statewide Draft EIS. Since then the lease has
expired. Therefore, the need for this alternative no
longer exists.

Issues Raised and Set Aside Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

Impacts on threatened or endangered plant

or animal species
[(State-listed endangered species ( Toumeya

papyracantha and Astragalur knightil )

]

Impacts on sand and gravel development

Impacts on cultural resources

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with
BLM's finding of no effect on species Federally-listed
or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered.
An analysis of potential impacts to threatened or

endangered species would be required for any proposed
surface disturbing activities.

The development of sand and gravel is not expected
because these resources are widespread and more
readily accessible in other areas.

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed
analysis because resource development potential is

low and a detailed site-analysis is required prior to
authorizing any proposed surface disturbing
activities.

Impacts on fuelwood harvesting Fuelwood was not selected for detailed analysis
because of the low stand density.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis Reasons

All Wilderness (Proposed Action)

No Wilderness (No Action)

10,903 acres of public land were identified during
the inventory as having wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Four issues of concern were identified for the Ojito WSA. These include Impacts on wilderness
values; uranium, oil and gas, and geothermal exploration and development; livestock grazing use

levels; and recreational off-road vehicle use.

The wilderness values issue is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. The Ojito WSA is a
very popular primitive recreation area. One of its major attractions is its extremely close
proximity to the expanding Albuquerque population. Its diverse special values and close proximity
have made it popular as a "natural laboratory" for environmental education by local schools. Its

varied visual resources are popular with artists and photographers. Other special values include
paleontological sites, abundant and diverse cultural resource sites, two rare plant species,

wildlife habitat supporting golden eagle, red-tailed hawk, migrating waterfowl, mule deer,
antelope, fox, bobcat, and mountain lion.

The Ojito WSA has moderate potential for oil and gas and uranium on 10,903 acres, and moderate
potential for g'eothermal resources on approximately 935 acres. Concerns regarding mineral
potential include restrictions to mineral exploration and development under wilderness
designation, as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the Ojito WSA resulting from
mineral exploration and development if it is not designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the inconvenience to
livestock operators from vehicle restrictions and from limitations on the construction of new
improvements under wilderness designation. In addition, concern was expressed for an expected
increase in vandalism to range improvements and harassment of livestock if an area is not
designated as wilderness.

Concerns were raised regarding the permanent elimination of recreational off-road vehicle use

under wilderness designation as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the Ojito WSA
resulting from continued motorized vehicle use.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

All Wilderness

(Proposed Action)
Mo Wilderness

(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENCHACE EXISTING WILDERNESS

VALUES ON 10,903 ACRES. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD
BE TAKEN:

-10,903 acres with moderate potential for uranium

would be closed to exploration and development (see
Table 5).

-3 post-FLPMA leases on 2,473 acres with moderate

potential for oil and gas (see Map 4 and Table 5)

would be subject to standard stipulations to protect

wilderness values. The leases are expected to

expire before 1995. Exploration and development not

anticipated in the short term but would be regulated
to protect wilderness values.

-No new oil and gas leases would be issued.

-935 acres of moderate potential geothermal resources

would be closed to exploration and development (see
Map 5 and Table 5).

-Provide reasonable access to 160 acres of private
and 640 acres of State of New Mexico inholdings.
Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of

development are anticipated only in the long term,
resulting in construction of 2 miles of vehicle
placed on private land. Vehicle access and pipeline
rights-of-way across designated wilderness may be

involved.

-Acquisition of the 160 acres of private and 640

acres of State of New Mexico inholdings would be

pursued

.

-Current grazing use levels of approximately 9

head/section/year would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 15 miles of

fence, 8 earthen reservoirs, and 1 catchment, the

number of permitted trips/year to be established in

the management plan. Maintenance by minimum tool;

heavy equipment may be required. New range
improvements (5.5 miles of pipeline, 1 earthen
reservoir, 5 troughs) allowable for resource

protection only. Casual vehicle use for inspections
and minor repairs would be precluded.

-Close 6 miles of vehicle routes.

-The 1870' s Wagon Road Trail SMA established for

pedestrian and equestrian use only (see Map 2).

-Native American uses (religious uses, etc.) could
continue.

MANAGE 10,903 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS.
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

THE

-Manage 8,405 acres as part of the Ojito Special
Management Area (SMA)-Area of Critical Environmental
Concens (ACEC) (see Map 2). SMA management subject to
change; revisions anticipated only in the long term.
Specific SMA decisions include:

5,105 acres with moderate potential for uranium would
be open to exploration and development subject to
ACEC requirements. 3,300 additional acres would be
available in the long term when the withdrawal on the
Las Milpas natural gas storage area is no longer
needed. Moderate levels of exploration and low
levels of development could result in construction of
2-4 miles of vehicle routes and surface disturbance
of 20-40 acres. Mineral activity anticipated only in

Che long term.

Surface-disturbing activities (mineral activities,
excepted) allowed only to benefit SMA values.

Mineral material sales prohibited.

-For the 2,498 acres outside the Ojito SMA, and for
resource decisions not specific to the SMA, the
following apply:

2,498 acres with moderate potential for uranium would
be open to exploration and development.

10,903 acres with moderate potential for oil and gas
would be open to exploration and development subject
to standard lease stipulations. 1 producing well may
occur every 600-4,800 acres. Approximately 2-4 miles
of road could be constructed, resulting in up to 40
acres of surface disturbance.

935 acres of geothermal resources with moderate
potential would be open to exploration and
development. No exploration or development is

projected

.

Provide reasonable access to 160 acres of private and
640 acres of State of New Mexico inholdings.
Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of
development anticipated in the long term, resulting
in construction of 2 miles of vehicle routes with
surface facilities located on private land.

Motorized vehicle use limited
routes

.

to 6 miles of existing

Current grazing use levels of approximately 9

head/section/year would continue.

°The 1870's Wagon Road Trail SMA established for

pedestrian and equestrian use only (see Map 2).

Native American uses (religious uses, etc. ) could
continue

.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by

WSA/Acreage
Impacts On

Wilderness Values

Impacts On
Uranium, Oil and Gas,

and Geothermal Exploration
and Development

Impacts On
Livestock Grazing

Use Levels

Impacts On
Recreational Off-Road

Vehicle (ORV) Use

All Wilderness
(designate 10,903

acres) (Proposed

Action)

-Maintain the natural
character of this mesa

and badland environment.

-Maintain opportunities
for solitude, hiking,

camping and photography.

-Protect soils and

vegetation susceptible
to erosion.

-Protect 2 rare plant
species.
-Maintain current
undisturbed condition
of abundant and diverse
cultural resources.
-Maintain
paleontological 3ites.

-Maintain habitat
supporting migrating
waterfowl, mule deer,

antelope, gray fox,

bobcat, mountain lion,

golden eagle, and

red-tailed hawk.

-Retain the "natural
laboratory" setting
used for environmental
education.
-Maintain the natural
setting for Native
American uses.

-7,603 acres with
moderate potential for
uranium would be closed
to exploration and
development. 3,300
additional acres in the
Las Milpas natural gas
storage area are
unavailable for mineral
location as long as the
storage area is active
and would be unaffected
by designation. 10,903
acres with moderate
potential for oil and
gas would be closed to
exploration and
development when the

existing leases expire
before 1995. The 2,473
acres currently leased
(post-FLPMA) would be
subject to lease

stipulations protecting
wilderness. However,
oil and gas activity is

not anticipated in the

short term. 935 acres
with moderate potential
for geothermal resources
would be closed to

exploration and
development.

-No impact on current
grazing use levels of
approximately 9

head /sect ion/year.
-15 miles of fence, 8

earthen reservoirs,
and 1 catchment would
be maintained under
wilderness
limitations and with
minimum tools. New
range improvements (5

1/2 miles of

pipeline, I earthen
reservoir, 5 troughs)
allowable to protect
resources only.

-Permits required for
vehicle access to

Improvement . Casual
vehicle use of 6

miles of routes for
inspections and minor
repairs would be

precluded.
-Operator costs
Increased and
operator
inconvenienced

.

-6 miles of vehicle
routes would be closed,
precluding backcountry
riding, vehicular
camping, hunting, and
motocross racing.

No Wilderness (do

not designate
10,903 acres)

-In the short term, no

Impact on wilderness
values.

-In the long terra,

anticipated mineral and
increased ORV
activities would result
In expanded road
network and increased
access resulting in
this WSA being broken
Into 3 or 4 areas less

than 5,000 acres in

size . Naturalness
would be reduced by

20-30%. Solitude
opportunities would be

lost.

-No impact.
-No impact on current
grazing use levels of

approximately 9

head/section/year.

-No impact on operator
costs or on
management style.

-No impact on

recreational ORV use in

the short or long terra.
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Ojito WSA

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The Ojito WSA is situated on the southeastern margin of the San
Juan Basin near the southern termination of the Nacimiento Uplift. The

gentle, broad folds and few faults which characterize the WSA are probably
associated with the development of the Uplift and Basin.

Sedimentary rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous age (see Figure 1)

crop out within the Ojito WSA and have weathered to form escarpments,
isolated mesas, and badlands. The Jurassic Morrison Formation crops out
over most of the WSA, with Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone and Mancos Shale
exposed along the western edge. The members of the Morrison Formation
represent continental deposition in river channels and associated
floodplains. The Dakota Sandstone represents depositional environments
ranging from fluvial to open marine. It intertongues with the Mancos Shale
which was deposited in open marine conditions.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

The badlands of the Ojito WSA are the result of the extensive
erosion of the purple and green shales of the Brushy Basin Member of the
Morrison Formation. This formation represents the uppermost layer of a

sedimentary sequence that ranges in age from Pennsylvanian to late Jurassic
(see Figure 1). Regionally this sequence is known to contain deposits of
oil and gas, uranium, sand and gravel, as well as geothermal resources.

PALEONTOLOGY

The three sedimentary rock units exposed in the Ojito WSA are
regionally fossiliferous. Within the Morrison Formation, petrified wood,
dinosaur bones, invertebrate material, and plant fragments have been found.
Dinosaur bones representing a group not previously known in New Mexico were
excavated in the WSA during the summer of 1985.

The Dakota Sandstone is marginally fossiliferous and contains trace
fossils and some molluscs. The Mancos Shale represents deposition under
fully marine conditions, with a fossil asemblage dominated by molluscs.

WATER

Surface Water

The WSA lies in a tributary watershed of the Rio Salado, which
flows into the Jemez River and ultimately into the Rio Grande north of
Bernalillo. The Rio Salado is considered part of the Middle Rio Grande
Major River Sub-Basin.
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Ojito WSA

Arroyos in the WSA are ephemeral and are commonly deeply entrenched
into alluvium and shale. Runoff occurs at many times throughout the year,
but volumes vary enormously depending on season. Peaks commonly occur
during the summer and early fall months, coinciding with the rainy season
from July through September. During this period, afternoon thunderstorms
may generate tremendous volumes of runoff. Comparison of rainfall data with
discharge data for the summer rainy season shows that up to 99 percent of
the annual discharge may occur during this period (Craigg 1980).

Average annual water yields from the area fall between 0.1 and 0.5
inches (0.25 inches average or 2,645 acre-feet per year). Yields vary
considerably from one year to the next.

Ground Water

The Ojito WSA lies within the State-declared Rio Grande Underground
Water Basin. One known undeveloped water well is located within the WSA, as
well as several springs.

SOILS

Soils in the Ojito WSA are generally unsuitable for successful
application of management practices such as range reseeding or earthen
reservoir construction. They are moderately to strongly alkaline, which
limits vegetation composition and productivity. All soils are highly
susceptible to water erosion, and much of the WSA is undergoing accelerated
soil loss.

VEGETATION

Table 3 summarizes the vegetation located in the Ojito WSA by range
site. See Map 3 for the locations of these range sites.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

There are no known Federally-listed threatened or endangered plant
species within the Ojito WSA. There is no apparent potential for listed
species to occur in the WSA. If sightings are made, the species will be
protected by compliance with law and regulation. Two plants, both on the
State endangered species list, grama grass cactus ( Toumeya papyracantha

,

also called Pediocactus papyracanthus ) and Knight's milkvetch (Astragalus
knight ii ) have been reported in this WSA (Anne Cully, New Mexico Natural
Resources Department, personal communication, February 3, 1986).

WILDLIFE

Two ecotypes provide habitat for wildlife in the Ojito WSA, the
grama-galleta ecotype and the juniper-pinyon ecotype. These are described
in Table 3 (Ecotypes, Range Sites, and Soils).
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IABLE 3

ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES, AND SOILS, OJITO WSA

Ecotype
Range
Site

Average
Sloped) Aspect

Present Potential
Present Stocking Ecological Present Perennial

Vegetative Rate Range Vegetation Plant
Cover(X) (Acres/AUM) Condition Species Cover (I)

Air Dry Potential
Production Vegetation Related
(lba/ac) Species Soil

Grama-
Galleta
Steppe

3

Clayey
Bottomland

E, S, and

nearly
flat

Poor-

good

Four-wing salt-

bush, alkali
sacaton,
galleta grass

Alkali 237-

sacaton, Spnrank
blue grama, Sllty

galleta Clay Loam
grass, four-

wing salt-

bush

Grama- 4

Galleta Loamy/
Steppe Sandy

Galleta grass,
broom anake-
weed, yellow-
flowered

prickly pear

Black grama,

blue graaa,

galleta
grass,

Indian rice-

240-

Penistaja-
Hagerman
Assoc-
iation

Juniper- 5

Plnyoo Sandstone
Woodland Hills

N, S, W,

and
nearly
flat

One-seed
juniper,
galleta grass,
alkali sacaton

500 Sideoata
grama, blue

graaa,
Uttle blue-
stem, ?m
feathergraas

Ill-
Rock
Outcrop-
Zia
Complex

Craoa- 6

Galleta Shallow
Steppe Sandstone

Galleta grass,

broom snake-
weed

,

wlnterfat

Sldeoati
grama,

Indian rice-

grass, NM

feather-
grass,
galleta
grass,
Blgelov sage

230-

Sky Vlllage-
Sandoval-
Rock Outcrop
Complex

Crama-
Galleta
Steppe

Sandstone
Hillo

N, E, S,

and
nearly
flat

Galleta grass,

broom snake-
weed, alkali
sacaton

black

Sideoata
grama, blue
grama,

grama,
galleta
grass

Ill-
Rock
Outerop-
Zia
Complex

Juniper- 8

Plnyoo Sandstone
Woodland Hills

N, S, and 20

nearly
flat

One-aeed
juniper, shad-

scale, black

graoa

Indian rice-
grass, blue

grama, true

mountain
mahogany,
cliffroae,
shrub live

oak

231-

Querencla
Loam

Grama- 9 less N, E, S

Galleta Bottomland than and
Steppa 1 nearly

flat

Four-wing salt-

bush, alkali
aacaton, blue
graaa

Vine
aesquite,
alkali
sacaton,
blue grama,

four-wing
salt bush

170-

5an Hateo
Loam

Juniper- 10

Pinyon Cyp Hills/
Woodland Woodland

N, S, W 25.45 One-seed
juniper,
galleta grass,
alkali sacaton

Indian rice-

grass, blue

grama, true

mountain
mahogany,
cliffroae,
shrub live

oak

UO-
Rock
Outcrop-
Sandla
Complex
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Ojito WSA

The U.S. Forest Service's 1982 Run Wild data base (on file at the

Albuquerque District Office) lists 131 vertebrate species possibly found in

the grama-galleta vegetative type in Sandoval County. This list includes 7

species of amphibians, 65 of birds, 50 of mammals, and 19 of reptiles. In

the juniper-pinyon ecotype in Sandoval County, 137 vertebrate species

including 3 species of amphibians, 65 of birds, 50 of mammals, and 19 of

reptiles possibly occur.

A number of bluffs and mesa edges in the WSA provide excellent

nesting habitat for raptors (birds of prey), swallows, and swifts. Several

earthen reservoirs are present to provide resting areas for migrating

waterfowl. Scaled quail and mourning doves inhabit the brushy draws and

rocky wooded hillsides. A few mule deer occupy the juniper-pinyon ecotype,

and a small band of antelope ranges into the northwest corner of the WSA.

Other wildlife common to the WSA include coyote, fox, rabbit, horned lark,

and raven. Both bobcats and mountain lions have also been sighted in the

WSA.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

There are no threatened or endangered wildlife species in the Ojito

WSA.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The Ojito WSA provides a variety of scenic values inventoried as

good scenic quality (Scenic Quality B) , that are presently being managed

under an interim Visual Resource Management (VRM) Class II while the WSA is

under wilderness review.

The eastern portion of the Ojito WSA contains Querencia Arroyo,

which meanders from north to south and is bounded by a steep-sided canyon.

High rocky bluffs beyond the canyon to the east and west frame distant views

of Cabezon Peak, Mesa Prieta, and the Sandia Mountain Range. Red-toned

bluffs, pale sandstone mesa edges, and dark green junipers contrast with the

blue skies. Bands of shales, sandstones, and limestone highlight the canyon

walls, distinct from the surrounding desert tans. Extending westward are

rock terraces dissected by rocky canyons that climb to expansive plateaus

and mesa tops.

Retreating escarpments stepping back from the uplands are

honeycombed with pockets of impressive scenic features. Some pockets

contain sculptured badland formations of sandstone in many shapes and sizes.

Other sheltered pockets contain residual ponderosa pine populations that are

rare in this environment. Still other pockets reveal a variety of features

including petrified wood and multi-colored rock layers.
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Ojito WSA

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resource inventory within the Ojito WSA covers one section
(640 acres) out of a total of 10,903 acres, or about 5 percent. Most of the
sites recorded in the WSA (27 out of 43) are located within the single
section surveyed. Several small BLM surveys and energy-related linear
surveys have also been conducted. These suggest that well over 500 sites
are located within WSA boundaries, and that the density would average in
excess of 21 sites per section.

Folsom points and other Paleolndian materials have been reported in
the general WSA vicinity, but the location patterns and probability of
occurrence of Paleolndian sites remains unknown. One site, the Ojito Dune
Site, excavated in the late 1960's, contains both Paleolndian and Archaic
components.

Twelve Archaic sites have been reported for the WSA, and range in
nature from small lithic scatters to large scatters with groundstone, cists,
ash, and fire-affected rock present. Known Archaic sites are located in
sand dune areas on low mesa terraces. Existing survey data suggest
relatively frequent and extensive use within this WSA by Archaic-period
populations.

No Basketmaker sites have been reported for this WSA. However,
indications of sizeable Archaic and prehistoric Pueblo occupations within
the WSA (occurring before and after the Basketmaker period) suggest that
some evidence of Basketmaker occupation may be present.

Eleven prehistoric Pueblo sites have been reported for the WSA,
ranging from the Pueblo I time period through Pueblo IV (A.D. 750-1400) (see
Table 4). Pueblo sites in this general region tend to be located on mesa
tops and mesa terraces; they range in nature from lithic/sherd scatters to
small pueblos of 30 or more rooms.

Two Navajo sites have been recorded within the Ojito WSA.
Additional Navajo sites can be anticipated for this WSA, but far fewer in
total numbers than sites from earlier time periods.

Historic use of the Middle Rio Puerco drainage (and therefore the
WSA) has been moderately extensive. Spanish settlers entered the valley
before the eighteenth century, and remnants of an Hispanic population remain
today. Seven historic sites are known within the WSA, of which six are
habitational. One is a livestock corral. The recorded sites show a
location preference for drainage bottoms and lower canyon slopes. Projected
site densities for historic sites are high for these locations within this
WSA.
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TABLE 4

RIO PUERCO RESOURCE AREA REGIONAL SEQUENCE

Cultural Classification Dates

o

OS

Pueblo V
Late Pueblo IV
Pueblo III to Pueblo IV
Pueblo III
Pueblo II

Early Pueblo II

Pueblo I

Basketmaker III

Archaic Periods

Paleolndian Periods

1600 - Present
1400 - 1600
1200 - 1400
1100 - 1200
950 - 1100
870 - 950
800 - 870
700 - 800

2500 B.C. - A.D. 700

10,000 - 2500 B.C,



Ojito WSA

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within the Ojito WSA is good. The
air quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Its Class II
classification allovjs a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.

The primary source of pollution in the WSA is particulate matter,
principally from springtime dust storms.
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Ojito WSA

SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

No exploration or development activity associated with locatable,
leasable, or salable minerals is occurring within the boundaries of the
Ojito WSA. No mining claims have been recorded. Although three oil and gas
leases have been issued (see Map 4), no producing wells have been completed
and the level of exploration activity has been low. All three leases are
post-FLPMA and expire before 1995; 8,430 acres are unleased.

Table 5 indicates that the highest potential for development is
associated with uranium and oil and gas in the Morrison Formation. The
geologic environment, inferred geologic processes, reported mineral
occurrences, and known mines or deposits indicate a moderate potential for
oil and gas, and uranium resources on the entire 10,903 acres. Moderate
potential for geothermal resources exists on 935 acres (see Map 5).
Moderate geothermal resources on 935 acres are not considered adequate to
support commercial energy production in the short term. The lack of mining
claims, high potential for the occurrence of uranium in other areas, and the
current depressed market for uranium indicate a low current interest;
therefore, no new mining claims are anticipated in the foreseeable future.
Because the WSA has moderate potential for oil and gas, it is assumed that
moderate levels of exploration and low level development will occur in the
long term. It is assumed that exploration would result in 1 producing well
for every 15 wells drilled. Well spacing is established by the New Mexico
State Oil and Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature of the
producing horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon, and
whether oil or gas is produced. Because the Ojito WSA has moderate oil and
gas potential and no proven reservoirs, well spacing predictions have not
been made in this analysis, but could vary from one well per 40 acres up to
one well per 320 acres.

The Las Milpas high pressure natural gas storage area, identified
in the Rio Puerco RMP as part of the Ojito Special Management Area, overlaps
3300 acres of the WSA (see Map 2). The injection and recovery wells are
outside the WSA. The lease is for gas storage only. As long as the area is
used for this purpose, no extractive leases will be issued on that acreage.
The Rio Puerco RMP identified a locatable mineral withdrawal for this area.

WATERSHED

The main drainage bottoms of the WSA are in the latter stages of an
erosion cycle that was apparently initiated by sheep and cattle overgrazing
in the late 1800's and early 1900's. This past grazing use has resulted in
extensive sheet, rill, and gully erosion in all areas except the steep
slopes of mesas. The WSA is especially vulnerable to upland erosion because
of sparse vegetation, relatively steep slopes, and the occurrence of violent
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TABLE .5

MINERAL POTENTIAL, OJITO WSA

Commodity

Uranium

10

Oil and Gas

Sand and Gravel

Geothermal

Associated Environment
Mineral
Potential

Federal
Surface and

Subsurface
Acreage

Morrison Formation (Jurassic); primary Moderate 10,903
and redistributed mineralization in

arkosic sandstones; mineralization
generally restricted to channels within
deltaic, braided-stream complex.

Minor occurrences reported from the base

of the Dakota Formation (Cretaceous).

Sedimentary rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous Moderate 10,903
age; generally stratigraphic traps in sand-
stone associated with paleostrand lines or

buried eolian dunes.

Upper Santa Fe Group Quaternary pediment High 37

gravels and Quaternary alluvium; generally Low NC£'

poorly sorted sand and gravel.

Major faults in proximity to late Tertiary- Moderate 935

aged volcanics; portions of the WSA have Low NC£'

been included within Known Geothermal KGRA 10,903

Resource Area (KGRA) #2.

Source: McLeraore, et al. (1984).

Note: *'Acreages on areas of low potential were not calculated (NC).

Inholding
(Non-Federal Surface

and Subsurface)
Acreage

160 Private
640 State

160 Private
640 State

160 Private
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Ojito WSA

thunderstorms. Leopold (1966) found that upland sheet erosion was the most
significant source of sediment in a semiarid area of New Mexico during a
six-year period.

The Ojito WSA is located within the area covered by the Rio Puerco
Watershed Management Plan, completed in 1975, and the Proposed Rio Puerco
Livestock Grazing Management Program ES , completed in 1978. Both were only
partially implemented. The Rio Puerco RMP, completed in 1986, calls for
watershed rehabilitation plans to be written for smaller watersheds in the
Rio Puerco Resource Area. These plans will specify the locations, design,
and construction methods for any watershed rehabilitation devices needed in
the WSA.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

Portions of four grazing allotments are located within this WSA
(see Map 6). Table 6 displays grazing information pertaining to these four
allotments. The WSA supports 1,207 Animal Unit Months or approximately 9

head per section per year. Allotment Management Plans have not been
implemented for these four allotments.

Most of the operators grazing livestock in the WSA ranch as a

second income or to continue family tradition; ranching is not their primary
source of income. They live in the vicinity of Cuba or Albuquerque, near
their primary sources of income. Therefore, most of them can attend to
their grazing allotments only on weekends, and the pickup truck has become
increasingly important as a livestock management tool.

A number of proposed range improvements were identified in the
implementation plans for the Proposed Rio Puerco Livestock Grazing
Management Program Environmental Statement (USDI, BLM 1978). These range
improvements included extensions of portions of the Cabezon pipeline
system. However, as a result of the issuance of BLM's Final Rangeland
Improvement Policy (BLM Washington Office Instruction Memorandum No. 83-27)
on October 15, 1982, the likelihood of any new construction to extend the
existing pipeline system is extremely limited in the short term and only
marginal in the long term. Nonetheless, these projects, as proposed in the
specific Allotment Management Plans have been identified below.

Mighty Mite Allotment (#0058)

One-half mile of pasture fence and one earthen reservoir (in need
of maintenance) are the only existing range improvements in the WSA portion
of this allotment. The permittee makes an estimated 156 vehicle trips for
range management purposes through the WSA to reach this allotment. There
are no vehicle routes in the WSA portion of this allotment. Approximately
three-quarters of a mile of pipeline and one trough are proposed by the
permittee

.
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TABLE 6

RANGE ALLOTMENT INFORMATION

Number AUM's Head/
Allotment Allotment Allotment WSA of in Section Season
Name Number Acres Acres Permittees WSA in WSA of Use

Mighty Mite 0058 1,099 987 1 113 12 6 months

[*=»
(12/1-5/31)

M
to Cucho Arroyo 0057 6,429 4,357 2 528 11 6 months

(12/1-5/31)

Pipeline 0056 13,611 3,126 1 432 5 Yearlong

Rock House 0060 14,712 2,433 2

Total

134

1207

5 Yearlong
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Cucho Arroyo Allotment (//0057)

Existing range improvements are four miles of boundary fence
between this allotment and the Pipeline Allotment, three miles between this
and the Mighty Mite Allotment, and four earthen reservoirs (three in need of
maintenance). The 2 permittees use the approximately 6 miles of vehicle
routes in the WSA portion of the allotment to make an estimated 156 trips
each year for range management purposes. Three miles of pipeline and two
troughs are proposed and would be part of proposed Cabezon pipeline tie.

Pipeline Allotment (#0056)

Existing range improvements are three and one-half miles of pasture
fence, one catchment, and one earthen reservoir (in need of maintenance).
The permittee makes an estimated 365 trips for range management purposes
through the WSA to reach this allotment. There are no vehicle routes in the
WSA portion of the allotment. One and three-quarters miles of pipeline, two
troughs, and one earthen reservoir are proposed and would be part of the
proposed Cabezon pipeline tie.

Rock House Allotment (#0060)

Existing range improvements in the portion of the allotment inside
the Ojito WSA are one and one-half miles of boundary fence along the
Pipeline Allotment, one mile of boundary fence along the Mighty Mite
Allotment, one mile of boundary fence along the Cucho Arroyo Allotment, and
two earthen reservoirs (both in need of maintenance). The permittees make
an estimated 365 trips each year for range management purposes through the
WSA to reach this allotment. There are no vehicle routes in the WSA portion
of this allotment. No new range improvements are proposed in this allotment.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Pinyon and juniper are the two major tree species growing in the
WSA. Little potential exists for commercial fuelwood sales because of the
low stand density. Considerable illegal fuelwood cutting continues to be a
problem in the Ojito WSA, particularly along the eastern and southern
boundaries. The BLM has recently installed approximately one-quarter mile
of barbed wire fence across the two-track route used by illegal firewood
cutters in this portion of the WSA.

The WSA contains a few residual ponderosa pine trees located in
several small "pockets." They are not considered marketable timber.

RECREATION

The Proposed Rio Puerco Livestock Grazing Management Program
Environmental Statement (USDI, BLM 1978) utilized the BLM's Recreation
Information System (RIS) , a quality evaluation system, to rate the quality
of experience a visitor can expect while participating in a specific
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activity. The Ojito WSA was divided into two RIS units and rated for the

five activities shown in Table 7. The most current inventory of recreation

opportunity (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum) (ROS) has identified

approximately 7,018 acres of the Ojito WSA as semi-primitive non-motorized

recreation opportunity, 1,680 acres as semi-primitive motorized, and 2,205

acres as roaded natural. [See the Draft Rio Puerco RMP, Appendix I (USDI,

BLM 1985) for an explanation of the ROS.]

The current trend toward increased demands for recreational ORV use

in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and thus in the Ojito WSA, is expected to

continue as Albuquerque, the State's major population center continues its

growth. Recreational ORV use refers to all types of two-wheel, three-wheel,

and four-wheel recreational vehicles, and is associated with such types of

recreational use as hunting, trail riding, camping, and picnicking.

Statistics for recreational ORV use show an increase in annual sales of

ORV's from 567 to an estimated 2,002 units between 1980 and 1985, a 350

percent increase in sales. These statistics illustrate the trends on which

long-range recreational ORV use forecasts are based.

Southwest Off-Road Enterprises of Albuquerque has sponsored the "Oh

My God 100" motorcycle (motocross) race in and around the WSA nine times

since 1975. When the race was held in the WSA, approximately half the

course followed WSA boundary roads, and the remaining portions ran along

existing trails and arroyo bottoms in the WSA. The Recreation Management

Area Plan lists 708 visitor days and 850 visits for the area in Fiscal Year

1981, most of which occurred on the day of the race. The number of

participants in the race ranges from approximately 90 to over 200, with an

average of about 150. Approximately 1000 spectators attended the last race,

held near the WSA. The 1986 "Oh My God 100" motocross race was held at a

site outside the WSA; this site was well-received by participants. The Rio

Puerco RMP has now restricted motorized vehicle use to existing roads and

trails and closed several miles of routes (except by special permit) in the

Ojito Special Managment Area (see Map 2).

The Rio Puerco RMP identified a wagon road dating to the 1870' s as

a Special Management Area. It traverses 49 miles in the Rio Puerco Resource

Area, and passes through the Ojito WSA (see Map 2). The management details

will be worked out with the State of New Mexico, and arrangements made to

include it in the New Mexico State Trail System. It will be limited to

pedestrian and equestrian use. It is assumed that the trail will be

implemented whether or not Congress designates the Ojito WSA as wilderness.

The WSA offers opportunities for scenic and geological sightseeing,

rockhounding, horseback riding, photography, hiking, and camping. Random

ORV use associated with hunting occurs in the WSA. A small group of

artists, photographers, and nature enthusiasts has utilized the Ojito WSA

consistently since the mid-1950's.
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The Ojito WSA lies within State of New Mexico Planning District 3.
Recreation demand in this district is indicated in a study completed by the
University of New Mexico's Bureau of Business and Economic Research (1975).
Assessing non-developed recreation demand on a regional level is an
indicator of the type of activities that the area may be required to support
(see Table 8).

TABLE 7

RECREATION QUALITY EVALUATION

Mineral Bernalillito

Activity
Springs
Unit

Arroyo
Unit Key Factors

ORV Use Medium High Soil, size, hazards, usability

Sightseeing High Low Landform, color, water,
(Scenery) vegetation, uniqueness,

intrusions

Sightseeing

(Geological)
High Extent, representative type,

form, color, frequency of
occurrence

Big Game Low - Game population, ease of
Hunting movement, shooting

opportunity

Primitive
Values

High - Scenic qualities, size,
intrusions, wilrllifp.

fisheries, water usability,
uniqueness

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The diversity of special features contained within the Ojito WSA,
along with its close proximity to Albuquerque and Santa Fe , two of the
largest population centers in New Mexico, make this WSA an ideal "natural
laboratory." Two species on the State list of endangered species may
provide a basis for research and education.

Special features include wildlife, historic, prehistoric,
paleontologic, geologic, and scenic elements, as well as threatened and
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TABLE 8

REGIONAL RECREATION DEMAND, NEW MEXICO PLANNING DISTRICT 3

(based on visitor-use days)

Activity and Projected
Use Figures 1975 1980 1985 1990

Pleasure walking 7,487,332 8,448,000 9,209,000 10,002,000

Birdwatching 1,394,103 1,573,000 1,714,000 1,862,000

Horseback riding 1,249,915 1,410,000 1,538,000 1,669,000

Photography/Painting 1,051,006 1,186,000 1,293,000 1,404,000

Sightseeing 925,059 1,043,000 1,138,000 1,236,000

Picnicking 786,083 887,000 967,000 1,050,000

Hiking 427,351 482,000 526,000 571,000

Rock-hounding 424,745 479,000 522,000 567,000

Visiting historical sites 422,573 477,000 520,000 564,000

Camping 394,444 445,000 485,000 527,000

Small game hunting 247,551 279,000 304,000 331,000

Backpacking 111,180 125,000 137,000 148,000

Big game hunting 98,151 111,000 121,000 131,000

Source: UNM, Bureau of Business and Economic Research (1975).
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endangered vegetation. All of these values are available for study in a

natural setting and lend themselves to interpretation for any age or
development level. The WSA presently serves one Albuquerque high school
class as an on-site laboratory for its semester-long study of environmental
issues.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans (particularly nearby Navajo, Jemez, Zia, and
Santa Ana peoples) have traditionally used the Ojito WSA for firewood
gathering and hunting. Some use continues. The Jemez Snake Catching Clan
has traditionally collected snakes in the WSA, but it is not known if this
use continues.

A recent survey near the WSA and interviews with officials of the
Jemez, Zia, and Santa Ana Pueblos, and the Canoncito Navajo Reservation
generally show that many places of religious significance exist in and near
the Ojito WSA. Specific site locations are not known to the lay members of
the tribes because only tribal elders know of and watch over such sites.
Apparently it would be indiscreet for the secular governments to propose a
survey or to provide any information of such an esoteric nature.

Traditional uses within the boundaries of this WSA by Native
American populations are expected to continue.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no existing or projected realty actions in the Ojito
WSA. The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify these lands for disposal.

WILDLIFE

The Ojito WSA is included in the Upper Rio Puerco Wildlife Habitat
Management Plan (USDI, BLM 1981). Several of the existing stock tanks are
scheduled for development for waterfowl use. This would include cleaning
and sealing of the tanks and protective fencing of shoreline vegetation.

Human use of the wildlife resource in the WSA includes predator
calling, trapping, bird hunting, and observation incidental to hiking.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the Ojito WSA have been

documented in the process of designating it as a Wilderness Study Area

(USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion elaborates on the quality of

these characteristics.

Naturalness

A detailed description of the imprints of man's work in the Ojito

WSA is documented in the Wilderness Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980).

In summary, this WSA includes a fenceline network, eight earthen dams, nine

two-track ways (six miles), a paleontological excavation, evidence of

illegal woodcutting, scattered litter, and one small wildlife water

consisting of a small trough. It is important to note that the BLM

considers the cumulative effect of these imprints upon the entire WSA when

assessing naturalness, which is a function of the size of the WSA and the

number and distribution of the impacts.

The dams are widely scattered throughout the WSA and are

well-buffered by the surrounding topographic relief and vegetative

screening. Several are silted in. Ways are maintained solely by vehicular

travel and would return to a natural condition if use were discontinued.

Several ways along the eastern boundary have returned to an almost-natural

condition since initial inventory. Evidence of illegal woodcutting and

litter are visible in the southeastern portion of the WSA, concentrated

along a two-track route. The BLM has recently installed a barbed wire fence

across this two-track route to limit access. A small paleontological

excavation (eight by two by two meters has taken place in the Ojito WSA

under the Interim Management Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under

Wilderness Review (USDI, BLM 1979). Rehabilitation is complete and the

excavation is now substantially unnoticeable

.

As a whole, the WSA has been affected primarily by the forces of

nature, and is thus assessed as exhibiting the wilderness characteristic of

naturalness. Considering the Ojito WSA's close proximity to the populations

of Albuquerque and Santa Fe , its natural condition is particularly

outstanding.

Solitude

The BLM considers solitude as the state of being alone, removed

from habitation, or in isolation. A visitor may experience solitude in the

Ojito WSA by wandering through the numerous steep-sided canyons, sandy
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arroyos, and rough, rocky terrain found throughout. This rugged topographic
screening enhances opportunities for solitude by protecting users from the
sights and sounds of others. The Ojito WSA possesses ample outstanding
opportunities for a person to experience solitude.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The BLM considers primitive and unconfined recreation as the
potential a WSA has to provide opportunities for a diversity of possible
activities, or for one activity of outstanding quality. The Ojito WSA
contains the opportunity for a wide diversity of outstanding primitive
recreation activities.

The varied landscape provides outstanding photographic and
sightseeing potential. Highlights include large-mouthed canyons, wide-cut
arroyos, colorful rocky bluffs, flat highlands, and a viewscape of distant
mountain ranges including the Sandias east of Albuquerque. Sightseeing
opportunities also exist associated with the historic and prehistoric sites
that occur in abundance. Hikers, campers, backpackers, and rockhounds are
accommodated by the variety of terrain offered throughout the WSA.
Opportunities for good bird hunting exist in the Ojito WSA.

Special Features

Overall, the Ojito WSA has a particularly high density and wide
variety of special features. Although wildlife is not abundant, a diversity
of species is present. Two rare plant species on the New Mexico State
endangered species list occur in the WSA. The first, grama grass cactus
(Toumeya papyracantha ) , is found growing in clumps of blue grama and black
grama in swales, and is a candidate for formal listing by the Federal
government as threatened. The other is Knight's milkvetch (Astragalus
knightii)

.

The cultural resource density within this WSA is projected to be
particularly high, and includes Archaic, other prehistoric, and historic
sites (see Figures 2 and 3). Paleontological sites have also been found,
but their full significance has not been determined as yet. One site has
been excavated, but analysis has not been completed. However, early
indications are that the paleontological resources of the Ojito WSA may be
of national or international significance. Further study is taking place.
The diversity in terrain provides varied and striking visual features (see
Figures 4 and 5).

Combined, the special features in the Ojito WSA provide exceptional
scientific/educational potential.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Ojito WSA contains a wealth of natural values as a result of
its relatively undisturbed character. Congressional designation as
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Figures 2 and 3 - The Ojito WSA contains numerous
sites of archeological significance, including these
petroglyphs
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Figure 4 - The scenic formations throughout the
Ojito WSA. owe their existence to the ancient
sculptors, wind and rain.

,,:

Figure 5 - Natural ponderosa pine (very uncommon at

the elevation of 6,000 feet) grow in pockets in the

Ojito WSA. The trees intermingle with sculptured
sandstone formations set in a very rugged landscape.
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wilderness would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree

of long-terra protection for these natural values than would the

administrative designations available to the BLM. (A more detailed
discussion of the multiple resource benefits of wilderness designation may
be found in Section 5 in the discussion of impacts of the All Wilderness
Alternative

.

)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

According to A.W. Kuchler (1964) and Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS

1980), the vegetative-ecosystem classification for the Ojito WSA is as
follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 5,147 acres 47%

Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 5,756 acres 53%

The lower elevations, swales, gentle slopes, and alluvial bottoms
are occuplied by the Grama-Galleta Steppe. This community is dominated by

alkali sacaton, galleta grass, and blue grama, with scattered four-wing
saltbush, broom snakeweed, and winterfat. The mesa sideslopes, and rocky,

rough broken country is primarily an open woodland of one-seed juniper and

shrub live oak. The understory is black grama, New Mexico feathergrass, and

sideoats grama.

Map 3 displays range sites that are further discussed in Table 3.

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Ojito WSA is within a one-day drive (five hours) of Bernalillo

County and the part of Sandoval County identified in the 1980 census as a

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. The WSA is within a two-hour drive

from the cities of Albuquerque and Santa Fe, two of the largest population

centers in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended as suitable, the Ojito WSA must be capable of

being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine manageability, the

BLM must consider such factors as State and private inholdings, valid
existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and the overall land

ownership pattern.

Reasonable access must be guaranteed to State and private

inholdings. The current and projected use of the 640 acres of State of New

Mexico land and 160 acres of private land is livestock grazing. Both the

State and the private acreage is assumed to have moderate potential for oil
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and gas and uranium. The 160-acre private parcel is assumed to have

moderate potential for geothermal resources. It is anticipated that

moderate levels of exploration and low levels of development of oil and gas

and uranium would occur only in the long term. No geothermal activity is

anticipated since the private parcel is so small. These access needs would

result in low levels of use incompatible with wilderness. In addition, the

State of New Mexico has expressed a strong desire to exchange its inholding

(640 acres in T. 15 N. , R. 1 W. , Section 16). Acquisition of both parcels

of inholdings would enhance manageability by reducing the potential for

conflicting uses associated with inholdings.

The Ojito WSA contains no mining claims. There are three

post-FLPMA oil and gas leases in the WSA. These are not expected to be

explored or developed before they expire. These leases are scheduled to

expire before the year 1995. There are no rights-of-way in the WSA.

Overall, there is every reason to assume that the Ojito WSA can be

effectively managed to maintain its wilderness values over the long term.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

This section discusses two alternatives for the Ojito WSA: All
Wilderness and No Wilderness (manage under the existing land use plan) (see
Map 1). Specific management actions are listed on Table 1; impacts are
summarized on Table 2,

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire 10,903 acres of
public land within the Ojito WSA would be recommended as suitable for
wilderness designation.

In 10,903 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use
will result in adverse impacts to existing and potential recreational
vehicle use and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals
would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the
maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although
designation of wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources,
such designation is reversible by Congress.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential
uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI,
BLM 1981). High quality wilderness values would be retained and protected
over the long term by management under this policy. The Ojito WSA's
existing natural character and the opportunities for solitude, hiking,
camping and photography would be maintained.

Hiking, photography, and game bird hunting are very popular
activities within the Ojito WSA. It is also frequently used for
environmental study by local schools. Its close proximity to Albuquerque
and its wide variety of special values make it ideal for such use. Special
values include high scenic values, abundant and varied cultural resource
sites, paleontological sites, two rare plant species, wildlife habitat
supporting migrating waterfowl species, golden eagle, red-tailed hawk, mule
deer, antelope, fox, bobcat, and mountain lion.

In the short and long term, restricting surface-disturbing and
mechanized activities associated with ORV use, mineral activities, and
unauthorized fuelwood cutting would prevent increased access and provide
long-term protection for a wide variety of existing natural resources.

Restricting road building would also prevent the cultural
modifications to naturalness which inevitably accompany increased access,
including trash dumping, removal of natural vegetation, the creation of
temporary camp sites, unauthorized woodcutting, and poaching. Those
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resources which would be maintained by restricting these activities

include: (1) fragile soils and existing vegetation very susceptible to

erosion, including two rare plant species; (2) current low levels of noise

and human activity which protect existing raptor nest sites, scaled quail,
mourning dove, and non-game species nest sites; (3) current wildlife habitat
for both non-game and game species; (4) current good scenic quality; (5)

currently undisturbed cultural and paleontological resources; (6) current
"natural laboratory" setting; and (7) current pinyon-juniper community.

Wilderness designation would also maintain, through long-term
protection, the natural setting upon which Native American uses are often
based.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the long-term protection of

Congressional designation would protect and improve the unique wilderness
values including scenic quality, diverse wildlife habitat, rare plants,
cultural and paleontologic resources, and the environmental education
opportunities within 50 miles of Albuqueruqe, the largest city in New Mexico.

Impacts on Uranium, Oil and Gas, and Geothermal Exploration and Development

The Ojito WSA exhibits moderate potential for uranium on 10,903
acres. Based on the occurrence of high potential for uranium in other
locations in New Mexico, on the absence of current claims, and on the

current depressed market, uranium exploration and development are not
anticipated in the short term. There are currently no mining claims in the

area. Approximately 3,300 acres of the Las Milpas natural gas storage area
(see Map 2) covers the moderate potential uranium acreage. A locatable
mineral withdrawal was recommended in the Rio Puerco Resource Management
Plan for this area and would preclude mineral location as long as the

storage area is active. Claims located prior to official withdrawal would
be "grandfathered in," pending validity determination. The remaining 7,603
acres with moderate potential uranium would likely experience moderate
levels of exploration and low levels of development in the long term.
Therefore, wilderness designation would preclude uranium exploration and
development in the long term on approximately 7,603 acres with moderate
potential that is not included in the Las Milpas natural gas storage area.

The Ojito WSA exhibits moderate potential for oil and gas on 10,903
acres. There are three post-FLPMA oil and gas leases (see Map 4). In the
short term no activity is anticipated on these leases because of low current
interest. In the long term, interest could change because of improved
recovery techniques and economic conditions. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that moderate levels of exploration and low levels of development
would be pursued in the long term. Under this alternative, however, no new
leases would be issued after all the existing leases expire before 1995.
Therefore, wilderness designation would preclude oil and gas exploration
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which could have resulted in a low level of development with 1 producing
well for every 600 to 4,800 acres.

The Ojito WSA exhibits moderate potential for geothermal resources
on only 935 acres. Moderate geothermal potential on so few acres (see Map
5) is not considered adequate to support commercial energy production in the
short terra, although exploration and development could be pursued in the
long term if recovery techniques or economic conditions change. Wilderness
designation would preclude a low level of geothermal exploration and
development

.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the
area's uranium, oil and gas, and geothermal potential. Only long term low
levels of oil and gas development would be foregone. This could result in
the loss of from 1-6 producing oil and gas wells.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate
levels existing at the time the area is designated as wilderness
(approximately nine head per section per year). However, livestock
operations in the Ojito WSA would be affected by wilderness designation.
These effects could result from limitations imposed on use of motorized
equipment for the maintenance of approximately 15 miles of fence, 8 earthen
reservoirs, and one catchment. The lifetime of these improvements is from
10 years for a fence to 20 years for an earthen reservoir. Maintenance of
range improvements existing in an area prior to its designation as
wilderness is permissible, and may be accomplished through the occasional
use of motorized equipment, based on a rule of practical necessity and
reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for repair of
existing facilities would be precluded.

Range improvements proposed in the AMP for the WSA acreage include
five and one-half miles of pipeline, one earthen reservoir, and five
troughs. These improvements would be allowed, provided that the new
improvements were primarily for the purpose of resource protection and more
effective management of soil and vegetative resources, rather than to
accommodate increased numbers of livestock. Although installation of new
improvements is a permissible and compatible activity under wilderness
designation, limitations on vehicular access, types of construction
materials, and locations of new improvements may occur in order to protect
wilderness characteristics.

The permittees on the four allotments in this WSA use six miles of
vehicle routes in the WSA for livestock management purposes. The percentage
of each allotment that is within the WSA ranges from 16 to 90 percent.
Because use of vehicles would be restricted, permittees could have to walk
or ride horseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the area
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that traditionally was covered by vehicle. This, coupled with the

restrictions on types of construction materials and locations of new
improvements could impact the permittees' management styles and costs.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would be maintained. However, this alternative would cause an inconvenience
to the permittees because of limitations on vehicle access.

Impacts on Recreational Off-Road-Vehicle (ORV) Use

ORV sales have increased 350 percent in the last 5 years in the

Albuquerque area. Increase in ORV use in the Ojito WSA is expected to

follow this trend in the short term. ORV use includes two-wheel,

three-wheel, and four-wheel vehicles. Under the All Wilderness Alternative
no recreational ORV use would be allowed in the area, including the six

miles of vehicular ways that are currently available to ORV users. This

would permanently preclude backcountry riding, vehicle camping, hunting by

those who rely heavily on vehicular access, and motocross racing.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative there would be no recreational

ORV use, motorcycle playriding, or competitive use on or off six miles of

vehicular routes in the Ojito WSA; ORV users would utilize any of many

alternative sites outside the WSA and suffer no reduction in overall
opportunity

.

NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be managed

under the No Wilderness Alternative, which would involve management under
the multiple use policy. In the short term, management would follow the

guidelines of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) approved in

1986.

The RMP provides both broad management guidance and site-specific

management prescriptions for certain areas. The broad guidance was laid out
for each resource program in the RMP section entitled "Continuing Management
Guidance." The site-specific management prescriptions are the result of

resolution of the seven key issues addressed in the RMP. Under both sources
of guidance, the Ojito WSA would be available for specific permissible uses

or protected from certain actions if it is not designated as wilderness.
The major uses and restrictions are listed below; details are contained in

the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan and Record of Decision (USDI, BLM
1986)":

Of the total 10,903 acres in the Ojito WSA, 8,405 acres are

contained in the Ojito Special Management Area (SMA) (see Map 2) and would
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be managed in accordance with the SMA management objectives and
prescriptions described in the RMP. The objectives of the Ojito SMA would
provide for management emphasizing the scientific, educational, and
interpretive potential of the following values: rare plant species,
cultural resources, paleontological sites, wildlife habitat, visual
resources, and semi-primitive non-motorized recreation. The following
management prescriptions are intended to ensure that the SMA objectives are
met. The SMA has been designated as an Area of Critical Environmental
Concern, which requires the filing of plans of operation and the preparation
of environmental assessments prior to mining claim development (43 CFR
3809). Locatable minerals are recommended for withdrawal from appropriation
on approximately 3,300 acres in the Las Milpas gas storage area. Mineral
material sales would be prohibited in the SMA under all but exceptional
circumstances, which are unlikely considering the availability of
alternative sources in the vicinity. Mineral lease development would be
subject to standard lease terms and conditions. No surface disturbance
would be allowed (mineral development excepted) unless it enhanced or
benefitted the resource values emphasized in the SMA. For example, range
improvements could be constructed in the SMA to provide for improved grazing
management as a means to improve vegetation condition, but not as a means to
provide additional forage for livestock grazing use. Motorized vehicle use
would be limited to existing roads and trails, and approximately six miles
of vehicle route would be closed to motorized vehicle travel in the SMA.

The 2,498 acres of the WSA that are outside the SMA would be
managed in accordance with the RMP "Continuing Management Guidance" sections
for each resource program and decisions reached to resolve the "ORV" and
"Fuelwood" issues. This area was identified as having no potential for
sustained yield pinyon-juniper woodland management in the fuelwood issue
resolution. Therefore, pinyon-juniper could only be harvested in this area
for stand or habitat improvement, as provided for in the RMP "Continuing
Management Guidance" for the Woodlands resource program. The decision
resolving the ORV issue limited motorized vehicle travel to existing roads
and trails in the area.

No other specific resource restrictions or limitations would be

required inside or outside the SMA boundaries as a result of the RMP
"Continuing Management Guidance."

The RMP also designated the 1870' s Wagon Road Trail Special
Management Area (see Map 2). The trail passes through the Ojito WSA, and
will be established for equestrian and pedestrian use only.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

In the short term, the RMP's limits on ORV use, road closures, and
implementation of the management objectives of the Ojito Special Management
Area would curtail Impacts to many wilderness values. All ORV use
associated with permitted uses such as mineral exploration would still be
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allowed, including road construction and off-road access if necessary. For

the 2,498 acres outside the SMA, ORV use would be limited to existing routes

except for permitted users, and as is the case inside the SMA, mineral

activities are not anticipated in the short term.

In the long term, anticipated low levels of mineral exploration, high

levels of ORV activity, and greater use of motorized vehicles would result

in disruption of wildlife habitat, deterioration of visual values, cultural

and paleontological resources, vegetation, and soils, and reduce the

opportunity to experience solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation.

In the long term, the impacts could be expected to reduce naturalness by

20-30%. in the 10,903 acres not designated as wilderness.

Increased access and noise levels would disrupt the nesting season
for raptors which utilize the Ojito WSA's bluffs and cliffs for nesting

sites. Scaled quail, mourning dove, and non-game bird species utilize

grasses and shrubs along the Ojito WSA's arroyos and rolling grasslands.

Not only would habitat be destroyed and nesting activities interrupted, but

total nest abandonment would be likely. Increased activity and habitat

damage could be expected to impact all game and non-game species and

diminish the existing wildlife populations.

Primitive and unconfined recreation relies on the resource base of a

predominantly natural environment, which would not exist under this

alternative in the long term. The Ojito WSA is one of the areas closest to

Albuquerque and Santa Fe that provides a low elevation ecosystem where such

a high diversity of primitive recreation opportunities exist. These lower

elevation opportunities are often available for use when higher elevation

lands are inaccessible. These extremely popular primitive recreation

opportunities would be significantly impacted under the No Wilderness
Alternative.

The natural setting supporting the special features, including

paleontological and cultural resources, high quality visual resources, two

rare plant species, and a variety of wildlife species, would be subject to

increased surface disturbance and vehicular travel. Wildlife species

include migrating waterfowl, mule deer, antelope, gray fox, bobcat, mountain

lion, golden eagle and red-tailed hawk. Management under the No Wilderness

Alternative would significantly degrade the Ojito WSA's potential for use as

a "natural laboratory," by degrading this unique cluster of natural

phenomena so accessible to the populations of Albuquerque and Santa Fe.

The natural settings on which Native American uses are often

dependent would be subject to increased surface-disturbing activities. The

impacts on Native American uses of this WSA are unquantif iable because of

lack of access to proprietary information held by the various pueblos.

In the long term, not curtailing additional access and ORV activity

would ultimately reduce the high visual quality of the Ojito WSA. ORV
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activity, both authorized and unauthorized, is expected to accelerate in the

Ojito WSA. Since additional roads predispose increased surface disturbance

and increased cultural modification of the visual resources (by such

activities as trash dumping, removal of natural vegetation, creation of

temporary camps, poaching, and fuelwood cutting), a greatly expanded road

network (particularly when caused by unauthorized use), tends to shift

visual resources from good scenic quality to a lower scenic quality.

Conclusion

In the short term, there would be no impacts on wilderness values

resulting from the No Wilderness Alternative. In the long term, naturalness

would diminish by 20-30% and solitude opportunities would be totally lost.

Impacts on Uranium, Oil and Gas, and Geothermal Exploration and Development

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, approximately 7,603 acres with

moderate potential for uranium located outside the Las Milpas natural gas

storage area of the Ojito SMA (see Map 2) would be available for mineral

location.
Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 10,903 acres with moderate

potential for oil and gas would be available for exploration.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 935 acres with moderate

potential for geothermal resources (see Map 5) would be available for

exploration and development.

Conclusion

The No Wilderness Alternative would have no impact on exploration and

development on 10,903 acres with moderate potential for uranium and oil and

gas resources and on 935 acres with moderate potential for geothermal

resources.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (nine head per

section per year). The permittees could continue to use six miles of

vehicle routes to access the existing and proposed range improvements listed

under the All Wilderness Alternative for inspection, maintenance, or

construction purposes. There would not be wilderness constraints on the

types of construction materials or tools, or on location of improvements.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

No Wilderness Alternative.
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Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on
recreational off-road vehicle use in the short or long term.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared with public input obtained by large
mailings, public meetings, open houses, and personal contacts. These efforts
began during the wilderness inventory phase and continue during the

preparation of this Revised Statewide Wilderness EIS.

Considerable interest in the the management status of the Ojito WSA
has been expressed by the public. The WSA's close proximity to Albuquerque
and Santa Fe and the resultant ease of access for such a large percentage of
New Mexico's population has been pointed out. The Ojito WSA's wide variety of
special features, natural character, and opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined recreation were also noted.

Opponents of wilderness designation for the Ojito WSA discussed the
effect of excluding it from possible future mineral exploration and
development, the presence of human impacts, and possible limitations on ranch
operations.

During the public comment period on the Albuquerque District
Wilderness Draft Environmental Assessment (USDI, BLM 1983) , si total of 26

public inputs were received on the Ojito WSA. Three inputs expressed
opposition to wilderness designation. They cited high favorability for

uranium, and moderate potential for oil, copper, silver, molybdenum, and
gold. One comraenter felt the Ojito WSA contained too many man-made
intrusions, while another expressed the opinion that the Ojito WSA's special
values could be managed effectively without wilderness designation.

The majority of the inputs, 23 personal letters, favored wilderness
designation. The availability of quality wilderness characteristics
(particularly solitude and special features) so close to Albuquerque was
repeatedly emphasized. The Ojito WSA's value for its "stark beauty" and
sanctuary for raptors was mentioned. One input from a geologist expressed the
opinion that mineral development potential was minimal within the Ojito WSA,
with similar opportunities existing throughout the region.

Miscellaneous comments included a statement that one individual had
taken more than 100 people to the Ojito WSA, each of whom was prepared to
"speak up" for the Ojito WSA. The State of New Mexico anticipated no
conflicts and encouraged immediate discussion of a land exchange. The Ojito
WSA was noted as a high priority with the New Mexico Wilderness Study
Commi ttee

.

On May 1, 1985, the Ojito Wilderness Analysis Report was released for

public comment as part of the New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Draft
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Environmental Impact Statement (USDI, BLM, 1985). The following is a summary

of the public comments which BLM received on the WSA

.

During the public comment period, BLM received 465 comments in the

form of letters and testimony at public hearings. Support was received from
340 commenters for "Alternative W," a 1.3 million-acre wilderness proposal
advocated by the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition. Alternative W included the
Ojito WSA and recommended wilderness designation for the entire WSA. Specific
comments were directed to the Ojito WSA by 18 commenters, of which 17

supported wilderness designation for Ojito. One commenter expressed
opposition to wilderness designation. For this WSA, none of these comments
required specific responses or revisions to the affected environment or

analysis of environmental impacts.

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide

Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),
specific comments were directed to the Ojito WSA by 29" commenters. No
comments were received on this WAR which required a response.
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APPENDIX 11

PETACA PINTA WSA
(NM-020-014)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Petaca Pinta Wilderness Study Area (WSA) is located in T. 6 and

7 N., R. 6 and 7 W., NMPM, in Cibola County in west-central New Mexico. The

WSA is 20 air miles south of Laguna Pueblo and 50 air miles west-southwest

of Albuquerque (see Map 1 and the map on the back of the Albuquerque

District divider page).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps covering the Petaca

Pinta WSA are the Broom Mountain, Cerro del Oro, East Mesa, and Marmon Ranch

7.5 minute quadrangles.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

Landforms in the Petaca Pinta WSA vary from gentle grassland (see

Figure 1) to extremely rugged mesas and canyons (see Figure 2). Petaca

Pinta Mesa dominates the WSA. This isolated mountain-like mesa rises a

near-vertical thousand feet above the surrounding land (see Figure 3). Blue

Water Canyon, in the southwest corner of the WSA, is a deep and narrow box

canyon of considerable size. The Petaca Pinta WSA also contains a maze of

smaller box canyons, a badlands environment (see Figure 4), and a lava flow

on the north. Elevation varies from 5,800 to 7,300 feet.

The climate of the WSA is semiarid, with landforms reflecting the

erosive processes associated with the arid cycle. Maximum summer

temperatures range from 85° F to over 95° F. Winter temperatures are

generally mild during daylight hours, 35° F to 45° F, and moderately

cold at night, 10° F to 25° F. Spring and fall temperatures tend to be

mild. The spring season typically is accompanied by winds ranging from 10

to 40 miles per hour.

Precipitation averages 14 inches per year. Over half of the annual

rainfall is received during the summer thunderstorm season (July through

September). A third of the year's precipitation usually falls during the

winter months (December through March). The remaining moisture, normally 10

percent or less, is received in the spring and fall months.

LAND STATUS

The Petaca Pinta WSA includes 11,668 acres of publicly-owned

surface estate administered by the Bureau of Land Management. Surface

inholdings include 40 acres of private land and 39 acres of State-owned
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Figure 3 - Petaca Pinta Mesa rises
a near-vertical thousand feet
above the surrounding land.

Figure 4 - Badlands environment in
the Petaca Pinta WSA.
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Petaca Pinta WSA

land. The ownership of the mineral estate is split between public and

private ownership, with approximately 5,048 acres being publicly owned and

approximately 6,620 acres privately owned (see Map 1).

ACCESS

The Petaca Pinta WSA can be reached by proceeding south from

Interstate 40 onto State Road 6 for approximately two miles, turning west

onto old Highway 66 for about one and one-half miles, turning south onto

Highway 55 for about seven miles, turning west just before a cattleguard for
about three and one-half miles to the northern gate of the Arroyo Colorado
Allotment. From this gate, the Petaca Pinta WSA is 13 miles south on the

main ranch road. There is no legal access into the Petaca Pinta WSA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ISSUES, ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). While
certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,
resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, recreational use, soils
and vegetation are explained in the document when they are affected by

actions relating to the key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The Amended Boundary Alternative has been developed as the Proposed
Action for the Petaca Pinta WSA because of the WSA's naturalness, its

opportunities to experience solitude, and its opportunities for primitive

and unconfined recreation. Its special feature is Blue Water Canyon, a box

canyon with spectacular escarpments and riparian habitat.

This alternative is considered manageable as wilderness because no

major impacts have been identified as a result of issues
identified—wilderness values, oil and gas exploration and development, and

livestock grazing use levels. A detailed description of those actions
associated with the All Wilderness Alternative, the Amended Boundary
Alternative, and the No Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is provided in

Table 1. Special Management Area considerations associated with the No

Wilderness Alternative and portions of the Amended Boundary Alternative for

this WSA are depicted on Map 2. Significant impacts, by alternative, for

each of the major environmental issues raised for analysis are summarized in

Table 2.
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SUHMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including this Alternative

None for this WSA.

Issues Raised and Set Aside Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

Impacts on cultural resources

Impacts on sand and gravel development

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis because there

are few known sites and resource development potential is low. A

detailed site analysis would be required for any proposed surface

disturbing activities.

The development of sand and gravel is not expected because these

resources are widespread and more readily accessible in other areas.

Impacts on threatened or endangered plant There are no known threatened or endangered species in the WSA. The

or animal species U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with BLM's finding

of no effect on species Federally-listed or proposed for listing as

threatened or endangered.

Impacts on private subsurface mineral

rights

Private subsurface mineral rights are considered valid existing rights

with specific protection under wilderness management; these rights are

addressed under "Manageability" in Section 4.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis Reasons

All Wilderness

Ho Wilderness (No Action)

11,668 acres of public land were identified during the Inventory as

having wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

Amended Boundary (Delete 1,037 acres from This boundary configuration (10,631 acres of public land) was

northeast corner) (Proposed Action) identified for this WAR because it would delete four earthen reservoirs

that are noticeable human intrusions, and improve manageability.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Three issues of concern were identified for the Petaca Pinta WSA. These include impacts on wilderness values; oil

and gas exploration and development (Federal minerals only); and livestock grazing use levels.

The wilderness values issue is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. The WSA displays considerable scenic

values and is well-suited to a variety of primitive recreation activities. Special values include the rugged and

scenic Blue Water Canyon, a box canyon with riparian habitat.

The entire acreage in the Petaca Pinta WSA contains moderate potential for oil and gas. Concerns regarding mineral

potential include restrictions on mineral exploration and development under wilderness designation, as well as the

potential impacts on the naturalness of the WSA resulting from mineral exploration and development if it is not

designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the inconvenience to livestock operators

from vehicle restrictions under wilderness designation, as well as an expected increase in vandalism to range

improvements and harassment if it is not designated as wilderness.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness Amended Boundary
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING

WILDERNESS VALUES ON 11,668 ACRES. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-5,048 acres of Federal minerals with
moderate potential for oil and gas would
be closed to exploration and development.

-Provide reasonable access to 6,620 acres
of private minerals, 40 acres of private
inholdings, and 39 acres of State of New
Mexico inholdings (see Map 1 and Table
4). A total of 1-3 miles of vehicle
routes and pipeline rights-of-way may be
granted across designated wilderness.
Mineral exploration could result in an
additional 40-60 acres of surface
disturbance.

-Acquisition of 6,620 acres of private
minerals, 40 acres of private inholdings
and 39 acres of State of New Mexico
inholdings would be pursued (see Map 1),

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 6 head/section/year would
continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 2

miles of fence and 7 earthen reservoirs,
the number of permitted trips/year to be

established in the management plan.
Maintenance by minimum tool; heavy
equipment may be required. Casual
vehicle use for Inspections and minor
repairs would be precluded.

-Close 1 mile of vehicle route.

-Native American uses (religious uses,
etc.) could continue.

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND ENHANCE EXISTING
WILDERNESS VALUES ON 10,631 ACRES. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-4,728 acres of Federal minerals with
moderate potential for oil and gas

would be closed to exploration and
development

.

-Provide reasonable access to 5,903
acres of private minerals, 40 acres
of private and 39 acres of State of

New Mexico inholdings. Anticipated
actions are the same as in the All
Wilderness Alternative.

-Acquisition of 5,903 acres of private
minerals, 40 acres of private and 39
acres of State of New Mexico
inholdings would be pursued (see Map
1).

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 6 head/section/year
would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to

approximately 2 miles of fence and 3

earthen reservoirs, the number of
trips/year to be established in the
management plan. Maintenance by
minimum tool; heavy equipment may be
required. Casual vehicle use for

inspection and minor repair would be
precluded.

-Close 1 mile of vehicle route.

-Native American uses (religious uses,
etc.) could continue.

MANAGE 1,307 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS
WOULD BE TAKEN:

-320 acres of Federal minerals with
moderate potential for oil and gas
would be open for exploration and
development

.

-Provide reasonable access,
approximately 1 mile of road, to 717
acres of private minerals with
moderate potential for oil and gas.

-Acquisition of the approximately 600

acres of private minerals inside the
Petaca Pinta Special Management Area
(SMA) would be pursued (see Map 2).

-Current grazing use levels of
approximately 6 head/section/year
would continue.

-Native American uses (religious uses,
etc.) could continue.

-Watershed Rehabilitation Plans,
Wildlife Habitat Management Plans,
etc. could be developed/implemented
if consistent with the SMA, if
applicable. No specific actions have
yet been identified.

MANAGE 11,668 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD
BE TAKEN:

-5,048 acres of Federal minerals with
moderate potential for oil and gas would

be open for exploration and development.

-Provide reasonable access to 6,620 acres

of private minerals, 40 acres of private

and 39 acres of State of New Mexico
inholdings. Approximately four miles of

vehicle routes and pipeline rights-of-way
may be granted across public land.

-Acquisition of the approximately 6,503

acres of private minerals inside the

Petaca Pinta SMA would be pursued.

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 6 head/section/year would
continue.

-Native American uses (religious uses,

etc.) could continue.

-Motorized vehicle use limited to 1 mile

of vehicle routes.

-Decisions in the Rio Puerco RMP, carried

forward from the Ladron Management
Framework Plan, that may apply here
include:

°Allocate sufficient live vegatation and

litter through grazing management to

increase average ground cover on 7

Phase. One watershed areas in the East
Socorro ES area.

^Maintain water control structures 0470,

0429, and 0431, and any other structures
that becomes a safety hazard.

°Install and fence ground level waters
where needed on new pipelines.

""Acquire approximately 19,500 acres of

private and State land in the Divide

Planning Unit that is valuable wildlife
habitat.

"Abandon and rehabilitate the old CCC road

located in the Petaca Pinta area.

Rehabilitate the Lacey W. Seis #1 and

Seis #2 detention dams.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by
WSA/Acreage

Impacts On
Wilderness Values

Impacts On

Oil and Gas
Exploration and

Development
(Federal minerals only)

Impacts On
Livestock Grazing

Use Levels

All Wilderness
(designate 11,668 acres)

-Maintain natural character of

these rugged mesas and canyons.
-Maintain opportunities for
solitude, hiking and
photography.
-Maintain current wildlife
habitat supporting golden
eagle, red-tailed hawk, scaled
quail, mourning dove, mule
deer, fox, bobcat, and
mountain lion.

-Maintain a natural setting for
Native American uses.
-Maintain visual resources of
this mesa and badland
topography.

-No impact on oil and gas

production as none is

projected.
-5,048 unleased acres of

Federal minerals would be
closed to exploration and

development.

-No impact on current grazing

use levels of approximately 6

head /section/year.
-2 miles of fence and 7

earthen reservoirs would be

maintained under wilderness
limitations and with minimum
tools.

-Permits required for vehicle

access to improvements.

Casual vehicle use of 1 mile

of route for Inspections and

minor repairs would be

precluded.
-Operator inconvenienced by

permit requirements.

Ameneded Boundary
(designate 10,631 acres;

do not designate 1,037
acres)

(Proposed Action)

-Impacts the same as for the
All Wilderness Alternative.
Although naturalness would be
affected on the 1,037 excluded
acres, naturalness in this
portion is marginal.

-Impacts same as for the

All Wilderness Alternative

except that 4,728 acres of

Federal minerals would be

closed to leasing,
exploration and
development; 320 acres of

Federal minerals in the

excluded area would be

available for mineral
activities and impacts
would be the same as for
the No Wilderness
Alternative.

-Impacts the same as for the

All Wilderness Alternative on

10,631 acres designated,

except that only 3 of 7

earthen reservoirs would be

within the designated
wilderness.

No Wilderness
(do not designate

11,668 acres)

-In the short term, there would
be no impact on wilderness
values.

-In the long term, anticipated
mineral activities and vehicle
use would degrade naturalness
by 20-30%.

-Reduce opportunities for
solitude by 20-30%.

-No Impact. -No impact on current grazing

use levels of approximately 6

head /section/year.

-No Impact on operator costs
or on management style.
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SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The Petaca Pinta WSA is located on the eastern limb of the Acoma

Sag, a linear structural depression extending southward from the eastern
edge of the San Juan Basin. Strata dip more steeply along the western limb

where the Sag meets the Zuni Uplift, as compared to the east where it merges

into the Lucero Uplift. Local structure includes some northeast-trending

normal faulting and subtle doming which Maxwell (1976) has attributed to

emplacement of basaltic plugs into sedimentary units.

Subsurface geology is known from two exploration wells drilled in

the area and is characterized by Precambrian igneous and metamorphic

basement, and Pennsylvanian, Permian, and Triassic sedimentary rocks of

marine and non-marine origin (see Figure 5). Evidence for igneous activity

affecting these sedimentary units also exists, since igneous sills were

encountered in both Triassic and Permian rocks.

Surface geology within the WSA consists of erosional scarps and

mesas where Triassic through Cretaceous sedimentary rocks are exposed and

are capped by Tertiary basalts. Triassic units include the Petrified Forest

Member of the Chinle Formation, and the Wingate Sandstone. The Entrada

Sandstone, Summerville Formation, and Zuni (Bluff) Sandstone represent the

Jurassic time period and the Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone lies in erosional

contact above the Zuni. Units missing from the section reflect either

non-deposition or subtle uplift in the area. These sedimentary units are

capped by basalts that may be correlative with Cerro del Oro which lies

southeast of the WSA and has been dated at about 3.1 million years old.

Quaternary landslide deposits, consisting of large blocks which have slumped

along incompetent Triassic shales in the Petrified Forest Member, cover much

of the WSA along with smaller eolian, alluvial, and spring deposits.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

Jurassic strata contain a narrow zone of alteration similar to

those seen in the Grants Uranium District, but the zone extends only a short

distance into the WSA.

The WSA lies within an area of moderate oil and gas potential.

Several exploration wells have been drilled but no commercial production

exists within 55 miles of the WSA. Volcanics and intrusions around the WSA

could have raised surrounding sedimentary rocks above the temperature of oil

and gas generation. These igneous rocks may have also played a part in

forming the carbon dioxide gas tested from one well six miles north of the

WSA. Carbon dioxide gas is released from limestone (Permian and

Pennsylvanian units) upon heating; this is one of several explanations for

naturally occurring carbon dioxide.
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PALEONTOLOGY

Volcanic and intrusive rocks are nonf ossili f erous but sedimentary

units exposed may contain some paleontological resources. The Petrified

Forest Member of the Chinle Formation (see Figure 5) has been prolific in

producing fauna and flora of continental origin from other localities in

both New Mexico and Arizona. Outcrop of this member occurs within the WSA

and may contain fossil material, although none has been reported.

WATER

Surface Wate r

The WSA lies within the Rio San Jose Watershed, a tributary to the

Rio Puerco, in the Rio Grande Basin. There are perennial streams within the

WSA. Surface water is usually high in suspended sediment; otherwise water
quality is unknown. The WSA includes several large arroyos including Blue

Water Creek and Big Sandy Wash. Periods of flow, principally after summer

convective storms, are of short duration, often intense, and widely spaced

in time. Runoff averages 0.1 to 0.5 inches per year. There are seven

existing dikes and dams in the WSA that divert or hold surface water for

periods of three to six months during the year. Some are partially silted

in.

Ground Wate r

There are undeveloped seeps in Blue Water Canyon and on the top of

Petaca Pinta. There are no developed sources of ground water within the

WSA. Analysis of ground water from wells near the WSA indicates water of

suitable chemical quality for livestock purposes.

SOILS

There are nine soil mapping units in the Petaca Pinta WSA. See Map

3 for locations of these soils.

Most of the soils in the WSA are rock outcrop complexes on

sideslopes, benches, escarpments, ledges, mesa breaks, and ridges. These
are shallow with loamy textures over sandstone or shale bedrock or

moderately deep over basalt, gypsum, and limestone with loamy to stony loam

textures. Rock outcrop is common throughout the entire WSA. The soils on

the lower hills, fan terraces, dune areas, and intra-dune areas are deep
loamy and deep sandy in texture and formed from mixed alluvium and

sandstone. The floodplains, drainage bottoms, and alluvial fans (mostly on

the east side of the WSA) range from clay loam to silt loam to fine sandy

loams and are formed from eolian material derived from sandstone, mixed

alluvium, and alluvium.
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VEGETATION

Range Sites

There are six range sites in the Petaca Pinta WSA (see Map 3). These are

described below.

Foothills

Located on the highest hills, sideslopes, escarpments, and breaks

from 6,100 to 7,100 feet in elevation on steep slopes, this range site

contains 6,384 acres. The potential plant community is a mixed

shrub-grassland aspect with scattered one-seed juniper and some pinyon

trees. The tree component is more prevalent on the cooler, north-facing

slopes while shrubs and grasses prevail on south- and west-facing slopes.

Dominant grasses on the north-facing slopes are blue grama, galleta, New

Mexico feathergrass, and bottlebrush squirreltail . On the south-facing

slopes black grama, little bluestem, sideoats grama, and blue grama are

dominant. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 750 pounds

per acre and in unfavorable years 375 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range

from 7.5 to 15.6 acres per Animal Unit Month. Vegetative groundcover is 12

percent, surface cobble and stones is 45 percent, and litter is 10 percent.

Shale Hills-Rock Outcrop

Located on mesa side slopes from 5,800 to 6,900 feet in elevation

on 3 to 35 percent slopes, this range site contains 3,676 acres. This rocky

grassland site is strongly dominated by alkali sacaton in association with

galleta, blue grama, black grama, sideoats grama, and cane bluestem.

Scattered shrubs include saceahuista, four-wing saltbush, and broom

snakeweed. There also are a few one-seed junipers. Total air-dry herbage

production in favorable years is 660 pounds per acre and in unfavorable

years 250 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 7 to 13.5 acres per

Animal Unit Month. Vegetative groundcover is 11 percent, rock is 50

percent, and litter is 4 percent.

Loamy

Located on valley sides, dipslopes, cuestas, and fan terraces from

5,800 to 6,100 feet in elevation on slopes of 5 percent or less, this range

site contains 349 acres. The potential plant community is a grassland site

characterized by a mixture of warm- and cool-season grasses. Dominants are

blue grama and western wheatgrass in association with galleta, bottlebrush

squirreltail, sideoats grama, sand dropseed, and New Mexico feathergrass.

Dominant shrubs are four-wing saltbush, and winterfat. Typical forbs are

buckwheat, bee plant, and species of astragalus. Total air-dry herbage

production in favorable years is 950 pounds per acre and in unfavorable

years 325 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 6.5 to 11 acres per

Animal Unit Month. Vegetative groundcover is 15 to 18 percent, surface
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gravel is 5 to 35 percent, surface cobble and stones is 1 to 3 percent, and

litter is 8 to 10 percent.

Clayey Bottomland

Located on floodplains and large drainages approximately 6,000 feet

in elevation on slopes less than 3 percent, this range site contains 84

acres. The potential plant community is typically dominated by western

wheatgrass. Occurring in lesser amounts are vine-mesqui te , blue grama,

galleta, and spike muhley. Alkali sacaton is present but is not common.

Dominant shrubs are four-wing saltbush, rabbitbrush, and sometimes

winterfat. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 3,200

pounds per acre and in unfavorable years 900 pounds per acre. Stocking

rates range from 3.8 to 7 acres per Animal Unit Month. Vegetative

groundcover is 40 to 45 percent, surface gravel 1 percent, cobble and stones

1 percent, and litter 20 to 25 percent.

Sandy

Located on dune areas, ridges, intra-dune areas, hills, and fan

terraces from 5,800 to 6,000 feet in elevation on slopes of 3 to 10 percent,

this range site contains 150 acres. The aspect of vegetation is dominantly

grassland. Dominant grasses include Indian rice grass, black grama, sand

dropseed, spike dropseed, mesa dropseed, sand muhly , and galleta grass.

Shrubs, a minor component of the plant community, include sand sage, Mormon

tea, yucca, winterfat, and cholla cactus. In years with above average

precipitation, annual forbs are present in appreciable amounts. Total

air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 900 pounds per acre and in

unfavorable years 400 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 5.4 to 8.8

acres per Animal Unit Month. Vegetative groundcover is 20 percent, surface

gravel 10 percent, surface cobble and stones 1 percent, and litter 5 percent.

Bottomland

Located on floodplains, drainages, and alluvial fans at

approximately 5,800 feet in elevation on to 3 percent slopes, this range

site contains 1,025 acres. The potential plant community is a mid- to tall

grassland site with scattered shrubs. It may often appear as a monoculture

site of alkali sacaton and scattered four-wing saltbush. Forbs are a minor

component on this site. Tamarix may be scattered along the main stream

channels. Other grasses found on the site include vine-mesqui te
,

galleta,

blue grama, western wheatgrass, mat muhly, and burro grass. Other shrubs

include shadscale, rubber rabbitbrush, and Apache plume. Forbs are a minor

component. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 4,000

pounds per acre and in unfavorable years 800 pounds per acre. Stocking

rates are the highest of any site in the WSA, ranging from 1 to 3.4 acres

per Animal Unit Month. Vegetative groundcover is 50 percent and litter is

25 percent.
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Threatened and Endangered Plant: Speci es

There are no known State- or Federally-listed threatened or
endangered species in the Petaca Pinta WSA. However, the State of New
Mexico believes that 11 species, on either the State or Federal lists, or
both, may occur (Anne Cully, New Mexico Natural Resources Department,
personal communication, February 3, 1986). If any of these species are
located within the WSA, they would be protected by compliance with law and
regulation.

WILDLIFE

The landforms of the Petaca Pinta WSA range from gentle grasslands
to extremely rugged mesas and canyons. These support two wildlife habitat
types which are frequently interspersed with one another, the grama-galleta
steppe and the pinyon-juniper woodland. The grama-galleta steppe is known
to support 132 potential vertebrate wildlife species, including 37 of
mammals, 68 of birds, 20 of reptiles, and 7 of amphibians, while the
pinyon-juniper woodland potentially supports 137 vertebrate species,
including 50 of mammals, 65 of birds, 19 of reptiles, and 3 of amphibians.
A complete listing of species potentially inhabiting the WSA can be found in
the U.S. Forest Service Run Wild computer printout on file in the
Albuquerque District Office.

Common animal species include coyotes, badgers, prairie dogs,
golden eagles, ravens, red-tailed hawks, great horned owls, scaled quails,
juncos, mourning doves, and larks. The WSA is marginal habitat for mule
deer. An occasional mountain lion has been observed in the WSA.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

There are no known threatened and endangered animal species in the
Petaca Pinta WSA.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The Petaca Pinta WSA is a dramatic landscape dominated by
near-vertical sandstone escarpments, landslide chutes, a large box canyon,
and a highly eroded sandstone mesa flanked by badlands and capped with
basalt. The grassland and lava flow add further visual diversity to the WSA.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resource inventory within this WSA is extremely limited.
Knowledge of its cultural resources is based on brief archeological
reconnaisance of the WSA and adjacent areas (see Table 3). Seven sites were
located during a brief field evaluation. The sites documented for this area
range from prehistoric lithic scatters and structural sites to historic
stone ruins dating to the early 1900's. More recent limited linear survey
just south of the WSA noted the same range and types of cultural resources.
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Projected site density is low to moderate (probably less than 12 sites per

section), with distribution near past or present surface water sources.

TABLE 3

ARCHEOLOGICAL SEQUENCE FOR THE CEBOLLETA MESA REGION

(After Dittert, 1959)

Cultural Periods

Acoma Phase
Cubero Phase

Kowina Phase

Pilares Phase
Cebolleta Phase

Red Mesa Phase
Kiatuthlanna Phase

White Mound Phase

Lobo Period
San Jose Period

Paleolndian Periods

Dates

1600 - Present
1400 -- 1600

1200 -- 1400
1100 -- 1200

950 -- 1100
870 -- 950

800 -- 870
700 -- 800

Pecos Classification

Pueblo V

Late Pueblo IV

Pueblo III to Pueblo IV

Pueblo III

Pueblo II

Early Pueblo II

Pueblo I

Basketmaker III

2500 B.C. - A.D. 700 Archaic Periods

10,000 - 2500 B.C.

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within the Petaca Pinta WSA is good.

The air quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Its Class

II classification allows a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.

The primary source of pollution in the WSA is particulate matter,

principally from springtime dust storms.
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

As of September 1985 no mining claims had been located within the
Petaca Pinta WSA. According to Logsdon (1981) there is no resource
potential for uranium, coal, precious and base metals, iron and manganese,
high calcium fluorite, or barite (see Table 4).

Although the area has been classified as having moderate oil and
gas potential, no Federal oil and gas leases had been issued within the WSA
boundaries as of September 1985. Some exploration wells have been drilled
but there are no producing wells near the WSA. Significant additional
exploration is not expected in the near future. As economic conditions
change, the oil and gas resource is likely to be evaluated by moderate
levels of exploration, leading to possible low levels of development in the
long term. This could result in 1 producing well for every 15 exploration
wells drilled. Well spacing is established by the New Mexico State Oil and
Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature of the producing horizon, the
number of wells producing from that horizon, and whether oil or gas is
produced. Because the Petaca Pinta WSA has moderate oil and gas potential
and no proven reservoirs, well spacing predictions have not been made in
this analysis, but could vary from 1 well per 40 acres up to 1 well per 320
acres.

Exploration wells in the area have produced carbon dioxide gas but
are not commercially developed. Because other areas in New Mexico are
producing carbon dioxide gas which can be utilized in secondary oil
recovery, the resources in the Petaca Pinta WSA are not expected to be
developed in the short term. Since an important use for carbon dioxide gas
is related to oil recovery, development of the carbon dioxide gas in the WSA
would be contingent upon development of any oil and gas resources in the
area.

WATERSHED

Water erosion is a problem on most of the WSA. Many of the slopes
are steep and often unstable and are subject to high velocities of surface
runoff. Soils in the WSA are in the moderate sediment class yielding 0.5 to
1.0 acre-feet per square mile per year (a total of 16.7 acre-feet per square
mile per year from the WSA). The Rock Outcrop-Mi on-Badland Complex of soils
that occurs on the Foothills range site (see Map 3 and "Vegetation," Section
2) has a high runoff rate. Water control structures downstream from these
soils, if not designed and constructed properly, have washed out and are in
need of maintenance. Gully or channel erosion has been a continuous problem
in the WSA.
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TABLE 4

MINERAL POTENTIAL, PETACA PINTA WSA

Commodity Associated Environment
Mineral
Potential

Federal
Surface and
Subsurface

Acreage

Federal
Surface,
Private

Subsurface
Acreage

Inholding
(Non-Federal
Surface and
Subsurface)

Acreage

Oil and Gas Sedimentary rocks of Pennsyl-
vanian and Permian age; possible
stratigraphic and structural
traps associated with marine
facies of interbedded limestones,
shales, and sandstones which
provide both source and reservoir
rocks.

Moderate 5,048 6,620 40 Private
39 State

Source: McLemore et al. (1986).
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The Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP), completed In 1986,
calls for watershed rehabilitation plans to be written for small watersheds
in the Rio Puerco Resource Area. These plans will specify the locations,
design, and construction methods for any watershed rehabilitation devices
needed. The RMP also reaffirmed several watershed decisions from a previous
planning effort. These are listed in Table 1.

Restoration of the watersheds in the Petaca Pinta WSA would be

concentrated on treatment of the channels, side channels, and smaller
gullies. The construction of numerous small check dams and gabion-type drop
structures would be used to control rainfall runoff and sediment transport
(see Glossary).

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

The Petaca Pinta WSA lies entirely within the Arroyo Colorado
Allotment. The WSA supports approximately 1,463 Animal Unit Months yearlong
(approximately 6 head per section per year). The season of use is yearlong,
and there is one permittee on the allotment.

Range improvements within the WSA include approximately two miles
of barbed wire fencing and seven earthen reservoirs. All of the soil
structures are breached except the earthen reservoir in Section 33, T. 7 N. ,

R. 6 W.

The allottee makes an estimated three vehicle trips each year along
the one mile of two-track route to inspect and maintain the range
improvements. Remote sections of fencing are reached by horseback.

No new range improvements are planned for the WSA. A Cooperative
Allotment Management Plan has been prepared by the Soil Conservation
Service. The WSA acreage is approximately 16 percent of the total allotment
acreage.

The Laguna Indians have traditionally herded on horseback
approximately 4,000 head of sheep through the Petaca Pinta WSA twice a year,
moving them from one portion of their reservation to another. This kind of

use of public land requires a crossing permit.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Approximately 34 percent of this WSA is covered with scattered
pinyon and juniper trees. These trees are short and slow-growing with poor
form. Some cottonwood and willow occur in Blue Water Canyon and on the

alluvial lowlands along drainages of Big Sandy Wash and Arroyo Colorado.
There is no potential for forest product sales.
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RECREATION

Existing recreational use of the WSA is very low but its proximity
to Albuquerque increases the recreational use potential of the area.

The WSA offers high potential for primitive recreational use.

Suitable activities include environmental exploration, horseback riding, day
hiking, backpacking, natural history activities (e.g., birdwatching) , rock
hunting, and landscape and nature photography. The Rio Puerco RMP limited
motorized vehicle use to existing routes. The most current recreation
inventory, the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS), has classified
approximately 10,378 acres in the Petaca Pinta WSA as primitive opportunity,
1,010 acres as roaded natural, and 280 acres as semi-primitive motorized.
[See the Draft Rio Puerco RMP, Appendix I (USDI, BLM 1985) for an

explanation of the ROS.]

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The Petaca Pinta WSA provides an excellent opportunity to utilize a

"natural laboratory" where natural systems can be observed.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans, particularly the nearby Acoma and Laguna peoples,
have traditionally used the WSA. Some use, particularly by the Acomas,
continues. Religious shrines and related activity areas (i.e., purification
ceremony, and plant and other material collection locales) are located
within the WSA. Limited site-specific locations have been reported but not
recorded. Traditional use within of this WSA by Native American populations
will undoubtedly continue.

Acoma Pueblo has indicated that traditional and contemporary sites
and locations of religious value exist within this WSA.

As noted in the "Livestock Grazing" section above, the Lagunas herd

4,000 sheep across a portion of the WSA twice a year.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no known or projected realty actions in the Petaca Pinta
WSA. The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify any lands in the Petaca Pinta WSA
for disposal.

WILDLIFE

Sufficient nesting habitat exists in the Petaca Pinta WSA to

support the large number of raptors present. The rough terrain
characterized by cliffs and valleys and the relative isolation of the area
combine to form one of the better potential habitats of the region.
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The deer population is small due to the poor quality browse and is

probably at maximum size. Some small game and non-game species are probably
at peak numbers.

Human use of the wildlife resource in the WSA generally includes
small game hunting, trapping, and incidental observation. Control of
predation by coyotes and mountain lions upon livestock may be a

consideration in the future. The Rio Puerco RMP reaffirmed several wildlife
decisions from a previous planning effort. These are listed in Table 1.

There is no approved Habitat Management Plan covering this area.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the Petaca Pinta WSA have
been documented in the process of designating it as a Wilderness Study Area
(USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion elaborates on the quality of
these characteristics.

Naturalness

A detailed description of the human imprints in the Petaca Pinta
WSA is documented in the Wilderness Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980).
The natural state of the Petaca Pinta WSA is very apparent. The WSA is a

scenic, multicolored landscape characterized by diverse landforms. The
imprint of man within the WSA is light. The most noticeable human
intrusions, four earthen reservoirs, are located near the boundary of the

WSA. Intrusions within the interior of the area include a fence network,
two earthen reservoirs, and one mile of vehicle way. It is important to

note that the BLM considers the cumulative effect of these imprints upon the
entire WSA when assessing naturalness, which is a function of the size of
the WSA, and the number and distribution of the impacts.

Solitude

The WSA is a topographically diverse montage of sandstone mesa and
canyon land interspersed with a lava flow and grassland. The landform
diversity of the WSA, coupled with its geographic and physical isolation,
ensure high quality opportunities for solitude.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The Petaca Pinta WSA displays considerable scenic values and is
well suited to day hiking, backpacking, nature study, environmental
exploration, and nature and landscape photography. The WSA is most
attractive for these recreational pursuits during the spring and fall months.

Special Features

The WSA includes Blue Water Canyon, a box canyon with spectacular
sandstone escarpments and rugged topography. Blue Water Canyon has a number
of perennial seeps with an accompanying riparian community that includes
such mesic species as cottonwood, willow, and cattails. Domestic livestock
cannot enter the upper portion of the canyon due to its broken terrain.
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Multiple Use Benefits

The Petaca Pinta WSA contains a wealth of natural values as a

result of its undisturbed character. Congressional designation as

wilderness would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree

of long-term protection for these natural values than would the

administrative designations available to the BLM. (A more detailed

discussion of the multiple resource benefits of wilderness designation may

be found in Section 5 in the discussion of impacts in the All Wilderness

Alternative.

)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

According to A. W. Kuchler (1964) and Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS

1980) , the vegetative-ecosystem classification for the Petaca Pinta WSA is

as follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 11,668 acres 100%

Dominant grasses in the Grama-Galleta Steppe include alkali

sacaton, black grama, galleta, sideoats grama, and blue grama. Scattered

shrubs include four-wing saltbush, saceahwista, and broom snakeweed. There

are also a few scattered one-seed junipers in the plant community (see Map

3).

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Petaca Pinta WSA is within a one-day drive (five hours) of

Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval County identified in the 1980

census as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (USDC, BC 1981). The WSA

is within a two-hour drive from Albuquerque, the largest population center

in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended for wilderness designation, the Petaca Pinta WSA

must be capable of being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine
manageability, the BLM must consider such factors as private and State

inholdings, valid existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and the

overall land ownership pattern.

Reasonable access must be guaranteed to a 40-acre private tract and

a 39-acre State-owned tract (see Map 1). The current and projected use of

the surface is for continued livestock grazing at current levels. Because

of their small size and assumed moderate potential for oil and gas, it is
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reasonable to assume that only very low levels of oil and gas exploration
and development would occur in the long term. There currently is no vehicle
access to the inholdings. Future access needs would likely result in low
levels of use incompatible with wilderness. However, the acquisition of
these inholdings through voluntary exchange would enhance the manageability
of the area by reducing the potential for conflicting uses associated with
the inholdings.

There are no Federal leases, raining claims, or rights-of-way in the
WSA.

The primary manageability issue confronting the possible
designation of the Petaca Pinta WSA as wilderness is the fact that less than
half of the area's mineral estate is publicly owned. The Petaca Pinta WSA
contains 5,048 acres of Federal subsurface estate and 6,620 acres of private
subsurface estate scattered throughout the WSA (see Map 1). No Federal oil
and gas leases exist, and no private leases are currently being pursued.
The private subsurface estate constitutes a valid existing right. This
grants the owners of the subsurface estate the right to reasonable access to
their property, with the Federal surface owner negotiating the terms of
reasonable access.

A mineral resource inventory completed for the Petaca Pinta WSA by
the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources indicates moderate
potential for the occurrence of oil, gas, and carbon dioxide. However, the
rugged, broken nature of the WSA's terrain and the availability of more
easily accessible areas surrounding the WSA make the Petaca Pinta WSA less
attractive than alternative sites for exploration and development. Slant
drilling techniques could be utilized to extract some of the oil, gas, and
carbon dioxide that may underlie the WSA.

The Petaca Pinta Special Management Area (see Map 2), designated in
the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) , included a planned action to
pursue acquisition of the private subsurface estate. The owner of the
private subsurface estate has indicated an interest in exchanging subsurface
interests for subsurface properties outside the WSA. It is anticipated that
acquisition would occur within the 20-year life of the RMP.

No mineral exploration or development is expected to occur on this
split-estate acreage in the short term. In the long term, if acquisition
has not occurred, moderate levels of exploration and low levels of
development are projected. No drilling has occurred within the past 10
years in the Petaca Pinta WSA. No conclusive drilling has occurred in the
WSA or in the immediate region. In addition, there are no proven reserves
and no commercially producing wells have been drilled within a 55-mile
radius of the WSA. Sparse resource data and low levels of projected
drilling interest would indicate low to moderate levels of exploration
activity and perhaps low level development if the subsurface estate has not
been acquired for wilderness manageability reasons.
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Although low levels of development may occur in the long term, the

level of development may actually be very low because there is no

infrastructure to market the production, and no regional refinery is

available. There are no other producers in the region who could facilitate
marketing and thus make low production levels economically feasible. In

practice, any production within the Petaca Pinta WSA would be at very low
levels and would be considered a temporary impact on naturalness because of

the capacity of the extremely rugged and broken terrain to absorb such a

visual impact.

The Petaca Pinta WSA could be effectively managed as wilderness and

still accommodate projected low levels of exercise of valid existing rights

to oil and gas exploration and development in both the short and long term.

The need for watershed activities to protect the wilderness values

in the Petaca Pinta WSA has been carefully documented. The nature of the

corrective techniques proposed for watershed restoration (see "Gabions" and

"Check Dams" In the Glossary) is not expected to impact the wilderness value

of naturalness, since they would require a relatively low level of

maintenance, and could utilize a high degree of natural materials.

A boundary adjustment to eliminate the most noticeable human

intrusions within the WSA, four earthen reservoirs, would improve

manageability of the Petaca Pinta WSA. Reconstruction of these breached

earthern reservoirs has been deemed essential to protection of both on-site
and off-site soil and vegetative resources. This reconstruction, although
probably allowed under wilderness designation, would significantly impact

the naturalness of the immediate region by building large dams which are

clearly and obviously strong imprints of man. The reconstructed dams would

impact approximately 1,037 acres of the wilderness characteristic of

naturalness within the northeast portion of the Petaca Pinta WSA (see Map

1). The Amended Boundary Alternative (Proposed Action) would enhance both

the effective management and the overall naturalness of the area. This

boundary adjustment is discussed under the Amended Boundary Alternative in

"Proposed Action, Alternatives, and Issues" in Section 1, and in Section 6.

Overall, data indicate that the Petaca Pinta WSA could be

effectively managed as wilderness in perpetuity.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This section discusses three alternatives for the Petaca Pinta
WSA: All Wilderness, Amended Boundary, and No Wilderness (manage under the
existing land use plan) (see Map 1). Specific management actions are
depicted on Table 1; impacts are summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire 11,668 acres of
public land within the Petaca Pinta WSA would be recommended as suitable for
wilderness designation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential
uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI,
BLM 1981) . High quality wilderness values would be retained and protected
over the long term by management under this policy. The Petaca Pinta WSA's
existing natural character and opportunities for solitude, hiking,
photography and scenic multi-colored landscape would be maintained.

Hiking and photography are popular activities within the Petaca
Pinta WSA. Special values include high scenic values, cultural resources,
wildlife habitat supporting golden eagle, red-tailed hawk, some mule deer,

fox, bobcat, and mountain lion.

Restricting road building would also prevent the cultural
modifications to naturalness which inevitably accompany increased access.
These cultural modifications include trash dumping, removal of natural
vegetation, the creation of temporary camp sites, unauthorized woodcutting,
and poaching. Those resources which would be maintained by restricting
these activities include (1) fragile soils and existing vegetation very
susceptible to erosion on 6,384 acres of the Rock Outcrop-Mion-Badland
Complex of soils in the WSA (including habitats capable of supporting rare
plants) (see Map 3); (2) current low level of noise and human activity which
protects existing raptor nest sites, and scaled quail, mourning dove, and
non-game species nest sites; (3) current wildlife habitat for both non-game
and game species; (4) current high quality visual resources; (5) currently
undisturbed cultural resources; (6) current "natural laboratory" setting;
and (7) current pinyon-juniper community.

Wilderness designation would also maintain, through long-term
protection, the natural setting upon which Native American uses are often
based.
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Exploration of privately owned mineral estate would disturb 40 to
60 acres of surface. Naturalness and solitude opportunities would be
reduced by 10%.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, naturalness and solitude
opportunities would be maintained on 90% of the acreage. Exploration of

private minerals would diminish naturalness by 10% overall.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

The Petaca Pinta WSA exhibits moderate potential for oil and gas on
all 5,048 acres of Federal minerals. As of September 1985 there were no
leases. In the short term, interest in exploration and development is low
because of economic conditions and terrain, and no activity is anticipated.
In the long term, it is reasonable to assume that moderate levels of

exploration would be pursued. Under this alternative, however, no leases
would be issued. Therefore, wilderness designation would preclude mineral
exploration which could have resulted in a low level of development with 1

producing well for every 600 to 4,800 acres, and up to four miles of

additional road development.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the oil

and gas potential of the Federal subsurface estate in the WSA. Only low
level development, maximum of 1-2 producing wells, would be foregone.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate
levels existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately
six head per section per year). However, livestock operations in the Petaca
Pinta WSA would be affected by wilderness designation. These effects could
result from limitations imposed on use of motorized equipment for the
maintenance of two miles of fence and seven earthen reservoirs. The
lifetime of these improvements is 10 years for fences and 20 years for
earthen reservoirs. Six of the seven earthen reservoirs are currently
breached and in need of repair. Maintenance of range improvements existing
in an area prior to its designation as wilderness is permissible, and may be
accomplished through the occasional use of motorized equipment, based on a

rule of practical necessity and reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for

inspection or for minor repair of existing facilities would be precluded.
No range improvements have been proposed for the WSA acreage in the
Allotment Management Plan.

The permittee on the allotment uses one mile of vehicle route in

the WSA for livestock management purposes. Sixteen percent of the allotment
is within the WSA. Because use of vehicles would be restricted, the
permittee could have to walk or ride horseback to cover the area
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management style and costs.

Petaca Pinta WSA

This could impact the permittee's

Vegetative and soil treatments, including habitat manipulation, and

installation of the types of erosion control structures that possibly would

be needed in this WSA (see "Gabion" and "Check Dam" in the Glossary), can be

conducted in wilderness areas where the resource problem is caused by

humans, or where human influences create a serious threat to or loss of

wilderness values, or would cause serious depreciation of important

environmental quality outside the wilderness. Vehicle access and motorized

equipment use (including heavy equipment) may be authorized for construction

if determined reasonable.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would be maintained. However, this alternative would cause an inconvenience

to the permittee because of limitations on vehicle access.

AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under this alternative, approximately 10,631 acres of public land

within the Petaca Pinta WSA would be recommended for wilderness designation

(see Map 1). The amended boundary would exclude approximately 1,037 acres

of public land in the northeastern portion of the WSA for manageability

reasons relating to four earthen reservoirs or erosion control structures.

In 10,631 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use

will result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals

would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the

maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although

designation of wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources,

such designation is reversible by Congress.

In the 1,037 acres not designated as wilderness, unavoidable

adverse effects of the proposed action will result from future surface

disturbance activities. Over the long term, these activities will reduce

the quality of wilderness values by adversely affecting naturalness. Also,

cumulative short-term consumptive uses of this land will lead to long-term

degradation of wilderness values. Nondesignation of 1,037 acres as

wilderness would leave this acreage available for development which could

irreversibly degrade wilderness values which could foreclose the option of

wilderness designation in the future.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

If the area within the amended boundary is designated wilderness,

all existing and potential uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness

Management Policy (USDI , BLM 1981). In both the long and short term, the
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small reduction in acreage would not significantly impact existing
wilderness values. Impacts would be essentially the same as for the All
Wilderness Alternative. On any acreage designated as wilderness, the
existing and potential uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness
Management Policy (USDI , BLM 1981). High quality wilderness values would be
retained and protected over the long term by management under this policy.
The Petaca Pinta WSA's existing natural character and opportunities for
solitude, hiking and photography would be maintained.

Hiking and photography are popular activities within the Petaca
Pinta WSA. Special values include high scenic values, wildlife habitat
supporting golden eagle, red-tailed hawk, some mule deer, fox, bobcat, and
mountain lion.

Restricting road building would also prevent the cultural
modifications to naturalness which inevitably accompany increased access.
These cultural modifications include trash dumping, removal of natural
vegetation, the creation of temporary camp sites, unauthorized woodcutting,
and poaching. Those resources which would be maintained by restricting
these activities include (1) fragile soils and existing vegetation very
susceptible to erosion on 6,384 acres of the Rock Outcrop-Mi on-Badland
Complex of soils in the WSA (including habitats capable of supporting rare
plants) (see Map 3); (2) current low level of noise and human activity which
protects existing raptor nest sites, and scaled quail, mourning dove, and
non-game species nest sites; (3) current wildlife habitat for both non-game
and game species; (4) current high quality visual resources; (5) currently
undisturbed cultural resources; (6) current "natural laboratory" setting;
and (7) current pinyon-juniper community. Over the long term, additional
impacts on naturalness would occur on the 1,037 acres excluded. This would
not be a significant impact since naturalness is currently impacted by these
four existing earthen structures.

Conclusion

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, wilderness values would not
be impacted on the 10,631 acres designated wilderness; naturalness on the
1,037 acres excluded from designation would not be significantly impacted in
the short or long term because existing naturalness is currently impacted by
human intrusions.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

This alternative would exclude from wilderness designation 1,037
acres of BLM-administered surface with 320 acres of Federal minerals with
moderate potential for oil and gas. These 320 acres are currently unleased
(see Map 1). It is reasonable to assume that moderate levels of exploration
and low levels of development would be pursued. Exclusion from wilderness
designation would permit mineral exploration on 320 acres which could result
in one well.
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Under this Amended Boundary Alternative, the remaining 4,728 acres
of unleased Federal minerals with moderate potential for oil and gas would
be unavailable for leasing. A full determination of the area's oil and gas
potential would be precluded by wilderness designation. Approximately 1-3

oil and gas wells would be foregone.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation under the Amended Boundary Alternative would

preclude full determination of the oil and gas potential on 4,728 acres of
Federal minerals. Only long-term low levels of development would be

foregone. Approximately 1-3 oil and gas wells would be foregone.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

On the 10,631 acres designated wilderness, livestock grazing use

levels would continue at the approximate levels existing at the time the

area is designated wilderness (approximately six head per section per
year). However, livestock operations in this area would be affected by
wilderness designation. These effects could result from limitations imposed
on the use of motorized equipment for the maintenance of fences and three
earthen reservoirs. Two of the three earthen reservoirs are currently
breached and in need of repair.

Maintenance of range improvements existing in an area prior to its

designation as wilderness is permissible, and may be accomplished through
the occasional use of motorized equipment, based on a rule of practical
necessity and reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for inspection or for
minor repair of existing facilities would be precluded.

The permittee on the allotment in this WSA uses the one mile of

vehicle route in the WSA for livestock management purposes. The percentage
of the allotment in the wilderness would be reduced to 14 percent. Because
use of vehicles would be restricted, the permittee could have to walk or

ride horseback to cover the area traditionally covered by vehicle. This

could impact the permittee's management style and costs.

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, livestock grazing use
levels would be maintained. This alternative would cause an inconvenience
to the permittee because of limitations on vehicle access. Only 3 of the 7

dirt tanks would be within the wilderness.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

Amended Boundary Alternative. The inconvenience caused to the permittee
because of vehicle restrictions for maintenance of dirt tanks would be

reduced by 60%.
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NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be managed
under the No Wilderness Alternative. Management would follow the guidelines
of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) approved in 1986.

The RMP provides both broad management guidance and site-specific
management prescriptions for certain areas. The broad guidance was laid out

for each resource program in the RMP section titled "Continuing Management
Guidance." The site-specific management prescriptions are the result of

resolution of the seven key issues addressed in the RMP. Under both sources
of guidance, the Petaca Pinta WSA would be available for specific
permissible uses, or protected from certain actions, if it is not designated
as wilderness. The major uses and restrictions are listed below; details
are contained in the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan and Record of
Decision (USDI, BLM 1986T;

'

Of the total 11,668 acres in the Petaca Pinta WSA, 11,508 acres are
contained in the Petaca Pinta Special Management Area (SMA) (see Map 2) and
would be managed in accordance with the SMA management objectives and
prescriptions described in the RMP. The objectives of the Petaca Pinta SMA
are to provide for management which would emphasize intensive recreation
use, specifically primitive recreation management. Efforts would be made to

acquire the private mineral estate. The 160 acres of the WSA outside the
SMA would be managed in accordance with the RMP "Continuing Management
Guidance" section for each resource program. The decision reached to
resolve the ORV issue was to limit motorized vehicle travel to existing
roads and trails. The Ladron Management Framework Plan (MFP) decisions
summarized in Table 1 describe site-specific management decisions that would
be allowed in the WSA.

No other specific resource restrictions or limitations would be

required as a result of the RMP "Continuing Management Guidance" inside or
outside the SMA.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

In the short term, the Rio Puerco RMP's limits on ORV use, and
implementation of the management objectives of the Petaca Pinta SMA would
curtail impacts to many wilderness values. All ORV use associated with
permitted uses such as mineral exploration would still be allowed, including
road construction and off-road access if necessary. For the 160 acres
outside the SMA, ORV use would be limited to existing routes, and as in the
case inside the SMA, no mineral activity is anticipated in the short term.

In the long term, anticipated low levels of mineral exploration and
low level development, and greater use of motorized vehicles would result in
disruption of wildlife habitat, the deterioration of visual values, cultural
resources, vegetation, and soils, as well as reduce the opportunity to
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experience solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation,

term, these impacts would reduce naturalness by 20-30%.
Over the long

In the long term, increased vehicle activity and noise levels,

would disrupt the nesting season for raptors which utilize the Petaca Pinta

WSA's bluffs and cliffs for nesting sites. Scaled quail, mourning dove, and

non-game bird species utilize grasses and shrubs along the Petaca Pinta

WSA's arroyos and grasslands. Nesting seasons extend from February to

August, depending on the particular species, and the birds are particularly
susceptible to activity during this time.

Primitive and unconfined recreation relies on the resource base of

a predominantly natural environment, which would be reduced by 20-30% under

this alternative in the long term. The Petaca Pinta WSA is an area close to

Albuquerque that provides a low elevation ecosystem where a diversity of

primitive recreation opportunities exists. This lower elevation opportunity

is often available for use when higher elevation lands are inaccessible due

to weather conditions.

Conclusion

In the short term, there would be no impacts on wilderness values

under the No Wilderness Alternative. Over the long term, naturalness and

solitude opportunities would be reduced by 20-30%.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on oil and gas exploration and

development on 5,048 acres with moderate potential for oil and gas.

Exploration and development could result in one producing well every 600 to

4800 acres, and the construction of an additional four miles of roads.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (six head per

section per year). The permittee could continue to use the one mile of

vehicle route to access the fence network and seven earthen reservoirs.

Vegetative and soil treatments could be Implemented if consistent with

activity plans, and without wilderness constraints.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the

No Wilderness Alternative.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared with public input obtained by large
mailings, open houses, and personal contacts. This effort first began in
early 1979 when the public was asked to comment on areas BLM proposed for
intensive wilderness inventory. Numerous individual letters and oral
comments supported intensive inventory because they felt the area met
wilderness criteria and had unique physical features.

BLM found that the area did merit intensive inventory. The
intensive inventory was done in early 1980, and the area recommended as a
Wilderness Study Area.

The BLM received 16 individual comments supporting the
recommendation for the Petaca Pinta area. The reasons cited included the
area's size, naturalness, outstanding opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation, and its supplemental values. One comment was received
from Acoma Pueblo opposing the WSA recommendation. The letter cited the
lack of the above characteristics. In 1980 the Petaca Pinta area was
designated as a Wilderness Study Area. In December 1982 it was dropped from
wilderness review by decision of the Secretary of the Interior because of
the presence of privately-owned minerals beneath alternate sections of the
BLM-administered surface. The WSA was reinstated into the wilderness review
process by a court decision in April 1985.

Open houses were held in Grants and Albuquerque in February 1986 to
reintroduce this area, among others, to the public and to serve as scoping
for the Revised New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Study Draft EIS .

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide
Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),
specific comments were directed to the Petaca Pinta WSA by 33 commentors.
Comments on this WAR which require a response are discussed and responded to
in this section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0100-1
Name(s): Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Wilderness Coalition

Comment: "The coalition-proposed southeast addition contains the 4.2
sections of BLM land that were in the original inventory unit
and 1.0 section of State land. The area has high-quality
wilderness characteristics and complements the WSA by including
the mouth of Blue Water Canyon and Gunn Mesa to the east. The
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limited present use, if any, of the track could be maintained
with "grandfather" rights and would have insignificant impact on
the wilderness values of the overall area."

Response: This acreage was dropped from the wilderness review process
during the November, 1980 New Mexico Wilderness Study Area
Decisions . The southeast portion was divided from the main WSA
acreage by a maintained road, resulting in acreage less than
5,000 contiguous acres. Current BLM information indicates this
road continues to be maintained to service range management
interest. If this status was to change, these lands can be
formally reconsidered for wilderness potential through the
resource management planning process. Depending on the results
of the study, BLM would make a recommendation either in favor of
or opposed to wilderness designation.

Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Wilderness Coalition

"The Coalition also proposes that Section 16 in T. 6N. , R. 6W.
,

be acquired from the State, not only to straighten the eastern
boundary, but also because this section is such an integral part
of the proposed Petaca Pinta Wilderness."

Response: If the BLM acquired these State lands at some future date and
determined that these lands possessed wilderness values, BLM
would formally study these lands. Depending upon the results of
the study, BLM would make a recommendation either in favor of or
opposed to wilderness designation.

AAA**

No. 0100-2

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

No. 0556

Name(s): Henry Wright, Sierra Club, Weminuche Group

Comment: "I am very concerned about the fact that there is no legal
access to the WSA (which seems to be a common problem with WSA's
in the Las Cruces District). I would urge the BLM to purchase,
and if necessary condemn, the necessary easement so that
recreational travel would be legally possible."

Response: If Petaca Pinta WSA is designated as wilderness, a Wilderness
Management Plan would be prepared. The issue of providing legal
access would be an integral part of that plan.

*****

No. 0610
Name(s) : Carl J. Popp, self
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Comment: "The split-estate lands should be added back and the area to the
southeast which was excluded because of a "road" should be
included. The "road" is nothing more than a poorly developed
way

.

"

Response: No split-estate lands were excluded from analysis in this
document

.

The southeast portion was excluded because a maintained road,
which constitutes the Eastern boundary of Petaca Pinta WSA,
separated it from the main body of the study area. This road
was assessed as a maintained road by the Intensive Inventory
completed March 1980, by the Socorro District.
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APPENDIX 12

RIMROCK WSA
(NM-020-007)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Rimrock Wilderness Study Area (WSA) is located in T. 5, 6, 7,

and 8 N. , R. 9 and 10 W. , NMPM, approximately 25 miles southeast of Grants
in Cibola County. The WSA is contiguous to both the El Malpais Wilderness
Instant Study Area (ISA) and the Little Rimrock WSA. It is separated from
the Little Rimrock WSA only by a primitive road and is across paved State
Highway 117 from the El Malpais ISA (see Map 1 and the map on the back of
the Albuquerque District divider page).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps covering this WSA are
the Sand Canyon, North Pasture, Laguna Honda, Arrosa Ranch, Los Pilares, and
Cebollita Peak 7.5 minute quadrangles.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

Elevations range from 6,900 to 8,300 feet. The Rimrock WSA is
forested, primarily with old growth pinyon-juniper, but also with stands of
ponderosa pine. The core of the WSA is mountainous in character and rugged
(see Figure 1). A series of sandstone mesas and canyons radiates from the
core mountain area. Physiographically, the WSA is in the Navajo and Datil
Sections of the Colorado Plateau Province and the Mexican Highlands Section
of the Basin and Range Province. The region contains extensive flat areas
and numerous mountains and mountain ranges which are mostly volcanoes or
volcanic accumulations. Landforms in this region include mesas, cuestas,
rock terraces, canyons, and arroyos. The major drainages in the WSA area
are in Sand Canyon, Cebolla Canyon, and Lobo Canyon. Cebollita Creek,
Cebolla Creek, and Cebollita Spring are also within the WSA. The overall
geomorphology of the WSA is formed by arroyos cutting sandstone-capped
mesas. La Ventana, the largest natural arch in New Mexico, is located in
the Rimrock WSA (see Figure 2).

Precipitation averages 12 inches annually, with the majority
occurring from July through September. The remainder of the year is
generally dry. The temperature ranges are not characteristic of a
continental climate—on many days the temperature varies by as much as 50
degrees and a variation as much as 75 degrees in 24 hours is not uncommon,
especially during the winter. The average frost-free period is 129 days.

LAND STATUS

The Rimrock WSA contains 29,818 acres of publicly-owned surface
estate administered by the BLM, 1,920 acres of private surface, and 640
acres owned by the State of New Mexico (see Map 1). Approximately 17,420
acres of subsurface estate are privately owned.
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Figure 1 - Rugged terrain in the Rimrock WSA.

Figure 2 - La Ventana, the largest natural arch in
New Mexico.
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ACCESS

The Rimrock WSA can be reached by proceeding south from State

Highway 117 onto a dirt road near the natural arch. Access is also

available along Cebolla Canyon through a maintained road which forms part of

the southern boundary of the WSA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not

selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues

were raised by the BLM and the public during wilderness inventory and

preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs) . While

certain resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis,

resources such as wildlife, visual resource values, soils and vegetation are

explained in the document when they are affected by actions relating to the

key issues selected for detailed analysis.

The Amended Boundary Alternative has been developed as the Proposed

Action for the Rimrock WSA as a result of comments and issues raised during

the review period of the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative 253 acres would be deleted to provide

a narrow access corridor to private inholdings. This alternative is

considered manageable as wilderness because no major impacts have been
identified as a result of issues identified—wilderness values, oil and gas

exploration and development, livestock grazing use levels, recreational
off-road vehicle (ORV) use, and developed recreation. Special features

encompassed in the 29,565 acres include 500-foot vertical cliffs, and La

Ventana, the largest natural arch in New Mexico, both of which provide good

raptor habitat. In addition there is a high number of prehistoric cultural
resource sites that are valuable for scientific research.

A detailed description of those actions associated with the All

Wilderness Alternative, the Amended Boundary Alternative, and the No

Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is provided in Table 1. Special

Management Area considerations associated with the No Wilderness Alternative

for this WSA are depicted on Map 2. Significant impacts, by alternative,
for each of the major environmental issues raised for analysis are

summarized in Table 2.
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SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including this Alternative

None for this WSA

Issues Raised and Set Aside Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

Impacts on sand and gravel

Impacts on private subsurface mineral
rights

Impacts on threatened or endangered
plant or animal species

Impacts on cultural resources

Development of sand and gravel is
resources are widespread and more
areas.

not expected because these
readily accessible in other

Private subsurface mineral rights are considered valid existing
rights with specific protection under wilderness management;
these rights are addressed under "Manageability" in Section 4.

No threatened or endangered species are known to occur in the
WSA. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with BLM's
finding of no effect on species Federally-listed or proposed for
listing as threatened or endangered.

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis
because of the low probability that the actions addressed in this
WAR would occur near the known sites. A detailed site analysis
would be required for any proposed surface disturbing activities.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis Reasons

All Wilderness

Amended Boundary (Proposed Action)

No Wilderness (No Action)

29,818 acres of public land were identified during the inventory
as having wilderness values.

The Amended Boundary Alternative was developed to eliminate a
conflict with access to private inholdings.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Five issues of concern were identified for the Rimrock WSA. These include impacts on wilderness values; oil
and gas exploration and development (Federal minerals); livestock grazing use levels; recreational off-road
vehicle use; and developed recreation.

The wilderness values issue is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy . This WSA is a popular primitive
and semi-primitive recreation area. One of Its major attractions is its extremely close proximity to the
expanding Albuquerque population. Its varied visual resources, especially the largest natural arch in New
Mexico, are popular with photographers and for nature study. Other special values include the sandstone
cliffs used for rock climbing, the diverse wildlife habitat, and significant cultural resources.

The entire acreage in the Rimrock WSA contains moderate potential for oil and gas. Concerns regarding
mineral potential include restrictions to mineral exploration and development under wilderness designation,
as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the WSA resulting from mineral exploration and
development if it is not designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the inconvenience to livestock
operators from vehicle restrictions under wilderness designation, as well as an expected increase in
vandalism to range improvements and harassment if it is not designated as wilderness.

Concerns were raised regarding the permanent elimination of recreational off-road vehicle use under
wilderness designation, as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of the WSA resulting from
continued motorized vehicle use.

Concerns were raised by the public regarding the impacts on the potential for developed types of recreation
uses in the Rimrock WSA that may result from wilderness designation, as well as the potential impacts on
this resource resulting from non-designation.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

All Wilderness Amended Boundary
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING
WILDERNESS VALUES ON 29,818 ACRES. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-12,398 acres of Federal minerals with

moderate potential for oil and gas would be

closed to exploration and development.

-Provide reasonable access to 17,420 acres of

private minerals, 1,920 acres of private
inholdings, and 640 acres of State of New
Mexico Inholdings (see Map 1 and Table 4).

Up to 2 miles of vehicle routes and pipeline
rights-of-way may be granted across
designated wilderness.

-Acquisition of 17,420 acres of private

minerals, 1,920 acres of private Inholdings,
and 640 acres of State of New Mexico
inholdings would be pursued (see Map 1).

-Current grazing use levies of approximately
6 head/sectlcn/year would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 12

miles of fence, 2 1/2 miles of pipeline, 3

troughs, 11 earthen reservoirs, 11 dikes, 11
erosion control structures, 2 spring
developments, and 1 windmill with trough,
the number of permitted trips/year to be

established in the management plan.
Maintenance by minimum tool; heavy equipment
may be required. New range improvements (2

earthen reservoirs, 4 miles of pipeline and

2 troughs) for resource protection only.
Casual vehicle use for Inspections and minor
repairs would be precluded,

-Close 13 miles of vehicle routes.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide
Trail SMA may be designated through the area
for pedestrian and equestrian use (see Map
2).

-Native American uses (religious uses,

hunting, etc.) could continue.

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING

WILDERNESS VALUES ON 29,565 ACRES. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-12,398 acres of Federal minerals with
moderate potential for oil and gas would be

closed to exploration and development.

-Provide reasonable access to 17,420 acres of

private minerals, 1,920 acres of private

inholdings, and 640 acres of State of New

Mexico inholdings (see Map 1 and Table 4).

Up to 2 miles of vehicle routes and pipeline

rights-of-way may be granted across
designated wilderness.

-Acquisition of 17,420 acres of private
minerals, 1,920 acres of private inholdings,

and 640 acres of State of New Mexico
inholdings would be pursued (see Map 1).

-Current grazing use levels of approximately
6 head/section/year would continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 12

miles of fence, 2 1/2 miles of pipeline, 3

troughs, 11 earthen reservoirs, 11 dikes, 11

erosion control structures, 2 spring
developments, and 1 windmill with trough,

the number of permitted trips/year to be

established in the management plan.
Maintenance by minimum tool; heavy equipment

may be required. New range improvements (2

earthen reservoirs, 4 miles of pipeline and
2 troughs) for resource protection only.
Casual vehicle use for Inspections and minor

repairs would be precluded.

-Close 11 miles of vehicle routes.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide

Trail SMA may be designated through the area

for pedestrian and equestrian use (see Map

2).

-Native American uses (religious uses,

hunting, etc.) could continue.

-Allow for vehicular access to private

inholdings.

MANAGE 253 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE

TAKEN:

-Current grazing use levels of approximately
6 head/section/year would continue.

-ORV use limited to 2 miles of vehicle routes.

MANAGE 29,818 ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS

CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE

TAKEN:

-All acreage would be managed as part of the

El Malpais Special Management Area (SMA)

(see Map 2). SMA management subject to

change; revision anticipated only in the

long term.

"12,398 acres of Federal minerals with

moderate potential for oil and gas would be

open for exploration and development,

anticipated in the long term, subject to

standard lease stipulations, resulting in 1

producing well every 600-4800 acres. Up to

2 miles of vehicle access, surface

disturbance of 20-40 acres, and surface
facilities may be Involved.

"Provide reasonable access to 17,420 acres
of private minerals, 1,920 acres of private
and 640 acres of State of New Mexico
inholdings (see Map 1). Up to 2 miles of

vehicle routes and pipeline rights-of-way
may be granted across public land.

"Acquisition of 17,420 acres of private
minerals would be pursued (see Map 1).

"Mineral material sales prohibited.

"Current grazing use levels of approximately
6 head/section/year would continue.

"Native American uses (religious uses,

hunting, etc.) could continue.

°0RV use limited to 13 miles of vehicle

routes.

"The treadway for the Continental Divide

Trail SMA may be designated through the

area, probably for pedestrian and

equestrian use (see Map 2).

-Decisions in the Rio Puerco RMP carried
forward from the Divide Management Framework
Plan that may apply Include:

"Identify watershed treatment areas through
Section 8 consultation, and rest 1-2 years;

conduct in conformance with wildlife
recommendations as applicable.

"Construct a 10-acre exclosure on each range

site for vegetative condition and trend
studies.

"Perform range seeding trials in each range

site to determine the potential forage

production by reseedlng.

"Maintain existing rangeland treatments to

achieve maximum forage production primarily

by prescribed burning. Other methods such

as herbicide application, tree cutting, and

chaining would be considered.

"Cooperate with New Mexico Department of

Game and Fish to remove all barbary sheep

from these lands.

"Construct a parking area, drinking water

source, day-use Interpretive site, and loop

trails at La Vantana natural arch If site

studies indicate favorable environmental

conditions.

"Acquire private lands in Cebolleta Canyon

(through exchange) and begin a

stabilization, Interpretation, and

surveillance program of cultural resources

In the canyon.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by

WSA/Acreage
Impacts On

Wilderness Values

Impacts On Oil
and Gas Exploration

and Development
(Federal Minerals Only)

Impacts On
Livestock Grazing

Use Levels

Impacts On
Recreational Off-

Road Vehicle (ORV)

Use

Impacts On
Developed
Recreation

All Wilderness
(designate

29,818 acres)

-Maintain the

natural
character of the

sandstone bluffs.
-Maintain
opportunities for
solitude, hiking,

camping, and
photography.

-Enhance wildlife
habitat, Including
raptor nesting
areas.

-Maintain current
undisturbed
condition of

abundant and high
value cultural
resources.

-Maintain natural
setting for Native
American uses.

-12,398 unleased
acres of Federal
minerals with
moderate potential
for oil and gas
would be closed to

exploration and
development.

-No impact on current
grazing use levels
of approximately 6

head /sect ion/year.
-New range
improvements (2

earthen reservoirs,
A miles of pipeline,
2 troughs) allowable

to protect resources
only. Approximately

10 acres of surface
disturbance would
result.

-Permits required for

vehicle access to

improvements.
Casual vehicle use
of 13 miles of

vehicle routes for
inspections and
minor repairs would
be precluded.

-13 miles of vehicle

routes would be

closed, precluding
backcountry riding

and exploring,
camping, and hunting
use by 2-wheel,

3-wheel, and 4-wheel
vehicles.

-No impacts on

developed
recreation. Site

analysis show that

developed recreation

sites would be more

appropriately
located outside the

WSA.

Amended Boundary
(designate

29,565 acres; do
not designate
253 acres)

(Proposed Action.)

-Maintain the
natural
character of
sandstone bluffs.

-Maintain
opportunities for
solitude, hiking,
camping and
photography.

-Enhance wildlife
habitat, Including
raptor nesting
areas.
-Maintain current
undisturbed
condition of

abundant and high
value cultural
resources.

-Maintain natural
setting for Native
American uses.

-12,398 unleased
acres of Federal
minerals with
moderate potential
for oil and gas
would be closed to

exploration and
development.

-No Impact on current
grazing use levels
of approximately 6

head/ section/year.
-New range
improvements (2

earthen reservoirs,
it miles of pipeline,
2 troughs) allowable
to protect resources
only. Approximately
10 acres of surface
disturbance would
result.

-Permits required for

vehicle access to

Improvements.

Casual vehicle use
of 11 miles of

vehicle routes for
Inspections and
minor repairs would
be precluded.

-11 miles of vehicle

routes would be

closed, precluding
backcountry riding

and exploring,
camping, and hunting
use by 2-wheel,

3-wheel, and 4-wheel

vehicles.

-No Impacts on

developed
recreation. Site

analyses show that

developed recreation

sites would be more

appropriately

located outside the

WSA.

^o Wilderness

(do not

designate 29,818
acres)

-In the short term,
no Impact on
wilderness values.
-In the long term
mineral activity
would result In
approximately 20-40
acres of surface
disturbance.
-Overall naturalness
would be diminished
on 20* of the lands
In the WSA due to

construction of up
to 4 miles of road,
construction of 20
acre exclosure
fences and the
mineral exploration.
-Reduce
opportunities
for solitude and
primitive and
unconfined
recreation.

-Disturb nesting
seasons for raptors.

-No Impact. -No impacts on
current grazing
levels of

approximately 6

head /section/year.
-No impact on
operator costs or on
management style.

-No impact on

recreational ORV use

In the short or long
term.

-No impacts on

developed
recreation. Site

analyses show that

developed recreation
sites would be more

appropriately
located outside the

WSA.
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Rimrock WSA

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The Rimrock WSA is located between the structural high of the

ancestral Zuni Highlands on the west and the structural low of the Acoma Sag

to the east. Sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous and Jurassic age (see Figure

3) crop out within the WSA and dip at low angles to the east, representing
the western limb of McCarty's Syncline which trends north-northeast and

plunges into the San Juan Basin. These rocks represent the uppermost units

of a sedimentary section which ranges from Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous in

age.

Deposition in the area began when Pennsylvanian marine environments
encroached upon the granitic/metamorphic Zuni Highlands. The Highlands
served as a sediment source; thus the Pennsylvanian rocks include
feldspathic sandstones, shales, and open marine carbonates. Rocks of

Permian age represent both continental (Abo-Yeso) and marine (San Andres)
deposition. Continental environments existed through most of Triassic and

Jurassic times, with a variety of sandstones and shales being deposited in

floodplains, rivers, lakes, and dune fields. Transitional marginal marine
environments alternated with open marine deposition through Cretaceous time

resulting in intertonguing of sandstones and shales.

The basal conglomeratic portion of the Dakota Sandstone

unconformably overlies the eolian Zuni Sandstone. These two units form the

spectacular escarpment from which the WSA derives its name. Intertonguing

sandstones and shales of the Dakota and Mancos Formations form smaller

cliffs and valleys throughout the remainder of the WSA. The sedimentary

section is overlain by Tertiary basalt flows to the east, but most of the

basalts are outside the WSA boundaries.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

The Pennsylvanian section which lies under the WSA thickens to the

east (Kottlowski 1959) . This section has petroleum potential because both
source rocks and reservoir rocks were deposited during Pennsylvanian time

(Broadhead 1986). The WSA lies within an area which has been classified as

having moderate potential for oil and gas by Foster and Grant (1974). There

is a possibility of both stratigraphic and structural hydrocarbon traps.

The Upper Cretaceous Crevasse Canyon Formation crops out within the

WSA and contains carbonaceous shales and thin coal beds. Because the coal

beds are thin and the Crevasse Canyon Formation is exposed only in a narrow
zone, coal potential is considered to be low.

Geologic conditions which could produce carbon dioxide gas exist in

the area around the Rimrock WSA. The gas may form when igneous rocks
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Rimrock WSA

intrude carbonate rocks, causing gas to be released by heating. If

stratigraphic or structural traps exist, the gas may accumulate in

quantity. Because carbon dioxide gas is used in secondary oil recovery its

value is dependent upon developed oil fields close to the carbon dioxide
source or a pipeline for shipment to developed oil fields.

Proven and developed carbon dioxide reserves exist in other parts
of New Mexico, including the Bravo Dome in northeastern New Mexico.
Geologic conditions for carbon dioxide resources exist closer to the San
Juan Basin which is a proven hydrocarbon producing area. Because of these
factors, possible accumulations of carbon dioxide within the Rimrock WSA
have little economic value and are contingent upon exploration and possible
development of the moderate oil potential within the WSA.

PALEONTOLOGY

Jurassic units within the WSA are not fossiliferous. However,

Cretaceous sandstones and shales contain plant fragments, trace fossils,
shark teeth, and molluscs. Oyster shells (gryphea) were found in shales
during recent field reconnaissance.

WATER

Surface Water

The southeast side of the Rimrock WSA drains into West Canyon, a

tributary of the Rio San Jose and Rio Grande. The remainder of the WSA (the

northern, western, and southern portions) drains into the North Plain Closed
Basin. Major drainages include Cebollita Creek north of Cebollita Mesa, and
Lobo Canyon and Cebolla Creek west and south of Cebollita Mesa.

All drainages are ephemeral with the exception of the stream
flowing from Cebollita Spring which flows yearlong for one-half mile before
disappearing into the ground. Summer thunderstorms provide the majority of

the runoff, estimated to be an average of 0.1 inches annually or 5 acre-feet
per square mile. Surface water quality is highly variable due to high
evaporation rates and leaching of salts.

Ground Water

The WSA falls in the State-declared Rio Grande Groundwater Basin.

Groundwater yields are extremely variable and are generally less than 10

gallons per minute, but are sufficient for livestock purposes. Depth to

groundwater varies from 200 to 500 feet. Groundwater quality is generally
good. Cebollita Spring has a pH of 8.8 and specific conductance of 600
micromhos. It has been used in the past to irrigate small cultivated
fields. The WSA contains two developed springs, two undeveloped seeps, and
three wells.
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Rirarock WSA

SOILS

There are 15 soil mapping units in the Rirarock WSA. See Map 3 for
locations of these soils.

There are four groups of soils in the Rimrock WSA. The soils found
in the valley bottoms and sides, alluvial fans, and swales are formed from
mixed alluvium derived mainly from shale. Their textures range from sandy
loam to clay loam and clay. The second group of soils, slightly higher in
elevation, is found on stable dunes, between dunes, and on ridges, hills,
and low mesas adjacent to the bottomland areas. These soils are formed in
eolian deposits, derived predominantly from sandstone and reworked
alluvium. Textures of this group are sand and fine sand to loamy fine sand
and sandy clay loams. The third group of soils is found on the higher,
steeper mesa slopes, ledges, ridges, and escarpments. These soils are
derived from alluvium and colluviura of interbedded shale and sandstone
origin. The fourth group of soils is found on the basalt-capped and
sandstone mesa tops, usually occurring at the highest elevations in the
WSA. These soils are forming from mixed alluvium and windblown sediments
over basalt and alluvium derived from sandstone reworked by eolian
processes. The soils over basalt are cobbly clay loams and clay in
texture. The soils over sandstone are sandy loams to sandy clay loams.

VEGETATION

Range Sites

The Rimrock WSA consists of eight range sites, described below.
See Map 3 for their locations.

Ponderosa Pine

Located on the highest elevations of the WSA from 7,500 to 8,300
feet in elevation along the south and west sides of Cebollita Mesa, this
range site contains 18,044 acres. Slopes range from 3 to 55 percent. This
site is suited to limited production of ponderosa pine. The ponderosa pine
is associated with Gambel's oak, Rocky Mountain juniper, and alligator
juniper. Dominant shrubs are mountain mahogany, wax currant, and skunkbush
sumac. Important grasses are western wheat grass, mutton blue grass,
Arizona fescue, prairie junegrass, mountain rauhly, pine dropseed, and little
bluestem. Forbs include Indian paintbrush, Carruth sagewort, strawberry,
beard tongue, pingue, buckwheat, and threadleaf groundsel. Total air-dry
herbage production in favorable years is 700 pounds per acre and in
unfavorable years 400 pounds per acre. Stocking rates, where suitable for
livestock, are 11.0 to 16.0 acres per Animal Unit Month. Tree and shrub
canopy cover for this site is approximately 15 percent, grass and forb cover
is 20 percent, surface gravel is 10 percent, surface cobble and stones is 30
percent, and litter is 10 percent. Much of this site has been heavily
logged over in the past, giving it more of a woodland aspect in some places.
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Rimrock WSA

Pinyon-Juniper Woodland

This site is scattered throughout the WSA, intermingled at higher
elevations with the ponderosa pine range site and contains 5,200 acres.
Elevations range from 7,100 to 7,500 feet. Slopes range from 3 to 35
percent. Pinyon pine and species of juniper characterize this type. Crown
canopy varies, usually from 15 to 60 percent. One-seed juniper is most
common, with alligator juniper and Rocky Mountain juniper also occurring at
the higher elevations in the site. Understory shrubs include mountain
mahogany, skunkbush sumac, and various species of oak. Perennial grasses
include both cool- and warm-season species. They include western
wheatgrass, bottlebrush squirreltail, Indian ricegrass, sedges, blue grama,
and sideoats grama. Forb composition varies greatly and includes fringed
sagewort, Indian paintbrush, globeraallow, Wright silk tassel, buckwheat, and
Carruth sagewort. Common shrubs are broom snakeweed, rabbi tbrush, gray
horsebrush, mountain mahogany, Apache plume, and Bigelow sage. Total
air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 500 pounds per acre and in
unfavorable years 150 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 9 to 19
acres per Animal Unit Month. Grass and forb cover is 15 to 30 percent,
surface cobble and stones is 5 to 15 percent, and litter is 10 to 20 percent.

Savannah

Located on the north and in the extreme southeast portion of the
WSA at elevations of 7,100 to 7,600 feet, this range site contains 1,476
acres. Slopes range from 1 to 10 percent. This site is characterized by
scattered large tree-type pinyon and/or juniper with open grass stands in
between. Reproduction of pinyon and juniper is normally very slow and,
historically, may have been controlled by natural fire. Tree canopy cover
of the potential plant community averages 25 percent. Dominant grasses
include blue grama, western wheatgrass, Indian ricegrass, and sand
dropseed. Common shrubs are sand sage, winterfat, Bigelow sage,
rabbitbrush, broom snakeweed, and gray horsebrush. Forbs are not noticeable
except in wet years. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is
875 pounds per acre and in unfavorable years 300 pounds per acre. Stocking
rates are 7.0 to 12.5 acres per Animal Unit Month. Vegetative cover of
grasses and forbs is 18 percent, surface gravel is 2 percent, and litter Is
15 percent.

Malpais

This area, composed of basalt-capped mesa tops and plateaus, is
approximately 101 acres in size. Elevation is near 8,000 feet. Slopes
range from 1 to 5 percent. This is a perennial grassland site characterized
by blue grama, sideoats grama, little bluestem, western wheatgrass, spike
muhly, and New Mexico feathergrass. Shrubs and half shrubs may include
shrub live oak, skunkbrush sumac, and winterfat. Total air-dry herbage
production in favorable years is 1,100 pounds per acre and in unfavorable
years 425 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from 4.0 to 10.0 acres per
Animal Unit Month. Shrub canopy cover is 7 percent, grass and forb cover is
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23 percent, surface gravel is 15 percent, surface cobble and stones is 40

percent, and litter is 14 percent.

Clayey Bottomland

Located in the drainage bottoms and valley bottoms from 6,900 to

7,100 feet in elevation on slopes of 1 to 6 percent, this range site

contains 4,531 acres. This site receives periodic inundation from flood

waters. This site typically is dominated by western wheatgrass. Blue
grama, galleta, spike muhly, and alkali sacaton occur in lesser amounts.

Shrubs include four-wing saltbush, rabbitbrush, winterfat, and broom
snakeweed. Forbs occur in minor amounts across the site. Total air-dry

herbage production in favorable years is 3,200 pounds per acre and in
unfavorable years 900 pounds per acre. Stocking rates are 3.8 to 7.0 acres

per Animal Unit Month. Shrub canopy cover is 2 to 5 percent, grass and forb
cover is 40 to 45 percent, surface gravel is 1 percent, surface cobble and

stone is 1 percent, and litter is 20 to 25 percent.

Deep Sand

This site is located adjacent to the east side of State Highway 117

in sandy areas near the natural arch at an elevation of approximately 6,800
feet on slopes of 1 to 12 percent and contains 58 acres. This is

predominantly a grassland site of warm- and cool-season grass species.

Co-dominants are Indian rice grass, blue grama, and spine dropseed. Shrubs

and half shrubs include sand sagebrush, broom baccharis, and scattered
rabbitbrush. Forbs include buckwheat and stickleaf mentzelia. Total
air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 900 pounds per acre and in

unfavorable years 250 pounds per acre. Stocking rates are 6.5 to 13.0 acres

per Animal Unit Month. Shrub canopy cover is 5 to 8 percent, grass and forb
cover is 15 to 18 percent, surface gravel is 1 percent, surface cobble and

stones is 1 percent, and litter is 8 to 10 percent.

Loamy

This site occurs in a small area about one mile south of The

Narrows east of Highway 117 at approximately 7,000 feet in elevation and
contains 75 acres. Slopes range from 1 to 8 percent. This is a grassland

site characterized by a mixture of cool- and warm-season grasses. Dominants
are blue grama and western wheatgrass. Other common grasses include

galleta, bottlebrush squirreltail, sand dropseed, and New Mexico
feathergrass. Shrubs include four-wing saltbush and winterfat. Typical

forbs are Wright buckwheat, Rocky Mountain bee plant, and species of loco

weed. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 950 pounds per

acre and in unfavorable years 325 pounds per acre. Stocking rates are 6.5

to 11.0 acres per Animal Unit Month. Tree and shrub canopy cover is 3 to 5

percent, grass and forb cover is 15 to 18 percent, surface gravel is 5 to

35 percent, surface cobble and stones is 1 to 3 percent, and litter is 8 to

10 percent.
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Clayey

This site occurs in Cebollita Creek Canyon in the north end of the
WSA and contains 333 acres. It occurs adjacent to or intermingled with the
Clayey Bottomland site, usually at a slightly higher elevation near 7,000
feet. Slopes range from 1 to 8 percent. This site is dominated by alkali
sacaton. Western wheatgrass, galleta, and blue grama occur in lesser
amounts. Shrubs include four-wing saltbush, rabbitbrush, and winterfat.
Forbs, especially annuals, occur in relative abundance in years of
above-average precipitation. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable
years is 1200 pounds per acre and 800 pounds per acre in unfavorable years.
Stocking rates range from 6.5 to 10.0 acres per Animal Unit Month. Shrub
canopy cover is 5 percent, grass and forb cover is 25 percent, and litter is
10 to 15 percent.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

No threatened or endangered plant species are known to occur in the
Rimrock WSA. However, the State of New Mexico believes that 11 species, on
either the State or Federal lists, or both, may occur (Anne Cully, New
Mexico Natural Resources Department, personal communication, February 3,
1986) . If any of these species are located within the WSA, they would be

protected by compliance with law and regulation.

WILDLIFE

The open grasslands, valleys and box canyons, sandstone cliffs, and
Cebollita Mesa all combine to form a diverse wildlife habitat characterized
by two vegetative types, the ponderosa pine woodland interspersed with an
oak understory and the grama-galleta steppe. These vegetative types serve
as potential habitat for approximately 257 vertebrate species, of which 71
are mammals, 146 are birds, 31 are reptiles, and 9 are amphibians. A
complete list of species for these vegetative types is found in Run Wild,
the USDA Forest Service 1982 computer printout on file in the Albuquerque
District Office.

The interspersion of pinyon and juniper with ponderosa pine
supports a rich wildlife fauna. Typical species include badgers, coyotes,
porcupines, cottontails, Gunnison's prairie dogs, golden eagles,
sharpshinned hawks, red-tailed hawks, Stellar' s jays, gray-headed juncos,
and mourning doves. The northern segment of the WSA is considered to be
critical mule deer habitat by the State of New Mexico. An occasional
mountain lion has been observed in the WSA.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

No threatened or endangered animal species are known to occur in
the Rimrock WSA.
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VISUAL RESOURCES

The Rimrock WSA contains exceptionally high scenic values. It has
been inventoried as containing high Scenic Quality A resources and is

currently being managed as Visual Resource Management Class II.

Landforms include prairie-like grasslands, large park-like valleys,

rugged box canyons, sandstone cliffs, rimrock, and forest and park country.

Rising two hundred feet, the pitted, sculptured, columnar wall of Cebollita
Mesa wraps itself 100 degrees around an enclosed landscape. Carved in the

face of the sandstone is the largest natural arch in New Mexico, spanning
over 80 feet. Pinyon-juniper and ponderosa pine are scattered throughout

the viewshed and provide a pleasing contrast to the vanilla and rusts of the
sandstone.

Since the Rimrock WSA is located immediately adjacent to the rugged

El Malpais lava beds, tonal contrast is great, as is diversity of form,

texture, and line.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Rimrock WSA contains extremely high value, high density
cultural resources, with the projected total exceeding 1500 archeological
sites. Over 90 percent are Prehistoric Pueblo, but there was some use

during the earlier Archaic and Paleolndian time periods (see Table 3). Most
of the known Pueblo sites relate either to the prehistoric Chacoan system or

to the related but more recent Acoma Culture Province. In addition, this

area was an interface or contact area for the prehistoric Mogollon culture

to the south and the prehistoric Anasazi culture to the north. Some sites
in the area contain characteristics of both cultures, particularly
noticeable in the unique and little studied ceramic assemblages. Limited
reconnaissance, survey, excavation, and analysis have revealed that the area
contains numerous sites and site communities ranging from pit houses,

surface jacal structures, sub-surface storage cists, masonry storage rooms,

single room field houses, water control features, an abundance of rock art,

Chacoan outliers and their surrounding communities, and an isolated great

kiva, to many several hundred-room masonry pueblo structures, some clearly
defensive in nature. Approximately three percent of the sites are thought

to be historic and range from masonry homesteads and outbuildings, to log

cabins, ranching-related structures, saw mills, and old agricultural
fields.

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within the Rimrock WSA is good. The

air quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Its Class II

classification allows a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.

The primary source of pollution in the WSA is particulate matter,

principally from springtime dust storms.
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TABLE 3

ARCHEOLOGICAL SEQUENCE FOR THE CEBOLLETA MESA REGION (After Dittert 1959)

Cultural Periods Dates Pecos Classification

r\3

co

Acoma Phase
Cubero Phase
Kowina Phase
Pilares Phase
Cebolleta Phase
Red Mesa Phase
Kiatuthlanna Phase
White Mound Phase

Lobo Period

San Jose Period

1600 - Present
1400 - 1500
1200 - 1400
1100 - 1200
950 - 1100
870 - 950
800 - 870
700 - 800

2500 B.C. - A.D. 700

Pueblo V

Late Pueblo IV
Pueblo III to Pueblo IV
Pueblo III
Pueblo II

Pueblo II

Pueblo I

Basketmaker III

Archaic Periods

10,000 - 2500 B.C. Paleolndian Periods
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

No mineral resources have been developed in the Rimrock WSA, and no
oil and gas leases for Federal minerals had been issued within the WSA as of

September 1985. However, a request for a right-of-way across Federal
surface to drill for oil and gas on private mineral estate was received in
1984. The well was never drilled as changing economic conditions made the
project unfeasible. There is low potential for locatables, and no mining
claims.

The interest in oil and gas in the area is based on the possibility
of both structural and stratigraphic hydrocarbon traps within possibly
productive horizons of Pennsylvanian, Jurassic, and Cretaceous rock (see
Table 4). Because the WSA has moderate potential for oil and gas it is
assumed that moderate levels of exploration and low level development will
occur in the long term. It is assumed that exploration would result in 1

producing well for every 15 wells drilled. Well spacing is established by

the New Mexico State Oil and Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature
of the producing horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon,
and whether oil or gas is produced. Because the Rimrock WSA has moderate
oil and gas potential and no proven reservoirs, well spacing predictions
have not been made in this analysis, but could vary from 1 well per 40 acres
up to 1 well per 320 acres.

Carbon dioxide gas may also be present because the geologic
conditions for its development and accumulation exist, but no exploration
has occurred in the area. Other sources of carbon dioxide are available in
New Mexico. If oil and gas exploration and development were to take place
in the area, any carbon dioxide would become more valuable because of its
use in the secondary recovery of oil and gas resources.

WATERSHED

The sandy soils in both the Deep Sand and portions of the
Pinyon-Juniper Woodland range sites (see "Vegetation," Section 2) (see Map
3) have a slight water erosion hazard. The loamy and silty clay loams that
occur on the steep sideslopes of Cebollita Mesa have a high erosion rate.
The remainder of the WSA generally has moderate erosion occurring.

Most of the Clayey Bottomland sites (4,531 acres) where channel
erosion is occurring have soils with a hydrologic soil group of C. This
classification means that these soils have slow infiltration rates when
thoroughly wetted. They are soils that usually have a layer impeding
downward movement of water, or moderately fine- and fine-textured soils with
dense subsoils. The rate of water transmission in the soil profile is
slow. The Clayey Bottomland site is subject to flooding and deterioration
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TABLE 4

MINERAL POTENTIAL, RIMROCK WSA

Commodity Associated Environment
Mineral
Potential

Federal
Surface
and Sub-
surface
Acreage

Federal
Surface

,

Private
Subsurface
Acreage

Inholding
(Non-Federal
Surface and
Subsurface)
Acreage

Oil and Gas

e

Sedimentary rocks of Pennsyl-
vanian, Permian, and Cretaceous
age; possible stratigraphic and
structural traps associated with
marine and transitional marine
facies of interbedded limestones,
shales, and sandstones.

Moderate 12,398 17,420 1920 Private
640 State

Source: McLemore, et al. (1986).
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of the plant community, often resulting in the formation of very deep
vertical-walled gullies that tend to lower the water table and reduce
vegetative production and cover. This process is actively occurring in
Cebollita Creek Canyon, Cebolla Canyon, Lobo Canyon, West Canyon, and their
tributaries. Water control structures are needed, expecially in the upper
portions of these drainages to help reduce channel erosion. Livestock
management alone has not and will not cure this problem.

Sediment yield in the WSA ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 acre-feet per
square mile per year, for a total of 23 acre-feet per year from the WSA.
There are 23 earthen reservoirs and 11 erosion control dikes, many
constructed in the 1950' s and 1960's and in need of maintenance because of
flood damage and sedimentation.

The Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) , completed in 1986,
calls for watershed rehabilitation plans to be written for small watersheds
in the Rio Puerco Resource Area. These plans will specify the locations,
design, and construction methods for any watershed rehabilitation devices
needed. The RMP also reaffirmed several watershed decisions from a previous
planning effort. These are listed in Table 1.

Restoration in the watersheds of the Rimrock WSA would be
concentrated on treatment of the channels, side channels, and smaller
gullies. Numerous small check dams and gabion-type drop structures (see
Glossary) would be constructed to control rainfall runoff and sediment
transport. This would require the use of heavy equipment.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

Three grazing allotments are located within the Rimrock WSA and
approximately 200 acres in T. 10 W. , R. 8 N. , Section 33 are unallotted (see
Map 4). Table 5 displays current grazing information pertaining to these
three allotments. The WSA supports approximately 6 head per section
yearlong or 2,930 Animal Unit Months (AUM's). Range improvements within the
WSA include approximately 12 miles of barbed wire fence, 2 1/2 miles of
pipeline with 3 drinking troughs, 11 small detention dams, 12 earthen
reservoirs, and 11 erosion control dikes, with about 12 of these in need of
maintenance, 2 spring developments (including one-half mile of pipeline with
screened pipe and one trough), 2 wildlife exclosures, 5 vegetative study
plots, and 1 abandoned windmill with trough.

The three separate allottees inspect and maintain the range
improvements with four-wheel drive vehicles and heavy equipment, with a
cumulative total of approximately 280 trips a year on 13 miles of vehicle
ways.

The Rio Puerco RMP, completed in 1986, reaffirmed several range
management decisions from a previous planning effort. These are listed in
Table 1.
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TABLE 5

RANGE ALLOTMENT INFORMATION

Number AUM's Head/ Season
Allotment Allotment Allotment WSA of in Section of
Name Number Acres Acres Permittees WSA in WSA Use

Unallotted 200

Mertz 0209 37,377 3,034 1 597 10 4/15-10/15

Acoma 0205 17,854 9,153 1 273 8 Yearlong

York Ranch 0203 221,756 17,431 1 2060 4 Yearlong

S3 Total 2930
u
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Mertz Allotment (#0209)

The Allotment Management Plan has not been implemented and no new
range improvements are planned.

Acoma Allotment (#0205)

There is no Allotment Management Plan on this allotment and none is

scheduled to be prepared. No new range improvements are planned.

York Ranch Allotment (#0203)

This allotment has an Allotment Management Plan that is not fully
implemented. Proposed range improvements within the WSA are two detention
dams, four miles of pipeline, and two drinking troughs.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Less than one half of this area is covered by pinyon and juniper

woodlands of varied ages. Scattered stands of ponderosa pine and Douglas
fir exist on the wetter sites. Some wood cutting has ocurred in the past.

The potential exists for future wood cutting in the more accessible sites.
There is potential for small timber sales and the opportunity for forest
development is readily available. See Table 1 for specific forestry
decisions from a previous planning effort which were reaffirmed in the Rio
Puerco RMP.

RECREATION

To describe the existing recreation environment, the BLM's

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) utilized a system for stratifying and
defining classes of outdoor recreation opportunity environment. [See

Appendix I in the Draft Rio Puerco RMP (USDI, BLM 1985) for a description of

the ROS.] Approximately 19,148 acres of the Rimrock WSA have been
classified as semi-primitive non-motorized, 10,530 as semi-primitive
motorized, and only 140 acres as roaded natural. These types of recreation
opportunity include outstanding opportunities for unconfined recreation
including hiking, horseback riding, backpacking, rock climbing, nature
study, photography, and hunting. Opportunities are greatly enhanced by the

WSA's topographic and vegetative diversity coupled with its relatively large

size. The Rio Puerco RMP limited motorized vehicle use to 13 miles of

existing routes.

The current trend toward increased demands for recreational ORV use

in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and thus in the Rimrock WSA, is expected to

continue as Albuquerque, the State's major population center continues its
growth. Recreational ORV use refers to all types of two-wheel, three-wheel,
and four-wheel recreational vehicles, and is associated with such types of

recreational use as hunting, trail riding, camping, and picnicking.
Statistics for recreational ORV use show an increase in annual sales of
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ORV's in the Albuquerque area from 567 to an estimated 2,002 units between
1980 and 1985, a 350 percent increase in sales. These statistics illustrate
the trends on which long-range recreational ORV use forecasts are based.

The largest natural arch in New Mexico is located within the
Rimrock WSA. The arch can be seen and is easily accessible from State
Highway 117. Spanning about 100 feet, the natural arch serves as a focal
point for high levels of visitor use. The RMP carried forward a recreation
decision from the Divide MFP which called for the development of a drinking
water source, a parking area, and a day use interpretive site and loop trail
to be located in the vicinity of the natural arch. High levels of use in
the Rimrock WSA are expected to accelerate significantly because of
increased publicity generated by its close proximity to the El Malpais lava
beds. El Malpais is receiving increasingly high levels of public attention
and is currently being considered by Congress for National Monument
designation. The Rimrock WSA is within the proposed National Monument
boundary. This trend toward higher levels of public use is evidenced by
eight different organized tours conducted by the BLM upon requests by
various organized user groups and other interested parties in the last
year. All tours included the Rimrock WSA.

The Rio Puerco RMP identified a proposed treadway for the
Continental Divide National Scenic Trail (CDNST) as a Special Management
Area. It traverses 62 miles in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and passes
between the Rimrock WSA and the Little Rimrock WSA (see Map 2) . The actual
location will be approved by the Continental Divide Trail Advisory Council.
Management will emphasize CDNST objectives and intensive recreation goals.
If the final treadway does pass through the Rimrock WSA, it is assumed that
it will be implemented whether or not Congress designates the WSA as
wilderness, and that if the area is designated as wilderness, that the trail
will be limited to pedestrian and equestrian use.

The Rio Puerco RMP also reaffirmed several recreation management
decisions from a previous planning effort. These are listed in Table 1.

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The diversity of special features (spectacular cliffs, the largest
natural arch in New Mexico, raptor habitat, numerous and diverse cultural
resources, and other wildlife habitat) contained within the Rimrock WSA,
along with easy access and close proximity to Albuquerque, the largest
metropolitan area in the State of New Mexico, make this WSA an ideal
"natural laboratory." All of these values are available for study in a
natural setting and lend themselves to interpretation for any age or
developmental level.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Rimrock WSA, and the adjacent Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and
Pinyon WSA's contain an extremely high scientific research potential
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unsurpassed and unduplicated by any other Chacoan Culture Province
sub-region within the San Juan Basin and periphery. The relatively short
driving and walking distances (unique in Chacoan/San Juan Basin study)
created by the unique physical location between the lava flows to the west
and the high, rugged sandstone mesas to the east, coupled with the density
and diversity of cultural resources, creates an ideal field research
situation. Even though this particular area has been subject to only a

limited amount of scientific archeological research, the growing academic
and public interest in the prehistoric Chacoan Cultural Province, as well as
its interface with the Mogollon Cultural Province to the south, indicates
that serious scientific interest will focus on this geographic region within
a decade or less. The complexity of the cultural resource base also
indicates that scientific research could be carried out within this region
for decades. In order to exercise this scientific use, cultural resource
(archeological and historic) field study and research projects could be

permitted. These types of projects could include intensive inventory with
subsurface sampling; excavation, both major and minor; and limited
stabilization with monitoring and maintenance.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans (particularly nearby Acoma Pueblo people) have
traditionally used an area that includes the Rimrock WSA for firewood
gathering, pinyon nut gathering, hunting, and material gathering related to
religious practices. Some use presently occurs and is expected to contitiue

in the future.

Survey near the WSA and interviews with officials of Acoma Pueblo
generally indicate that many places of religious significance exist in and
near this WSA. Specific site or collection locations are not known. Even
tribal lay members do not know specific site locations because only tribal
elders know of and watch over such sites. Apparently it would be indiscreet
for the secular Pueblo government to propose a survey or to provide any
information of such an esoteric nature.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no existing or projected realty actions in the Rimrock
WSA. The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify these lands for disposal, but did
reaffirm a previous planning decision that establishment of total estates
(surface and mineral) will be a priority in exchange situations.

WILDLIFE

The northern portion of the WSA is considered to be

habitat for mule deer. A yearlong deer population is present.

critical

Consumptive use of wildlife in the WSA includes some deer hunting,
small game hunting, and trapping (primarily of coyotes). Non-consumptive
use includes observation of wildlife incidental to sightseeing. Adequate
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nesting habitat exists in the WSA to support greater numbers of a wide
variety of raptor species. A larger prey base is needed, however, before
raptors will be attracted to the WSA. This could occur in the future when
rodent populations reach greater levels and as range conditions improve as a

result of changes in grazing management.

Stock tanks are scheduled to be equipped with escape ramps to
benefit small birds. Some fenced exclosures to provide small plots of land
with water, cover, and forage for small animals are also planned. The Rio
Puerco RMP, completed in 1986, reaffirmed several other wildlife habitat
management decisions from a previous planning effort. These are listed in
Table 1. There is no approved Habitat Management Plan covering this WSA.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characteristics of the Rimrock WSA have been

documented in the process of designating it as a Wilderness Study Area

(USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion elaborates on the quality of

these characteristics.

Naturalness

A detailed description of the human imprints in the Rimrock WSA is

documented in the Wilderness Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980). In

summary, 13 miles of two-track ways, a fenceline network, 12 earthen

reservoirs, 2.5 miles of buried plastic pipeline with 3 small drinking

troughs, a small wooden windmill no longer in use, 11 small detention dams,

11 erosion control dikes, 2 small spring developments, 2 wildlife

exclosures, 5 small vegetation study plots, and a metal windmill and trough

were documented in this WSA. It is important to note that the BLM considers

the cumulative effect of these imprints upon the entire WSA when assessing

naturalness, which is a function of the size of the WSA and the number and

distribution of the impacts.

The earthen reservoirs are widely scattered throughout the WSA and

are well buffered by surrounding topographic relief and vegetative

screening. They are generally small, holding less than 10 acre-feet of

water. Many are heavily silted in, although they still adequately hold

water. Most were constructed in the 1950 's and 1960's and are in need of

maintenance. During the portions of the year when they are dry, the

reservoirs are vegetated and readily blend in with the surrounding areas.

This is also the case for the 11 small detention dams and 11 erosion control
dikes. Both types are modest structures installed in the 1950 's and 1960's,

and are completely revegetated. Visually, they are unobtrusive and do not
impact the naturalness of the Rimrock WSA. The vegetation study plots

consist of several pieces of rebar arranged within a three foot by three

foot area and are often difficult to locate. The wildlife exclosures
consist of a series of green fence posts and wire and blend in readily with
surrounding vegetation. One spring development consists of a surface pipe

covered with a screen. The other consists of a surface pipe and small
watering trough. Many of the improvements are located either on the

periphery of the WSA, in canyon bottoms, or in heavily wooded areas where
they can be seen only on-site or at close range. Many of the vehicle ways

existing during intensive inventory have returned to an almost natural
condition. The Rimrock WSA's size, and its topographic relief and

vegetational screening greatly mitigate any impact on naturalness.
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As a whole, the WSA has been affected primarily by the forces of

nature, and is thus assessed as exhibiting the wilderness characteristic of

naturalness.

Solitude

The Rimrock WSA's topographic and vegetative diversity (see Figure

4), coupled with its relatively large size afford visitors outstanding

opportunities for solitude by protecting users from the sights and sounds of

others. The Rimrock WSA possesses ample outstanding opportunities for the

experience of solitude.

Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

The Rimrock WSA contains opportunities for a wide diversity of

outstanding primitive recreation activities.

The varied landscape provides outstanding photographic and

sightseeing potential (see Figure 5), with one of the highlights being La

Ventana, the largest natural arch in New Mexico. The sandstone bluffs

provide good rock climbing opportunities. Hiking, backpacking, horseback

riding, and hunting opportunities are available throughout the Rimrock WSA.

Special Features

The Rimrock WSA contains 500-foot vertical cliffs, and La Ventana,

with its 100-foot span, the largest natural arch in New Mexico. These

outstanding visual features also provide habitat for golden eagles, prairie

falcons, and other raptor species. The WSA also contains at least 1500

archeological sites of mixed Mogollon and Anasazi prehistoric traditions.

The cultural resources in the Rimrock WSA contain an extremely high research

potential unduplicated by any other Chacoan Cultural Province sub-region.

These cultural resources provide a unique opportunity to study the interface

between the prehistoric Anasazi culture to the north and the prehistoric

Mogollon culture to the south. This phenomenon will generate important

research questions for years to come. In addition, the Rimrock WSA provides

habitat for wild turkey and mountain lion, and critical habitat for mule

deer populations.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Rimrock WSA contains a wealth of natural values as a result of

its relatively undisturbed character. Congressional designation as

wilderness would carry the weight of law and would provide a greater degree

of long-term protection for these natural values than would the

administrative designations available to the BLM. (A more detailed

discussion of the multiple resource benefits of wilderness designation may

be found in Section 5 in the discussion of impacts of the All Wilderness

Alternative.

)
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Figure 4 - Looking toward the Rimrock WSA, pinyon
and juniper scattered across a grassland provide a
sharp contrast with the dense woodland on the mesa.

Figure 5 - The sandstone bluffs, with La Ventana
Natural Arch, provide interesting photographic and
sightseeing opportunities.
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Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

The Rimrock WSA has a vegetative-ecosystem classification from
Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS 1980) and A.W. Kuchler (1964) as follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province

Grama-Galleta Steppe 6,574 acres 22%

Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 5,200 acres 17%

Pine-Douglas Fir Forest 18,044 acres 61%

The lowest elevations are occupied by the Grama-Galleta Steppe,
composed of a low to medium grassland with a few woody plants. Dominants
are blue grama and western wheatgrass. Intermediate in elevation, the
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland zone is the most extensive, dominated by open stands
of pinyon and several species of juniper with a sparse herbaceous
understory. Above 7,500 feet the Pine-Douglas Fir Forest typical of the
southern Rocky Mountains exists in a somewhat cutover state associated with
Gambel's oak and Rocky Mountain juniper along with a rich understory of
shrubs, cool-season grasses, and forbs (see Map 3).

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Rimrock WSA is within a one-day drive (five hours) of
Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval County identified in the 1980
census as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (USDC, BC 1981). The WSA
is within a two-hour drive from Albuquerque, the largest population center
in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended as suitable, the Rimrock WSA must be capable of
being effectively managed as wilderness. To determine manageability, the
BLM must consider such factors as State and private inholdings, valid
existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and the overall land
ownership pattern.

Reasonable access must be guaranteed to the 640 acres of State of
New Mexico inholdings and the 1,920 acres of private inholdings (see Map
1) . These inholdings are assumed to have moderate potential for oil and
gas. Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of development could be
expected in the long term based on potential, but the small size of some
parcels may limit mineral activity even further. The current and projected
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use of the surface estate is for livestock grazing. These activities could
be expected to result in low levels of access needs that would generally
cause low levels of use incompatible with wilderness.

Although not essential for the effective management of the Rimrock
WSA as wilderness, acquisition of the 1,920 acres of private inholdings and

the 640 acres of State inholdings would be desirable. The State of New
Mexico has expressed an interest in consolidating State and Federal land
ownership patterns through exchange.

As of September 1985, no oil and gas leases had been issued on

public land in the WSA and there were no mining claims or rights-of-way.

The Rimrock WSA contains approximately 12,398 acres of Federal

subsurface estate and 17,420 acres of private subsurface estate scattered
throughout the WSA in a checkerboard pattern (see Map 1). There are no

Federal oil and gas leases, and no private leases are currently being
pursued. The private subsurface constitutes a valid existing right. This
grants the owners of the subsurface estate the right to reasonable access to

their property with the Federal surface owner negotiating the terms of

reasonable access. Although oil and gas potential has been assessed as

moderate, it is not assured that the subsurface owners will exercise this
valid existing right.

No exploration or development is anticipated in the short term, a

reflection of the historical exploration trends in the WSA and the region.

The Rio Puerco RMP calls for pursuance of acquisition of the

private subsurface estate in the short term. The owner of the subsurface
estate in the southern third of the WSA has indicated an interest in
exchanging subsurface interests for subsurface properties outside of the WSA.

If the subsurface estate is not acquired in the short term,

moderate levels of exploration and low levels of development are possible in

the long term. This level of activity would not be substantially impairing
because of the low anticipated frequency of drilling and the good
rehabilitation potential exhibited in the past. Many of the ways evident
during intensive inventory have successfully recovered naturally. No
drilling has occurred in the Rimrock WSA in the past 10 years. No
conclusive drilling has occurred in the Rimrock WSA or within the immediate
region and there are no proven reserves. Low levels of production are
possible but not projected, and could be accommodated without long-term
impairment of wilderness character.

If exploration does result in a producing well, there is no

currently existing infrastructure to market the production, and no regional
refinery. There are no other producers in the area who could facilitate
marketing and make low production levels economically feasible. In practice
any production would likely occur at very low levels and would be considered
a temporary impact on naturalness because of heavy topographic and
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vegetative screening, as well as the good natural recovery evident in the
WSA.

In both the short and long term, the Rimrock WSA could be

effectively managed as wilderness and still accommodate projected low levels
of exercise of valid existing rights to oil and gas exploration and
development

.

The need for watershed activities to protect the wilderness values
in the Rimrock WSA has been carefully documented. The nature of the
corrective techniques proposed for watershed restoration (see "Gabions" and
"Check Dams" in the Glossary) is not expected to impact the wilderness value
of naturalness, since they would require a relatively low level of
maintenance, and could utilize a high degree of natural materials.

Removing 253 acres would allow for access to private inholdings.

Although not essential to effective management of the Rimrock WSA
as wilderness, it would be desirable from a management standpoint that it be
managed in conjunction with the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon
WSA's as one wilderness area. "Cebolla Wilderness" has been suggested as a
name for such a combined area.

Overall, data indicate that the Rimrock WSA can be effectively
managed as wilderness in perpetuity.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This section discusses three alternatives for the Rimrock WSA: the

All Wilderness Alternative and the No Wilderness Alternative (manage under

the existing land use plan). Specific management actions are depicted on

Table 1; impacts are summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, the entire 29,818 acres of public land

vyi thin the WSA would be recommended as suitable for wilderness designation.

In 29,818 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use

will result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals

would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the

maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although

designation of wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources,

such designation is reversible by Congress.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential

uses would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI,

BLM 1981) . Wilderness values would be retained and protected over the long

term by management under this policy. The Rimrock WSA's existing natural

character and its opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation would be maintained, as would its special values. These special

values include La Ventana, the largest natural arch in New Mexico, 500-foot

vertical cliffs providing habitat for golden eagles, prairie falcons, and

other raptors, numerous archeological sites, habitat for wild turkey and

mountain lion, and critical habitat for mule deer.

In the short and long term, restricting surface disturbing and

mechanized activities associated with ORV use, unauthorized fuelwood

cutting, and mineral activities would prevent increased access and provide

long-term protection for a wide variety of existing natural resources.

Restricting road building would also prevent the cultural modifications to

naturalness which inevitably accompany increased access. These

modifications are caused by such activities as trash dumping, removal of

natural vegetation, the creation of temporary campsites, unauthorized

woodcutting, and poaching. Those resources which would be maintained by

restricting these activities include (1) easily eroded soils; (2) current

low level of noise and human activity which protects existing raptor nest

sites, and scaled-quail and non-game species nest sites; (3) current

wildlife habitat for both non-game and game species; (4) currently

undisturbed cultural resources; (5) current "natural laboratory" setting;

and (6) current high Scenic Quality A visual resources.
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Wilderness designation would also maintain, through long-term
protection, the natural setting upon which Native American uses are often
based.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, all wilderness values would
be maintained in a natural condition. Naturalness would improve by 10%
through closure of 13 miles of vehicle ways.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

The Rimrock WSA exhibits moderate portent Lai for oil and gas on all
of 12,398 acres of Federal minerals. There are no oil and gas leases in the
WSA and no activity is anticipated in the short term. In the long term, it
is reasonable to assume that moderate levels of exploration and low levels
of development would be pursued. Therefore, wilderness designation would
preclude oil and gas exploration which could have resulted in a low level of
development with 1 producing well for every 600 to 4800 acres.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the oil
and gas potential of the Federal mineral estate in the WSA. Only long-term
low level development would be foregone, resulting in a loss of from 1-6
producing oil and gas wells.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate
levels existing at the time the area is designated as wilderness
(approximately six head per section per year). However, livestock
operations in the Rimrock WSA would be affected by wilderness designation.
These effects may result from limitations imposed on use of motorized
equipment for the maintenance of existing range improvements (12 miles of
fence, 2 1/2 miles of pipeline, 3 troughs, 11 earthen reservoirs, 11 dikes,
11 erosion control structures, 2 spring developments, and 1 windmill with
trough)

. The lifetime of these improvements is from 10 years for fences to
20 years for earthen reservoirs. Maintenance of range improvements existing
in an area prior to its designation as wilderness is permissible, and may be
accomplished through the occasional use of motorized equipment, based on a
rule of practical necessity and reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for
repair of existing facilities would be precluded.

Range improvements proposed in the AMP for the WSA acreage include
two earthen reservoirs, four miles of pipeline, and two troughs. These
improvements would be allowed, provided that the new improvements were
primarily for the purpose of resource protection and more effective
management of soil and vegetative resources, rather than to accommodate
increased numbers of livestock. Although installation of new improvements
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is a permissible and compatible activity under wilderness designation,

limitations on vehicular access, types of construction materials, and

locations of new improvements may occur in order to protect wilderness

characteristics

.

The permittees on the three allotments in this WSA use 13 miles of

vehicle routes in the WSA for livestock management purposes. The percentage

of each allotment within the WSA ranges from 7 to 51 percent. Because use

of vehicles would be restricted, permittees could have to walk or ride

horseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the area

traditionally covered by vehicle. This, coupled with the restrictions on

types of construction materials and locations of new improvements could

impact the permittees' management styles and costs.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels

would be maintained. However, this alternative would cause an inconvenience

to the permittees because of limitations on vehicle access.

Impacts on Recreational Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) Use

ORV use includes two-wheel, three-wheel, and four-wheel vehicles.

ORV sales have increased 350 percent in the last 5 years in the Albuquerque

area. ORV use in the WSA is expected to increase according to this trend in

the short term. None of these vehicles would be allowed within a designated

wilderness. This would preclude backcountry riding and exploring, vehicle

camping, and vehicular access for hunting. Under the All Wilderness

Alternative no vehicular access would be allowed on approximately 13 miles

of vehicular ways. Adequate alternate sites for these activities exist

outside of the WSA.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative there would be no recreational

ORV use off or on 13 miles of vehicular routes in the Rimrock WSA; ORV users

could utilize any of many alternative sites outside the WSA.

Impacts on Developed Recreation

Decisions carried forward from the Divide MFP in the Rio Puerco RMP

call for certain recreation developments to be located at La Ventana, the

natural arch site within the Rimrock WSA. These include developing a

drinking water source, a parking area, and a day-use interpretive site and

loop trail. Subsequent studies indicate that this site is inappropriate for

full recreation development because of soil instability. Cautious

development of this site is especially crucial to ensure its preservation.

Analysis of the La Ventana site has established that this area is a

stablized dune with 70 percent vegetative cover. Existing drainages have
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the potential to expand if infiltration rates are decreased beyond desirable
levels by human activities. Any activity that reduces vegetative ground
cover or creates an impermeable surface (caliche or asphalt with an air
space less of than 10 percent) would create increased run-off in areas with
no vegetative cover or along the edges of asphalt areas where run-off would
be most significant. Reduced infiltration rates could cause the stabilized
dunes and subsurface materials to erode uncontrollably.

Developing a parking area close to the arch would also severely
impact the recreation experience which currently relies on the arch's
relatively undisturbed condition. Regular vehicular traffic is not
conducive to quiet contemplation of the natural beauty of the arch. The
small, fragile canyon cannot absorb this level of developed human activity
and still retain its current recreation quality.

The Sandstone Bluff Overlook, located approximately seven miles
north of La Ventana along New Mexico State Road 117, has been identified as
an appropriate site for developed recreation. Site environmental conditions
are far more stable, and can accomodate heavy human use. The area is much
larger, and can absorb a much higher volume of human activity, as well as
provide a greater variety of recreation options. A developed drinking water
facility, and sanitary facilities could be accomodated here. Constructed
vehicular access already exists at this site.

A day-use interpretive site at La Ventana could be developed within
100 feet of New Mexico State Road 117 and serve as a trailhead into the
canyon and up to the arch. This interpretive site would be outside the WSA
boundary. A stabilized trail is not only desirable for the recreation user,
but has been assessed as essential to maintaining the site's ecological
stability. Current random foot trails threaten to cause greater accelerated
erosion conditions, and threaten the fragile arch itself. A properly
designed and constructed foot trail would correct these conditions prior to
increased human use, as well as accomodate the needs of the recreation
user. Such trails are allowed within a designated wilderness when they are
the minimum facility necessary for protection of the wilderness resource,
and if they will not significantly degrade the degree of naturalness or
solitude in the area.

Wilderness designation of Rimrock WSA would not affect developed
recreation opportunities within the region. A developed trail system could
be accomodated in a designated wilderness in order to protect wilderness
resources. An interpretive site could be developed on a trailhead just
outside of the WSA boundary. From ecological and recreation opportunity
points of view, other improvements such as developed water and sanitary
facilities are considered more appropriately located at the Sandstone Bluff
Overlook, approximately 7 miles north of La Ventana along New Mexico State
Road 117.
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Conclusion

The All Wilderness Alternative would not impact developed

recreation opportunities in the Rimrock WSA in the short or long term;

developed recreation sites could be more appropriately located outside the

WSA.

AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, the Rimrock WSA would be
recommended for wilderness designation, with 253 acres deleted to provide

for access to private inholdings. This would result in a recommended
acreage of 29,565 acres.

In 29,565 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use

will result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals

would be foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the

maintenance and enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although
designation of wilderness constitutes a long-term commitment of resources,

such designation is reversible by Congress.

In the 253 acres not designated as wilderness, unavoidable adverse

effects of the proposed action will result from future surface disturbance
activities. Over the long-term, these activities will reduce the quality of

wilderness values by adversely affecting naturalness, opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation and special wilderness features. Also,

cumulative short-term consumptive uses of this land will lead to long-term
degradation of wilderness values. Nondesignation of 253 acres as wilderness
would leave this acreage available for development which could irreversibly
degrade wilderness values which could foreclose the option of wilderness
designation in the future.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Impacts on wilderness values would remain essentially the same as

outlined in the All Wilderness Alternative. Reducing the acreage by 253
acres would allow for motorized access to private inholdings.

Conclusion

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, wilderness values would be

maintained in a natural condition. Naturalness would improve by 10% through
closure of 11 miles of vehicle ways.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

The oil and gas resources the Rimrock have been discussed in the

All Wilderness Alternative. This Amended Boundary Alternative would delete
253 acres of Federal minerals with moderate potential for oil and gas from
the Rimrock WSA (see Map 1).
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In the short term, interest in exploration and development on this
acreage is low because of economic conditions, and no activity is
anticipated. In the long term, it is reasonable to assume that moderate
levels of exploration and low levels of development would be pursued. Under
this alternative, however, no leases would be issued. Therefore, wilderness
designation would preclude mineral exploration which could have resulted in
low levels of development, with one producing well for every 600 to 4,800
acres.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the oil
and gas potential in the Rimrock. Only long term low levels of development
would be foregone, resulting in a loss of from 1-6 producing oil and gas
wells. Federal minerals would be available for exploration and development
in the 253 acres deleted from the Rimrock WSA.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

The livestock management resources have been discussed in the All
Wilderness Alternative for the Rimrock WSA. This Amended Boundary
Alternative would delete a total of 253 acres of allotted land from the WSA
(see Map 1)

.

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate
levels existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately
seven head per section per year) . However, livestock operations would be
affected by wilderness designation. Vehicle use would be restricted.
Limitations on casual vehicle use for the purpose of inspection and minor
repairs of improvements inside the WSA, would have an affect on the
allottee's operations. Because casual use of vehicles would be restricted,
the permittee would have to walk or ride horseback, thereby increasing the
time required to cover the area traditionally covered by vehicle. This
could impact the permittee's management style and costs.

Conclusion

In summary, for the Rimrock WSA, livestock grazing use levels would
be maintained. However, restrictions on vehicle use of 11 miles of existing
ways would inconvenience the livestock operator.

Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, there would be no
recreational ORV use on or off of 11 miles of vehicular routes in the
Rimrock WSA; ORV users could utilize any of many alternative sites outside
the WSA's.
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NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the Rimrock WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be

managed under the No Wilderness Alternative. Management would follow the

guidelines of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) approved in 1986.

The RMP provides both broad management guidance and site-specific

management prescriptions for certain areas. The broad guidance was laid out

for each resource program in the RMP section entitled "Continuing Management
Guidance." The site-specific management prescriptions are the result of

resolution of the seven key issues addressed in the RMP. Under both sources

of guidance, the Rimrock WSA would be available for specific permissible

uses or protected from certain actions if it is not designated as

wilderness. The major uses and restrictions are listed below; details are

contained in the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan and Record of Decision

(USDI, BLM 1986).

The entire Rimrock WSA is contained in the El Malpais Special

Management Area (SMA) (see Map 2) and would be managed in accordance with
the SMA management objectives and prescriptions, including the Divide

Management Framework Plan (MFP) decisions described in the RMP and

summarized in Table 1. The objectives of the El Malpais SMA are to provide

for management which would emphasize protection of wildlife habitat, visual

values, cultural values, scientific/interpretive values, and intensive

recreation use, specifically primitive, semi-primitive non-motorized,

semi-primitive motorized, and roaded natural recreation opportunity. The

following management prescriptions are intended to ensure that SMA

objectives are met. Motorized vehicle use would be limited to existing

roads and trails. Mineral lease development would be subject to standard

lease terms and conditions. Mineral material sales would be prohibited
under all but exceptional circumstances (which are unlikely considering the

availability of alternate sources in the vicinity) . Efforts to acquire the

non-public mineral estate would continue.

A. comprehensive management plan would be developed for the SMA

which would incorporate the existing resource plans (El Malpais Habitat

Management Plan; El Malpais Recreation Area Management Plan; Draft
Management Proposal for Visitor Use of the Malpais Regional Scenic Corridor,

New Mexico State Road 117; and the Joint Management Plan for the Chaco

Archeological Protection Site System) and other action plans for resource

uses and activities (such as a Cultural Resource Management Plan) which will
be developed in the future. The comprehensive management plan would ensure
that all resource uses and activities were consistent with the SMA
objectives.

The RMP also identified a proposed treadway for the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail as an SMA (see Map 2). If the final treadway
does pass through the Rimrock WSA, it is likely that it will be limited to

pedestrian and equestrian use.
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Impacts on Wilderness Values

In the short term, the RMP's limits on ORV use, and its

implementation of the management objectives of the El Malpais SMA would

curtail impacts to many wilderness values. All ORV use associated with
permitted uses, such as mineral exploration, would still be allowed,

including road construction and off-road access if necessary.

In the long terra, anticipated mineral activities, unauthorized
fuelwood cutting, increased recreational ORV activity, and greater use of

motorized vehicles would result in disruption of wildlife habitat, the
deterioration of visual values, as well as a decrease in opportunities to

experience solitude. Over the long terra, these uses could be expected to

significantly impact naturalness throughout the area.

The Rimrock WSA's soils and vegetation on 4,531 acres in the Clayey

Bottomland site (see Map 3 and "Vegetation" in Section 2) are very

susceptible to erosion and thus are highly sensitive to motorized activity.

Increased motorized activity would have a primary impact on the WSA's

vegetation and a wide variety of wildlife species.

In the long term, motor vehicle activity and noise levels would

disrupt the nesting season for raptors which utilize the Rimrock WSA for

nesting sites. Scaled quail and non-game bird species utilize grasses and

shrubs along arroyos, small canyons, and rolling grasslands. Nesting

seasons extend from February to August and particular species are unusually
susceptible to increased activity during this time.

The natural setting that supports the special features, including
cultural resources, high quality visual resources, and a variety of wildlife
species, would be subject to increased surface disturbance and vehicular

travel. In the long term, management under the No Wilderness Alternative

would degrade the Rimrock WSA's potential for use as a "natural laboratory."

The natural settings on which Native American uses are often

dependent would be subject to increased surface-disturbing activities. The

impacts on Native American uses of this WSA are unquantifiable because of

lack of access to proprietary information held by the various pueblos.

Not curtailing additional access and ORV activity in the long term

would ultimately reduce the high scenic quality of the Rimrock WSA. ORV

activity, both authorized and unauthorized, is expected to accelerate in the

WSA. Since additional roads predispose increased surface disturbance and
cultural modification of visual resources (as a result of such activities as

trash dumping, removal of natural vegetation, creation of temporary camps,

poaching, and unauthorized fuelwood cutting), an expanded road network tends
to shift visual resources from high Scenic Quality A to lower Scenic Quality

B or C. Surface modification resulting from oil and gas exploration and

development would reduce by 20% the Rimrock WSA's visual resources.
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Conclusion

In the short term, the No Wilderness Alternative would have no
impact on wilderness values in the WSA. Over the long term, oil and gas
exploration and development and continued use by ORV's would reduce
naturalness and solitude opportunities by 20%.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

Under the No Wilderness Alternative the 12,398 acres of Federal
minerals with moderate potential for oil and gas would be available for
exploration and development in the short and long term. However, moderate
levels of exploration and low levels of development would be anticipated
only in the long term. Future leases would have standard lease stipulations
and would essentially be unaffected by the management prescriptions of the
El Malpais Special Management Area (see Map 2). Exploration and development
could result in 1 producing well for every 600 to 4800 acres and the
construction of up to 4 miles of new roads.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on oil and gas exploration and
development on 12,398 acres of Federal minerals with moderate potential.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (six head per
section per year) . The permittees could continue to use the 13 miles of
vehicle routes in the WSA to access existing range improvements (12 miles of
fence, 2 1/2 miles of pipeline, 3 troughs, 11 earthen reservoirs, 11 dikes,
11 erosion control structures, 2 spring developments, 2 wildlife exclosures,
5 vegetation study plots, and a windmill with trough) and proposed range
improvements (2 earthen reservoirs, 4 miles of pipeline, and 2 troughs) for
inspection, maintenance, or construction purposes. There would be no
wilderness constraints on types of construction materials and tools, or on
locations of improvements. Vegetative and soil treatments could be
implemented if consistent with activity plans, and without wilderness
constraints.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the
No Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on
recreational ORV use in either the short or long term.
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Impacts on Developed Recreation

The No Wilderness Alternative would not impact developed recreation
opportunities in the Rimrock WSA in the short or long terra; developed
recreation sites would be more appropriately located outside the WSA.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared with public input obtained by large

mailings, open houses, and personal contacts. This effort first began in

early 1979 when the public was asked to comment on areas BLM proposed for
intensive wilderness inventory. Several comments were received, including
a New Mexico Wilderness Study Committee report, favoring intensive
inventory for the area because of the presence of archeological sites and

wilderness characteristics. There were no opponents to intensive inventory.

BLM found that the area did merit intensive inventory. The
intensive inventory was done in early 1980, and the area recommended as a

Wilderness Study Area.

The BLM received 22 individual comments supporting the

recommendation for the Rimrock area. The reasons cited included the area's

size, naturalness, outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation, and supplemental values. Nine individual comments were

received opposing the WSA recommendation on the grounds that the area is

not "pristine." In 1980 tbe area was designated as a Wilderness Study

Area. In December 1982 it was dropped from wilderness review by decision

of the Secretary of the Interior because of the presence of privately-owned

minerals beneath alternate sections of the BLM-admini stered surface. The
WSA was reinstated into the wilderness review process by court decision in

April 1985.

Open houses were held in Grants and Albuquerque in February 1986

to reintroduce this area, among others, to the public and to serve as

scoping for the Revised New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Study Draft EIS .

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide

Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986),
specific comments were directed to the Rimrock WSA by 26 commentors.
Comments on this WAR wbich require a response are discussed and responded
to in this section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0094
Name(s): George Byers, Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company

Comment: "Santa Fe Pacific is the owner of 6,616 acres of reserved

mineral estates in four of the WSA's. These are Rimrock,
Little Rimrock, Pinon and Sand Canyon. I'd like to make one
correction to the EIS. The EIS states that our mineral estates
constitute a valid existing right. The courts recognize that
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Response

:

our patented mineral estates constitute a vested right, which

in public land law terminology is superior to a valid existing

right. I'd just like that correction to be recognized."

The correction has been noted, and changes to the EIS text have

been made, accordingly.

*****

No. 0100-1

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Response

:

Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Coalition

"In the far south of the WSA, approximately 12,200 acres of BLM

land should be added because the two "roads" that cut this

acreage off from the WSA are in fact "ways" with no sign of

recent improvements. Access to the "Gibson Windmill" (Section

26 of T. 5 N. , R. 9 W.) can be provided by permit or by a

two-mile cherry stem."

The additional 12,200 acres of BLM land were eliminated from

further wilderness review in the July, 1979, New Mexico

Wilderness Review; Initial Inventory Decision.

No. 0100-2

Name(s) :

Comment

:

Response

:

Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Coalition

"There is a 4,360 acre parcel of roadless BLM land surrounded

by the extended Rimrock WSA. Because this beautiful, wooded

area is essentially identical to the WSA lands, it seems

logical to include it as part of the WSA.

Finally, approximately 30 acres of BLM land in Section 19 of T.

6 N., R. 10., should be added to the WSA to reflect the current

alignment of the road which forms the boundary here."

The additional 4,360 acres of BLM land was eliminated from

further wilderness review in the July 1979, New Mexico

Wilderness Review; Initial Inventory Decision.

AAA A*

No. 0166
Name( s) :

Comment

:

Alan P. Nelson, self

"Consolidation should also be considered for Rimrock, Sand

Canyon, Pinyon and Little Rimrock WSA's. The WAR does not show

why Little Rimrock and Pinyon should be considered separately."
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Response: The WAR recommends that Little Rimrock, Sand Canyon and Pinyon
WSA's be combined and managed as one Wilderness area. Please
note that the routes constituting the northern boundary of
Pinyon WSA would be closed, as well as a portion of the route
between Sand Canyon WSA and Little Rimrock WSA. The northern
portion of this route would remain open, since it is a

maintained route utilized as access to private properties
containing important water developments for livestock. This is
also the case for the route separating Rimrock WSA from Little
Rimrock WSA. Rimrock WSA is recommended to be managed as a

seperate WSA based on this rational.
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APPENDIX 13/14/15

SAND CANYON, LITTLE RIMROCK, AND PINYON WSA's
(NM-020-008, NM-020-009, and NM-020-010)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon Wilderness Study Areas
(WSA's) are located in Cibola County, approximately 30 air miles southeast of
Grants. The three WSA's are contiguous, separated only by primitive roads
(see Map 1 and the map on the back of the Albuquerque District divider page).
Because of this relationship, and their similarity to each other, they are
being studied in one Wilderness Analysis Report.

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps covering the Sand Canyon
WSA (T. 5 and 6 N. , R. 10 and 11 W., NMPM) are the Sand Canyon and North
Pasture 7.5 minute quadrangles. The Little Rimrock WSA (T. 5 and 6 N., R. 10

W., NMPM) is covered by the Sand Canyon and Cebolleta Peak quadrangles. The
Pinyon WSA (T. 4 and 5 N. , R. 10 and 11 W. , NMPM) is covered by the Sand
Canyon and Bonine Canyon quadrangles.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

Elevations in these three WSA's start at 7,100 feet and range up to

7,800 feet in the Sand Canyon WSA, 7,900 feet in the Little Rimrock WSA, and
8,200 feet in the Pinyon WSA.

The three WSA's are forested, primarily with old growth pinyon and

juniper, but also with stands of ponderosa pine. The core of the WSA's is

mountainous and rugged. A series of sandstone mesas and numerous canyons
radiates from the mountainous area. Physiographically , the WSA,s are situated
in the Navajo and Datil Sections of the Colorado Plateau Province and the
Mexican Highlands Section of the Basin and Range Province. The region
contains extensive flat areas and numerous mountains and mountain ranges which
are mostly volcanoes or volcanic accumulations. Landforms in this region
include mesas, cuestas, rock terraces, canyons, and arroyos. The overall
geomorphology of the WSA's is formed by arroyos cutting sandstone-capped
mesas. The major drainages in the Sand Canyon WSA are Armijo, Homestead, and
Sand Canyons. In the Little Rimrock WSA, Armijo, Middle, and Cedar Canyons
are the major drainages. Cebolla Creek is located near the boundary between
the Sand Canyon and Little Rimrock WSA's, and Armijo Spring is located in the
Pinyon WSA. Cebolla Spring is located in the boundary road right-of-way
between the Sand Canyon and Little Rimrock WSA's.

Precipitation averages 12 inches annually, with the majority
occurring during July through September. The remainder of the year is

generally dry. The temperature ranges are not characteristic of a continental
climate--on many days the temperature varies by as much as 50 degrees and a
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variation as much as 75 degrees in 24 hours is not uncommon, especially during
the winter. The average frost-free period is 129 days.

LAND STATUS

The Sand Canyon WSA contains 8,543 acres of publicly-owned surface
estate administered by the BLM, and approximately 40 acres of private surface
(see Map 1). Approximately 4,950 acres of subsurface estate are privately
held. The Little Rimrock WSA contains 9,920 acres of public surface,
approximately 280 acres of private surface, with approximately 3,445 acres of

subsurface estate privately held (see Map 1). The Pinyon WSA contains 12,365
acres of public land, and approximately 40 acres of private surface (see Map
1). Approximately 5,775 acres of subsurface estate are privately held.

ACCESS

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's can each be reached
by proceeding southeast from State Highway 117 onto the dirt road into Armijo
Canyon. Access is also available on other dirt roads adjacent to the WSA's.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for

analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not
selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues
were raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and
preparation of the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs). While certain
resource uses were not selected as issues for detailed analysis, resources
such as wildlife, visual resource values, soils and vegetation are explained
in the document when they are affected by actions relating to the key issues
selected for detailed analysis.

The Amended Boundary Alternative has been developed as the Proposed
Action for the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's because of their
naturalness, opportunities to experience solitude, and opportunities for

primitive and unconfined recreation. Their special features include cliffs,
mesas, and canyons that provide habitat for birds of prey and mountain lions,
black bears, and deer. These WSAs also contain some pure stands of pinyon and
an archeological site on the National Register of Historic Places. In
addition, there is a high number of prehistoric cultural resource sites that

are valuable for scientific research. As a result public comments received
during the review period of the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement
1,110 acres were removed from Sand Canyon WSA in order to provide for the
stabilization and developed interpretation of a cultural resource site. This
alternative is considered manageable as wilderness because no major impacts
have been identified as a result of issues identified—wilderness values, oil
and gas exploration and development, livestock grazing use levels, and

recreational off-road vehicle (0RV) use.
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A detailed description of those actions associated with the All

Wilderness Alternative, the Amended Boundary Alternative, and the No

Wilderness (No Action) Alternative is provided in Table 1. Special Management

Area considerations associated with the No Wilderness Alternative for this WSA

are depicted on Map 2. Significant impacts, by alternative, for each of the

major environmental issues raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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SAND CANYON, LITTLE RIMROCK AND PINYON USA'S
SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternatives Considered and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including this Alternative

None for these WSA'

Issues Raised and Set Aside Reasons for Not Conducting a Detailed Analysis

Impacts on sand and gravel development

Impacts on private subsurface mineral rights

Impacts on threatened or endangered plant or
animal species

Impacts on cultural resources

Impacts on utilization of wood products

The development of sand and gravel is not expected because these resources
are widespread and more readily accessible in other areas.

Private subsurface mineral rights are considered valid existing rights with
specific protection under wilderness management; these rights are addressed
under "Manageability" in Section 4.

There are no known occurrences of threatened or endangered species within the
USA's. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred with BLM's finding
of no effect on species Federally-listed or proposed for listing as
threatened or endangered.

Cultural resources were not selected for detailed analysis because of the
low probability that the actions addressed in this UAR would occur near the
known sites. A detailed site analysis would be required for any proposed
surface disturbing activities.

There is only limited potential for firewood collection because the stands
are scattered and the terrain is rough.

Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis Reasons

All Wilderness

No Wilderness (No Action)

Amended Boundary (Add 23 acres each to the

Sand Canyon and Pinyon WSA's by Including the
western interior road, and add 25 acres each

to the Little Rimrock and Pinyon WSA's by

Including the eastern interior road and
delete 1,110 acres from the Sand Canyon
WSA.) (Proposed Action)

8,543 acres of public land in the Sand Canyon USA, 9,920 acres in the Little
Rimrock WSA, and 12,365 acres in the Pinyon WSA were identified during the
inventory as having wilderness values.

The No Action Alternative is required by NEPA.

This boundary configuration (7,456 access of public land in the Sand Canyon
WSA, 9,945 acres in the Little Rimrock WSA, and 12,413 acres in the Pinyon
WSA) was identified for this UAR because it improves manageability of the
combined area of Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon, while not
significantly affecting any existing or potential uses.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Four Issues of concern were identified for the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's. These include impacts on
wilderness values; oil and gas exploration and development (Federal minerals); livestock grazing use levels; and
recreational off-road vehicle use.

The wilderness values issue is required by the BLM Wilderness Study Policy. These WSA's are popular primitive and
semi-primitive recreation areas. One of their major attractions is their proximity to the expanding Albuquerque
population. Their varied visual resources are popular with photographers and for nature study. Other special values
include immense sandstone cliffs for climbing and raptor habitat, the diverse wildlife habitat, and significant cultural
resources.

The entire acreage in the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's contains moderate potential for oil and gas.
Concerns regarding mineral potential include restrictions on mineral exploration and development under wilderness
designation, as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of these WSA's resulting from mineral exploration and
development if it is not designated as wilderness.

Livestock grazing use levels is a Statewide issue. The concerns include the inconvenience to livestock operators from
vehicle restrictions under wilderness designation, as well as an expected increase in vandalism to range improvements and
harrassment if it is not designated as wilderness.

Concerns were raised regarding the permanent elimination of recreational off-road vehicle use under wilderness designation,
as well as the potential impacts on the naturalness of these WSA's resulting from continued motorized vehicle use.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness

Amended Boundary
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness

(No Action)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING

WILDERNESS VALUES ON 8,543 ACRES IN THE

SAND CANYON WSA, 9,920 ACRES IN THE LITTLE

RIMROCK WSA, AND 12,365 ACRES IN THE

PINYON WSA. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD

BE TAKEN:

-2 post-FLPMA leases on 2,320 acres of

Federal minerals with moderate potential

for oil and gas (see Map 6) would be

subject to standard lease stipulations

to protect wilderness values. The

leases are expected to expire before

1995. Exploration and development not
anticipated.

-New new oil and gas leases would be

issued.

-Provide reasonable access to 14,170

acres of private minerals and 360 acres

of private inholdings with moderate
potential for oil and gas (see Map 1).

Up to 6 miles of vehicle routes and

pipeline rights-of-way may be granted

across designated wilderness. Surface

disturbance of up to 50 acres could also

result.

-Acquisition of 14,170 acres of private

minerals and 360 acres of private

Inholdings would be pursued (see Map 1).

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 7 head/section/year would
continue.

-Require permits for vehicle access to 27

earthen reservoirs, 19 miles of fence,
and 4 dirt dikes, the number of

permitted trips/year to be established

in the management plan. Maintenance by

minimum tool; heavy equipment may be

required. New range improvements (12

earthen reservoirs and 2 series of dirt

dikes) for resource protection only.

Casual vehicle use for inspections and

minor repair would be precluded.

-Close 16 miles of vehicle routes.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide

Trail SMA may be designated through the

area for pedestrian and equestrian use

(see Map 2).

-Native American uses (religious uses,

hunting, etc.) could continue.

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/OR ENHANCE EXISTING
WILDERNESS VALUES ON THE 29,718 ACRES IN

THE SAND CANYON, LITTLE RIMROCK, AND
PINYON WSA'S, AND ADD 96 ACRES BY CLOSING
THE 4-MILE ROAD SEGMENT BETWEEN SAND
CANYON WSA AND PINYON WSA, AND THE 4-MILE
ROAD SEGMENT BETWEEN LITTLE RIMROCK WSA

AND PINYON WSA. THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS
WOULD BE TAKEN:

-Actions on the 16,658 acres of Federal

minerals In the 3 WSA's would be the

same as listed in the All Wilderness
Alternative. Only the add-on acres are
discussed below.

-56 additional acres of Federal minerals

with moderate potential for oil and gas
would be closed to exploration and

development.

-Provide reasonable access to 40

additional acres of private minerals and

30 additional acres of private
inholdings with moderate potential for
oil and gas. Anticipated actions are
the same as in the All Wilderness
Alternative.

-Acquisition of 40 additional acres of

private minerals and 80 additional acres
of private Inholdings would be pursued
(see Map 1)

.

-Current grazing use levels of

approximately 7 head/section/year on the
96 additional acres of public land would

continue*

-No existing or proposed range
improver: tints are included in the add-on
acreage.

-Close 2 4-mile road segments; require

permits for vehicle access by allottee,
the number of trips/year to be

established in the management plan.

Casual vehicle use for Inspections and

minor repairs of improvements would be
precluded.

-The treadway for the Continental Divide

Trail SMA may be designated on this

acreage for pedestrian and equestrian
use (see Map 2)

.

-Native American uses (religious uses,

hunting, etc.) could continue.

MANAGE 1,110 ACRES IN THE SAND CANYON WSA
WITHOUT WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-320 acres of Federal minerals with
moderate oil and gas potential would be

open for oil and gas exploration and

development. Mineral activity is

anticipated only In the long term, which
could result In, at most, 1 producing
oil and gas well.

-Current grazing levels would continue at

approximately 7 head/section/year.

-Native American uses (religious uses,

and hunting) could continue.

-Provide reasonable access to 790 acres

of private minerals with moderate
potential for oil and gas.

MANAGE 8,543 ACRES IN THE SAND CANYON WSA,

9,920 ACRES IN THE LITTLE RIMROCK WSA, AND
12,365 ACRES IN THE PINYON WSA WITHOUT
WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS. THE FOLLOWING
ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

-All acreage would be managed as part of

the El Malpais Special Management Area
(SMA) (see Map 2). SMA management
subject to change; revision anticipated

only in the long terra.

"16,658 acres of Federal minerals with

moderate potential for oil and gas would
be open for exploration and
development. Activity anticipated only
In the long term, subject to standard

lease stipulations, and resulting In 1

producing well every 600-4,800 acres.

Up to 5 miles of road could be

constructed, with surface disturbance
occuring on 50 acres.

"Provide reasonable access to 14,170

acres of private minerals and 360 acres

of private inholdings (see Map 1) with

moderate potential for oil and gas. Up

to 6 miles of vehicle routes and

pipeline rights-of-way may be granted
across public land. Surface disturbance

of up to 50 acres could result.

Acquisition 14,170 acres of private

minerals would be pursued (see Map 1)

.

"Mineral material sales prohibited.

"Current grazing use levels of

approximately 7 head/section/year would

continue.

"Native American uses (religious uses,

hunting, etc) could continue.

°0RV use limited to 16 miles of vehicle

routes.

"The treadway for the Continental Divide

Trail SMA may be designated through the

area, probably for pedestrian and
equestrian use (see Map 2)

.

-Decisions in the Rio Puerco RMP carried
forward from the Divide Management
Framework Plan that may apply include:

"Identify treatment areas through Section
8 consultation, and rest 1-2 years;

conduct In conformance with wildlife
recommendations.

"Construct a 20-acre exclosure on each

range site for vegetative condition and
trend studies.

"Perform seeding trails in each range

site to determine the potential forage

production by reseeding.

"Maintain existing land treatments to

achieve maximum forage production
primarily by prescribed burning. Other

methods such as herbicide application,

tree cutting, and chaining would be

considered.

"Cooperate with New Mexico Department of

Game and Fish to remove all barbary
sheep from these lands.
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TABLE 1 (Concluded)

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

All Wilderness
Amended Boundary
(Proposed Action)

No Wilderness
(No Action)

"Burn and/or chain from 1-5 50-100 acre
irregularly-shaped plots of

pinyon-juniper. Seed with browse grass
forbs.

"Construct rainfall catchments for
wildlife.

"Seed browse and forbs in 1,000 acre
plots.

"Fence springs and accociated riparian
vegetation.

"Lay out individual or commercial

wildling sale acres (where at least
1000 wildlings would be available per
year), commercial use greenwood
firewood sales, commercial Christmas
tree sales, and mortality sales of

ponderosa pine in Cebolla Canyon; lay

out individual-use deadwood firewood,
and Individual or commercial fence post
sale areas (where at least 1000 posts
would be available per year) in Sand
Canvon.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by

USA/Acreage
Impacts On

Wj Iderness Values

Impacts On Oil

and Gas Exploration
and Development

(Federal Minerals Only)

All Wilderness
(designate 8,543

acres in the Sand

Canyon USA, 9,920
acres in the Little
Rimrock USA : and

12,365 acres in Che
Pinyon USA)

-Maintain the natural

character of pinyon and

juniper covered mesas

.

-Ma Intain opportunities
for solitude, hiking,

camping and photography.
-Enc nance wildlife
habitat, particularly
raptor nesting areas.

-Maintain current
undisturbed condition of
prehistoric pueblo sites.

-Maintain natural setting
for Native American uses.

-Retain the "natural
laboratory" setting for

environmental education.

-16.658 acres of Federal
minerals with moderate
potential for oil and gas
wou Id be closed to

exploration and

development when existing
lenses expire before
1995. Potential loss of
from 1-6 producing oil
and gas wells.

Impacts On
Livestock Grazing

Use Levels

Impacts On
Recreational Off-Road

Vehicle (ORV) Use

-No impact on current

grazing use levels of
approximately 7

head/sect ion/year.
-27 earthen reservoirs, 4

dirt dikes, and 19 miles
of fence would be

maintained under
wi Iderness limitations
and with minimum tools.
New range improvement (12
earthen reservoirs and 2

series of dirt dikes)
allowable to protect
resources only.

-Perm! ts required for
vehicle access to

improvements . Casual
vehicle use of 16 miles
of vehicle coutes for
inspection and minor
repairs would be
precluded

.

-Operator costs increased
and operator
inconvenienced

.

-16 miles of vehicle routes
would be closed,
precluding recreation uses
such as backcountry riding
and exploring, camping,

and hunting using 2-wheel,
3-wheel, and 4-wheel
vehicles.

-Use displaced to alternate
sites outside the WSA's.

Amended Boundary
(designate 29,718
acres in 3 WSA's and
another 96 acres
outside the WSA' s

;

do not designate

1, 110 acres in the

Sand Canyon WSA)
(Proposed Action)

-Impacts the same as for
the All Wilderness
Alternative, except that
2 of 3 segments of
boundary road separating
the three WSA's would be
closed and

rehabilitated, further
enhancing the benefits
of designation.
Wilderness values would
be lost on 1,110 acres
in Sand Canyon WSA.

-Impacts the same as for
the All Wilderness
Alternative except that
56 additional unleased
acres of Federal minerals
with moderate potential
for oil and gas would be
unavailable and 320 acres
of Federal minerals would
be open to exploration
and development.

-Impacts the same as for
the All Wilderness
Alternative, except that
the closure of 8

additional miles of

vehicle routes to all but
permitted users would
further inconvenience the

operator by hindering
casual vehicle access to
several earthen
reservoirs inside the
WSA's.
-1,110 acres in Sand
Canyon WSA would not be
encumbered by Wilderness
constraints

.

-Impacts the same as for

the All Wilderness
Alternative except that an
addi tional 8 mi les of

boundary road would be

closed

.

No Wilderness (do
not designate

30,828 acres)

-In the short terra, no
impact on wilderness
values.

-In the long terra,

naturalness and solitude
opportunities would be
diminished by 30-40%.

-High quality scenic
values, hiking, camping

,

and photography
opportunities diminished
by 30-402 as well.

-No impact

.

-No impact on current
grazing use levels of
approximately 7

head/section/year.
-No impact on operator
costs or management style.

-No impact on recreational
ORV use in the short or

long term.
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Sand Canyon-Little
Rimrock-Pinyon WSA's

SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's are located between

the structural high of the ancestral Zuni Highlands on the west and the

structural low of the Acoma Sag to the east. There are a few

northwest-trending faults within the Little Rimrock WSA.

Sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous age crop out within all three WSA's

and dip at low angles to the east, representing the western limb of the

McCarty's Syncline which trends north—northeast and plunges into the San Juan

Basin. These rocks represent the uppermost units of a sedimentary section

which ranges from Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous in age (see Figure 1).

Deposition in the area began when Pennsylvanian marine environments

encroached upon the granit ic/metamorphic Zuni Highland. The Highlands served

as a sediment source; thus Pennsylvanian rocks include feldspathic sandstones,

shales, and open marine carbonates. Rocks of Permian age represent both

continental (Abo-Yesa) and marine (San Andres) deposition. Continental

environments existed through most of Triassic and Jurassic floodplains,

rivers, lakes, and dune fields. Transitional-marginal marine environments

alternated with open marine deposition through Cretaceous time with resulting

intertongued sandstones and shales. These alternating sandstones and shales

of the Dakota Sandstone, Mancos Shale, and Crevasse Canyon Formations form the

cliffs and valleys within the WSA's. To the northeast, outside of the three

WSA's, the sedimentary section is overlain by Tertiary basalt flows.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

The Pennsylvanian section which lies under the Sand Canyon, Little
Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's thickens to the east (Kottlowski 1959) and has

petroleum potential because both source rocks and reservoir rocks were

deposited during Pennsylvanian time (Broadhead 1986). These WSA's lie within

an area which has been classified as having moderate potential for oil and gas

by McLemore and others (1986). The possibility of both strat igraphic and

structural hydrocarbon traps exists.

The Upper Cretaceous Crevasse Canyon Formation crops out over much of

these WSA's and contains carbonaceous shales and thin coal beds. Coal

potential is considered low because the coal beds are thin (Bigsby and Maxwell

1981).

Geologic conditions which could produce carbon dioxide gas exist in

the area around the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's. The gas

may form when igneous rocks intrude carbonate rocks, causing gas to be

released by heating. If strat igraphic or structural traps exist, the gas may
accumulate in quantity. Because carbon dioxide gas is used in secondary oil
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Sand Canyon-Little
Rirarock-Pinyon WSA's

recovery its value is dependent upon developed oil fields close to the carbon
dioxide gas source or a pipeline for shipment to developed oil fields.

Proven and developed carbon dioxide reserves exist in other parts of

New Mexico, including the Bravo Dome in northeastern New Mexico. Geologic
conditions for carbon dioxide resources exist closer to the San Juan Basin, a

proven hydrocarbon producing area. Because of these factors, possible
accumulations of carbon dioxide within the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and
Pinyon WSA's have little economic value and are contingent upon exploration
and possible development of the moderate oil potential within these WSA's.

PALEONTOLOGY

Cretaceous sands and shales contain plant fragments, trace fossils,

and molluscs. Shark teeth were found in interbedded sands and shales during
recent field reconnaissance.

WATER

Surface Water

The Sand Canyon WSA drains toward the east into Sand Canyon and
Cebolla Canyon. On the west it drains into several large drainages. State
Highway 117 crosses one of these. These drainages include Homestead Canyon
and Armijo Canyon. The Little Rimrock WSA drains into Sand Canyon on the west
side and into Cebolla Creek on the east side. The Pinyon WSA drains on the
east side into Cebolla Creek and on the west side into a series of drainages
beginning on the north of the WSA—Armijo Canyon, Middle Canyon, Cedar Canyon,
Bonine Canyon, and Tank Canyon.

All three WSA's ultimately drain into the North Plains Closed Basin.
All drainages in the three WSA's are ephemeral. Summer thunderstorms provide
the majority of the runoff, estimated to be an average of 0.1 inches annually
or 5 acre-feet per square mile. Surface water quality is highly variable due
to high evaporation rates and leaching of salts.

Ground Water

All three WSA's fall in the State-declared Rio Grande Ground Water
Basin. Ground water yields are extremely variable and are generally less than
10 gallons per minute, but are sufficient for livestock purposes in the area.
Depth to ground water varies from 200 to 500 feet. Ground water quality in
unknown, but generally meets livestock and wildlife requirements.

Ground water developments in the Sand Canyon WSA include Armijo
Spring and Wood's Well No. 1. There is one well in the Pinyon WSA and no
developments in the Little Rimrock WSA.
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Sand Canyon-Little
Rimrock-Pinyon WSA's

SOILS

There are 13 soil mapping units in the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock,
and Pinyon WSA's. See Maps 3, 4, and 5 for locations of these soils.

The thirteen soil mapping units in the three WSA's can be combined
into five groups of soils in the three WSA's. On the far west side, where the

drainages open out onto the fan terraces and valley sides, there are soils
formed in mixed alluvium reworked by eolian processes and derived
predominantly from sandstone. Their textures range from sandy loam to clay
loam and clay. Soils in the third group are found on stable dunes, in

intra-dunal areas, ridges, hills, and low mesas adjacent to the drainage
bottoms at slightly higher elevations. These soils are formed in eolian
material derived predominantly from sandstone and reworked alluvium. Textures
of this group are sand and fine sand to loamy fine sand and sandy loams.
Soils of the fourth group are found on the higher, steeper hillsides, mesa
slopes, ridges, and escarpments of the ponderosa pine and pinyon-juniper
woodland sites. These soils are derived from alluvium and colluvium of

interbedded shale and sandstone origin. The fifth group of soils is found on
sandstone mesa- tops, usually occurring at the highest elevations in the three
WSA's. These soils are forming from alluvium derived from sandstone reworked
by eolian processes. Their textures are sandy loams to dry loams.

VEGETATION

There are seven range sites found in the three WSA's and described
below. See Maps 3, 4, and 5 for their locations.

Ponderosa Pine

This range site is located at the highest elevations, from 7,500 to

8,200 feet. Slopes range from 3 to 55 percent. This site is suited to

limited production of ponderosa pine. Other associated tree species include
Gambel's oak, Rocky Mountain juniper, and alligator juniper. Dominant shrubs
include mountain mahogany, wax currant, and skunkbush sumac. Important
grasses are western wheatgrass, mutton bluegrass, Arizona fescue, prairie
junegrass, mountain muhly, pine dropseed, and little bluestem. Forbs include
Indian paintbrush, Carruth sagewort, strawberry, beard tongue, pingue,
buckwheat, and threadleaf groundsel. Total air-dry herbage production in

favorable years is 700 pounds per acre and in unfavorable years 400 pounds per
ere. Stocking rates, where suitable for livestock, are 11 to 16 acres per

Animal Unit Month. Tree and shrub canopy cover for this site is approximately
15 percent, grass and forb cover is 20 percent, surface gravel is 10 percent,
surface cobble and stone is 30 percent, and litter is 10 percent. Much of
this site has been heavily logged over in the past, and at present time has
more of a woodland aspect.

;
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ECOTYPE RANGE SITE
PINE-DOUGLAS FIR FOREST PONDEROSA PINE

JUNIPER-PI NYON WOODLAND f PINYON-JUNIPER WOODLAND

GRAMA-GALLETA STEPPE LOAMY
CLAYEY
CLAYEY BOTTOMLAND

SOIL MAPPING UNIT ACRES
515-Rock Outcrop-Vessilla-Mion Complex 3722
555-Pinitos-Ribera Sandy Loams 3846

582-Kenray Fine Sand 437
591-Valnor-Techado Association 28
200-Penistaja Fine Sandy Loam 83
560-Flugle-Teco Association 7

Hickman-Catman Complex 361
Sparank-San Mateo Complex 29

30W//A Catman-Silkie Association

SCALE OF MILES

MAP 3

SAND CANYON WSA
ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES, AND SOILS
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RANGE SITE SOIL MAPPING UNIT
PONDEROSA PINE 515-Rock Outcrop- Vessilla-Mion Complex
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MAP 4

LITTLE RIMROCK WSA
ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES.AND SOILS
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ECOTYPE RANGE SITES SOIL MAPPING UNIT

PINE-DOUGLAS FIR FOREST PONDEROSA PINE 515-Rock Outcrop-Vessilla-Mion Complex

JUNIPER-PINYQN WOODLAND f PINYON-JUNIPER WOODLANDf 555-Pinitos-Ribera Sandy Loams

L I 591-Valnor-Techado Association

"SAVANNAH

I LOAMY
GRAMA-GALLETA STEPPE 550-Nogal-Galestina Sandy Loams

DEEP SAND

CLAYEY BOTTOMLAND

T 200-Penistaja Fine Sandy Loam

L 505-Flugle-Goesling Loamy Fine. Sand

424-Mespun-Palma Association

PZ53 Hickman-Catman Complex

imnn)Sparank-San Mateo Complex

Catman-Silkie Association

T6N

T4N

ACRES
5163

2313
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80
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115
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1!

SCALE OF MILES

MAP 5

PINYON WSA
ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES, AND SOILS
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Pinyon-Juniper Woodland

This site occurs just below the ponderosa pine and sometimes
intermingles with it at higher elevations. Elevations range from 7,200 to
7,500 feet. Slopes range from 3 to 35 percent. Pinyon and species of juniper
characterize this site. One-seed juniper is the most common juniper species,
with Rocky Mountain and alligator juniper also occurring at higher elevations
on the site. Understory shrubs include mountain mahogany, skunkbush sumac,
and various species of oak. Perennial grasses include both cool- and
warm-season species. They include western wheatgrass, bottlebrush
squirreltail, Indian ricegrass, blue grama, side oats grama, and sedges. Forb
composition varies greatly and includes fringed sagewort , Indian paintbrush,
globemallow, Wright silk tassel, buckwheat, and Carruth sagewort. Common
shrubs are broom snakeweed, rabbitbrush, gray horsebrush, mountain mahogany,
Apache plume, and Bigelow sage. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable
years is 500 pounds per acre and in unfavorable years 150 pounds per acre.
Stocking rates range from 9 to 19 acres per Animal Unit Month. Crown canopy
varies, usually from 15 to 60 percent, grass and forb cover is 15 to 30
percent, surface cobble and stone is 5 to 15 percent, and litter is 10 to 10
percent

.

Savannah

This is an intermediate site, with elevations of approximately 7,300
to 7,500 feet. Slopes are 1 to 10 percent. This site is characterized by
scattered large tree-type pinyon and juniper with open grass stands in
between. Reproduction of pinyon and juniper is normlly very slow and,
historically, may have been controlled by natural fire. Dominant grasses
include blue grama, western wheatgrass, Indian ricegrass, and sand dropseed.
Common shurbs are sand sage, winterfat, Bigelow sage, rabbitbrush, broom
snakeweed, and gray horsebrush. Forbs are not noticeable except in wet
years. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 878 pounds per
acre and in unfavorable years 300 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range from
7 to 12.5 acres per Animal Unit Month. Tree canopy cover averages 25 percent,
grass and forb cover is 18 percent, surface gravel is 2 percent, and litter is
15 percent.

Loamy

This site occurs just below the pinyon- juniper on the fan terraces.
Elevations range from 7,200 to 7,380 feet. Slopes range from 1 to 8 percent.
This is a grassland site characterized by a mixture of cool-and warm-season
grasses. Dominants are blue grama and western wheatgrass. Other common
grasses include galleta, bottlebrush squirreltail, sand dropseed, and New
Mexico feathergrass. Shrubs include four-wing saltbush and winterfat.
Typical forbs are Wright buckwheat, Rocky Mountain bee plant, and species of
loco weed. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 950 pounds
per acre and in unfavorable years 325 pounds per acre. Stocking rates range
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from 6.5 to 11.0 acres per Animal Unit Month. Tree and shrub canopy cover is

3 to 5 percent, and litter is 8 to 10 percent.

Deep Sand

This site is located on the far west side between Cedar Canyon and

Tank Canyon. Elevations range from 7,240 to 7,300 feet. Slopes range from 1

to 12 percent. This is predominantly a grassland site of warm- and

cool-season species. Co-dominants are Indian ricegrass, blue grama, and spike

dropseed. Shrubs and half-shrubs include sand sage, broom baccharis, and

scattered rabbitbrush. Forbs include buckwheat and stickleaf mentzelia.

Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years is 900 pounds per acre and

in unfavorable years 250 pounds per acre. Stocking rates are 6.5 to 13.5

acres per Animal Unit Month. Shrub canopy cover is 5 to 8 percent, grass and

forb cover is 15 to 18 percent, and litter is 8 to 10 percent.

Clayey

This site occurs on the northern potion of the Lettle Rimrock WSA

near the confluence of Sand Canyon and Cebola Canyon. Elevation is slightly

higher than the Clayey Bottomland at 7,200 to 7,300 feet. Slopes range from 1

to 8 percent. Dominant grasses include alkali sacaton, western wheatgrass,

galleta, and blue grama. Shrubs include four-wing saltbush, rabbitbrush, and

winterfat. Forbs, especially annuals, occur in relative abundance in years of

above-average precipitation. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable

years is 1,200 pounds per acre and 800 pounds per acre in unfavorable years.

Stocking rates range from 6.5 to 10.0 acres per Animal Unit Month. Shrub

canopy cover is 5 percent, grass and forb cover is 25 percent, and litter is

10 to 15 percent

.

Clayey Bottomland

This site is located in the alluvial drainage bottoms throughout the

three WSA's from 7,100 to 7,500 feet on slopes of 1 to 6 percent. This site

typically is dominated by western wheatgrass. Blue grama, galleta, spike

muhly, and alkali sacaton occur in lesser amounts. Shrubs include four-wing

saltbush, rabbitbrush, winterfat, and broom snakeweed. Forbs occur in minor
amounts across the site. Total air-dry herbage production in favorable years

is 3,200 pounds per acre and in unfavorable years 900 pounds per acre.

Stocking rates range from 3.8 to 7.0 acres per Animal Unit Month. Shrub

canopy cover is 2 to 5 percent, grass and forb cover is 40 to 45 percent,

surface gravel is 1 percent, surface cobble and stone is 1 percent, and litter
is 20 to 25 percent

.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

There are no known threatened or endangered species in the Sand

Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's. However, the State of New Mexico
believes that 11 species, on either the State or Federal lists, or both, may

occur (Anne Cully, New Mexico Natural Resources Department, personal
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communication, February 3, 1986). If any of these species are located within
the WSA's, they would be protected by compliance with law and regulation.

WILDLIFE

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's are in one of the
more diverse and productive wildlife habitat areas of west-central New
Mexico. The numerous mesas, canyons, and draws of the area support two basic
vegetative types: ponderosa pine interspersed with pinyon-juniper. These
types potentially serve as habitat for approximately 257 vertebrate species,
including 71 species of mammals, 146 of birds, 31 of reptiles, and 9 of
amphibians. A complete list of these species is found in Run Wild , the USDA
Forest Service 1983 computer printout on file in the Albuquerque District
Office.

The interspersion of old growth ponderosa pine and pinyon-juniper
woodland with open grassland parks along with the protection afforded by mesa
cliffs, canyons, and draws provide potentially excellent habitat for
wildlife. Common species include mule deer, coyotes, badgers, porcupines,
cottontails, Gunnison's prairie dog, wild turkey, golden eagles, sharpshinned
hawks, red-tailed hawks, Stellar's jays, pinyon jays, gray-headed juncos, and
mourning doves. On occasion, mountain lions have been spotted in the WSA's.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

Bald eagles and peregrine falcons are the only threatened or
endangered species likely to occur in the Little Rimrock WSA, although no
sightings have beem made. There are no threatened or endangered animal
species thought to occur in the Sand Canyon or Pinyon WSA's.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The most current visual resource inventory of the Sand Canyon, Little
Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's gives the region an assessment of good Scenic
Quality B, and calls for a Class II overall visual management objective.

Visually, the area is dominated by three prominent ridges which meet
in the center of the area to form a V-shaped topographic structure. Radiating
from the main ridges are a profusion of side canyons, mesas, and related
structures. All three WSA's are dominated by thick stands of pinyon but also
include ponderosa pine, juniper, and oak. Flowing, rolling, gently sloping
lines dominate these WSA's, accentuated by the thick vegetative cover (see
Figure 2)

.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's contain extremely
high value, high density cultural resources of projected totals nearing 2000
archeological sites, about 90 percent or more of which relate to the
Prehistoric Pueblo period with undefined use from the much earlier Archaic and
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Paleolndian time periods (see Table 3). Virtually all of the known Pueblo

sites relate either to the prehistoric Chacoan system or to the related but

more recent Acoma Culture Province. In addition this area was an interface or

contact area for the prehistoric Mogollon culture to the south and the

prehistoric Anasazi culture to the north. Some area sites contain

characteristics of both cultures. Particularly noticeable are the unique and

little studied ceramic assemblages. Limited reconaissance, survey,

excavation, and analysis have revealed that the area contains structures,

single room field houses, water control features, an abundance of rock art,

Chacoan road segments, Chacoan outliers with attendant surrounding

communities, two known great kivas (one of them isolated), to large, several

hundred room masonry pueblo structures, some clearly defensive in nature. One

of the large masonry pueblos, located on one of the highest area mesa tops is

"E" shaped and contains several hundred rooms. It was apparently never

finished— the outer walls dwindle into footings and then into single rock

alignments. The piles of masonry-size rocks located at intervals along the

alignments were obviously placed there to provide the masons a ready supply of

building material. They remain today just as they were when the last

prehistoric occupant walked away.

The Dittert Site in the Sand Canyon USA is listed on the National

Register of Historic Places (see Figure 3).

AIR QUALITY

Generally, the quality of air within these WSA's is good. The air

quality is above State and Federal air quality standards. Their Class II

classification allows a moderate amount of degradation of air quality.

The primary source of pollution in the WSA's is particulate matter,

principally from springtime dust storms.
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Figure 2 - Thick vegetative cover in Armijo Canyon
of the Sand Canyon WSA.

Figure 3 - Dittert Site in the Sand Canyon WSA.

This archeological site is on the National Register

of Historic Places.
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TABLE 3

ARCHEOLOGICAL SEQUENCE FOR THE ACOMA CULTURE PROVINCE (After Dittert 1959)

Cultural Periods Dates Pecos Classification

N,

4»

1X5

Acoma Phase
Cubero Phase

Kowina Phase
Pilares Phase
Cebolleta Phase
Red Mesa Phase
Kiatuthlanna Phase
White Mound Phase

Lobo Period
San Jose Period

1600 - Present Pueblo V
1400 - 1600 Late Pueblo IV

1200 - 1400 Pueblo III to Pueblo IV

1100 - 1200 Pueblo III

950 - 1100 Pueblo II

870 - 950 Pueblo II

800 - 870 Pueblo I

700 - 800 Basketmaker III

2500 B. C. - A.D. 700 Archaic Periods

10.000 - 2500 B.C. Paleolndian Periods
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

To date no mineral resources have been developed within the Sand
Canyon, Little Ritnrock and Pinyon WSA's. One post-FLPMA oil and gas lease in
the Sand Canyon WSA and one in the Pinyon WSA had been issued as of September
1985, for a total of about 2,320 acres (see Map 6). Both are scheduled to
expire before 1995. The interest in oil and gas in the area is based on the
possibility of both structural and strat igraphic hydrocarbon traps and
possibly productive horizons of Pennsylvanian , Juraccis, and Cretaceous rocks
(see Table 4). Because these WSA's have moderate potential for oil and gas,
it is assumed that moderate levels of exploration and low level development
will occur in the long term. It is assumed that exploration would result in
one producing well for every 15 wells drilled. Well spacing is established by
the New Mexico State Oil and Gas Commission, and is dependent on the nature of
the producing horizon, the number of wells producing from that horizon, and
whether oil or gas is produced. Because the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and
Pinyon WSA's have moderate oil and gas potential and no proven reservoirs,
well spacing predictions have not been made in this analysis, but could vary
from 1 well per 40 acres to 1 well per 320 acres.

Carbon dioxide gas may also be present since the geologic conditions
for its development and accumulation exist, but no exploration has occurred in
the area. Other sources of carbon dioxide are available in New Mexico. If
oil and gas exploration and development were to take place in the area, any
carbon dioxide resource would become more valuable because of its use in the
secondary recovery of oil There is no potential for locatables and no mining
claims.

WATERSHED

The loamy and silty clay loam soils that occur on the steep mesa
sideslopes of the ponderosa pine and pinyon-juniper woodlnad range sites (see
"Vegetation," Section 2 and Maps 3, 4, and 5) generally have a high runoff
rate and a moderate to high erosion hazard.

Most of the Clayey Bottomland range sites, where most of the channel
erosion is occurring, have soils in the class "C: hydrologic soil group,
meaning that they have slow infiltration rates when throughly wetted. They
usually are soils which have a layer impeding downward movement of water, or
are moderately fine and fine-textured soils with dense subsoils. The rate of
water transmission in the soil profile is slow.

The Clayey Bottomland range site is subject to flooding and
deterioration of the plant community, often resulting in the formation of very
deep vertical-walled gullies and head-cutting that tends to lower the water
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table and reduce vegetative cover and production. This process is actively

occurring in Cebolla Canyon, Sand Canyon, Armijo Canyon, Middle Canyon, Cedar

Canyon, Bonine Canyon, Tank Canyon, and their tributaries. Water control

structures are needed, especially in the upper portions of these drainages, to

help reduce channel erosion. Livestock management alone has not and will not

cure this problem.

Sediment yield in the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's

ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 acre feet per square mile per year; annual sediment

production is 6.7 acre feet from the Sand Canyon WSA, 7.5 from the Little

Rimrock WSA, and 10.3 from the Pinyon WSA. There are 7 earthen reservoirs in

the Sand Canyon WSA, 9 in the Little Rimrock WSA, and 15 earthen reservoirs

and erosion control dikes in the Pinyon WSA constructed for watershed

rehabilitation purposes. Several are in need of maintenance because of past

flooding and sedimentation.

Water control structures are needed, especially in the upper portions

of the drainages, to help stabilize the channels and prevent erosion. The Rio

Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) , completed in 1986, calls for Watershed

Rehabilitation Plans to be written for small watersheds in the Rio Puerco

Resource Area. These plans will specify the locations, design, and

construction methods for any watershed rehabilitation devices needed. The RMP

also reaffirmed several watershed decisions from a previous planning effort.

These are listed in Table 1.

Restoration in the watersheds of the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and

Pinyon WSA's would be concentrated on treatment of the channels, side

channels, and smaller gullies. Numerous small check dams and gabion-type drop

structures (see Glossary) would be constructed to control rainfall runoff and

sediment transport, perhaps requiring the use of heavy equipment.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's lie within the York

Ranch Allotment. The allottee is a large commercial cattle operation grazing

primarily cow-calf pairs during the spring, summer, and fall, depending upon

forage and water availability. A BLM Allotment Management Plan (AMP) has been

prepared for this allotment but not implemented.

The Sand Canyon WSA includes portions of three pastures with a

carrying capacity of 1,082 Animal Unit Months (AUM's) or approximatley 7 head

per section per year. The Sand Canyon WSA contains seven earthen reservoirs,

four and one-half miles of fence, and five miles of two-track route which is

used for access to four of the earthen reservoirs. The allottee makes

approximately 25 trips per year by vehicle. There are two BLM vegetation

study plots in the Sand Canyon WSA. The AMP proposes three earthen reservoirs

on the east side of the WSA to help reduce erosion and provide more water

sources for livestock and wildlife. Four earthen reservoirs are in need of

maintenance.
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The Little Rimrock WSA includes portions of three pastures and has a

carrying capacity of 1,114 AUM's (approximately 7 head per section per year).
The Little Rimrock WSA contains 9 earthen reservoirs (3 of which are in need
of maintenance), 4 miles of fence, and 1 mile of two-track routes used
primarily for access to the earthen reservoirs. The allottee make
approximately eight trips a year by vehicle. There are also 2 BLM-cons true ted
wildlife exclosures encompassing a total of 36 acres and 2 BLM vegetation
study plots within the Little Rimrock WSA. The AMP proposes the construction
of seven earthen reservoirs and a series of dirt dikes. These structures are
needed to reduce the severe erosion problem in this area and to provide
additional livestock and wildlife water sources.

The Pinyon WSA includes portions of three pastures and has a carrying
capacity of 1,642 AUM's (approximately 7 head per section per year). There
are 11 earthen reservoirs (4 of which are in need of maintenance) and 4 dirt
dikes designed to reduce erosion, 10 miles of two-track routes, and 10 miles
of fencing. The allottee makes approximately 75 trips per year on the
two-track routes. There are also 3 BLM vegetation study plots within this
WSA, and 4 BLM-constructed wildlife exclosures encompassing 133 acres. The
AMP proposes the construction of two earthen reservoirs and a series of

diversion dikes to help reduce erosion in the area and to provide additional
water for livestock and wildlife.

The Rio Puerco RMP, completed in 1986, reaffirmed several general
range management decisions from a previous planning effort. These are listed
in Table 1.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Approximately 60 percent of the Sand Canyon WSA is covered with
scattered stands of mature pinyon-juniper. Small islands of ponderosa pine
are found on the shady sides of the mesas and on the canyon slopes. Some
cottonwoods and willows are established on the canyon floors. No wood cutting
has been authorized recently. Limited potential for small quantities of
firewood exists.

The Little Rimrock WSA is forested primarily with old growth
pinyon-juniper. Scattered stands of ponderosa pine exist in the wetter and
shadier sites. Other species, including cottonwood and willow, have become
established on the canyon floors. No wood cutting has been authorized
recently. Limited potential for small firewood sales exists.

The Pinyon WSA is forested with pinyon-juniper woodland, primarily
old growth pinyon. Some scattered stands of ponderosa pine exist in the
wetter sites on the shadier sides of the mesas. No wood cutting has been
authorized. The rough mountainous terrain would prohibit any large amount of
wood cutting in the future.

The Rio Puerco RMP reaffirmed several forestry decisions from a

previous planning effort. These are listed in Table 1.
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RECREATION

To describe the existing recreation environment, the BLM' s Recreation
Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) utilizes a system for stratifying and defining
classes of outdoor recreation opportunity environment. The Sand Canyon WSA
contains 8,543 acres of semi-primitive non-motorized opportunity. The Little
Rimrock WSA contains 4,570 acres of semi-primitive non-motorized opportunity
and 5,350 acres of semi-primitive motorized opportunity. The Pinyon WSA
contains 5,005 acres of semi-primitive motorized and 7,360 acres of

serai-primitive non motorized opportunity. \See Appendix I in the Draft Rio
Puerco RMP (USDI, BLM 1985) for a description of the ROS.!

The types of recreation opportunity in these WSA's provide
outstanding opportunities for unconfined recreation including hiking,
horseback riding, backpacking, nature study, photography, and hunting.
Visitor use is expected to accelerate because of the increased exposure
generated by the close proximity of these three WSA's to the El Malpais lava
beds. The Rio Puerco RMP limited motorized vehicle use to existing routes.
El Malpais is receiving increasingly high levels of public attention and is
currently being considered by Congress for National Monument designation. The
Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's are within the proposed National
Monument boundary.

The current trend toward increased demands for recreational ORV use

in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and thus in the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock,
and Pinyon WSA's, is expected to continue as Albuquerque, the State's major
population center continues its growth. Recreational ORV use refers to all

types of two-wheel, three-wheel, and four-wheel recreational vehicles, and is

associated with all types of recreational use such as hunting, trail riding,

camping, and picnicking. Statistics for recreational ORV use show an increase
in annual sales of ORV's in the Albuquerque area from 567 to as estimated
2,002 between 1980 and 1985, a 350 percent increase in sales. These
statistics illustrate the trends on which long-range recreational ORV use
forecasts are based.

The Rio Puerco RMP identified a proposed treadway for the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail (CDNST) as a Special Management Area. It
traverses 62 miles in the Rio Puerco Resource Area, and passes through the
Sand Canyon WSA, and between the Rimrock and Little Rimrock Divide Trail
Advisory Council. Management will emphasize CDNST objectives and intensive
recreation goals. If the final treadway does pass through the WSA's, it is
assumed that it will be implemented whether or not Congress designates the
WSA's as wilderness, and that if the areas are designated as wilderness, that
the trail will be limited to pedestrian and equestrian use.

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The diversity of special features contained within the Sand Canyon,
Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's, along with easy access and close proximity
to Albuquerque, the largest metropolitan area in the State of New Mexico, make
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these WSA's an ideal "natural laboratory." These special features include
immense sandstone cliffs, raptor hibitat, wildlife habitat, pure stands of
pinyon, and numerous, diverse, and scientifically significant cultural
resources. All of these values are available for study in a natural setting
and lend themselves to interpretation for any age or developmental level.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's, together with the
adjacent Rimrock WSA, contain an extremely high scientific research potential
unduplicated by any of the other Chacoan Culture Province sub-regions within
the San Juan Basin and periphery. The relative short driving and walking
distances (unique in Chacoan/San Juan Basin study) created by the unique
physical location between the lava flows to the west and the high, rugged
sandstone mesas to the east, coupled with the density and diversity of
cultural resources, created an ideal field research situation. Even though
this particular area has been subject to only a limited amount of scientific
archeological research, the growing academic and public interest in the
prehistoric Chacoan Cultural Province and in its interface with the Mogollon
Cultural Province to the south, indicates that serious scientific interest
will focus on this geographic reigon within a decade or less. The complexity
of the cultural resource base also indicated that scientific research could be
carried out within this region for decades.

In order to exercise this scientific use, cultural resource
(archeological and historic) field study and research projects would be
permitted. These types of projects could include intensive inventory with
subsurface sampling; excavation, both major and minor; and limited
stabilization with monitoring and maintenance.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

Native Americans, particularly nearby Acoma and probably Laguna peoples, have
traditionally used an area that includes the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and
Pinyon WSA's for firewood gathering, pinyon nut gathering, hunting, and
material gathering related to religious practices. Some use now occurs and
can be expected to continue in the future.

Survey near these WSA's and interviews with officials of Acoma Pueblo
generally indicate that numerous places of religious significance exist in and
near these three WSA's. Specific site or collection locations are not known.
Even tribal lay members of the Pueblo do not know specific site locations
because only tribal elders know of and watch over such sites. Apparently it
would be indiscreet for the secular government to propose a survey or to
provide any information of such an esoteric nature.

REALTY ACTIONS

There are no existing or projected realty actions in the Sand Canyon,
Little Rimrock, or Pinyon WSA's. The Rio Puerco RMP did not identify these
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lands for disposal but did reaffirm a previous planning decision that the

establishment of total estates (surface and subsurface) will be a priority in

exchange situations.

WILDLIFE

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's are characterized

as winter range for a small number of deer from North Cebollita Mesa.

Although these small numbers are stable, the current population is considered

to be less than 50 percent of the habitat's capacity. This is due to

year-round livestock grazing in the area and preferred browse plants which are

low in various nutrients at some times of the year.

Adequate potential nesting sites exist in or near the WSA's to

support greater numbers of a wide variety raptor species. The cliffs of North

Cebollita and Cebollita Mesas are important as potential nesting and perching

sites for hawks, owls, and eagles. A larger prey base is needed, however,

before raptors will be attracted to the WSA's. This could occur in the future

when rodent populations reach higher levels and as range conditions improve as

results of changes in grazing management.

Human use of the wildlife resource in these WSA's includes small game

hunting, trapping, and incidental observation. Predation by coyotes and

mountain lions is a potential consideration in wildlife and livestock

management and may require control measures in the future.

The Rio Puerco RMP reaffirmed several wildlife habitat management

decisions from a previous planning effort. These are listed in Table 1.

There is no approved Habitat Management Plan covering these WSA's.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The basic wilderness characterisitcs of the Sand Canyon, Little
Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's have been documented in the process of designating
them as Wildernsss Study Areas (USDI, BLM 1980). The following discussion
elaborates on the quality of these characteristics.

Naturalness

A detailed description of the imprints of man's work in the Sand

Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's is documented in the Wilderness
Intensive Inventory (USDI, BLM 1980). In summary, each WSA contains a

fenceline network. In addition, the Sand Canyon WSA contains 7 earthen
reservoirs and 2 vegetation study plots. The Little Rimorck WSA contains 9

earthern reservoirs, 1 historic homestead ruin, a small meadow created by a

sediment control structure, 2 wildlife exclosures, and 2 vegetation study

plots. The Pinyon WSA contains 11 earthen reservoris and 4 erosion control
structures, 3 vegetation study plots, and 4 wildlife exclosures. There is a

total of 16 miles of vehicle route in the WSA's.

The earthern reservoirs are widely scattered throughout the three

WSA's and are well buffered by surrounding topographic relief and vegeative
screening. They are generally small, holding less than 10 acre-feet of

water. Many are heavily silted in, although they still adequately hold
water. Most were constructed in the 1950' s and 1960's and are in need of

maintenance. During the portions of they year when they are dry, the

reservoirs are vegetated and readily blend in with the surrounding areas. The
vegetation study plots consist of several pieces of rebar arranged within a

three foot by three foot area and are often difficult to locate. The wildlife
exclosures consist of a series of green fence posts and wire and blend in
readily with surrounding vegetation. It is important to note that the BLM
considers the cumulative effect of these imprints upon the entire acreage of

each WSA when assessing naturalness, which is a function of the size of the

WSA, and the number and distribution of the impacts. Overall, the three WSA's
appear natural.

Solitude

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's possess outstanding
opportunities for solitude. They are characterized by considerable
topographic relief, exhibiting a maze of canyons and associated ridges and

mesas. They provide excellent vegetative screening, including thick stands of
pinyon, juniper, ponderosa pine, and oak species (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4 - Thick woodland stands along the
north-eastern boundary of the Little Rimrock WSA.
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Figure 5 - Road segment between the Sand Canyon WSA
and the Pinyon WSA. The Amended Boundary
Alternative (Proposed Action) recommends that this
road be closed, and included in a designated
wilderness.
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Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfied Recreation

All three WSA's exhibit outstanding opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation. Opportunities available in the Sand Canyon, Little
Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's include hiking, backpacking, horseback riding, rock
climbing, landscape and nature photography, nature study, and hunting.
Sightseeing opportunities also exist associated with the historic and
prehistoric sites that occur in abundance.

Special Features

The relatively undisturbed nature of the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock,
and Pinyon WSA's supports a variety of special features. The immense
sandstone cliffs of North Cebollita Mesa, Cebollita Mesa, other mesas, and the
many rugged box canyons form habitat for owls, red-tailed hawks, eagles, and
other raptors. The WSA's also provide habitat for mountain lions, black
bears, and deer. They also contain some pockets of pure stands of pinyon. The
Dittert Site (see Figure 3), on the National Register of Historic Places, is
in the Sand Canyon WSA. The cultural resources in all three WSA's contain an
extremely high research potential unduplicated by and other Chacoan Cultural
Province sub-region. These cultural resources provide a unique opportunity to
study the interface between the prehistoric Anasazi culture to the north and
the prehistoric Mogollon culture to the south. This phenomenon will generate
important research questions for years to come.

Combined, the special features of the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock,
and Pinyon WSA's provide exceptional scientific/educational potential.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's contain a wealth of
natural values as a result of their relatively undisturbed character.
Congressional designation as wildernesss would carry the weight of law and
would provide a greater degree of long-term protection for these natural
values than would the administrative designation available to the BLM. (A
more detailed discussion of the multiple resource benefits of wilderness
designation may be found in Section 5 in the discussion of impacts of the All
Wilderness Alternative.)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

Ecotypes

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's have a
vegetative-esosystem classification from Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS 1980) and
A.W. Kuchler (1964) as follows:
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Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province
Grama-Galleta Steppe 510 acres Sand Canyon 6%

1,623 acres Little Rimrock 16%

2,774 acres Pinyon 22%

Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 4,311 acres Sand Canyon 50%

4,594 acres Little Rirarock 47%

4,428 acres Pinyon 36%

Pine-Douglas Fir Forest 3,722 acres Sand Canyon 44%

3,703 acres Little Ritnrock 37%

5,163 acres Pinyon 42%

The lowest elevations are occupied by the Grama-Gal let a Steppe which

is composed of a low to medium grassland with a few woody plants. Dominants

are blue grama and western wheatgrass. Intermediate in elevation, the

Juniper-Pinyon Woodland zone is the most extensive, dominated by open stands

of pinyon and several species of juniper, with a sparse herbaceous

understory. Above 7,500 feet, the Pine-Douglas Fir Forest typical of the

southern Rocky Mountains exists in a somewhat cutover state associated with

Gambel's oak and Rocky Mountain juniper, along with a rich understory of

shrubs, cool-season grasses, and forbs.

Maps 3, 4, and 5 display these ecotypes, as well as associated range

sites and soils. These are described in "Vegetation," Section 2.

Distance from Major Population Centers

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's are within a

one-day drive (five hours) of Bernalillo County and the part of Sandoval

County identified in the 1980 census as a Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area (USDC, BC 1981). These WSA's are within a two-hour drive from

Albuquerque, the largest population center in New Mexico.

MANAGEABILITY

To be recommended as suitable, the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and

Pinyon WSA's must be capable of being effectively managed as wilderness. To

determine manageability, the BLM must consider such factors as State and

private inholdings, valid existing rights, mineral leases, rights-of-way, and

the overall land ownership pattern.

Reasonable access must be guaranteed to the 360 acres of private

inholdings in the WSA's (see Map 1). The Amended Boundary Alternative
(Proposed Action) would increase inholdings in the Sand Canyon and Little

Rimrock WSA's by 40 acres each. These inholdings are assumed to have moderate
potential for oil and gas. Moderate levels of exploration and low levels of

development could be expected in the long term based on assumed potential, but

the small size of the parcels may limit mineral activity even further. The
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current and projected use of the surface estate is for livestock grazing.
These activities could be expected to result in low levels of access needs
that would generally cause low levels of use incompatible with wilderness.

Although not essential for the effective management of the Sand
Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's as wilderness, acquisition of the 360
acres of private inholdings in the WSA's, and the additional 80 acres that
would be included under the Amended Boundary Alternative, would be desirable.

As of September 1985, one post-FLPMA oil and gas lease had been
issued in the Sand Canyon WSA and one in the Pinyon WSA (see Map 6). This
acreage has moderate potential for oil and gas. These leases are not expected
to be explored or developed before they expire. These leases are scheduled to
expire before 1995. There are no mining claims in the WSA.

The Sand Canyon WSA contains approximately 3,593 acres of Federal
subsurface estate and 4,950 acres of private subsurface estate scattered
throughout the WSA in a checkerboard pattern. The Little Rimrock WSA contains
approximately 6,475 acres of Federal subsurface estate and 3,445 acres of
private subsurface estate scattered throughout the WSA, also in a checkerboard
pattern. The Pinyon WSA contains approximately 6,590 acres of Federal
subsurface estate and 5,775 acres of private subsurface estate scattered
throughout the WSA in a checkerboard pattern. The Amended Boundary
Alternative would add approximatley 96 acres of public land to the WSA's and
11 additional split-estate acres in the Sand Cnayon WSA, 9 in the Little
Rimrock WSA, and 20 in the Pinyon WSA. No Federal or private leases are being
pursued in the WSA's. The private subsurface constitutes a valid existing
right. This entitles the owners of the subsurface estate the right of
reasonable access to their property, with the Federal surface owner
negotiating the terms of reasonable access. Although oil and gas potential
has been assessed as moderate, it is not assured that the subsurface owner
will exercise this right.

No exploration or development is anticipated in the short term, a

reflection of the historical exploration trends in the WSA's and the region.

The Rio Puerco RMP calls for pursuance of acquisition of the private
subsurface estate in the short term. The owner of the subsurface estate has
indicated an interest in exchanging subsurface interests for subsurface
properties outside of the WSA's.

If the subsurface estate is not acquired in the short term, moderate
levels of exploration and low levels of development are possible in the long
term. This level of activity would not be substantially impairing because of
the low anticipated frequency of drilling and the good rehabilitation
potential exhibited in the past. Many of the ways evident during intensive
inventory have successfully recovered naturally. No drilling has occurred in
the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's in the past 10 years. No
conclusive drilling has occurred in these WSA's or within the immediate region
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and there are no proven reserves. Low levels of production are possible but

not projected, and could be accommodated without long-term impairment of

wilderness character.

If exploration does result in a producing well, there is no currently

existing infrastructure to market the production, and no regional refinery.

There are no other producers in the area who could facilitate marketing and

make low production levels economically feasible. In practice any production

would likely occur at very low levels and would be considered a temporary

impact on naturalness because of heavy topographic and vegetative screening,

as well as the good natural recovery evident in the WSA's.

In both the short and long term, the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and

Pinyon WSA's could be effectively managed as wilderness and still accommodate

projected low levels of exercise of valid existing rights to oil and gas

exploration and development.

The need for watershed activities to protect the wilderness values in

the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's has been carefully

documented. The nature of the corrective techniques proposed for watershed

restoration (see "Gabions" and "Check Dams" in Glossary) is not expected to

impact the wilderness characteristic of naturalness, since they would require

a relatively low level of maintenance, and could utilize a high degree of

natural materials.

Removal of 1,110 acres from the Sand Canyon WSA would allow the

management of cultural resource sites for stabilization and developed

interpretation.

Although not essential to effdctive management of the Sand Canyon,

Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's, it would be desirable from a management

standpoint that they be managed in conjunction with the Rimrock WSA as one

wilderness area. "Cebolla Wilderness" has been suggested as a name for such a

combined area.

Although not essential for effective management as wilderness,

closing the two road segments dividing the Sand Canyon WSA from the Pinyon

WSA, and the Pinyon WSA from the Little Rimrock WSA (see Map 1) would enhance

the overall management of all three WSA's. Closing these roads (see Figure 5)

would reduce vehicle access to the interior of this cluster, reducing the

probability of impairing actions resulting from human activity. Overall

management of a composite wilderness would be enhanced under this Amended

Boundary Alternative (Proposed Action).

Overall, data indicate that the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and

Pinyon WSA's can be effectively managed as wilderness in perpetuity.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This section discusses three alternatives for the Sand Canyon, Little
Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's: the All Wilderness Alternative, an Amended
Boundary Alternative, and the No Wilderness Alternative (manage under the
existing land use plan). Specific management actions are depicted on Table 1;
impacts are summarized on Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, the entire 8,543 acres of public land in the
Sand Canyon WSA, the entire 9,920 acres of public land in the Little Rimrock
WSA., and the entire 12,365 acres of public land in the Pinyon WSA would be
individually recommended for wilderness designation.

Impact on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential
uses would be regulated by the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI, BLM
1981) . Wilderness values would be retained and protected over the long term
by management under this policy. The existing natural character and the
opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation in the Sand
Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's would be maintained, as would their
special values.

In the short and long term, restricting surface disturbing and
mechanized activities associated with unauthorized fuelwood cutting, ORV use,
and mineral activities would prevent increased access and provide long-term
protection for a wide variety of existing natural resources.

Restricting road building would also prevent the cultural
modifications to naturalness which inevitably accompany increased access.
These modifications result from such activities as trash dumping, removal of
natural vegetation, the creation of temporary campsites, unauthorized
woodcutting, and poaching. Those resources which would be maintained by
restricting these activities include (1) easily eroded soils; (2) current low
level of noise and human activity which protects existing raptor nest sites,
and scaled quail and non-game and game species nest sites; (3) current
wildlife habitat for both non-game and game species; (4) currently
undisturbed cultural resources; (5) current "natural laboratory" setting; and
(6) current good scenic quality B visual resources.

Wilderness designation would also maintain, through long-term
protection, the natural setting upon which Native American uses are often
based.
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Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, wilderness values would be

maintained in a natural condition. Naturalness and solitude opportunities

would improve by 5-10% as a result of closing 16 miles of vehicle routes.

Impac ts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

The Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's exhibit moderate

potential for oil and gas on all of the 15,548 acres of Federal minerals in

the three WSA's (see Table 4). As of September 1985, one post-FLPMA oil and

gas lease had been issued in the Sand Canyon WSA, and one in the Pinyon WSA

for a total of about 2,320 acres (see Map 6). These leases are scheduled to

expire before 1995. In the short term, interest in exploration and

development is low because of economic conditions, and no activity is

anticipated. In the long term, it is reasonable to assume that moderate

levels of exploration and low levels of development would be pursued. Under

this alternative, however, no new leases would be issued after the existing

leases expire. Therefore, wilderness designation would preclude oil and gas

exploration which could have resulted in low levies of development with 1

producing well for every 600 to 4,800 acres.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the oil

and gas potential on 15,548 acres of Federal minerals in the WSA's. Only

long-term low level development would be foregone, resulting in a loss of from

1-6 producing oil and gas well.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Livestock grazing use levels would continue at the approximate levels

existing at the time the area is designated wilderness (approximately 7 head

per section year). However, livestock operations in the Sand Canyon, Little

Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's would be affected by wilderness designation. These

effects could result from limitations imposed on use of motorized equipment

for the maintenance of existing improvements (including 27 earthen reservoirs,

4 dirt dikes and about 19 miles of fence). The lifetime of these improvements

ranges from 10 years for fences to 20 years for earthen structures.

Maintenance of range improvements existing in an area prior to its designation

as wilderness is permissible, and may be accomplished through the occasional

use of motorized equipment, based on a rule of practical necessity and

reasonableness. Casual use of vehicles for inspection and minor repair of

existing facilities would be precluded.

Range improvements proposed in the Allotment Management Plan for the

acreage in the WSA's include 12 earthen reservoirs and 2 series of dirt

dikes. These improvements would be allowed, provided that the new

improvements are primarily for the purpose of resource protection and more

effective management of soil and vegetative resources, rather than to
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accommodate increased numbers of livestock. Although installation of new
improvements is a permissible and compatible activity under the wilderness
designation, limitations on vehicular access, types of construction materials,
and locations of new improvements may occur in order to protect wilderness
characteristics.

The permittee on the allotment in the WSA uses 16 miles of vehicle
routes in the WSA for livestock management purposes. Fourteen percent of the
allotment is within the WSA. Because use of vehicles would be restricted,
permittee could have to walk or ride horseback thereby increasing the time
required to cover the area traditionally covered by materials and locations of
new improvements, could impact the permittee's management style and costs.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would be maintained.

Impacts on Recreational Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) Use

ORV use includes two-wheel, three-wheel, and four-wheel vehicles.
ORV sales have increased 350 percent in the last 5 years in the Albuquerque
area. ORV use in these WSA's is expected to increase according to this trend
in the short term. None of these vehicles would be allowed within a
designated wilderness area. This would preclude backcountry riding and
exploring, vehicle camping, and vehicular access for hunting. Under the All
Wilderness Alternative, no vehicular access would be allowed on approximately
16 miles of vehicular ways. Adequate alternate sites for these activities
exist outside of these WSA's.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative there would be no recreational
ORV use on or off of 16 miles of vehicular routes in the Sand Canyon, Little
Rirarock and Pinyon WSA's; ORV users would utilize any of many alternative
sites outside the WSA's.

AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, 29,718 acres within the Sand
Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's would be recommended for wilderness
designation (see Map 1). The amended boundary would also add an additional 96
acres of non WSA surface estate to the combined 29,718 acres of the three
WSA's as the result of the closure of 4 miles of the road separating the Sand
Canyon and Pinyon WSA's and 4 miles of the road separating the Pinyon and
Little Rimrock WSA's. These two existing roads would become a part of a
designated wilderness, and would be allowed to return to a natural condition.
The road separating the Sand Canyon and Little Rimrock WSA's would remain
outside wildernesss boundaries. This alternative would increase the acreage
of inholdings by 40 acres in the Sand Canyon WSA and 40 acres in the Little
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Rimrock WSA, all having moderate potential for oil and gas. Approximately 11

acres of split-estate would be added to the Sand Canyon WSA, 9 acres to the

Little Rimrock WSA, and 20 acres to the Pinyon WSA, all having moderate

potential for oil and gas. 1,110 acres would be removed from Sand Canyon WSA

in order to provide for the stabilization and developed interpretation of a

cultural resource site.

In 29,814 acres designated as wilderness, closure to vehicle use will

result and opportunities for exploration and development of minerals would be

foregone. Short-term consumptive uses would not degrade the maintenance and

enhancement of the long-term productivity. Although designation of wilderness

constitutes a long-term commitment of resources, such designation is

reversible by Congress.

In the 1,110 acres not designated as wilderness, unavoidable adverse

effects of the proposed action will result from future surface disturbance

activities. Cumulative short-term consumptive uses of this land will lead to

long-term degradation of wilderness values. Nondesignation of 1,110 acres as

wilderness would leave this acreage available for development which could

irreversibly degrade wilderness values which could foreclose the option of

wilderness designation in the future.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Impacts on wilderness values would remain essentially the same as

outlined in the All Wilderness Alternative. Naturalness and solitude

opportunities would be enhanced by 15-20% due to closure of 16 miles of

vehicle ways and 8 miles of road. Wilderness values would be lost on the

1,110 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conslusion

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, there would be a 15-20%

improvement in the quality of naturalness and solitude opportunities due to

the closure of ways and roads. Wilderness values would be lost on the 1,110

acres removed from Sand Canyon WSA.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal minerals only)

The oil and gas resources in the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and

Pinyon WSA's have been discussed in the All Wilderness Alternative. This

Amended Boundary Alternative would add another 12 acres of Federal minerals

with moderate potential for oil and gas to the Sand Canyon WSA, 16 acres of

Federal minerals to the Little Rimrock WSA, and 28 acres of Federal minerals

to the Pinyon WSA (see Map 1). None of these additional 56 acres of Federal

minerals are leased for oil and gas. In the short terra, interest in

exploration and development on this additional acreage is low because of

economic conditions, and no activity is anticipated. In the long term, it is

reasonable to assume that moderate levels of exploration and low levels of
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development would be pursued. Under this alternative, however, no leases
would be issued. Therefore, wilderness designation would preclude mineral
exploration which could have resulted in low levels of development, with 1
producing well for every 600-4,800 acres. 320 acres of Federal minerals would
be open to exploration and development in Sand Canyon WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness designation would preclude full determination of the oil
and gas potential in the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's and in
the 56 additional acres of Federal minerals being included under the Amended
Boundary Alternative. Only long term low levels of development would be
foregone, resulting in the loss of from 1-6 producing oil and gas wells.
Federal minerals would be available for exploration and development in the
1,110 acres deleted from Sand Canyon WSA.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

The livestock management resources have been discussed in the All
Wilderness Alternative for the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's.
This Amended Boundary Alternative would add a total of 96 acres of allotted
land to the three WSA's (see Map 1).

Livestock grazing use levels on these additional 96 acres would
continue at the approximate levels existing at the time the area is designated
wilderness (approximately 7 head per section per year). However, livestock
opeerations would be affected by wilderness designation. There are no range
improvements in the 96 additional acres and none are proposed. Approximately
8 additional miles of vehicle routes currently used for range management would
be within the designated wilderness under this alternative. Vehicle use would
be restricted. Limitations on casual vehicle use for the purpose of
inspection and minor repairs of improvements have an affect the allottee's
operations. Access to several earthen reservoirs just inside the WSA
boundaries and along these road segments would be affected. Because casual
use of vehicles would be restricted, the permittee would have to walk or ride
horseback, thereby increasing the time required to cover the area
traditionally covered by vehicle. This could impact the permittee's
management style and costs.

Conclusion

In summary, for the three WSA's and for the additional acreage added
under the Amended Boundary Alternative, livestock grazing use levies would be
maintained. However, this alternative would cause further inconvenience to
the permittee, and increase costs because of limitations on vehicle access.

Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Impacts on recreational ORV use on 16 miles of vehicular routes would
be the same as stated for the All Wilderness alternative. However, under the
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Amended Boundary Alternative vehicular access would also be precluded on four

miles of vehicular routes currently separating the Pinyon WSA from the Sand

Canyon WSA, and on four miles of vehicular routes separating the Pinyon WSA

from the Little Rimrock WSA (see Map 1).

Conclusion

Under the Amended Boundary Alternative, there would be no

recreational ORV use on or off of 24 miles of vehicular routes in the Sand

Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's; ORV users could utilize any of many

alternative sites outside the WSA's.

NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

If the WSA's are not designated as wilderness, they will be managed

under the No Wilderness Alternative. Management would follow the guidelines

of the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan (RMP) approved in 1986.

The RMP provides both broad management guidance and site-specific

management prescriptions for certain areas. The broad guidance was laid out

for each resource program in the RMP section entitled "Continuing Management

Guidance." The site-specific management prescriptions are the result of

resolution of the seven key issues addressed in the RMP. Under both sources

of guidance, the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's would be

available for specific permissible uses or protected from certain actions if

they are not designated as wilderness. The major uses and restrictions are

listed below; details are contained in the Rio Puerco Resource Management

Planand Record of Decision (USDI, BLM 1986).

The entire Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's are

contained in the El Malpais Special Management Area (SMA) (see Map 2) and

would be managed in accordance with the SMA management objectives and

prescriptions, including the Divide Management Framework Plan decisions

described in the RMP and summarized in Table 1.

The objectives of the El Malpais SMA are to provide for management

which would emphasize protection of wildlife habitat, visual values, cultural

values, scientific/interpretive values, and intensive recreation use,

specifically primitive, semi-primitive non-motorized, semi-primitive

motorized, and roaded natural recreation opportunities. The following

management prescriptions are intended to ensure that SMA objectives are met.

Motorized vehicle use would be limited to existing roads and trails. Mineral

lease development would be subject to standard lease terms and conditions.

Mineral material sales would be prohibited under all but exceptional
circumstances (which are unlikely considering th number of other sources in

the vicinity). Efforts to acquire the non-public mineral estate would
continue.

A comprehensive management plan would be developed for the SMA which

would incorporate the existing resource plans (El Malpais Habitat Management
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Plan, El Malpais Recreation Area Management Plan, Draft Corridor—New Mexico
State Road 117, and the Joint Management Plan for the Chaco Archeological
Protection Site System), as well as other action plans for resource uses and
activities (such as a Cultural Resource Management Plan) which will be
developed in the future. The comprehensive management plan could ensure that
all resource uses and activities are consistent with the SMA objectives.

The RMP also identified a proposed treadway for the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail as an SMA (see Map 2). If the final treadway
does pass through the Sand Canyon and Little Rimrock WSA's, it is likely that
it will be limited to pedestrian and equestrian use.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

In the short term, the Rio Puerco Resource Management Plan's limits
on ORV use, and implementation of the management objectives of the El Malpais
Special Management Area would curtail impacts on many wilderness values. All
ORV use associated with permitted uses such as mineral activities would still
be allowed, including road construction and off-road access if necessary.

In the long term, anticipated mineral exploration and development,
increased ORV activity, and greater use of motorized vehicles would result in

a 30-40% diminishment in the quality of naturalness, resulting in the
deterioration of wildlife habitat, and the deterioration of visual values, as
well as a decrease in opportunities to experience solitude.

Soils and vegetation in all three WSA's are very susceptible to
erosion and thus highly sensitive to motorized activity. This would have a

primary impact on vegetation in the WSA's as well as a wide varitey of

wildlife species. Scaled quail and non-game bird species utilize grasses and
shrubs along arroyos, canyon bottoms, and rolling grasslands. Nesting seasons
extend from February to August and particular species are unusually
susceptible to increased activity during this time. Not only would habitat be
destroyed on 50-100 acres but nesting activities would be interrupted.
Increased activity and habitat damage would be expected to impact all game and
non-game species and diminish the existing wildlife populations.

The natural settings on which Native American uses are often
dependent would be subject to increased surface-disturbing activities. The
impacts on Native American uses of these WSA's are unquant if iable because of
lack of access to proprietary information held by the various pueblos.

Not curtailing additional access and ORV activity would ultimately
reduce the good scenic quality. Since an additional 12 miles of roads
predispose increased surface disturbance and cultural modification of visual
resources (by such means as trash dumping, removal of natural vegetation,
creation of temporary camps, poaching, and unauthorized fuelwood cutting,), an
expanded road network tends to shift visual resources from high scenic quality
to low scenic quality.
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Conclusion

In the short term, there would be no impact on wilderness values
resulting from the No Wilderness Alternative. Over the long term, naturalness
and opportunities for solitude, hiking, camping, and photography would
diminish in quality by 30-40%.

Impacts on Oil and Gas Exploration and Development (Federal Minerals only)

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the 16,658 acres of Federal
minerals with moderate potential for oil and gas in the Sand Canyon, Little
Rimrock, and Pinyon WSA's would be available for exploration and development
in the short and long term. However, moderate levels of exploration and low
levels of development would be anticipated only in the long term. The two
post-FLPMA leases, and any future leases would have standard lease
stipulations and would be essentially unaffected by the management
prescriptions of the El Malpais Special Management Area (see Map 2).
Exploration and development could result in 1 producing well for every 600 to
4,800 acres.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on oil and gas exploration and development
on 16,658 acres of Federal minerals with moderate potential in the three WSA's.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing Use Levels

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, livestock grazing use levels
would continue at the approximate levels currently existing (seven head per
section per year). The permittee could continue to use the 16 miles of

vehicle routes in the WSA's to access existing range improvements (19 miles of
fence, 27 earthen reservoirs, and 4 dirt dikes), and proposed range
improvements (12 earthen reservoirs, and 2 series of dirt dikes) for
inspection, maintenance, or construction purposes. There would be no
wilderness constraints on types of construction materials and tools, or on
locations of improvements.

Conslusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use levels under the
No Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Recreational ORV Use

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, there would be no impacts on
recreational off-road vehicle use in the short or long term.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

ma
e

This report has been prepared with public input obtained by large
ailings, open houses, and personal contacts. This effort first began in

_arly 1979 when the public was asked to comment on areas BLM proposed for
intensive wilderness inventory. A report by the New Mexico Wilderness Study
Committee and other written comments from individuals supported intensive
inventory for these three areas because they felt the areas met wilderness
criteria and had unique physical features. Opponents of pursuing wilderness
review cited roads and human-caused impacts that they felt were substantially
noticeable

.

BLM found that the areas did merit intensive inventory. The
intensive inventroy was done in early 1980, and the areas recommended as
Wilderness Study Areas.

The BLM received 18 individual comments supporting the recommendation
for the Sand Canyon WSA, and 15 comments each for the Little Rimrock and
Pinyon WSA's. The reasons cited included the areas' size, naturalness,
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation, and
supplemental values. Up to seven individual comments were received opposing
WSA recommendation. Most letters cited lack of naturalness due to the
presence of range improvements and lack of outstanding opportunities for
solitude. In 1980 the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon areas were
designated as Wilderness Study Areas. In December 1982 they were dropped from
wilderness review by decision of the Secretary of the Interior because of the
presence of privately-owned minerals beneath alternate sections of the
BLM-administered surface. The three WSA's were reinstated into the wilderness
review process by a court decision in April 1985.

Open houses were held in Grants and Albuquerque in February 1986 to
introduce these areas, amoung others, to the public and to serve as scoping
for the Revised New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Study Draft EIS .

During the public comment period on the New Mexico Statewide
Wilderness Study: Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1986)

,

specific comments were directed to the Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock, and Pinyon
WSA by 64 commenters. Comments on this WAR which require a response are
discussed and responded to in this section.

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0094
Name(s): George Byers, Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company
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Sand Canyon-Little

Rimrock-Pinyon WSA's

Comment: "Santa Fe Pacific is the owner of 6,616 acres of reserved mineral

estates in four of the WSA's. These are Rimrock, Little Rimrock,

Pinon and Sand Canyon. I'd like to make one correction to the

EIS. The EIS states that our mineral estates constitute a valid

existing right. The courts recognize that our patented mineral

estates constitute a vested right, which in public land law

terminology is superior to a valid existing right. I'd just like

that correction to be recognized."

Response: The correction has been noted, and changes to the EIS text have

been made accordingly.

*****

No. 0100

Name(s) :

Comment

:

Judy Bishop/Jim Fish, New Mexico BLM Wilderness Coalition

"The BLM land is located in the eastern portion of the original

Pinyon roadless area. The BLM deleted this area from the WSA

because of a "road" which field examination proves is a "way"."

Response: Current BLM information indicates this road continues

maintained in order to service range management interests.

*****

to be

No. 0166

Name(s)

:

Comment

:

Response:

Alan P. Nelson, self

"Consolidation should also be considered for Rimrock, Sand Canyon,

Pinyon and Little Rimrock WSA's. The WAR does not show why Little

Rimrock and Pinyon should be considered separately."

The WAR recommends that Little Rimrock, Sand Canyon and Pinyon

WSA's be combined and managed as one Wilderness area. Please note

that the routes constituting the northern boundary of Pinyon WSA
would be closed, as well as a portion of the route between Sand

Canyon WSA and Little Rimrock WSA. The northern portion of this

route would remain open, since it is a maintained route utilized

as access to private properties containing important water

developments for livestock. This is also the case for the route

separating Rimrock WSA from Little Rimrock WSA. Rimrock WSA is

recommended to be managed as a separate WSA based on this rational.
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APPENDIX A

AH-SHI-SLE-PAH WSA
(NM-01 0-009)

SECTION 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

The Ah-shi-sle-pah Wilderness Study Area (WSA) was identified as a WSA by
BLM on November 28, 1979. Its wilderness suitability was addressed in the Draft
Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS (USDI, BLM, 1982). In that document the
Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA was recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness. Before BLM
prepared a Final EIS, the San Juan Basin Wilderness Protection Act of 1984 was
passed. This law designated the Bisti and De-na-zin as wilderness areas but did
not address the status of Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is being
included in the Statewide Wilderness Final EIS to complete the wilderness study
process for the area.

The Act did, however, address the Navajo selection of public lands in New
Mexico pursuant to Public Laws 93-531 and 96-305, and provide for the selection
of 35,000 acres in New Mexico by the Navajo Tribe in exchange for lands relin-
quished in the Navajo-Hopi relocation settlement. Accordingly, on April 29,

1986, the Navajo Tribe selected approximately 3,094 acres of the 6,563 acres in
the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA (see Map 1). These lands would be transferred to the
Navajo Tribe after the existing Preference Right Lease Applications (PRLAs) have
been adjudicated. If Congressional action on wilderness occurs before the
transfer, the WSA would contain 6,563 acres. If Congress acts on the wilderness
after the transfer, the remaining acreage of the WSA would be 3,469 acres. This
area would then not meet the wilderness criteria contained in Section 603 of

FLPMA which considers areas of 5,000 acres or more for wilderness inventory.
Therefore the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA would not meet federal wilderness guidelines of

FLPMA.

LOCATION

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA contains approximately 6,563 acres of public land.

It is located approximately 50 miles south of Farmington and 2 miles north of

Chaco Culture National Historical Park in T. 22 and 23 N. , R. 10 W. , N.M.P.M.
It is bordered on the south and east by a maintained road and transmission line
and on the north and west by state and Navajo property boundaries (see Map 1).

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps covering this WSA are the Pueblo
Bonito and Pueblo Bonito NU 7.5 minute quadrangles.

CLIMATE AND TOPOGRAPHY

Physiographically, the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is located in northwestern New
Mexico in the Navajo Section of the Colorado Plateau Province. The Navajo Sec-
tion in the WSA is characterized by fossiliferous outcrops of sandstone and
shale that have been subjected to intensive aridcycle erosion.
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Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA

Landforms in this region include mesas, retreating escarpments, arroyos,
badland hills and rolling plains. There are approximately 340 feet of relief in
the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA; from a low elevation of 6,180 feet, the terrain rises to
6,520 feet above sea level. The major drainage found in the WSA is Ah-shi-sle-
pah Wash. The overall geomorphology of the WSA is formed by washes cutting
sandstone-capped mesas.

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA has a semi-arid climate. Warm, relatively wet sum-
mers and cold, relatively dry winters are characteristic. There are approxi-
mately six inches of annual snowfall which fall between October and February.
Summer precipitation comes as violent thunderstorms of high intensity but short
duration which result in extremely unpredictable rainfall patterns. Certain
localized areas receive moisture during these thunderstorms while adjacent areas
receive none. Annual precipitation in the last decade has been approximately
ten inches, with about sixty percent of the precipitation falling in July,
August and September. The other months average one inch or less, except for
April which is slightly higher.

Temperature, like precipitation, is extremely variable from season to sea-
son. Extreme temperatures range from 91 degrees F in the summer to 19 degrees F
in the winter. Average daily temperatures in the warm months vary from 58 de-
grees F in May to 71 degrees F in August.

The average growing season is approximately 160 days, beginning in May and
ending in October. The full 160 day season is seldom realized because available
moisture, rather than temperature, is the limiting factor.

LAND STATUS

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA contains approximately 6,563 acres of public land.
Approximately 3,094 acres of these public lands have been selected by the Navajo
Tribe in accordance with the provisions of the Navajo-Hopi relocation settle-
ment. The lands selected by the Navajo Tribe are located in the southern and
western portions of the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA (see Map 1). These lands constitute
the area of surface mineable coal reserves.

ACCESS

Access to Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is from State Highway 44. A county-maintained
gravel road (57) leads into the WSA from the east and constitutes part of the
WSA boundary (see Map 1).

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUES, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES

The summary of scoping lists alternatives and issues considered for
analysis, as well as any other alternatives and issues considered but not
selected for detailed analysis in this WAR. These alternatives and issues were
raised by BLM and the public during the wilderness inventory and preparation of
the District's Environmental Assessments (EAs) . While certain resource uses
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Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA

were not selected as issues for detailed analysis, resources such as wildlife,

visual resource values, recreational use, soils and vegetation are explained in
the document when they are affected by actions relating to the key issues

selected for detailed analysis.

The No Wilderness (No Action) Alternative has been developed as the Proposed

Action for the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA because of the presence of 263 million tons of

coal reserves in the WSA. In addition, the selection of 3,094 acres by the

Navajo Tribe would leave 3,469 acres in the WSA. This area would be too small

to meet the 5,000 acre size requirement of Section 603 of FLPMA.

As a result of public comment, we have evaluated an Amended Boundary

Alternative in addition to the previously evaluated No Wilderness and All
Wildernees Alternatives. The All Wilderness Alternative recommends the entire
area for wilderness designation (6,563 acres). The Amended Boundary
Alternative, recommends wilderness for the lands (3,469 acres) remaining under

BLM jurisdiction after the transfer of 3,094 acres to the Navajo Tribe resulting
from implementation of the Navajo-Hopi Relocation Act. Depending upon when the

land is transferred to the Navajos, the WSA will be reported to Congress as

either 6,563 or 3,469 acres. The No Wilderness Alternative, the Proposed

Action, assumes the transfer of 3,094 acres to the Navajo Tribe and recommends

that the remaining area be dropped as wilderness study (3,649 acres).

A detailed description of those actions associated with the No Wilderness

(No Action) Alternative, the Partial Wilderness Alternative, and the All Wilder-

ness Alternative is provided in Table 1. Significant impacts, by alternative,

for each major environmental issue raised for analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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AH-SHI-SLE-PAH
SUMMARY OF SCOPING

Alternative Considered and
Set Aside Reasons for Not Including This Alternative

None for this WSA

Issues Raised and Set Aside Reasons for Not Including a Detailed Analysis

Impacts on threatened or en-
dangered plant or animal species

Impacts on cultural resources

Impacts on oil and gas development

There are no known populations of Federally-
listed or State-listed threatened or
endangered plan or animal species in the WSA.

Cultural resources were not selected for
detailed analysis because site mitigation
would be required for any potential coal
development.

There has been no prior oil and gas
development in the WSA and non is anticipated
because of the high potential for coal
development

.

Alternatives Selected
for Detailed Analysis Reasons

All Wilderness

Amended Boundary
(Partial Wilderness)

No Wilderness

(Proposed Action)

6,563 acres of public land were identified
during the inventory as having wilderness
values

.

3,469 acres of public land would remain in
wilderness study following the transfer to the
Navajo Tribe of 3,094 acres of the
Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA.

6,563 acres of public land were recommended as
non-suitable for wilderness in the Draft Bisti
De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS (USDI, BLM, 1982)
due to the 263 million tons of coal reserves.
Following the transfer to the Navajo Tribe of
3,094 acres of the WSA, 3,469 acres would not
meet the wilderness criteria in Sec. 603 of
FLPMA.

Issues Selected for Detailed Analysis

Three issues of concern were identified for the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. These include
the impacts on wilderness values, coal development, and livestock grazing.

Concerns were raised over the similarity of the wilderness values in the
Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA to those in the Bisti Wilderness and De-na-zin Wilderness, as
well as the probability of losing wilderness values to coal development.

The high potential of coal development of 187 million tons of strippable coal and
76 million tons of underground mineable coal within the WSA is recognized. These
valuable reserves would not be developed with wilderness designation.

Livestock grazing is an issue of great concern to local Navajos, many of whom are
dependent on grazing as a sole source of income. They are concerned about
management inconveniences and an increase in operator costs with wilderness
designation.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

ALL WILDERNESS

AMENDED BOUNDARY

(3,469 ACRES)
PARTIAL WILDERNESS

NO WILDERNESS
(PROPOSED ACTION)

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND/

OR ENHANCE EXISTING
WILDERNESS VALUES ON

6,563 ACRES AS WILDER-

NESS. THE FOLLOWING
ACTIONS WOULD BE TAKEN:

- Navajo selection of

3,094 acres of land

within the

Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA
would be precluded.

- Wilderness Management
Plan would be

prepared for 6,563

acres.

- Close 4 miles of

vehicle routes which
receive low use

(less than 200

vehicles per year).

- Current grazing
levels of approxi-
mately 126 AUMs

would continue.
Should the Black

Lake Allotment be

utilized after 2/88,

an additional 35

AUMs would be grazed.

- Permission would be

required for vehicle
access to maintain
four earthen
reservoirs and eight

miles of fenceline.
Maintenance would be

required on a 4 to 6

year cycle.

- Area would be closed

to all forms of
mineral entry,

subject to valid
existing rights.

- Portions of 3 PRLAs

would be adjudicated.

Legislative wording
and solicitor
opinion may affect
outcome.

- Surface collection

of vertebrate
fossils under an

existing permit
would continue.

- Area would not be

available for use by

Chaco Culture
National Park for

overflow camping.

- USGS would not have
vehicular access to

5 rain gauges, 4

observation wells, 2

water-quality sites,

and 1 stream-flow
gauge

.

MANAGE TO MAINTAIN AND ENHANCE

EXISTING WILDERNESS VALUES ON

3,649 ACRES REMAINING IN

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP AFTER THE

NAVAJO SELECTION. THE

FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD BE

TAKEN:

- Wilderness Management Plan
would be prepared for 3,469

Close 1 mile of vehicle

route which receives low use

(less than 200 vehicles per

year)

.

Current grazing levels of

approximately 27 AUMs would
continue on the Kirabeto

Community Allotment and 35

AUMs could be grazed on the

Black Lake Allotment after

2/88.

Permission would be required
for vehicle access to

maintain two earthen
reservoirs and three miles

of fenceline. Maintenance

would be required on a 4 to

6 year cycle.

3,469 acres would be closed

to all forms of mineral
entry subject to valid

existing rights.

Portions of 3 PRLAs would be

adjudicated. Legislative
wording and solicitor
opinion may affect outcome.

Surface collection of verte-

brate fossils under an exist-

ing permit would continue

.

• Chaco Cultural National Park

might be able to use area

for overflow camping if

Navajo Tribe gives

permission and area is not

being mined.

- USGS would not have
vehicular access to 3 rain

gauges and 1 observation

well.

MANGE 3,469 ACRES

WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CONSTRAINTS. THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS WOULD

BE TAKEN:

- 3,094 acres would be

transferred to the

Navajo Nation under
the provisions of the

Navajo-Hopi Relocation

Map (See Map 1).

- 3,469 acres would be

managed by BLM as

non-Wilderness per

Farmingtou Resource
Management Plan (RMP)

.

- Current grazing levels

of approximately 27

AUMs would continue on
the Kimbeto Community

Allotment and 35 AUMs

could be grazed on the

Black Lake Allotment

after 2/88.

- Portions of 2 PRLAs

would be adjudicated.

Leases could be issued

if necessary require-

ments are met.

- Coal development would

occur either through
processing of the

PRLAs or at some
future date. Land

would be exchanged
following mining and

surface reclamation.

- Exploration of 5 oil

and gas leases could

occur. This could

result in the

construction of 1-3

miles of road,

however, this is

unlikely.

- Surface collection of

vertebrate fossils
under an existing
permit would continue.

- Chaco Cultural
National Park might be

able to use area for

overflow camping if

Navajo Tribe gives
permission and area is

not being mined.

- USGS would have
vehicular access to 3

rain gauges and 1

observation well.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Major Environmental Issues

Alternative by
WSA/Acreage

Impacts on
Wilderness Values

All Wilderness
(6,563 acres)

Amended Boundary
(3,869 acres

recommended suitable
for wilderness
designation; 3,094
of acres would be
transferred to the
Navajo Tribe)

.

The special scenic
values of this
badlands environ-
ment and paleont-
ological features
would be preserved
for recreational
enjoyment.

Habitat for
ferruginous hawks
would be preserved.

A natural seeting
for Native American
uses would be

maintained.

The special scenic
and paleontolo-
gical features
within 50 percent
of the WSA would
be preserved for
recreational enjoy-
ment.

On a smaller
scale, a natural
setting for Native
American uses
would be

maintained

.

The small size and
irregular boundary
configuration
would result in a
less than
outstanding
opportunity for
solitude.

Impacts on
Coal Development

Impacts on Livestock
Grazing Use Levels

Coal reserves of
263 million tons
would not be mined.

No impact on cur-
rent grazing
levels approxi-
mately 126 AUMs.

Permission would be
required for

vehicle access to

improvements
resulting in
operator
inconveniences

.

Coal reserves of
172 million tons
would be mined over
a 20 year period in
the 3,094 acres.

The 91 million tons
in the 3,469 acres
would not be mined.

No impact on cur-
rent grazing use
levels of approx-
imately 27 AUMs.

In the 3,094 acres,
up to 60 ac./yr. of
land could be dis-
turbed by surface
mining and would not
be available for the
grazing of approxi-
mately 5 AUMs/yr.
over a 20 year
period.

No Wilderness
(Do not designate
3,469 acres for
wilderness
designation; 3,094
acres would be

transferred to the
Navajo Tribe)
(Proposed Action)

In the short term,
there would be no
impact on wilder-
ness values. In
the long-term,
naturalness,
solitude, and
hiking/photography
opportunities in
this badlands
environment would
be lost on
approximately
1,760 acres
because of suface
mining

.

Surface coal
reserves (187

million tons) and
subsurface coal re-
serves (76 million
tons) would be

mined.

Current grazing use
levels of approxi-
mately 27 AUMs
would continue.

One quarter mile of
existing route
would be affected
and operators would
be inconvenienced
by surface mining.
Up to 60 ac./yr. of
land could be

disturbed by
surface mining and
would not be avail-
able for the grazing
of approximately 5

AUMs/yr. over a 20

year period.
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SECTION 2

EXISTING RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY

The WSA is situated in the central San Juan Basin near the boundary between

the Chaco Slope and the Central Basin. The sedimentary formations which are ex-

posed at the surface within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA are the Late Cretaceous Kirt-

land Shale and Fruitland Formation. Within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA, sedimentary

rocks dip at low angles to the northeast. All were formed by a shallow inland

sea which sifted back and forth across the San Juan Basin area leaving alterna-

ting marine and non-marine coastal deposits. The Kirtland/Fruitland shales and

sandstones form the well known badlands with characteristic hoodoos (Figure 1).

The mesas are covered with unconsolidated Pleistocene gravelly sand and Holocene

eolian sand. The washes have Holocene alluvium deposited in the channels.

ENERGY AND MINERALS

The principal mineral resource of Ah-shi-sle-pah lies in the Fruitland Form-

ation coal reserves. It is estimated that the coal reserves in the WSA total

263,007,000 tons of surface and underground coal (Carl Yost, BLM). This is ap-

proximately .17% of the total San Juan Basin Fruitland reserves which are esti-

mated at 158,021,000,000 tons (N.M. Energy and Minerals Department Annual Re-

sources Report, 1985). The strippable coal reserves amount to about 5% of the

total strippable Fruitland reserves (Carl Yost, BLM). The southern portin of

the WSA has surface coal reserves estimated at 187,041,000 tons and the north-

eastern WSA has underground coal reserves estimated at 75,966,000 tons (Ibid).

There is no Known Geologic Structure (KGS) in Ah-shi-sle-pah and exploration

activity for oil and gas reserves has been minimal in the area. Therefore it is

unlikely that development will occur on the five post-FLPMA leases in the WSA.

PALEONTOLOGY

Just as the Kirtland Shale and Fruitland Formations are rich in coal re-

serves, they also contain a fossil assemblage abundant in excellently preserved

leaves and petrified logs, vertebrate specimens such as turtles, crocodile

scutes and teeth, garfish scales and teeth, and dinosaurs, and invertebrates

such as pelecypods, gastropods, and ammonoids (Kues, 1982). These fossils sug-

gest that an environment similar to the Florida Everglades existed during this

part of the Cretaceous Period (Ibid).

WATER

Surface Water

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA lies in the drainage basin of Chaco Wash which ulti-

mately flows into the San Juan River. The WSA is considered part of the Color-
ado River Basin. Only one wash (Ah-shi-sle-pah) which is ephermeral, drains
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Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA

the WSA. Most of the annual runoff (up to 99%) occurs during the period of high

annual precipitation (July through September) following localized, intense

afternoon thunderstorms. Storm systems in winter and fall are more frontal in

nature, and as a result, produce streamflows of longer duration, but smaller

volume. Forty acres of Ah-shi-sle-pah Wash (Section 7, T. 22 N. , R. 10 W.) has

been designated as a floodplain (Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS, USDI,

BLM, 1982).

Ground Water

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA lies within the State-declared San Juan Underground

Water Basin (a legal designation). The San Juan Underground Water Basin is part

of the larger San Juan (structural Basin where ground water is obtainable from

surficial valley-fill deposits of Quaternary age and sandstones of Tertiary,

Cretaceous, Jurassic and Triassic age (Hydrogeology and Water Resources of San

Juan Basin, New Mexico, 1983). The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA contains 4 observation

water wells: 2 in the Pictured Cliffs Sandstone and 2 in the Fruitland Forma-

tion (Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS, USDI, BLM, 1982) which are moni-

tored by the USGS.

SOILS

The soils in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA are derived primarily from sandstone and

shale, with inclusions of windblown sand and silt. In general, these soils have

low organic matter content and are highly susceptible to erosion. Inadequate

precipitation, shallow depths, low waterholding capacities, and high concentra-

tions of soluble salts or exchangeable sodium are other limiting features for

use and/or reclamation (Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS, USDI, BLM,

1982). Refer to Map 2 showing the soils in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA.

VEGETATION

Most of the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA consists of badlands (4,542 acres) and is de-

void of vegetation. The rest of the WSA contains approximately 9 ecotypes

(Table 3). The distribution of ecotypes within the WSA is too detailed to show

on a map. Hence a soils map is included (Map 2) to distinguish between the bad-

lands and ecotypes described in Table 3.

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

There are no known Federally-listed threatened or endangered plant species

within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife density and species diversity is low in the WSA. A four season

wildlife inventory referenced in Wildlife Resource Inventory of the Chaco Strip-

pable Coal Area, New Mexico (BLM, 1982) and observations by BLM personnel have

recorded the following bird species: black-throated sparrow, rockwren, Say's

phoebe, mountain plover, horned lark, raven, kestrel, and ferruginous hawk.

Three ferruginous hawk nests (all of which are probably in one territory) occur

within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA.
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TABLE 3

ECOTYPES, RANGE SITES, AND SOILS, AH-SHI-SLE-PAH WSA

ECOTYPE

Badland

PRESENT

PRESENT STOCKING ECOLOGICAL PRESENT
AVERAGE VEGETATIVE RATE RANGE VEGETATION

RANGE SITE SLOPE (%) ASPECT COVER (%) (AC/AUM) CONDITION SPECIES

POTENTIAL
PERENNIAL AIR-DRY POTENTIAL

PLANT PRODUCTION VEGETATION
COVER (%) (LBS/AC) SPECIES

RELATED SOIL
AND SYMBOL

Badland 40 N,S,E,W Unsuitable N/A Badland (BA)

Sagebrush/ Loamy ND-1
Blue grama

Fourwing
saltbrush
Yucca/
Muhlenbergia
Alkali
sacaton

Deep Sand/ 10

Sandy ND-1

Fourwing Sodic Slopes 2

saltbrush/ ND-1
3* Alkali

to sacaton

Greasewood/ Salt Flats

Alkali ND-1
sacaton

Sagebrush/ Loamy ND-1
Blue grama

Galleta/
Blue grama

Limy ND-1

S,W

S,W 17

15

11

W,S 49

W.S 18

10.5 Fair Big sagebrush
Galleta
Blue grama

30 600 Big sagebrush
Blue grama
Western wheatgrass

Doak (DS)

U

13.5

16.5

10.5

13.5

Fair

Fair

Fair

Good

Good

Fourwing salt-
brush Yucca
Alkali sacaton
Muhlenbergia

40 650 Indian ricegrass Sheppard-
Giant dropseed Shiprock (DS)

Alkali sacaton
Blue grama

Fourwing
saltbrush
Alkali sacaton

35 333

Galleta
Alkali sacaton
Blue grama
Black grease-
wood

25 650

Alkali sacaton Huerfano-
Fourwing Muff-
saltbrush
Galleta

Alkali sacaton Uffens (HU)

Galleta
Black greasewood

Blue grama
Galleta

30 600 Big sagebrush
Blue grama
Western wheatgrass

Doak (DN)

Blue grama
Galleta

25 300 Indian ricegrass Avalon (DN)

NM feathergrass
Blue grama
Galleta

Sagebrush/
Blue grama

Loamy ND-1

Black Salt Flats
greasewood/ ND-1
Alkali
sacaton

S,E 18

S,E 11

10.5

S.5

Good

Good

Big sagebrush
Blue grama
Galleta

Galleta
Alkali sacaton

Blue grama
Big Sagebrush

25

25

450 Big sagebrush
Galleta

Blancot (BT)

650 Alkali sacaton
Galleta
Fourwing saltbrush

Notal (BT)
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Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

There are no state or federally-listed threatened or endangered animal spe-
cies in this WSA. The ferruginous hawk is a candidate species which is being
evaluated to determine if it should be listed as a federal threatened or endan-
gered species.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA provides a variety of scenic values (Draft Bisti De-
na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS, USDI, BLM, 1982) that are presently being managed
under an interim Visual Resource Management (VRM) Class II while the WSA is
under wilderness review.

Approximately 69 percent of the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is comprised of scenic
badlands formed by the erosion of the Kirtland Shale and Fruitland Formation
(Mike Candelaria, BLM). These formations have been eroded into rugged terrain,
including spires, towers, and mushroom formations Choodoos'). The brown, tan,
gray, and olive variegated shales are highlighted by maroon and purple banding
which provides a spectacular contrast with the color of the sandstone. The
spired forms of the hoodoos form an abrupt contrast with the rounded lines of
rolling hills to the south and east which support shortgrass and sagebrush vege-
tation.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Archaeological Sites

Four hundred eighty acres (approximately 7 percent) of the southern Ah-shi-
sle-pah WSA has been intensively inventoried for archaeological resources
(Kemrer, 1981). Eight sites have been identified within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA
and a ninth lies partially within the WSA. One of the nine sites may contain 2

components. Ninety percent of the 10 possible components within the Ah-shi-sle-
pah WSA have been recommended by BLM in consultation with the SHPO, as eligible
for the National Register. The sites represent possible Paleoindian, Anasazi,
and Navajo cultural periods which indicate an occupation from 10,000 BC to pre-
sent time.

Chacoan Roads

The WSA lies within a region known to contain a system of prehistoric roads
that appear to link major Chacoan Anasazi sites throughout the San Juan Basin.
These roads show up as linear traces that are more readily seen on aerial photos
than through ground observation. The most thoroughly studied, the North Road,
lies within 1/4 mile of the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. The importance of any road seg-
ment or associated roadside features that may exist in the area lies in their
potential value in the analysis of Chacoan social organization.
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Gravesites

One of the most sensitive aspects of traditional Navajo beliefs and prac-
tices involves the treatment of the dead. This cultural issue is important in

the WSA because of the probability that the WSA contains Navajo gravesites. No
interviews have been conducted by the BLM to gather data on numbers or locations
of gravesites within the WSA, but the topic of burials has been brought up by

the BLM at Chapter House meetings in connection with proposed developments. It

has been the experience of the BLM that Navajo audiences are reluctant to dis-
cuss this issue. The reluctance may be based upon traditional Navajo beliefs
regarding the "chindi", the evil that remains with the body after the life
spirit has departed. This "chindi" has the potential for causing harm to the

living when a gravesite is disturbed.

One possible gravesite was identified in the course of an archeological in-
ventory in the southern Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. On the basis of archeological data
on Navajo settlement patterns gathered by Huse et al. (1978), the badlands zones
of the WSA may contain Navajo gravesites dating from the period between the re-
turn of the Navajo from Fort Sumner in 1868 and World War II.

Sacred Sites

The BLM has not conducted any inventories of sacred sites within the WSA,

but three Navajo sacred sites have been identified to the BLM. The Ah-shi-sle-
pah WSA contains an offering point and a gathering area for various minerals and

plants used in several different Navajo ceremonies (Mrs. Sarah Charley, personal
communication). These plants are also used as medications.

The WSA may contain additional gathering areas and offering points, as well

as other types of sacred sites that have been identified in the general area
(see Huse et al., 1978; Kemrer, 1981; Condie, 1982). Sacred sites could include
various natural features such as rock formations, buttes, mesas, crevices and
springs; Chacoan outliers; constructed features utilized as shrines such as

stone cists, boxes and cairns; ceremonial antelope hunting and eagle trapping
pits; and sites (including hogans and sweatlodges) at which curing and other
religious ceremonies have been performed.

Air Quality

Generally, the quality of air within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is excellent.
The air quality concentrations (sulphur dioxide and nitric oxide, plus total
suspended particulates) are normally low and do not exceed state and federal air
quality standards. The occasional high concentrations of TSP (total suspended
particulates) is due to dust storms (USDI, BLM, 1983).
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SECTION 3

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL USES

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

The only current activity in the WSA is related to leasable minerals. The
leasable mineral activity occurs in coal development and oil and gas exploration
(Refer to Table 4 for mineral potential of Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA). The WSA con-
tains parts of three coal Preference Right Lease Applications (PRLAs) and other
PRLA's adjoin the WSA boundary (Map 3).

PRLA
Number

NM-3918
NM-3919
NM-6804

PRLA
Acreage

4,477
4,478
1,602

WSA
Acreage

985.04
3156.24
1214.12

Percent of PRLA
Overlapping WSA

22

70

76

The Fruitland coal in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is ranked as subbituminous A,
meaning that it weathers upon exposure and has moderate heating value. The coal
beds are exposed at the surface in the southern part of the WSA and reach a sub-
surface depth of 300' to 600' in the northeastern part of the WSA. There is
estimated to be 263,007,000 tons of Fruitland coal in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA
(surface and subsurface) (Map 4). The Navajo selected land within the WSA con-
tains 171,922,000 tons of surface and subsurface coal (Carl Yost, BLM).

Five post-FLPMA oil and gas leases with wilderness stipulations to protect
wilderness values have been issued in the WSA (Map 5). There is no Known Geo-
logic Structure (KGS) in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA and exploration activity for oil
and gas reserves has been minimal in the area. It is possible that all the
leases will expire without any exploration or development activity.

Lease Number

NM-35882
NM-36951
NM-42059
NM-58623
NM-58625

Expiration Date
(10 yr. leases)

4/1/89
8/1/89

11/1/91
4/1/89
5/1/93

No mineral sales have been recorded in the Ah-shi-sle-pah and there are no
known deposits of gravel or limestone (saleable minerals) recorded in the area.
Locatable mineral activity was limited to a burst of exploration activity in the
late 1970' s, presumably for uranium. A review of BLM mining case files shows
that none of the approximately 358 mining claims are currently active since no
assessment work was performed as of 1981. The claim cases were closed in 1983.
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TABLE 4

MINERAL POTENTIAL, AH-SHI-SLE-PAH WSA

Mineral Federal Surface &

Commodity Associated Environment Potential Subsurface Acreage

Coal Cretaceous Fruitland Formation High 6,563 acres

Oil and Gas No Known Geologic Structure (KGS) Low 6,563 acres

Uranium Jurassic Morrison Formation Low 6,563 acres
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WATERSHED

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA lies in the San Juan River watershed. This is a

fairly complex drainage system which begins with Ah-shi-sle-pah Wash flowing

into Chaco Wash and then becoming Chaco River, before entering the San Juan

River at Shiprock. The San Juan River is joined with the Animas River at Farm-

ington and the La Plata River west of Farmington. This San Juan River system

flows west and is one of the major tributaries of the Colorado River drainage

basin .

Since 1963 the 4,000 mi.^ Chaco River drainage has flowed perennially in

its lower reaches from 10 to 30 ft.-Vs during non-stormflow periods (New

Mexico Bureau of Mines, 1983). This flow is attributed mostly to effluent from

the Four Comers powerplant with some due to irrigation runoff from the Navajo

Indian Irrigation Project as well as springs issuing from alluvium (Ibid, 1983).

The Chaco River produces approximately 10% of the waters of the San Juan River

yet comprises 1/3 of the drainage area (Ibid, 1983). No data is available on

what percentage of total sediment is contributed by Chaco River to the San Juan

River. However, the mean sediment concentration in the Chaco Wash is about

30,000 mg/L and the Chaco River is about 49,000 mg/L. The sediment concentra-

tion of the San Juan River averages 4,300 mg/L upstream of the Chaco River, and

13,000 mg/L downstream of the Chaco River (Ibid, 1983).

It is apparent from this information detailing the heavy sediment level in

the Chaco system that there is intense erosion and badland development occurring

in this region. This has been attributed to the recent shift to a xeric mois-

ture regime in the San Juan Basin and greater effective precipitation during the

winter months (J. Chiaretti, SCS, personal communication). Therefore, badland

development is occurring at a higher than normal rate (2 cm./ yr. on mantle/bed-

rock; Wells, 1983).

The BLM has no current rainfall-runoff modeling project in the WSA although

the USGS monitors 5 rain gauges, 4 observation wells, 2 water-quality sites, and

1 streamflow gauge within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. There is no watershed manage-

ment plan for the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

Two grazing allotments contain acreage within the boundaries of Ah-shi-sle-

pah WSA (see Map 6). The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA supports approximately 126 Animal

Unit Months (AUMs ) on the Kimbeto Community allotment. Paragon Resources, Inc.

has not been utilizing rangeland within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA since 1985.

Their authorized number of AUMs is 35 and the non-use status ends on

February 28, 1988. Grazing information pertaining to these two allotments is

displayed in Table 5.
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TABLE 5

RANGE ALLOTMENT INFORMATION

Allotment
Number

Allotment
Name AUMs

Allotment
Acres WSA Acres

Number of

Permittees
Season
of Use

6010

6013

Black Lake

Klmbeto
Community

126

65,850

166,149

2560

4003

1

6 families

Yearlong

Yearlong

There are two types of grazing allotments within the WSA: the Kimbeto Com-

munity Allotment leased to local Navajo families and the Black Lake Allotment

leased to Paragon Resources, Inc., a land-holding subsidiary of PNM. The Kim-

beto Community Allotment is used by Navajo families who run small bands of sheep

and goats as a primary source of income. Many operators live on their allotment

near the WSA and herd their sheep and goats to and from their dwellings daily.

Range condition, when last monitored (1984), was rated fair to good.

Kimbeto Community Allotment

Two of six pastures (#1 and #6) have acreage within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA.

Livestock graze within the WSA anywhere from six months to year around, depend-

ing on the family. The range improvements on this allotment include 3 earthen

dams and 1-1/2 miles of fenceline. There are approximately 11 routes into this

allotment, extending a total distance of 4 miles. From survey data, it appears

that only 3/4 mile of route actually leads to range improvements. There are 6

families using this allotment. It is not known how many trips a year are made

on the two-track routes for range management purposes but it is estimated at

less than 200 vehicles per year (V.P.Y.). No new range improvements are planned

for construction within the WSA.

Black Lake Allotment

Paragon Resources Inc. voluntarily withdrew from grazing this allotment in

1985. They still hold the grazing rights and it is believed that Paragon in-

tends to turn this over to the Navajo Tribe once the Navajo selection becomes

final. The range improvements on this allotment include 1 earthen dam with a

fence and 6 1/2 miles of fenceline on the allotment boundary. No new range im-

provements are planned for this allotment. Because there are no 2-track routes

on the allotment inside the WSA it is doubtful that many trips were made into

the WSA for range management purposes. When last monitored (1985), range con-

dition was rated fair to good.

RECREATION

The BLM has little visitor use data specific to the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. The

open landscape provides opportunities for dispersed recreation activities such
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as sightseeing, rock collecting, hiking, environmental education, and photography
(Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS, USDI, BLM, 1982). Public input
received during the comment period shows that scenic and geological sightseeing
also occurs. Ah-shi-sle-pah by fact of its WSA status, is 'limited* from motor-
ized vehicle use. This means that vehicles are confined to existing routes and
trails

.

Chaco Culture National Historic Park recommends the WSA to visitors for
overflow camping. They report that the WSA receives particularly heavy usage
between Memorial Day and Labor Day weekends. It is estimated that the WSA re-
ceives over 1,000 overnite visitors per year. Ah-shi-sle-pah has been frequent-
ly used for spiritual ceremonies involving solitude experiences by groups coming
from as far away as California. Photographic groups have also done weekend
workshops there

.

EDUCATION/RESEARCH

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA has many special features which make it an ideal
'natural laboratory,' among them its scenic paleontological features (fossils).
One paleontological permit was issued in 1986 to extend over a three year period
for paleontological 'reconnaissance with limited surface collection* to collect
Late Cretaceous vertebrates. However, no reported collections were made during
the 1986 field season.

NATIVE AMERICAN USES

The BLM has recently begun working with the BIA to determine the location of
gravesites and sacred sites of the Navajo on BLM lands so these sites can be
protected. However, at this time these meetings have not yielded any new infor-
mation. Mrs. Stella Lee of Shiprock, New Mexico did report in 1985, that the
Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA contains a sacred site and should be protected from coal min-
ing. However, the location of this site is unknown. This may be the same site
reported by Mrs. Sarah Charley (Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS, USDI,
BLM, 1982). That site contains an offering point and a gathering area for var-
ious minerals and plants used for medications and different Navajo ceremonies.

One possible gravesite was identified during the course of an archaeological
inventory in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA (Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS,
USDI, BLM, 1982). The Draft EIS also notes the possibility of additional grave-
sites occurring in the badland zones dating from the period between the return
of the Navajo from Fort Sumner in 1868 and World War II. The problem with
identifying gravesites is the traditional Navajo reluctance to discuss death and
gravesites. This is because the 'chindi' or evil spirit remaining behind can
cause harm to the living when a gravesite is disturbed. With only 7% of the
southern Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA intensively inventoried for cultural resources, the
possibility of many more sacred sites and gravesites exists (Draft Bisti De-na-
zin Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS, USDI, BLM, 1982).

REALTY ACTIONS

The Navajo Tribe has selected 3,094 acres of the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA, per the
Navajo-Hopi Land Settlement Act of 1974 (PL 93-531) and the Navajo and Hopi Re-
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location Amendments Act of 1980 (PL 96-305). These acts provide for the Navajo

selection of 35,000 acres in New Mexico for use by the Navajos displaced from

the Joint Use Area (JUA). Part of the 35,000 acres (10,178 acres without

mineral adjudication) was transferred to the Navajo Tribe on January 7, 1987.

The San Juan Basin Wilderness Protection Act of 1984 (PL 98-603) designated

the Bisti and De-na-zin as wilderness areas but did not address the status of

the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA, which had previously been recommended as non-suitable by

BLM (Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah E1S, USDI, BLM, 1982). This bill im-

posed a selection deadline of 18 months from the date of the bill (October 30,

1984) for the Navajo Tribe to finalize their land selection in New Mexico.

Hence, the Navajo Tribe selected 3,094 acres of the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA in their

final selection of April 29, 1986.

WILDLIFE

The one ongoing wildlife action in this area involves the annual monitoring

of raptor nest areas from March through July.
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SECTION 4

WILDERNESS CRITERIA

EVALUATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES

Quality of Mandatory Wilderness Characteristics

The wilderness characteristics of the 6,563 acre WSA have been documented in
the Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah Proposed Wilderness Areas Environmental
Impact Statement (USDI. BLM. 1982). The following discussion f^"^^ ^ tEe
quality of these characteristics.

Naturalness

A detailed description of the human imprints in the 6,563 acre Ah-shi-sle-
pah WSA is documented in the Star Lake Bisti Coal Region Accelerated Intensive
Wilderness Inventory (USDI, BLM, 1979). These imprints include 1 dumping area,
4 earthen dams (1 with a fence), 5 rain gauges, 1 drill site, 4 fencelines (8
miles total), 11 routes (4 miles total), 4 observation wells, and 1 streamflow
gauge. The BLM considers the overall effects of these imprints upon the entire
WSA when assessing naturalness, which is a function of the size of the WSA and
the number and distribution of impacts. Because these intrusions have no sig-
nificant impact on the overall naturalness of the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA, adjust-
ments to the WSA boundary to enhance naturalness are not needed.

The WSA is very accessible to motor vehicles along its southern boundary
(County Road 57). All routes leading into the WSA begin from this road. There
is no evidence of grading or maintenance of these routes. Only 2 of the 11
routes lead to livestock grazing features.

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA's intrusions are generally well-buffered by topog-
raphy or vegetation. When viewed as a whole, the WSA appears to have been pri-
marily affected by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's intrusions
substantially unnoticeable (USDI, BLM, 1979).

Solitude

Sixty-nine percent of the 6,563 acre WSA consists of badland formations,
with rolling grasslands dissected by intermittent washes comprising 31%. The
badland terrain provides an excellent opportunity for the user to find a spot
secluded from other human sights and sounds (USDI, BLM, 1979). This opportunity
is concentrated in the center of the WSA where the badlands occur. The rolling
grasslands do not offer much screening between the user and activities outside
the WSA, or between users inside the WSA. The vegetation of the WSA does not
provide significant opportunities for seclusion but, rather, emphasizes the
feeling of expansive solitude.
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Opportunities for Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation within the Ah-shi-sle-

pah WSA are tied to its topography. The expansiveness of the rolling hills and

the intricacy of the dissected badlands provide the WSA with varied opportuni-

ties for dispersed recreation. The badlands offer the opportunity for hiking,

camping, horseback riding, sightseeing, and photography. The WSA is used pri-

marily for day hiking, with some overnight use. Sightseeing opportunities re-

lated to the inherent scenic, geologic and paleontological values exist through-

out the WSA.

Special Features

The 6,563 acre Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA has special scenic, geologic, scientific,

and educational features. The scenic features of the WSA are primarily derived

from the badlands topography and coloration, which are the result of geologic

processes. The rolling grassland portion of the WSA does not provide the same

type of visual experience.

The outcrops of the Fruitland Formation and Kirtland Shale provide geologic

and paleontological features with intrinsic educational values. Scientific val-

ues are also tied to these paleontological features. Nearly complete dinosaur

skeletal remains were found in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA some years ago. Outstand-

ing fields of petrified stumps occur there also. At present there is one ap-

proved permit for paleontological reconnaissance with limited surface collection

of Late Cretaceous vertebrates in the WSA.

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA also contains archeological sites that have intrinsic

scientific and educational values, and sacred sites of value to the Navajo

Indian people.

Multiple Resource Benefits

The Congressional long-term protection offered by wilderness designation

would provide reliable protection not readily subject to administrative change.

This protection would especially benefit wilderness values, recreation compati-

ble with wilderness designation, visual resources, paleontological and cultural

resources. The benefits to these resources would primarily occur because wil-

derness designation would preclude surface coal mining with its resultant dis-

turbances. (A more detailed discussion of the multiple resource benefits of

wilderness designation may be found in Section 5 of this Appendix under the All

Wilderness Alternative.)

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

According to A. W. Kuchler (1964) and Robert G. Bailey (USDA, FS, 1980), the

vegetative-ecosystem classification for the 6,563 acres within the Ah-shi-sle-

pah WSA is as follows:

Dry Domain
Highland Province

Colorado Plateau Sub-Province

Grama-Galleta Steppe
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The Grama-Galleta Steppe community is dominated by alkali sacaton, galleta, and
blue grama. Map 2 displays range sites which are further described in Table 3.

Distance from Major Population Centers

Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation near major
population centers is one facet of diversity in the National Wilderness Preser-
vation System. The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is within one day's drive (4 hours) of
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, New Mexico, which have been identified as Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

MANAGEABILITY

A. 6,563 acre WSA

The 1982 Draft EIS recommended that the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA not be designated
as wilderness due to its considerable coal reserves (263 million tons). Should
this area be designated as wilderness, 263 million tons of coal would not be
mined. The PRLAs covering these considerable reserves would be adjudicated.
Uranium and oil and gas development would probably not occur as these minerals
have a low potential.

Grazing AUMs (126) would not be affected by wilderness designation, although
permission would be required for vehicle access to maintain 4 earthen reservoirs
and 8 miles of fenceline. There would be increased operator costs and inconven-
iences to maintain rangeland improvements with wilderness limitations and under
minimum tool requirements.

There are no State or private inholdings to conflict with wilderness manage-
ability.

The principal management problem for this area involves the Navajo selec-
tion of 3,094 acres of the 6,563 acre WSA on April 29, 1986. Should this selec-
tion be finalized prior to this EIS receiving Congressional action, this area
could not be managed as wilderness. The land would be held in trust by the Sec-
retary of the Interior for the Navajo Tribe and no longer under BLM jurisdiction.

B. 3,469 acre WSA

The size and amended boundary of this proposed WSA assume the Navajo Tribe
would receive ownership of the 3,094 acres of public land it has selected. This
would leave 3,469 acres to be managed as WSA. This WSA would contain the same
wilderness characteristics of naturalness, solitude, opportunities for primitive
and unconfined recreation, and special features as the 6,563 acre WSA, just on a
smaller scale. However, the small size and irregular boundary configuration
would result in greater outside impacts on the wilderness area (Map 1).

In this WSA, 91 million tons of coal would not be mined and the PRLAs would
be adjudicated. Uranium and oil and gas development would probably not occur as
these minerals have a low potential.
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Grazing AUMs (27) would not be affected by wilderness designation, although
permission would be required for vehicle access to maintain 2 earthen reservoirs
and 3 miles of fenceline. There would be increased operator costs and inconven-
iences to maintain rangeland improvements with wilderness limitations and under
minimum tool requirements.

There are no State or private inholdings to conflict with wilderness manage-
ability.
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SECTION 5

IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This section discusses three alternatives for the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA: All
Wilderness, Amended Boundary Wilderness, and No Wilderness (manage under the
Farmington RMP). Specific management actions are listed in Table 1; impacts are
summarized in Table 2.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire 6,563 acres of public land
within the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA would be recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation and the Navajo selection of 3,094 acres would be precluded.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

On any acreage designated as wilderness, the existing and potential uses
would be managed under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy (USDI, BLM, 1981).
Wilderness values would be retained and protected over the long term by manage-
ment under this policy. The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA's existing natural character and
the opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation would be
maintained. These wilderness values are due to the badlands topography which
comprises 69% of WSA. The badlands buffer the man-made intrusions within the
WSA and contribute to a feeling of expansive solitude.

Hiking, photography, camping, and enjoyment of Ah-shi-sle-pah' s scenic val-
ues are the principal recreational activities within the WSA. It is frequently
used for solitude experiences by various spiritual groups. The special features
of the WSA (i.e., scenic topography, cultural and paleontological resources)
provide excellent sightseeing opportunities. The rich fossil assemblage has
attracted students from the New Mexico Bureau of Mines who are working under a

-current paleontological permit. Cultural resources have not been inventoried on
93% of the WSA. However, sites are assumed to be as abundant in the WSA as the
rest of the San Juan Basin.

Wilderness designation would also 1) preserve habitat for both game and non-
game bird species but might also result in the abandonment of a ferruginous hawk
nesting territory due to increased visitor use, 2) maintain the WSA's scenic
qualities by reclassifying it from VRM Class II to VRM Class I, 3) increase the
protection of archaeological sites, and 4) maintain the natural setting upon
which Native American uses are often based.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the long-term protection by Congres-
sional designation would protect and enhance the wilderness resources in the
Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA.
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Impacts on Coal Development

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA exhibits high potential for coal on 6,563 acres. The
estimated coal reserves total 263 million tons in the WSA. This coal would not
be mined if this area is designated as wilderness. The coal market currently is

depressed; however, the quantity of coal reserves make this deposit valuable.
Potential revenue would not be realized from coal production should the WSA be
designated as wilderness.

Conclusion

An estimated 263 million tons of coal would be precluded from development as

a result of wilderness designation.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing

Livestock grazing would continue at the approximate use level existing at
the time the area is designated as wilderness (approximately 126 animal unit
months). However, livestock operations in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA would be af-
fected by wilderness designation. These effects could result from limitations
imposed on use of motorized equipment for the maintenance of approximately 8

miles of fence and 4 earthen reservoirs. The lifetime of these improvements is
10 years for a fence and 20 years for an earthen reservoir. Maintenance of

range improvements existing in an area prior to its designation as wilderness is
permissable, and may be accomplished through the occasional use of motorized
equipment, based on a rule of practical necessity and reasonableness. Casual
use of vehicles for inspection or for minor repair of existing facilities would
be precluded. This would create an inconvenience to the livestock operators.

The Kimbeto Community allotment only uses 1/4 mile of vehicle route in the
WSA for livestock management purposes. Because the use of vehicles would be re-
stricted, permittees could have to walk or ride horseback, thereby increasing
the time to cover the area that traditionally was covered by vehicle. This,
coupled with the restrictions on types of construction materials and locations
of new improvements, could impact the permittees' management styles and costs.

Conclusion

There would be no impacts on livestock grazing use level under the All Wil-
derness Alternative; however, there would be management inconveniences and an
increase in operator costs related to maintenance of improvements.

AMENDED BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE

This alternative assumes that the Navajo Tribe would receive title to the
3,094 acres they have selected and the remaining 3,469 acres would be designated
as wilderness (refer to Map 1). Coal development is projected for the lands
selected by the Navajo. A more detailed description of the management actions
to be taken under this alternative appears in Table 1.
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Impacts on Wilderness Values

The suitable area contains wilderness values and special features similar to
those in the 6,563 acre WSA (see All Wilderness Alternative discussion). Natu-
ralness, solitude, opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation, would
exist, however, they could not be considered outstanding. Human imprints such
as USGS rain gauges and routes would be scattered throughout this WSA and buf-
fered by badland topography. The small and irregular boundary configuration
would result in greater outside impacts. Coal mining on the 3,098 acres
selected by the Navajos would destroy solitude opportunities.

Conclusion

Wilderness values would diminish in quality on 3,469 acres and lost on 3,094
acres.

Impacts on Coal Development

As in the All Wilderness Alternative, ninety-one million tons of coal would
not be mined. Revenue from the development of coal resources would not be real-
ized.

It is likely that the coal reserves in the 3,094 acre parcel selected by the
Navajo Tribe would be developed once the market improves.

Conclusion

Ninety-one million tons of coal reserves would be precluded from development
in the 3,469 acres designated wilderness. On the remaining 3,094 acres, mining
of 172 million tons of coal would occur.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing

No impacts are projected on grazing use with respect to AUMs (Animal Unit
Months). The WSA of 3,469 acres would still carry 27 AUMs. However, permission
would be required for vehicle maintenance of 2 earthen reservoirs and approxi-
mately 3 miles of fenceline. There is no evidence of routes on the grazing al-
lotment to maintain improvements such as reservoirs or fencelines.

At some time there might be some operator inconvenience involved with the
use of motorized equipment for maintenance of improvements but this is not
anticipated. Additionally, as there are no planned improvements, there should
be no problem with construction and materials of new facilities.

In the 3,094 acres transferred to the Navajo Tribe, grazing would be lost at
the rate of 5 AUMs/yr. over a 20 year period during surface mining and reclama-
tion.
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Conclusion

In the 3,469 acres designated wilderness, no impacts are projected on graz-

ing use with respect to AUMs. Minimal impact may be anticipated with mainten-

ance or new construction of improvements. In the 3,094 acres selected by the

Navajo Tribe, 5 AUMs/year are expected to be lost over a period of approximately

20 years.

NO WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (Proposed Action)

Under this alternative, the 3,469 acres not selected by the Navajo Tribe

would be recommended non-suitable for wilderness designation. If the WSA is not

designated wilderness, existing and potential uses would continue, and the WSA
would be dropped from management under the Interim Management Policy and Guide -

lines for Lands Under Wilderness Review (USDI, BLM 1979, amended 1983). If Con-

gress designates it as wilderness, the WSA will be managed under the Wilderness
Management Policy (USDI, BLM 1981).

If the WSA is not designated as wilderness, it will be managed under the No

Wilderness Alternative which would involve management under other than wilder-

ness policy. Management would follow the guidelines of the approved Farmington

Resource Management Plan (RMP) that is under development. The preferred alter-
native in the RMP would allow for the disposal of the 3,469 acres not selected

by the Navajo Tribe and if not designated wilderness by Congress. Disposal
would be accomplished through sale or exchange for other lands in the Farmington
Resource Area after mining.

In the 3,469 acres not designated as wilderness, unavoidable adverse effects
of the proposed action will result from future surface disturbance activities.

Over the long-term, these activities will reduce the quality of wilderness val-
ues by adversely affecting naturalness, opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation and special wilderness features. Also, cumulative short-term con-

sumptive uses of this land will lead to long-term degradation of wilderness val-
ues. Nondesignation of 3,469 acres as wilderness would leave this acreage
available for development which could irreversibly degrade wilderness values
which could foreclose the option of wilderness designation in the future.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under this alternative overall wilderness values would eventually be lost to

coal mining. Vehicle routes would increase as a result of convenient access
from County Road 57 for such activities as recreation, local Native American
uses, grazing and mineral development. Long-term effects on wilderness values
would include disruption of nesting season for birds and possible destruction of

habitat, degradation of cultural resources and degradation of the natural set-
ting for Native American uses.

Conclusion

Without wilderness designation, wilderness values and the special features

for which the area was designated would be lost.
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Impacts on Coal Development

No impact on development of the coal resources under this alternative.

Impacts on Livestock Grazing

Grazing would continue at the present level of 27 AUMs for the 3,469 acre
parcel. There would be no wilderness limitations imposed on maintenance, re-
pair, or construction of improvements. However, surface mining could disturb up
to 60 acres/year of land. This would result in a loss of 5 AUMs/yr. over a 20

year period. This would be an indirect effect of non-wilderness designation
which would therefore allow coal development.

Conclusion

Grazing (5 AUMs/year) would be lost during strip mining and reclamation over

a period of 20 years.
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SECTION 6

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OVERVIEW

This report has been prepared with public input obtained from scoping meet-
ings, open houses, formal public hearings and comment letters. These efforts
began in 1979 during the wilderness inventory phase and ended with the release
of the Draft Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS (USDI, BLM, 1982).

Considerable interest was generated during the comment and review period,
which also included comments on the subsequently designated Bisti Wilderness and
De-na-zin Wilderness. The main reason cited for wilderness designation was the
preservation of wilderness values and their destruction if raining were to pro-
ceed. Other concerns included the lack of coal demand at present, adequate pro-
tection of paleontological and cultural resources, the preservation of Ah-shi-
sle-pah 's grassland, as well as the impact of coal development on traditional
Navajo lifestyle.

Opponents of wilderness designation discussed the PRLAs and undeveloped coal
reserves, the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA's similarity to the Bisti Wilderness and De-na-
zin Wilderness, plus the economic boost to the area from coal development.
Overall, they agreed with BLM's assessment of recommending the Ah-shi-sle-pah
WSA as non-wilderness

.

During the public comment period on the Draft EIS in 1982, a total of 303
public inputs were received on Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. Two hundred ninety (96%)
were in favor of wilderness designation citing its wilderness values,
recreational potential, and the availability of coal on nearby lands. One
suggestion was made to explore the possibility of exchanging PRLA lease rights
for bidding rights on federal coal for applicants who have PRLAs which conflict
with wilderness values. Excerpts from the letters received during the 1982
comment period which require a response are discussed and responded to in this
section.

As the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA WAR was not included in the earlier phases of the
New Mexico Statewide Wilderness Study, no comments were received which required
a response or discussing during the public comment period on the New Mexico
Statewide Wilderness Study; Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(BLM 1986).

' ~~

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE REVISED DRAFT EIS

No. 0508(A-82)
Name(s): John C. Peterson, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Comment: "Non-Wilderness designation for the Ah-shi-sle-pah area is not in
itself considered a federal action affecting threatened or endangered
species or species of high federal interest. Issuance of leases, land
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permits or rights-of-way in the Ah-shi-sle-pah area will require
further compliance with appropriate wildlife laws and regulations."

The BLM intends to continue to consider wildlife values when
issuing leases, granting rights-of-way permits, and considering
land management activities.

*****

No. 0266(A-82)
Name(s): Jim Weston and Peter Greene, NM State Park and Recreation Division

Comment

:

Response;

"It is not clear why Ah-shi-sle-pah would not be designated
Wilderness other than to make 270 million tons of coal deposits
available for strip raining. More justification for the sacrifice
of this potentially important wilderness area should be shown."

is not denying wilderness status to Ah-shi-sle-pah; it is
a preliminary recommendatin to Congress that the

The BLM
making
Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is unsuitable for wilderness designation. This
recommendation took into consideration the possible conflict
between coal development, other resources, and wilderness values
for the Bisti, De-na-zin and Ah-shi-sle-pah areas. Since this
comment was received on the Draft Bisti De-na-zin Ah-shi-sle-pah
EIS (USDI, BLM, 1982), the Navajo Tribe has selected approximately
3,094 acres of the 6,563 acre WSA. Should this selection be
finalized prior to this EIS receiving Congressional action, this
area could not be managed as wilderness. The land would be held in
trust by the Secretary of the Interior for the Navajo Tribe and no
longer under BLM jurisdiction. The remaining 3,469 acres would
then not meet the wilderness criteria contained in Section 603 of
FLPMA which considers areas of 5,000 acres or more for wilderness
inventory.

*****

No. 0478 (A-82)
Name(s): Bill Isaacs, Natural Resources Department, State of New Mexico

Comment: "In view of the importance to recreation-based economy..., it is
the consensus of the Department that Ah-shi-sle-pah should be
designated as Wilderness and that no coal should be removed from
any of the areas . No particularly compelling reasons are given for
the nondesignation of Ah-shi-sle-pah..."

Response: Since this comment was received on the Draft Bisti De-na-zin
Ah-shi-sle-pah EIS (USDI, BLM, 1982), the Navajo Tribe has selected
approximately 3,094 acres of the 6,563 acre WSA. Should this
selection be finalized prior to this EIS receiving Congressional
action, this area could not be managed as wilderness. The land
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would be held in trust by the Secretary of the Interior for the

Navajo Tribe and no longer under BLM jurisdiction. The remaining

3,469 acres would then not meet the wilderness criteria contained

in Section 603 of FLPMA which considers areas of 5,000 acres or

more for wilderness inventory.

*****

No. 0008(A-82)

Name(s): Jack V. Kyselka Jr., Bureau of Indian Affairs

Comment: "Based on the information furnished in the DEIS, we concur with the

general finding that Ah-shi-sle-pah probably should not receive

wilderness designation. However, the discussion furnished in the

DEIS on the probable impacts of coal mining on Ah-shi-sle-pah is

very inadequate."

Response: The coal under the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is federal coal for which

three Preference Right Lease Applications (PRLAs) exist. Two other

BLM documents further discuss the impacts or mining on PRLAs on and

near the WSAs: The Environmental Assessment for Coal Preference

Right Leasing, New Mexico (1981) and the San Juan River Regional

Coal Environmental Impact Statement (1983). Further evaluation of

the impacts of coal mining will occur if the PRLAs are adjudicated

and mine plans are submitted.

*****

No. 0459(A-82)
Name(s): Laura B. King, Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.

Comment: "The discussion of the impacts on wilderness if the PRLAs are

issued in similarly brief and evasive. The EIS mentions that the

impacts on the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA if it is not designated

wilderness area are described in the Draft Proposed Wilderness EIS,

but inspection of that document reveals that impacts under the

non-designation alternative are described only in the most general

of terms. For example, the Wilderness EIS fails even to mention

that two of the three PRLA tracts located in the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA

would be surface mined if the leases were issued and this

development were permitted."

Response: Several sections of the Wilderness EIS specifically mention the

potential surface mining on the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA, including:

page vi (Summary), page 1-15 (Table 1-11), page 1-23 (Table 1-2),

Page 3-1 (Introduction to Chapter 3), page 3-2 (Assumption 7), page

3-3 (Unavoidable Impacts, Mineral Resources, Proposed Action,

Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA), and page 3-5 (Unavoidable Impacts, Social and

Economic Factors, Proposed Action, Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA). Other

resource sections of Chapter 3 also discuss the impacts of this
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mining, and the possibility of it is mentioned on pages C-6 and C-9
of the Appendix (Land Use Planning Recommendations for the Bisti,
De-na-zin and Ah-shi-sle-pah Wilderness Study Areas).

*****

No. 0498(A-82)
Name(s): Eldon G. Reyer, National Park Service

Comment: "In quality and value, the Ah-shi-sle-pah Wilderness Study Area
does not differ from the Bisti and the De-na-zin Wilderness Areas.
Certainly, the Ah-shi-sle-pah has more acreage underlain by coal.

However, even the Ah-shi-sle-pah contains less than one percent of
the recoverable federal coal in the San Juan Basin (.27 million
tons out of 200 billion tons). With so great a proportion of coal
available nearby, on lands with little scenic or wilderness value,
it does not appear to be wise land management to mine
Ah-shi-sle-pah. Preferred Right Lease Areas (PRLAs) on the
Ah-shi-sle-pah could be traded for federal coal on other tracts,
and thus there would not necessarily be a net reduction in coal
produced.

Another argument was used to reject wilderness status for
Ah-shi-sle-pah: that of not adding any diversity to the system.
This rationale is weak in light of the purpose and intent of the
wilderness preservation system. The aim of the system is to
preserve wildlands. it is not necessary that each unit of that
system represents a unique ecological community in order to merit
designation.

Because Ah-shi-sle-pah is similar in character and quality to the
other two wilderness areas, the environmental impact statement
cites this as a reason (page C-9) which weakens consideration for
wilderness status. To the contrary, its similarity in quality and
value classify it as deserving of designation as the De-na-zin and
Bisti."

Response: A coal lease exchange (or exchanges) for any PRLA in any WSA could
be considered by the BLM if Congress designates the WSA as
wilderness. However, it could be pursued only after the preference
right lease applicants have made their successful final showing,
and initiate a request for or indicate an interest in an exchange.
Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) is
only one criterion used to determine the suitability of an area for
wilderness designation. This criterion and the others are
discussed in Appendices A, B, and C of the DEIS.

During the study phase of the wilderness review process for the
tree WSAs analyzed in this EIS, an assessment of the values,
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resources, and uses within the individual areas was made. This

assessment was made to determine if wilderness is the most

appropriate use of the land and its resources. The result of the

assessment was a determination that the Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA is more

suitable for other uses than for wilderness. This determination is

the result of weighing several values, resources and uses against

each other, only on of which was diversity in the NWPS . Under

wilderness study policy, the balancing of the geographical

distribution of wilderness areas is not used as the sole basis for

making a determination on the recommendation for a WSA.

*****

No. 0478CA-82)
Name(s): Governor Toney Anaya, Attorney General Paul Bardacke, Commissioner

of Public Lands Jim Baca, State of New Mexico

Comment: "The critical nexus between the coal leasing EIS and Wilderness EIS

is the conflict between designation of Ah-shi-sle-pah as a

Wilderness area and the issuance of pending preference right lease

applications (PRLAs) and the production of coal from the PRLAs.

The State of New Mexico advocates exploring the possibility of

exchanging PRLA lease rights for bidding rights on federal coal for

applicants who secure PRLA leases which conflict with wilderness

values. The way could thus be made clear for the designation of

Ah-shi-sle-pah as a wilderness area. While recognizing that this

would, at least while the wilderness designation were maintained

for Ah-shi-sle-pah by Congress, preclude the mining of $4.6 billion

worth of coal having a Federal Royalty Value of $580 million, we
have concluded the efforts to maintain wilderness values justify

this cost.

Analytically, it is difficult to understand the decision which the

Wilderness EIS is designed to support. The San Juan Basin

Management Framework Plan announced a decision not to recommend

Ah-shi-sle-pah for wilderness status. The preparation of an EIS to

support a predetermined decision is not in compliance with NEPA.

"

(See 43 CFR 1502.5).

Response: A coal lease exchange (or exchanges) for any PRLA in any WSA could

be considered by the BLM if Congress designates the WSA as

wilderness. However, it could be pursued only after the preference

right lease applicants have made their successful showing, and
initiate a request for or indicate an interest in an exchange.

The BLM has incorporated the wilderness study process into its

normal land-use planning process , which means the agency has made

internal land-use planning decisions to recommend areas as suitable

or nonsuitable for wilderness designation. The land-use planning
decisions are made with the knowledge that they are intermediate
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steps in the wilderness process; their implementation will depend

on Congress' final wilderness decision .

The team "decisions" is a well-established part of the BLM's

land-use planning vocabulary. This term refers to the BLM's

land-use planning decisions, not the final Congressional decisions

on whether or not the WSA will be designated wilderness.

Semantically, the term "recommendations" reflects the status of the

BLM's land-use planning decisions regarding the WSA in the overall

wilderness study process. However, the term "decisions" is

accurate to describe the land-use planning part of this wilderness

study process, for the BLM must make a determination (decision)

whether or not to recommend the WSA to Congress as a possible

wilderness area.

Both the Chaco MFP and this Wilderness EIS make only recommendations

on the preliminary wilderness suitability of the WSA. The BLM's

wilderness recommendations must be forwarded to the Director of the

BLM, the Secretary of the Interior, the President, and Congress,

which is the final decision maker.

The BLM feels the rationale given in the Chaco MFP is a valid for

making the preliminary unsuitable wilderness recommendation for the

Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA. However, wilderness designation for this WSA

is considered as an alternative of the EIS, and could still be

chosen by Congress in its final decision.
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